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It may greatly conduce to tk advancement
of useful knowledge, if the learned Societies
establishecl in Europc will transmit to the Secretary of the Society in B q d a.Collection of
short and precise Queries on every Branch of
AIjafic Histo-ry, Natural and Civil, on the Philosophy, Mathematics, Antiquities, and Polite
Literature of Ask, and-on East- Arts, both
Liberal and Mechanic; since it is hoped that
accarate Answers may in due time be procured
to any Questions that mn be proposed on those
subjects; which must in all events be curious
and interesting, and may prove'in the highest
degree beneficial to mankind.

THE FOURTH

ANNIVERSARY DISCOURSE,
DELIVERED

15 T E B R U A R Y , 1787.

BY T H E PRESIDENT.

I
Gentimen,
HAD the honour last year of opening to you
my intention to discourse at our annual meetings
on the jive principal nitions who have peopled the
continent and islands of Asia, so as to trace, by a n
historical and philological analysis, ihe number of
ancient stems from which those five branches have
severally sprung, and the central region from which
they appear to have proceeded; you may, therefore,
expect that, having submitted to' your consideration a
few general remarks on the old inhabitants of India, 1
sh6uld now offer my sentiments on some other nation,
who, from a similarity of (angunge, religion, arts, and
mannera, may be supposed to have had an early connexion with the Hin2us; but, since we find some
Asiatic nations totally dissimilar to them in all or most
of those psrticulars, and since the difference will
strike you more forcibly by an immediate and close
comparison, I design a t present to give a short account of a wonderful people, who seem in every
respect so strongly contrasted to the original natives
of this country, that they must have been for ages a
distinct and separate race.
VOL.11.
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For the purpose of these discourses I discovered hdia on its largest scale, describing it as lying between
Persia and China, Tartary and Java; and, for the
same purpose, I now apply the name of Arabia, as
the Arabian geographers often apply it, to that extensive peninsula which the Red Sea divides from
Ajrica, the great Asyrian river from Iran, and of
which the Erytirrean Sea washes the base, without excluding any part of its western sides, which.would be
completely maritime, if no isthmus intervened between
the Mediterranean and the Sea of Kolzom; that country in short I call Arabia, in which the Arabic langoage and letters, or such as have a near affinity to
them, have been immemorially current.

Arabia, thus divided frpm India by a vast ocean,
or at least by a broad bay, could hardly have been
connected in any degree with this country, until navigation and commerce had been considerebl improved; yet, as the Hirzdur and the people of L e n
were both commercial nations in a very early age,
they were probably the first instruments of conveying
to the western world the gold, ivory, and perfumes
of India, as well as the fragrant wood, called Alluma
in Arabic, and Agurn in Sanscrit, which grows in the
greatest perfection in Anam, or Cochinchina. I t is possible too that part of the Arabian idolatry might have
been derived from the same source with that of the
Hindus; but such an intercourse may be considered as
partial and accidental only; nor am I more convinced
than I was fifteen years ago! when I took the liberty to
animadvert on a passage In the History of Prince
Kantemir, that the T u r b have any just reason for
holding the coast of Yemen to be a part of India, and
calling its inhabitants Y e l h u Indians.
The Arabr have Aver been entirely subdued, nor
bas any impression been made on them, except on
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their borders; where, indeed, the Phenicians, Persians, Ethiopians, Egyptians, and, in modern times,
the OtLnaan Tartars, have severally acquired settlements; but, with these exceptions, the natives of
Hejaz aud Yemen have preserved for ages the sole
dominion of their dese~tsand pastures, their mountains and fertile valleys; thus apart from the rest of
mankind, this extraordinary people have retained
their primitive manners and language, features and
character, as long and as remarkably as the Hindur
themselves. All the genuine Arabr of Syriu whom
I knew in Europe; those of Yemen whom I saw in the
isle of Hinzuan, whither many had come from Mnskat
for the purpose of trade; and those of Hejaz, whom
I have met in Bengal, form a striking contrast to the
Hindu inhabitants of those provinces : their eyes are
tall of vivacity, their speech voluble and articulate,
tbeir deportment manly and dignified, their apprehension quick, their minds always present and attentive,
with a'spirit of independence appearing in the countenances even of the lowest among them. Men will
always differ in tbeir ideas of civilization, each measuring it by the habits and prejudices of his OWIY countrx;
but, if courtesy and urbanity, a love of poetry and eloquence, and the practice of exalted virtues be a juster
measure of perfect society, we have certain proof that
the people of Arabia, both on plains and in cities, in
republican and monarchical states, were eminently civilized for many ages before their conquest of Persia.
I t is deplorable, that the ancient history .of this
majestic mce should be as little known in detail before
', the time of Dhu Yezen, as that of the Hindus before
Yicramaditya; for, although the vast historical work
ofdlnuwairi, and the MurujuZ(lhuhat5or Golden Jfead m of Almasuudi, contain chapters on the kings of.
Himyar, Ghasun, and Hirah, with lists of them and
sketches of tbeir several reigns; and although geneaB%
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logical tables, from which chronology might be
better ascertained, are prefixed to many compositions
of the old Arabian Poets, yet most manuscripts are
so incorrect, and so rnany contradictions are found in
the best of them, that we can scarce lean upon tradition with security, and must have recourse to the
same media for investigating the history of the Arabs
that I before adopted in regard to that of the Indians;
namely, their language, letters, and religion, their ancien~monume?zts, and the certain remains of their arts;
on each of which heads I shall touch very concisely,
having premised that my observations will in general
be confined to the state of Arabia before that singular
revolution a t the beginning of the seventh century,
the effects of which we feel at this day from the Pyreneun mountains and the Danubs, to the farthest parts
of the Indian Empire, and evep to the Eastern Islands.

I. For the knowledge which any European who
pleases may attain of the Arabian language, we are
principally indebted to the university of Leyden ; for,
though several Italians have assiduously laboured in
the same wide field, yet the fruit of their labours has
been rendered alniost useless by more comlnodivus
and niore accurate works printed in Holland; and,
though Yocock certair~lyaccomplished much, and was
able to accomplish any thing, -yet the academicai ease
which he enjoyed, and his. theological pursuits, induced him to leave unfinished the valuable work of
Afaida~ziwhich he had prepared for publication; nor,
even ,if that mine of Arabian - philology had seen
the light, urould it have borne any con~parisonwith
the fifty dissertations of Hariri, which the first A f bert S'chul!ens translated aad explained, though he
sent abroad bbt few of them, and bas left his worthy
grandson, from .wh'om perhaps Mnidani also may
be expected, the honour of publishing the rest:
but rhe palm .of glory in this branch of litera-
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ture is due to Golius, whose works are equally profound and elegant; so perspicuous in method, t h ~ t
they may always be consulted without fatigue, and
read without languor, yet so abundant in matter, that
any man who shall begin with his noble edition of
the Grammar compiled by his maeter Erpenius, and
proceed with the help of his incomparable dictionary,
to study his-History of fl'aimur by Ibni Arabshah, and
shall make himself complete master of that sublime
work, will understand the learned Arabic better than
the deepest scholar of Constantinople or at Mecca.
The Arabic lar~guage, therefore, is almost wholly in
our power; and, as it is unquestionably one of the
most ancient in the world, so it yields to none ever
spoken by mortals in tile number of its words and the
precision of its phrases; but it is equally true and
wonderful, that it bears not the least resemblance,
either in words or the structure of them, to the Sanscrit, or great parent of the Indian dialects; of which
dissimilarity I shall mention two remarkable instances; the Sanscrit, like the Greek, Persian, and Germ, delights in compounds, but in a much higher
degree, and indeed to such an excess, that I could
produce words of more than twenty syllables, not
formed lodicrously, like that by which the buffoon
in Aristophancs describes a feast, but with perfect seriousness, on the most sol ern^^ occasions, and in the most
elegant works; while the Arabic, on the other hand,
and all its sister dialects, abhor the composition of
words, and invariably express very complex ideas
by circurnlmution; so that if a compound word be
found in any genuine language of the Arabian peninsula (zenmerdah for instance, which occurs in the
Hamasah) it may at once be p r o t ~ o ~ ~ n can
e d exotic.
It' is the ,genius of the Sanscrit, and
Again:
other langmges of, the same stock, that the roots of
verbs be almost universally biliteral, so tbatjve-andtwmty hundred such roots might be formed by the
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composition of thefifty Indian letters; but the Arabic
roots are as universally trifiteral, so that the compositioa of the twenty-eight Arabian letters would give
near iruo and ta>elztyti~ousandelem~nts
of the language:
and this will demonstrate the surprizing extent of it;
for, although great numbers of its roots are confessedly lost, and some, perhaps, were never in use; yet
if we suppose ten thousand of them (without reckoning quadriGtcrals) to exist, and each of them to
admit onlyjve variations, one with another, in forming derivative nouns, even then a perfect Arabic dictionary ought to contain jfty thousand words, each
of which may receive a multitude of changes by the
rules of grammar., The derivatives ,in Sanscrit are
considerably more numerous: but a farther comparison between the two languages is here unnecessary,
since, in whatever light we view them, they seem
totally distinct, and must have been invented by two
different races af men; nor do I recollect a single
word in common between them, except Suruj, the
plural of Siriraj, rneanitig both a lamp and the sun; the
Sanscrit name of which is, in Berrgal, pronounced
h'urja; and even tl~isresemblance n ~ a ybe purely accidental. W e may easily believe with the Hindu,
that not ez7en Indra himself, and his heawenl bands,
much less a q mortal, ever comprehended in is mind
such an ocean oJ'words as their sacred language contains; and with the Arabs, that no man uninspired
was ever a conlplete master of Arabic: in fact,. no
person, I believe, now living in Europe or Asia, can
read without study an hundred couplets together, in
any connection of ancient Arabia11 poems; and we
are told, that the great author of the Konrur learaed
by accident from the mouth of a child, in a village
of Arabin, the meai~iogof three words, which he had
long sought in vain from grammarians, and from
books, of the highest reputatiou.. It is by approxim a t i o ~alone
~ that a knowledge of these two venerable
languages can be acquired ; and, with moderate atten*
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tion, enough of them may be known to delight and
instruct us in an infinite degree. I conclude this head
with remarking, that the nature of the Ethiopic dialect seems to prove an early establishment of the
Araba in part of Ethiopia, from which they were
afterwards expelled, and attacked even in their own
country by the Abyssinians, who had been invited
over as auxiliaries against the tyranny of Yemen, about.
century before the birth of Muhanzmed.
O N T H E ARABS.

Of the characters in which the old compositions of
drabia were written, we know but little, except that
the Koran originally appeared in those of Cufah, from
which the modern Arabian lettera, with all their elegant variations, were derived, and which unquestionably had acommon origin with the Hebrmor Chaldaic;
but, as to the Himyaric letters, or those which we see
mentio~ledby the name of Almusnad, we are still in
total darkness; the traveller Niebuhr having been
unfortunately. prevented from visiting some ancient
monuments in Yemen, which are said to have inscriptions on them. If thoie letters bear a strong resemblance to the Nagari, and if a story current in India
be true, that some Hindu merchants heard the Samlanguage spoken in Arabia the Happy, we might
be confirmed in our opinion that an intercourse formerly subsisted between the two nations of opposite
coasts,--but should have no reason to believe that
they sprang from the same immediate stock. The
first syllable of Hamyar, as many Europeans write it,
might perhaps induce an etymologist to derive the
Araba of Yemen from the great ancestor of the Indians; but we must observe, that Himyar is the
proper appellation of those Arabe; and many reasons concur to prove that the word is purely Arabic.
The similarity of some proper names on the borders
of India to those of Arabia, as the river Arabius, a
place called Arabia, a people named Ariber or Ara-
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bies, and another called Sabai, is indeed remarkable,
and may hereafter furnish me with' observations of
some importance, but not at all inconsistent with my
present ideas.

XI. I t is generally asserted that the old religion of
the Arabs was entirely Sabian ; but I can offer so little
accurate information concerning the Sabian faith, or
even the meaning of the word, that I dare not yet
speak on the subject with confidence. This at least
is certain, that the people of Yenzen very soon fell
into the common, but fatal, error of adoring the sun
and the firmament; for even the third in descent from
Yaktan, who was consequently as old as Nahor, took
the surname of Abdushums, or Semant of the Sun;
and his family, we are assured, paid particular honours to that luminary: other tr~besworshipped the
planets and fixed stars; but the religion of the poets,
a t least, seems to have been pure Theism; and this we
know with certainty, because we have Arabian verses
of unsuspected antiquity, which contain pious and
elevated sentiments on tlie goodness and justice, the
power and omnipotence, of Allah, or the God. I f
an inscription, said to have been found on marble in
Yemen, be authentic, the ancient inhabitants of that
country preserved the religion of Eber, and professed
a belief in miracles and a future state.
We are also told, that a strong resemblance
may be found between the religions of the pagall
Arabs and the Hindus; but, though this may be
true, yet an agreement in worshipping the sun
and stars will not prove an affinity between the two
nations: the porcers of God, represented as female
deities, the adoration of stones, and the name of the
idol I-udd, may lead us indeed to suspect that some
of the Hindu superstitions had found their way into
Arabia; and, though me have no traces in Arabian

9
history of such a conqueror or legislator as the great
Scsac, who is said to have raised pillars in Yemen as
well as at the mouth of the Gan~ea,yet, since r e
know that Sacya is a title of Buddha, whom some suppose to be Woden, since Wuddha was not a native of
India, and since the age of Seonc perfectly agrees with
that of Sacya, we may form a plausible conjecture
that they were in fact the same person who travelled
eastward fromEthiopia, either as a warrior or as a lawgiver, about a thousand years before Christ, and whose
rites we now see extended as far as the country of
Nison, or, as the Chinese call it, Jnpuen, both words
signifying the Rising Sun. Sacya may be derived from
a word meaning power, or from another denoting vegetable food; so that this epithet will not determine
whether he was a hero or a philosopher; but the title
Budha or raise, may induce us to believe that i ~ was
e
rather a benefactor than a destroyer of bis species:
if his religion, however, was really introduced into any
part of Arabia, it could not have been general in that
country; and we may safely pronounce, that before
the Mohammedan revolution, the noble and learned
Arabs were Theists, but that a stupid idolatry prevailed among the lo*er orders of the people
O N THE ARABS.
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I find no trace among them, till their emigration, of
any philosophy but ethics; and even their system of
morals, generous and enlarged a9 it seems to have been
ia the mmds of a few ,illustrious chieftains, was on the
whole miserably depraved for a century at least before
Muhammed. The distinguishing virtues which they
boasted of inculcating and practising, were a contempt of riches, and even of death; but, in the ago
of the Sewen Poets, their liberality had deviated into
mad profusion, their courage into ferocity, and their
patience into an obstinate spirit of encountering fruitless dangers; but I forbear to expatiate on the manners of the Arabs in that age, because the poems, en-

'

titled Almoallakaf, which have appeared in our own
language, exhibit an exact picture of their virtues
and their vices, their wisdom and their folly; and
show what may be constantly expected from men of
open hearts and boiling passions, with no law to coatrol, an$ little religion to restrain them.
111. Few monuments of antiquity are preserved in
Arabia, and of those few the best accounts are very
uncertain; but we are assilred that inscriptions on
rocks and mountains are still seen in various parts of tbe peninsula; which, if they are in any known laaguage, and if correct copies of them can be procured,
may be decyphered by easy and infallible rules.

T h e first Albert Schttltens has preserved in his Ancient hlemorials of Arabia, the most pleasins of all
his works, two little poems in an elegiac strain, which
are said to have been found, about the middle of the
seventh century, on some fragments of ruined edifices
in Hadramut, near Aden, and are supposed to be of an
indefinite, but very remote age. I t may naturally
be asked,-In
what cliaracters were they written?
W h o decyphered them? why mere not the original
letters preserved in the book where the verses are cited?
What became of the n~arbleswhich Abdurrahman,
then governor of Yemen, most probably sent to the
Khalijah at Bagdad? If thev be genuine, they prove
the people of Yemen to have been 'herdsmen and war'riors, inhabiting a fertile and well watered country
'Ifull of game, and near a fine sea abounding with
' fish, under a tnonarchical government, and dressed in
'green silk, or vests of needle-work,' either of their
own maoufacture or imported from India. The measure of these verses is perfectly regular, and the dialect undistinguishable, a t least by me, from that of
Kuraish; so that, if the Arabian writers were much
addicted to literary impostures, I should strongly sw-
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pect them to be modern compositions on the instability of human greatness, and the consequences of irreligion, illustrated by the example of the Hymyaric
princes; and the same may be suspected of the first
poem quoted by Schultenr, which he ascribes to an
Arab in the age of Solomon.
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The supposed houses of the people called Thamud,
are also still to be seen in excavations of rocks; and
in the time of Tabrizi the Grammarian, a castle was
extant in Yemen which bore the name of Aladbat, an
old bard and warrior, who first, we are told, formed
bis army, thence called alkhamis, injve parts, by which
arrangement- he defeated the troops of Himyar in an
expedition against Sanaa.

Of pillars erected by Sesac, after his invasion of
Yemen, we find no mention in Arabian histories; and,
perhaps, the stor has no more foundation than another told by the &reeks and adopted by Nm!oa, that
the Arabs worshipped U~ania,and even Baccirus by
name, which, they say, means great in Arabic; but
where they found such a word, we cannot discover:
it is true, 'that Beccah signifies a great and tymultuorrs
crowd; and, in this sense, is one name of the sacred
city commonly called Meccah.
The CabaR, or quadra~gularedifice at Meccah, is
indisputably so ancient, that its original use and the
name of its builder are lost in a cloud of idle traditions. An Arab told me gravely, that it was raised
by Abraham, who, as I assured him, was never there:
others ascribe it, with more probability, to Ismael, or
one of his immediate descendants; but whether it was
built as a place of divine worship, as a fortress, as a
sepulchre, or as a monument of the treaty between the
old possessors of Arabia and the sons of Kidar, antiquaries may dispute, but no mortal can determine.

,
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I t is thought by Reland to have been the mansion of
sonre ancient patriarch, and revered on that account by
his posterity; but the room in which we now are assembled, would contain the whole Arabian edifice;
and, if it were large enough for the dwelling-house of
a patriarchal family, it would seem ill adapted to the
pastoral manners of the Kedarites. A Persian author
insists, that the true name of IV1eccuh is Mahcadah; o r
the Temple o j ' tlze Moon; but, although we may smile
a t his etymology, we cannot but think it probable that
the Cabah was originally designed for religious purposes. Three couplets are cited in an Arabic history
of tt~isbuilding,. which, from their extreme simplicity, have less appearance of imposture than other
eerses of the same kind : they are ascribed to Asad,
a Tobba, or king by az~ccession,who is generally allowed
to have reigned in Yemen an hundred and twenty-eight
years before Christ's birth; and they commemorate,
without any poetical imagery, the magnificence of the
prince in covering- the holy temple with stripped cloth
a n d j n e linen, and in making keysfor itsgate. This
temple, however, the sanctity of which was restored
by Mztlrammed, had been strangely profaned at the time
of hir birth, when it was usual to decorate its walls
with poems on all subjects, and often on the triumphs
of Arabiun gallantry and the praises of Grecian wine,
which t l ~ emerchants of Syria brouglit for sale into the
deserts.
From the want of materials on thesubject of Arabian
antiquity, we find it very difficult to fix the chronol q y of the Ismailites with accuracy beyond the time of
Arlnan, from whom the impostor was descended in
the twenty-Jirst degree; and, although we have genealogies of Alkamah and other Himyaric bards as high
as the thirtieth degree, or for a period of nine hundred
years a t least, yet we can hardly depend on them so
far, as to establish a -complete chronological system.
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By reasoning downwa~ds,however, we may ascertain
some points of considerable importance. The universal tradition of Yemen is, That Yoktan, the son of
Eber, first settled his family in the country; whic!l
settlement, by the computation admitted in Europe,
must have been above three thotrsandsi.r hundred years
ago, and nearly at the time when the Hindus, under
the conduct of Rama, were subduing the first inhabitants of these regions, and extending the Indian empire from Ayodhya or Audh, .as far as the isle of Sinliad,
or Silan. Accol.ding to this calculation, Nuuman, king
of Yemen, in the ninth generation from Eber, was contemporary with Joseph; and, if a verse composed by
that prince, and quoted by AbuiJida, was really preserved, as it might easily ham been, by oral tradition,
it proves the great antiquity of the Arabian language
and metre. This is a literal version of the couplet:
' When thou, who art in power, conductest affairs with
' courtesy, thou attainest the high'.honours of those
' who are most exalted, and whose mandates are
' obeyed.' We are told that, from an elegant verb in
this distich, the royal poet acquired the surname of
Almunaser, or the Courteous. Now the reasons for
believing this.verse genuine are its brevity, which made
it easy to be remembered, and the good sense comprized in i t , which made it become proverbial; to
which we n ~ a yadd, that the dialect is apparently old,
and differs in three words from the idiom of Hejae
The reasons for doubting ere, that sentences and verses
of indefinite antiquity are sometimes ascribed by the
Arabo to particular persona of eminence; and they
even go so far as to .cite a pathetic e l e of
~ Adum
himself on the death of Alrel, but. in very good Arabic
and correct measure. Such are the doubts which
necessarily must arise on such a subject; yet we have
no need of ancient monuments or traditions to prove
all that our analysis requires, namely, that t l ~ c~ r a ofb ~
Hejoz and Yeme18 sprang from a stock entirely difler-
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ent from that of the Hindus, and that their first establishments in the respective countries where we npw
find them, were nearly coeval.

I cannot finish this article without observing* thac
when the King of Denmark's ministers instructed the
Danish travellers to collect historical books in Arabic,
but not to busy themselves with procuring Arabian
poems, they certainly were ignorant that the only monuments of old Arabian history are collections of poetical pieces and the commentaries on them; that all
memorable transactions in AFubia were recorded in
verse: and that more certain facts may be known by
reading the Hamafuh, the Dirvalr of Httdhail, and the
valuable work of Obaidullah, than by turning over a
hundred volumes in prose, unless indeed those poema
are cited by the historians as their authorities.

1V. The manners of the Hi$fixi drabs, which have
continued, we know, fromsthe titps gf Solomon to the
present age, were by no means favourable .to the cultivation of art$; and as to sciepces, we have no reason to believe that they were acquainted with any;
for the Inere amusement of giving names to stars,
which were useful to them in their pastoral or predatory rambles througb the deserts, rrrld in their observations on the weather, can hardly be considered as a
material part of astronomy. The only arts in which
they pretended to excellence (I except horsemanship
and military accomplishments) were poetry and rhetoric. That we have none of their comppsjtions in prose
before the Koran, may be ascribed, perhaps, to the
little skill which they seem to have had in writing,
to their predilection in favour of poetical measure,
and to the facility with which verses are committed
to memory; but all their stories prove, that they were
eloquent in a high degree, and possessed wonderful
powers of speaking, without preparation, in flowing

.
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a d forcible periods. I have never been able to dis.
corer what was meant by their books called Rawaiitn; but suppose that they were collectious of their
common or customary law.
Writing was so little
practised among them, that their .old poems, which
are now accessible to us, may almost be considered as
originally unwritten; and I aln inclined to think that
Samuel Johnson's reasoning on the eitreme imperfection of unwritten languges, was too general; since a
language tLat is only spoken, may nevertheless be
highly polished by a people who, like the, ancient
drabs, make the improvement of their idiom a national concern, appoint solemn assemblies for the purpose of displaying their poetical talents, and hold it a
dug to exercise their children in getting by brut
their most approved compositions.

The people of Yemen had possibly more mecAanicaZ
arts, and, perhaps, more science; but, although their
ports must have been the empcwia of considerable
commerce between Egypt and India,or part of Persia,
yet we have no certain proofs o f their proficiency in
navigation, or even in manufactures. That the Arabs
of the Desert had musical instruments, and names for
the different notes, and that they were greatly delighted
with melody, we know from themselves; but their
lutes and pipes were probably very simple, and their
music, I suspect, was little more than a natural and
tuneful recitation of their elegiac verses and lovesongs. The singular property of their language, in
shunning compound words, may be urged, according
to Bacon's idea, as a proof that they had made no
progress in arts, 'which require,' .says he, 'a variety
'of combinations to express the complex notions aris'ing from them,' but the sioaalarity may perhaps be
imputed wholly to the genius of the language, and the
taste of those who spoke it, since the old Germana
who knew no art, appear to have delighted in com-
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pound words, which poetry and oratory, one wonld
conceive, might require as much as any meaner art
whatsoever.

So great, on the whole, was the streogth of psrts or
capacity, either natural or acquired from habit, for
which the Arabs were ever distinguished, that we cannot be surprised when we see that blaze of genius
which they displayed, as far as their a r m extended,
when they burst, like their own dyke of Arim, through
their ancient limits, and spread, like an inundation,
ever the great empire of Iran. That a race of Tazis,
or Coursers, as the Persians call them, 'who drank
' the milk of camels and fed on lizards, should eater' tain a thought of subduing the kingdom of Feridun,'
was considered by the General of Yadegird's army
as the strongest instance of fortune's levity and mutability; but Firdausi, a complete master of Asiatic
manners, and singularly impartial, represents the Brclbs,
even in the age of Feridun, as 'disclaiming any kind
' of dependence on that monarch, exulting in their
' liberty, delighting i.n eloquence, acts of liberality, and
martial achievements; and thus making the whole
' earth,' says the poet, 'red as wine with the blood
' of their foes, and the air like a forest of canes with
their tall spears.' With such a character.they were
likely to conquer any country that they could invade;
and, if Alcxunder had invaded their dominions, they
would unquestionably have made an obstinate, and
probably a successful resistance.

But I have detained you too long, gentlomen, with
a nation who have ever been my favourites, and hope
at your next anniversary meeting to travel with you
over a part of Asia which exhibits a race of men distinct both from Hindus and from the Arabs. In
the mean time, it shall be my care to superintend the
publicationof your transactions; in which if the learned
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in Europe have n o t raised their expectations too high,
they will not, I believe, be disappointed: my own
imperfect essays I ilways except; but, though my
ether engagements have prevented my attendance
on your mciety for the greatest part of last year, and I
have set an example of that freedom from restraint,
without which no society can flourish; yet, as my
few hours of leisure ~ i ) now
l be devoted to Sanecrat
literature, I cannot but hope, though my chief object
be a knowledge of Hindu law, to make some discovery in other sciences, which I shall impart with humility, aud which you will, I doubt uot, receive with
indulgence.

THE FIFTH

ANNIVERSARY DISCOURSE,
DILIVBRED

21

IPBBUAIY,

1788,

BY T H E P R E S I D E N T .

A T the close of my last address to you, Gentlemen,

I declared my design of introducing.to your notice a people of Aria, who seemed as different in most
respects from the PinJlcs and h a b s as those two nations had been shown to differ from each other; I
mean the people whom we call Tartars: but I enter with extreme diffidence on my present subject, because I have little knowledge of the Tartarian dialects; and the gross errors of European writers on
Asiatic literature, have loqg convinced me that no satisfactory account can be given of any nation with
whose language we are not perkctly acquainted. Such
evidence, however, as I have procured by attentive
reading and scrupulous enquiries, I will now lay before you ; interspersing such remarks as I could not
but make on that evidence, and submitting the whole
to your impartial decision.
Conformably to the method before adopted in dercribing Arabia and India, I consider Tartary also,
for the purpose of this discouroe, on its most extensive
scale; and request your atteation whilst I trace Lbe
largest boundaries that are assignable to it. Conceive
a line draw0 from the mouth of the Oby to that o f the

ca.

Dnieper, and, bringing it back eastward across the
Euxtne, so as to include the peninsula of Krim, extend
it along the foot of Cattcasus, by the rivers Cur apd
Aras, to the Ca.~pianLake, from the opposite shore of
which folIow the course of the Jqihun, and the chain
of Caucaseu?l iiills, as far as those of Imaus; whence
continue tile line beyond the Chinese Wall to the White
Mountain and the country of Yetso; skirting the borders of Persla, India, China, Corea, but including
part of Russia, with all the districts which lie betneen
the Glacial Sea and that of Jupnn. M. de Guignes,
whose great work on the Hulls abounds more in solid
learning than in rhetorical ornaments, presents us,
however, with a magnificent image of this wide region ; describing it as a stupendous edifice, the beams
and pillars of which are many ranges of lofty hill3,
and the dome one prbdigious mountain, to which the
Chinese give the epithet of Celestial, with a donsiderable number of broad rivers flowing down its sides.
I f the mansion be so amazingly sublime, the land
around it is proportionably extended, but more wonderfully diversified ; for some parts of it are encrusted
with ice, others parched with inflamed air, and covered
with a kind of lava: here we meet with immense
tracks of sandy deserts; and forests almost impenetrable; there, with gardens, groves, and meadows, perfumsd with musk, watered by numberless rivulets,
and abounding in fruits and flowers ; and, from east
to west, lie many considerable provinces, which appear
as valleys in comparison of the hills towering above
them, but in truth are the flat summits of the highest
mountains in the world, or at least the highest in Asia.
Near one-fourth in latitude of this extraordinary region
is in the same charming climate with Greece, .Italy, and
h o v e n c e ; and another fourth in that of. Etrglmd,
Germany, and the northern parts of France; but the
Hyperborean countries can have few beauties to recommend them, a t least lia the present state of the
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earth's temperature. T o the south, on the frontiers of
Iran are the beautiful vales of Soghd, with the celebrated cities of Sunmrkand and Bokhara; on those of
n'bet are the territories of Cashugar, KRoferi, Chegil,
and Xhata, all fanied for perfumes, and for the beauty
of their inhabitants; and on those of China lies the
country of Chili, anciently a powerful kingdom ; which
name, like tha! of Phara, has in rnodern times been
given to the whole Chinese empire, where such an appellation would be tbought an insult We must not
omit the fine territory of Tnncut, which was known to
the Greeks by the name of Serica, and considered by
them as the farthest eastern extremity of the habitable
globe.
S y t h i a seems t~ be the general name which the ancient E u r o p r gave to as much as they knew of the
country thug bounded and .described; but whether
that w ~ r dbe derived, as Pliny seems to intimate, from
Sacai, a people known by a similar name to the Greeks
and Persians, or, as Bryant imagines, from Cuthia, or,
as Colonel Vallancey believes, from words denoting
navigation, or, as it might have been supposed, from
a Greek root imp1 ing wrath and ferocity, this at least
is certain; that, as ndia,. China, Persia, Japan, are not
appellations of those countries in the languages of the
nations who inhabit them, so neither Scythia nor Tart a y are names by which the inhabita~!ts of the country now under our consideration, have ever distingulshed themselves. Tartaristan is, indeed, a word
used by the Persians for the south-western part of
Scythia, where the musk-deer is said to be common ;
md the name Tartar is by some considered as that of
a particular tribe ; by others, as that of a s'rnall river
only; while Turan, as. opposed to Iran, seems to
mean the ancient dominion of Afrasia to the north
and east of the Oxus. There is nothing more idle
than a debate concerning names, which, after all, are
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of little consequence when our ideas are distinct without them. Having given, therefore, a correct notion
of the country which I proposed to examine, I shall
not scruple to call it by the general name of Tartary ;
though I am conscious of using a term equally improper in the pronunciation and the application of i t
Tartary, then, which contained, according to Pliny,
an innumerable rnultihuie ofnations, by whom the rest
of dsia and Europe has in different ages been overrun, is denominated, as various images have presented
themselves to various fancies, the great hive of the
northemawarms, the ~zurser~oJirresistiblc
legions, and
by stronger metaphor, thejoundery of the human race;
but M. Bailly, a wonderfully ingenious mau and a
very lively writer, seems first to. have considered it as
the cradle oJ our species, and to have supported an
opinion that the whole ancient world was enlightened
by sciences brought from the most northern parts of
Sqthia, particularly from the banks of the Jenhea, or
from the Hyperborean regions. All the fables of old
Greece, Italg, Persia, Indta, he derives from the north;
and it must be owned, that he maintains his paradox
with acuteness and learning. Great learning and
great acuteness, together with the charms of a most
engaging style, were indeed necessary to render even
-tolerable a system which places an earthly paradise,
the gardens of -Hesperus,the islands of the Maca?-cs,
the roves of El sium, if not of Eden, the heaven
of ndriz, the Ariatan, or fairy-land of the Peraian poet& with its city of diamonds and itr
country of Shadeam, so named 'from Pleasure and
Lwe, not in any one climate which the comnlon
sense of mankind considers as the seat of delights, but beyond the mouth of the Oby, in the
Frozen Sea, in a region equalled only by that where
the wild ilnagioation of Dante led him to fix the
wont of criminals in a, state of punishment after!

!
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deatb, and of which he could not, he says, even think
without shivering. A very curious paasage in a tract
of Plutarch on thejigure in the moon's orb, naturally
ioduced M. Bail@ to place Ogygia in the north ; and
he concludes that island, as others have concluded
rather fallaciously, to be the Atlantis of Plato; but
is at a loss to determine whether it was Icelasd or
Greenland, Spitzbergen or New Zembla. Among so
many charms it was difficult, indeed, to give a preference; but our philosopher, though as much perplexed by an option of beauties ao tlie shepherd of
I&, seems on the whole to think Zembla the most
worthy of the goldenfruit; because it is indisputably
an island, and lies opposite to a gulph near a continent, from which a great number of rivers descend
into the ocean. H e appears equal1 distressed among
bve nations, real and imaginary, to ?I x upon that which
the Greeks named Atlantes; and his conclusion in
both cases must remind us of the showman at Etm,
who, having pointed out in his box all the crowned
beads of the world, and being asked by the schoolboys who looked through the glass, which was the
Emperor, which was the Pope, which the Sultan, and
which the Great Mogul, .answered eagerly, ' Which
you please, young gentlemen, which you please.' His
letters, however, toFVoltaire,in which he unfolds his
new system to hisofriend, whom he had not been able
to convince, are by no means to be derided ; and his
general proposition, that arts and sciences had their
source in Tariary, deserves a longer examination than
can be given' to it in this discourse. I shall, nevertheless, with-your permission, shortly discuss the question
under the several heads, that will present themselves in
.order.
.
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Although we may naturally 'suppose that the
numberless communities of Tartars, some of whom.
are established in great cities, and some encamped
C4
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on plains in ambulatory mansions, which they remora
from pasture to pasture, must be as different.in their
features as in their dialects ; yet, among tliose who
have not emigrated into another country, and mixed
with another nation, we may discern a family-likeness,
especially in their eyes and countenance, and in that
configuration of lineaments which we generally call a
Tartar face; but, without making anxious enquiries,
whether all the inhabitants of the vast region before
described have similar features, we may conclode from
those whom we have seen', and from the original portraits of Taimur and his descendants, that the Tartar6
in general differ wholly in complexion and countenance from the Hindus and from the Arabs: an ob-.
servation which tends, in some degree, to confirm the
account iven by modern Tartars themselves of their
descent rom a comrnon ancestor. Unhappily, their
lineage cannot be proved by authentic pedigrees, or
hisforical monuments; for all their writings extant,
even those in the Mogul dialect, are long subsequent to
the time of Muhammed; nor is it possible to distinguish
their genuine traditions from those of the Arabs, whose
Peligious opinions they have in general adopted. At
the beginning of the fourteeath century, PAwojah
Rashid, surnamed FadIu/lah. a native of Kazvin, compiled his account of the Tartars and Mongais from
the papers of one Pdod, whom the great-grandson of
Hoiacu had sent into Tartaristan for the sole purpose
of collecting historical information ; and the commission itself shows how little the Tartarian princes
From this'
really knew of their own origin.
work of Rarhirl, and from other materials,. AhaE
ghzi, king of &hmuorezm, composed in the MQ
gul lsaguage his Genea[ogical Histmy, which, havJng been purchased from a merchant of BokAara
by some Swedish officers, prisoners of war in
.Eilwia, has found its way into several Europear
tongues : it contains much valuable matter, but, like
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111 Muhammedon histories, exhibits tribes or nations as
individual sovereigns; and, if Baron De Tott liad not
strangely neglected to procure a copy of thc Tortarion
bistory, for the original of which he unnecessarily offered a large sum, we should probably have found that it
begins with an account of the deluge, taken from the
Kwan, and proceeds to rank i'krc, Chin, Tatar, and
hiongal,, among the sons of Yafet. The genuine traditional history of the Tartars, in all the books that I
have inspected, seems to begin with Oghuz, as that
of the Hindus does with Rama: they place their mira 1
culous hero and patriarch j o u r thousand years before
Chengiz Khan, who was born in the year 1164, and
with whose reign their historical period commences.
I t is rather surprizing that RIr. Bailly, who makes frequent appeals to etymological arguments, has not derived Ogyges from Oghuz, and Atlas from Atlai, or
the Golden Mountain of Tartary : the Greek ternlinations might have been rejected from both words ; and
a mere t~.anspositionof letters is no diffic'ulty with an
etymologist.

My remarks in this address, Gentlemen, will be
contined to the period preceding Chengiz; and, althoogh the learned labours of 31. de Guignes, and
the Fathers Visdelou, Demailla, and Gaubil, who have
made a n incomparal~leuse of their Chinese literature;
exhibit probable accounts of the Tartars from a
very early age ; yet the old historians of China were
not only foreign, but geuerally hostile to them, and
for both those reasoas, either through ignorance or
malignity, may be suspected of misrepresenting
their transactions: if they speak truth, the ancient
history of the Tartars presents us, like most other
histories, with a series of assassinations, plots, treasons, massacres, and all the natural fiuitu of'selfish
ambition. I should have no inclination to give
you a sketch of such horrors, even if the oc-
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casion called for it ; ~ n dwill barely 'observe, that
the first king of the HyuTnnus, or Huns, began his
reign, accordin to Visdelotr, about three thousand
jive hundred an eixty years :ago, not long after the
rime fixed in my former discourses for the first regular establishments of the Hindua and Arabs in their
several countries.

f

I. Our first enquiry concerning the latzbquages and
letters of the Tartars, presents us with a deplorable
vo~d,or with a prospect ss barren and dreary as that
of their deserts. The. Tartars, in general, had no
literature (in this point all authorities appear to concur) ; the flicrcs had no letters; the Huns, according
to Procopius, had not even heard of them; the magnificent Chengiz, whose empire included an area of near
eighty square degrees, could find none of his own
Mongals, as the best authors inform us, able to write
his dispatclies ; and Taimur, a savage of strong natural parts, and passionately fond of heariug histories
read to him, could himself neither write oor read.
It is true that Ibnu Arabshah mentions a set of characters called Dilberjin, which were used in Khata:
' he had seen them,' he says, ' and found them to .
' consist of forty-one letters, a distinct symbol being
' appropriated to each long and short vowel, and
' to each consonant hard or soft, or,otherwise varied
' in pronunciation ;' but Khata was in Southern f a r tary, on the confines of Indin ; and, from his description of the characters there in use, we cannot but
suspect them to have been those of Tibet, which are
manifestly Indian, bearing a greater resemblance to
those of Bengal than to Dewanagari. The learned
and eloquent Arab adds, ' that the Tartars of Khata
' write, in the Dilberjin letters, all their tales and
' histories, their journals, poems, aod miscellanies,
' their diplomas, records of state and justice, the laws
' of Chengiz, their public registers, and their composi-
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tions of every species.' If this be true, the people of
Xhuta must have been a polished, and even a lettered
nation; and it may be true, without affecting the
gefleral position, that the Tartaro were illiterate; but
Ibnu Arabshah was a professed rhetorician, and it is
impossible to read the original passage without full
conviction that his object in wiiting it was to display
his power of words in a flowing and modulated period. He says further, that in Jaghatai, the people of
Oighur, as he calls them, ' have a system of JbYrteen
' letters only, denominated, from themselves, Oighuri;'
and those are the characters which the Mongals are
supposed, by most authors, to have borrowed. Abrlghazi tells us only, that Cliengiz employed the natives
of Eigkur as excellent penmen ; but the Chinese assert, that he was forced to employ them, because be
had no writers at all among his natural-born subjects ;
and we are asaured by many, that Kublaikhan ordered
letters to be invented for his nation by a Tibetian,
whom he rewarded with the dignity of chief L a w .
The small number of Eigituri letters might induce us
to believe that they were Zend or Pahlavi, which must
have been current in that country when it was governed by the sons of Feridun ; and, if the alphabet
ascribed to the Eighrrrians by 51. Des Hautesrnyes be
correct, we may safely decidr, that in many of its
letters it resembles both the Xend and the Syriac, with
a remarkable differeuce in the mode of connecting
them; but, aa we can scarce hope to see a genuine
specimen of them, our doubt must remain in regard to
their form and origin. The page exhibited by Hyde ae
Khatayan writing, is evidently ir sort of broken Cuyfck;
and the fink manuscript at Q . ~ f o r d ,from which it was
taken, is more probably a Mendeatz work on some religious subject, than, as he imagined, a code of Tartarian laws. That very learned man appears to have
made a worse mistake in giving us for Mongal characters a page. of writing which has the appearance of
Japanese, or mutilated Chinese letters.
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If the Tartars in general, as we have every reason
, to believe, had no written memorials, it cannot be
tholight wonderful that their languages, like those of .
.
America, sliould have been in perpetnal fluctuation,
and that more than fifty dialects, as Hyde had been
credibly informed, should be spoken between MOSCOW .
and China, by the many kindred tribes or their several branches, which are enumerated by A bulghaai.
What those dialects are, and whether, they really sprang
from a con~monstock, we shall probably learn from
hlr. Pallas, and other indefidtigable men employed by
the Russian court; and it is from tbe Russiana that we
must expect the most accurate informa lion concerning
the Asiatic subjects: I persuaded thyself that, if their
enquiriesbe j;diciously made and faithfully reported,
the result of them will prove that all the languages
properly Tartarian, arose from one common solirce ;.
excepting always the jargons of such wanderers or
mountaineers,as, having long been divided from the
main body of the nation, must, in a course of ages,
have framed separate idioms for themselves. T h e
only'Tarturian language of which I have any knowledge, is the Turkish of Constantinople, which is however so aopious, that whoever shall know it perfectly,
will easily understand, as w e we assured by intelligent
authors, the dialects of f i r t a r i s t a n ; and \ye may collect from Alulghuzi, that hc would find little difficulty in the Calmac and the Mogul. I mill not offend .
y o ~ ears
~ r by a dry catalogue of similar words in those
different languages; but a careful investigation has
convinced me that, as the Indian and Arabian tongues
are severally descended from a cornnlon parent, so
those of Tartary might be traced to one ancient
stk~n,essentially differing from the two others. I t
appears, indeed, from a story told by Abulghazi, that
the V i r a t ~and the Mongals coi~ldnot understand each
other ; but no more can the Danes and the English,
yet their dialects, beyond a doubt, are branches of
'
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the same ~ o i h i ctree. The dialect of the Moguls, in
which some .histories of Tain~urand his descendant8
were originally cornposect. is called in India, where a
learned native set tne right when I used a n o ~ h e word,
r
Turci; not that' it is precisely the same with the'Turkish of the Othmanlus, but,the two idioms differ, perhaps, less than Srcedigh and German, or Spanish and
Pwtugwse, and certainly less than Welsh and Irish.
Jn hope of ascertaining this point, I have long searched in vain for the original works ascribed to l a i m u r
and Baber ; tlut all the Moguls with whom I have
conversed in this country, resemble the crow in one
of their popular' fables, who, having long affected to
walk like a pheasant, was unable, after all, to acquire
the gracefulnesb o f that elegabt bird, and in the mean
time forgot his- ewn'.hatural gait. They have not
learned the diqlect of Persia, but have wholly forgotten that of 'tbeb.ancestors. A very considerable ,part
of the old fa~iCnrim.langua~e,
which in Asia would
probably have been.'lost,. is happily preserved in E u rope; and, if tha.gound;\vork of tbe western Turkish,
when separated from the ,Persian and Arabic, with
which it is embellished, be a branch of the lost Oghuz k n tongue, I can assert with confidence that it has
not the least resemblance either to Arabic or Samcrit,
and must have been invented by a race of men wholly
distinct from the Arabs or Hinhs. This fact alone
oversets the system of 31, Bailly, who considers the
Sanscrit, of which he gives in several places a most
erroneous account, as ' Afine monument oj'hisprimeval Scythians, the preceptors uj'mankind, sndplswters oj'a &lime pl~ilosoph3even in India ;' for he
holds it an incontestable truth, that a language which
is dead, supposes a nation which is destroyed; and he
seems to think such reasoning perfectly decisive of
the question, .without having recourse to astronomical
arguments, or the spirit of ancient institutions. For
my part, I desire no better proof than that which the
:
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language of the Brahmans affords, of an immemorial
and total difference between the savages of the mountains, as the old Chinese justly called the Tartars, and
the studious, placid, con telnplative inhabitants of these
I~tdianplains.

I

I

11. The geographical rehoning of M . Bailly may,
perhaps, be thought equally shallow, if not inconsistent in some degree with itself. ' An adoration of the
'sun and of fire,' says he, ' must necessarily have
' arisen in a cold region ; therefore it must have been
' foreign to India, Persia, Arabia; therefore i t must
' have been derived from Tartary. - No man, I believe, who has travelled in winter through BaBar, or
has even passed a cold season at Calcutta within the
tropic, can doubt that the solar wa~mthis often desirable by all, and might have been considered as adorable by the ignorant in these climates; or that the
return of spring deserves all the salu tgtions which i t
receives from the Peraian and Indian poets; not to
rely on certain historical evideace, that Atttarah, 8
celebrated warrior and bajd, actually perished with
cold on a rnoui~tainof Arabia. T o meet, however,
an objection which might naturally enough be made
to the voluotary settlement and amazing population
of his.prirnitive race, in the icy regions of the north,
he takes refuge in the hypothesis of Ri. Bufon, who
imagines that our whole globe was at first of a white
heat, and has been gradually cooling from the poles of
the equator; so that the Hyperborean countries had
once a delightful temperature; and Siberia itself was
koiter than the climate oj'our temperate zones; that is,
was in too hat a climate, by his first proposition, for
the primary worship of the sun. That the temperature of countries bas not sustained a cbange in the
lapse of ages, I will by no means insist; but we can
hardly reason conclusively from a variation of temperature to the cultivrrtio~and diffusion of science. If as
many female elephants and tigresses as we now find i n
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Bengnl had formerly littered in the Siberian forests,
and the young, as the earth cooled, had sought a genial warmth in the cliwate of the south, it would not
follow that other savages, who migrated in the same
direction, and on the same account, brought religion
and philosophy, language and writing, art and science,
into the southern latitudes.

We are told by Abulghazi that the primitive religion of human creatures, or the pure adoration of one
Creator, prevailed in Tartary during the first generations of Yufet, but was extinct before the birth of
Oghuz, who restored it in his dominions; tbat, some
ages after hih, the Motlgals and the lkrcs relapsed
into gross idolatry; but that Chengiz was a Theist,
end, in a conversation with the Muhammedun doctors,
admitted their arguments for the being and attributes
of the Deity to be unanswerable, while he contested
the evidence of their prophet's legation. . From old
Grecian authorities we learn that the Massngetlt worshipped the sun ; and the narrative .of an embassy
from Justin to the Rhaken, or emperor; who then resided in a fine vale near the source of the Irtish, mentions the Tartnrian ceremony of purifying thc Roman
ambassadors by conductiag them between two fires.
The Tartars of that age are represented as adorers of
thefour elements, and believers in an invisible spirit,
to whom they sacrificed bulls and rams. Modern'
travellers relate, that,.in the festivals of some Tartariun tribes, they pour a few drops of a consecrated
liquor on the statues .of their gods; after which an
attendant sprinkles a little of what remains three
times toward the south, in honour of fire; toward
the west and east,'in honour of water and air; and
as often toward the north, i n honour of the ear~h,
which contained the reliques of their deceased ,ancestors. Now $1 this may be very true, without
proving a national affinitj between 'the Zbrtarr
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and Hindus; for the Arabs adored the pla~etsand
the beauties of Nature; the Arabs had carved images, and made libations on a black atone; the Arabs
turned in prayer to aifferent quarters of the heavens; yet we know with certainty, that the Arab8
are a distinct race from the Tartars; and we might
as well infer that they were the same people, because
they had each their Nomadts, o r wanderers for asture;
and because the Turcma~ds,describad by I muarabrhah, and by him called Tartars, are, like mozt Arabim tribes, pastoral and warlike, hospitable and
generous, wintering and summering on different plains,
and rich in herds and flocks, horses and camels: but
this agreement in manners proceeds ftom the similar nature of their several deserts, and their similar
choice of a free rambling life, without e~incinga
community of ,origin, which they could scarce have
had without preserving some replnant a t least of a
common language.

1

M a n y Lamas, we are assured, or priests of Buddha,
have been fou'nd settled in Siberia; but it can hardly
be doubted that the Lamas had travelled thither
from Tibet; whence it is more than probable, that
the religion of the Bauddhas was imported into Southern, or Chinese Tartary; since we know tsat rolls of
Tibetian writing have been brought even from the
borders of the Caspian. The complexion of Cuddha
himself, which, according to the Hhdus, was betraem
wlrite and ruddy, wotlld perhaps have convinced &I:
Bailly, had he known the Indian traditioh, that the
last great legislator and god of tbe east was a Tartar; but the Chinese consider him as a native of
11ldia; the Brairmans insist that he was born in a
forest near Gnya; and many reasons may lead us ta
suspect, that his religion was carried from the west
end tbe south, to those eastern and northern countries in which it prevails. O n the whole, we meet
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with few or-no traces in Scythia of Indian rites and
superstitions, or of that poetical mythology with
which the Sonacrit poems are decorated ; and we may
allow the Tartars to have adored the Sun with Inore
reason than any southern people, without admitting
them to have been the sole original inventors of that
universal folly. We may even doubt the originality of
their veneration for the four ekments, which forms a
principal part of the ritual introduced by Xeraius?~t,a
native of Rai in Persia, born in the reign of Gushtmp, whose son Pashuten is believed by the Parsis
to have resided long in Tartqry, at a place called Cangidia, where a magnificent palace is said to have been
built by the father of Cyrua, and where the Persiav
prince, who was a zealot in the new faith, would naturally have disseminated its tenets among the neighbouring Tartars.
O N THE TARTARS,

Of any philosophy, except natural ethics, which the
rudest society requires and experience teaches, we find
no more vestiges in Aaiatic Scythia than in ancient Arabia, uorwould the name ofa philosopher and aScythian
bsve ever been connected, if Annc?!arsis had not visited Athelos and Lydia for that instruction, which his
birth-place could not have. atiorded him ; but Arrat
charair was the yon pf a Grecian womaq, who bad
taugbt him her language; and he soon learned to despise his own He was unquestionably a man of a
sound understanding and fine parts.; and, among the
lively sayings which gained him the reputation of a
wit even in Greece, it is related by Diogelzes Jaertius,
that, when an Athenian reproached him with being a
Sythian, he answered, My country is, indeed, a dis' grace to me; but thou ar; disgrace to thy country,'
Whit his copntry was, in regard to manners and civil
duties, we may learn from his fate in it; for when, on
his return fr9.m Athms, he attempted to reform it 4y
introducing the wise laws of his f r i e ~ dSotov, he war
VOL. 11. .
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killed on a hunting party with an arrow, shot by hh
own brother, a Scythian chieftain. Such was the
philo~ophyof M. Bailly's Atlantes, the first and most
enlightened of nations ! We are assured, however, by
the !earned author of the Dabistan, that the Tartar8
under Chengiz, and his descendant% were lovers of
truth, and would not even preserve their lives by 8
violation of it. D e Guignes ascribes the same veracity,
the parent of all virtues, to the Huns; and Stmbo,
who might only mean to lash the G r e e k by praising
Barbarians, as Horace extolled thewandering Scytirknr
merely to satirize his luxurious countrymen, informs
ha that the nations of Scythia deserve the praise due
t o wisdom, heroic friendship, and justice; and this
praise we may readily allow them on his authority,
without supposing them to have been the preceptor8
of mankind.

,

'

As to the laws of Zamolxis, concerning whom we
know as little as of the Scytkiutr Deucalim, or of
Abaria the Hyperborean, and to whose story even Herodoius gave no credit, I lament, for many reasons,
that if ever they existed they t~avenot been preserved.
It is certain that a system of laws, called Yasac, has been
celebrated in Tartary since the time of Chengiz, who
is said to have republished them in hie empire, as his
institutions were afterwards adopted and enforced by
Taimur; but they seem to have been a common or
traditionary law, and were probably not reduced into
writing till Chengiz had conquered a nation who were
able to write.

111. Had the religious opinions and allegorice1fables
of the Handus been actually borrowed from Sqtbia,
travellers must have discovered in that country some
ancient monumen13 of them ; such as pieces of grotesque sculpture, images of'the Gods and Avatars,
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and inscriptions on pillars or in caverns, analogous to

'

I

I
'

1

tbose which remain in every part of the western
peninsula, or to tbose which many of us have seen in
Balrar and at Banares; but (except a few detached
idols) the only great monuments af Tartnrian antiquity are in a line of ramparts on the west and east of
the Caspian, ascribed indeed by ignorant Muselmns to
Ysjuj and Majuj, or Gog and Magog; that is, to the
Sqthianr, but manifestly raised by a very ditierent
nation, in order to stop their predatory inroads tbrough
the passes of Caucasus. The Chinese wall wau built,
or finished, on a similar co~~struction
and for a similar
purpose, by an emperor, who died only two hundred
and ten years before the beginning of our era; and
the other mounds were very probably constructed by
the old Pcr~Mne,thougb, like many works of unknown
origin, they are given to Secander, not the Mucedonian, but a more ancient hero, su posed by some tp
have been jemphid. It is relate( that pyramids and
tombs have been found in Tatariatan, or Western &Jthia, and some remnants of edifices in the lake Sail
son; that vestiges of a deserted city have been recently
discovered by the Russians near the Caspian Sea, and
the Nwtatnin of Eagles; and that golden ornamentr .
and utensils, figures of elks and other quadrupeds in
metal, weapons of various kinds, and even irnplemento for mining, bu_t made of copper instead of
iron, have been dug up in the country of the Tshudes;
nbenee M. BniU' infers, with great reason, the high
a ~ t i ~ l i i of
t y that people: but the high antiquity of
the Tartars, and their establishment in that country
near four tbousand years ago, no man disputes ; w e
are inquiring into their ancient religion and philosopby ;
wbicb neither ornaments of gold nor tools of copper
will prove to have had an affinity with the religious
rites and the sciences of M i a . The golden utensils
might possibl~bqve been fabricated by the Tartara
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themselves; but it is possible too, that they were car- ried from Rome or from China, whence occasional
embassies were sent to the kings of Eighur. Towards
the end of the tenth century the Chinese emperor
patched an ambassador to a prince; named' Erslan,
which, in the Turkish of Constantinople, signifies a
lion, who resided near the Golden Mountain; in the
same station, perhaps, where the Romans had been received in the middle of the sixth century. The Chinese
on his return home reported the Eighuris to be agrave
.people, with fair complexions, diligent workmen, and
ingenious artificers not only in gold, silver, and iron,
but .in jasper and fine stones ; and the Romans had before described their magnificent reception in a rich
palace adorned with Chinese manufactures: but these
times were cornpal-atively modern; and even if we
should admit that the Eighuris, who are said to have
been governed for a period of two thousand years by
an Idccut, qr sovereign, of their own race, were in
some very early age a literary and polished nation, it
.would prove nothing in favour of the f i n s , Turcs,
Mongals, and other savages to the north of PeAiza, wbo
seem in all ages before Muhammeti, to have been
equally ferocious and illiterate.

Without actual inspection of the manuscripts that
have been found near the Caspian, it would be impossible to give a correct opinion concerning them ;
but one of them, described as written on blue silky
paper in letters of gold and silver, not unlike Hehem,
was probably a Tibetian composition of the same kind
with that of which lay near the source of the Irtish, and
of which ,Cassiano, I believe, made the first accurate
version. Another, if we may judge from the description of if was probably modern Turkisk; and nqne of
them could have been of great antiquity.

IV.
,
From
.
ancient
. .
monuments, therefore, we hare
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no proof that the Tartars were themselves well-instrutted, much less that they instruoted the world;
nor have we any stronger reason to conclude from their
general manners and character, that they had made an
early proficiency in a r t s and sciences. . Even of poetry,
tbe most universal and most natural of the fiae arts,
we find no genuine specimens ascribed to them, except some horrible war-songs expressed in Persian by
Ali of Yez4 and possibly invented by him. After
the conquest of Persia by the Motzgals, their princes
indeed encouraged learning, and even made astronomical observations a t Samarkand; as the Turc became
polished by mixing with the Persians and Arabs, though
thcir'wey nature, as one of their own writers confesses,had before him been like an incurable distemper,
and their minds clouded with ignorunce : thus also the
Mancheu monarchs of China have been patrons of the
learned and ingenious; and the Emperor Kien Long
is, if he be now living a fine Chinese poet. In all
these instances the Tartars have resernbl'ed the Romans, who, before they had subdued Greece, were
little better tban tigers in war, and Jawns or sylvans
in science and a r t
. .

I
1
I

1
I

I
i

Before I left Europe, 1 had insisted i n conversation,
translated by Major .Davy, was never
that the TUZW,
written by Taimur himself, at least not as Caesar wrote
his Commentaries, for one very plain reason, that no
rartarian king of his age could write at all ; and, in
support of my opinion, I had cited Ibnu Arabshah, who,
though justly hostile to the savage by whom his native city, Damascus, had been ruined, yet praises his
talents and the real greatness of hie mind ; but addg
" H e was wholly illiterate; he neither read nor wrote
!'any thing; and he knew nothing of Arabic;
f? though of Persian, Turkish, and the Mogul dialecr
" he knew as much as was sufficient for his purpose,
" and no more. He used with pleasure to hear histories
D3
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" read to him, and so frequently heard the srrme book,
" that he was able by memory to correct an inaccurate
" reader."
This passage had no effect on the translator, whom great and learned men in India had
mred, it seems, that tile work was authentic, by which
he meant composed by the conqueror himeij': but the
great in this country might have been unkarned, or
the learned might not have been great enough to an+
awer any leading question in a manner that opposed
the declared ir~clinationof a-British inquirer; and,
in either caee, since no witnesses are named, so general a reference to them will hardly be thought conclu
sive evidence. On my part, I will name a Muaclnran,
whom we all know, and who has enough both of
greatness and of learning to decide the question both
impartially and satisfactorily : The N m a b M o ~ f e r
3 a n g informed me of his own accord, that no man
of sense in Hinthutan believed the work to have been
composed by Taimur, but that his favourite, surnamed
HinduShah, was known to have written that book and
others, ascribed to his patron, after maoy confidential
discourses with the Emir, and perhaps nearly in the
prince's words as well as ill his person : a story which
Ali of Ye& who attained the court of laimur, and
has given us a flowery panegyric instead of history,
renders highly probable, by confirming the latter part
of the Arabian accouot, and by a total silence as to the
literary productions of his master. It is true, that 8
very ingenious but indigent native, whom Dmy supported, has given me a written memorial o n the sub
ject, i n which lie mentions 4aimur as the author of
two works in Turkish;, but the credit of his information is overset by a strange apocryphal story of a king
of Yemen, who invaded, he says, the Emir's dominions, and in whose library the manuscript was afterwards found, and translated by order of Aliskir, first
minister of laimur's grandson ; and Major Davy him-

--
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df,before he departed from Bengal, told me, that
be was greatly perplexed by fincling in a very accurate and old copy of the Tuauc, which he designed
to republish with considerable additions, a particular
account, written u~rptrcstimrablyby Tairnur, of his mon
&u#. No evidence, therefore, has been adduced
to shake my opinion, tbat the Moguls and Tartars,
before their conquest of India and Persia, mere wholly
unlettered; although it may be possible that, even,
without art or science, they had, like the Huns, both
warriors and lawgivers in their own country some centuries before the birth of Chriot.

If learning was ever anciently cultivated in the
region to the north of India, the seats of it, I have
reason to suspect must have been Eighur, Cashghar,
Khta, Chin, Tancut, and other countries of Chinese
T ' a r y , which lie between the thirty-fifth and fortyfifth degrees of northern latitude; but I shall, in an?
other discourse, produce my reasons for supposing
tbat those very countries were peopled by a race allied
to the findur, or enlightened at least by their vicinity to India and China; yet in Tancut, which by
some is annexed to Tibet, and even among its old
inhabitant$ the Sera, we have no certain accounta of
uncommm talents or great improvements : they were
famed, indced, for the.faithfu1 discharge of moral
duties, for a pacific disposition, and for that longevity wbich is often the reward of patient virtues and a
calm temper; but t h y are said to have been wholly
idifkraut in former ages to the elegant arts, and even
to cammerce ; though Fodlu'lkh bad been informed,
tbat near the clooe of the thirteenth century many
benches of mtaral philosophy were cultivated -in
Ca-cheu, then the metropolis of Serica.

We may readily believe thus^ w b aerure uq thet
D4
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borne tiibe's'of wandering Tartara had real skill in applying herbs and minerals to the purpose of medicine, and pretended to skill in magic; but the general character of their nation seems to have been this:
They were professed hunters. or fishers, dwelling o n
that account in forests or near great rivers, under huts
or rude tents, or in waggons drawn by their cattle
from station to station ; they were dexterous archers,
excellent horseman, bold cornbatents, appearing often
to flee in disorder for the sake of renewing their attack
with advantages; drinking the milk of mares, and
eating the flesh of colts; atld thus in many respects
resembling the old Araba, but in nothing more than
in their love of intoxicating liquors, and in nothing
less than in a taste for poetry and the improvement
of their language.

.

Thus has it been proved, and, in my' humble opinion, beyond controversy, that the far greater part of
Asia has been peopled and immemorially possessed by
three considerable natiops, whom, for want of better
names, we may call Hindus, Araba, and Tartars:
each of them divided and subdivided into an infinite
number of branches, and all of them so different in
form and features, language, manners, and religion,
that, if they sprang originally from a common root,
they must have been separated for ages. Whether more
than three primitive stocks can be found, or, in other
w ordq whether the Chinese, Japanese, and Pcraians,
are entirely distinct from them, or formed by their intermixture, I shall hereafter, if your indulgence to me
continue, diligently inquire. T o what concltlsioas
these inquiries will lead, I cannot yet clearly discern;
but, if they lead to trutb, we shall not regret our
journey through this dark region of ancient history,
in which, while we proceed step by step, and follow
every ghnlmering of certain light that presents itself,
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we must beware of those false rays and luminous vapours which mislead Asiatic travellers, by on appearance of water, but are found on a near approach to
be deserts of sand.
O N T H E TARTARS.
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1TURN
with delight from the vast mountains and
barren deserts of Turan, over which we travelled
I

:
I

last year with no perfect knowledge of our course, and
request you now to accompany me on a literary journey through one of the most celebrated and most'
beautiful countries in the world : a country, the history and languages of which, both ancient and modern, I have long attentively studied, and on which
I may without arrogance promise you more pqsitive
information than I could possibly procure on a nation so disunited and so unlettered as the Tartars; 1
mean that which Europeans improperly call Pcreia, .
the name of a single province being applied to the
whole empire of Iran, as it is correctly denominated
by the present natives of it, and by the learned Musel-110
who reside in these British territories. T o give
you an account of its largest boundaries, agreeably to
my former mode of describing India, Arpbia, and
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Tartnr3,between which it lies, let us begin, with the
source of the great Assyrian stream Euphrates (as the
Greeks, according to their custom, were pleased to
rr~iscallthe Forat)aand thence descend to its mouth
i n the Green Sea, or Persian Gulf, including in our
line some considerable districts and towns on both
sides of the river; then, coasting Persia, properly so
named, and other Ira~zianprovinces, we come to the.
Delta of the Sincihu or Ijtdus; whence ascending to
' the mountains of Cashghar, we discover its fountains
and those of the Jaihun, down which we are conducted to the Crzspian, which formcrly perhaps it entered,
though it loses itsclf now in the sands and lakes d
K h w a r ~ z n . We next are led from the Sea of Khozw
by the banks of the Cur, or Cym, and along the
Caucustan ridges to the shore of the Euxine, and
thence by the several Grecian Seas to the point whence
we took our departure, at no considerable distance
from the Mediterranean. W e cannot but include the
Lower Asia within this outline, because it was unquestiol~ablya part of the Persian, if not of the old
Assyrian empire; for we know that it was under the
dorl~inionof Caikhosrau; and Diodorrrr, we find, asterts, that the kingdom of Troas was dependent o n
A s y r i a ; since Priam implored and obtained succours
from his emperor Tcutantcs, whose name approaches
nearer to Tahmuras than to that of any other Assyr h n monarch. Thus ma we look on Iran as the n o 1
Y . and the A r d s would
blest island (for so the Greeks
have called it) or a t least as the noblest penills~la o n
this habitable globe ; and if M. Bailly had fixed on it
'
as the Atkznti~of Plato, he might have supported his
opinion with for stronger arguments than any that he
has adduced in favour of New ZembIa. I f the account,
indeed, of the Atkanres be not purely an Egyptian, Or
an Utopian fable, I should be more inclined to place
them in Iran than in any region with which I am acq uainted.

'
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I t may seem strange, that the ancient history of so
distinguished an ernplre should be yet so imperfectly
known ; but very satisfactory reasons may be assigned
for our ignorance of it: the principal of them are
the superficial knowledge of the Greek$ .and Jews,
and the loss of Persian archives, or historical eotnpositions. That the Grecian writers, before Xenophon,
bad ro acquaintance with Pmio, and that ad tbeir
accounts of it are who4 fabulous, is a paradox too
extravagant to be seriously maintained : but their connection with it in war or peace had indeed been generally confined to bordering kingdoms under feudatory princes; and the first Pmiisn emperor, whose
life and character they seem to have known with tolerable accuracy, was the great Cyrus, whom I call,
without fear of contradiction, Caikhosrou ; for I shall
then only doubt that the Khosrau of Firdou~ri was
the Cyrrrs of the first Greek historian, and the hero
of the oldest political and moral romance; wben I
doubt that Lozris Quatorze and Lewis the F~urtcenth
were one and the seme French King. It is utterly incredible that two different prirlces of Persia should
each have been born in a foreign and hostile territory;
should each have been doomed to death in his infancy
by his mgternal grandfather, in consequence of portentoup dreams, real or invented ;.should each have
been saved by the remsrse of his destined murderer.;
and should each, after a similar education among
herdsmen, as the son of a , herdsman, have found
means to revisit his .paternal kingdom ; and having
delivered it, after a long and triumphant war, from tlx
tyrant who had invaded it, should have restored it to
the summit of power and magnificence ! Whether so
romantic a story, which is the subject of an epic poem
as majestic and entire as the Iliad, be historically true,
we may feel perhaps an indillation to doubt; but it
cannot with reason be denied, that the outline of it
r e w d to a single hero, wbop the Asialics, CopveR-
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ing with the father of European history, described
according to their popular traditiona by his true .name,
which the Greek alphabet could not express: nor wili
a difference of names affect the question, since the
Greeks,had little regard for truth, which they sacnicficed
willingly to .the graces of their language, and the
nicety of their ears; and, if they could render foreign
words melodious, they were never solicitous to make
tbem exact; hence they probably formed Cambyses
from Cambakhsh, or granting desires, a title rather
than a name ; and Xerzes from Shiruyi, a prince and
warrior in the Shahnanzah, or from Silirsheh, which
might also have been a title; for the Aaiaiic princes
have constantly assumed new titles or epithets at difEerent periods of their lives, or on different occasions
a custom which we have seen prevalent in our own
times both in I r a ~ ' a n dHindustan, and which has
been a source of great confusion even in the scriptural
accounts of Babylonian occurrences. Both Greeks
and-yews have in fact accommodated Persian names
to their own articulation; and both seem to have disregarded the native literature of Iran, without which
they could at most attain but a general and imperfect
knowledge of the country. As to the Persians themselves, who were contemporary with the Jaclr and
Greeks, they must have been acquainted with the history of their own times, and with the traditional accounts of past ages; but for a reason, which will presently appear, they chose to consider Cayurnera as the
founder of their empire; and, in the numerous di*
traction which- followed the overthrow of h r a ,
especially in the great revolution on the defeat oT
Yezdegird, their civil histories were last, as those of
India have unhappily been,. from the solicitude of
the priests, the only depositaries of their learning, to
preserve their books of law and religion at trre expenm
of all others. Hence it has happened, that nothing
tetrrainb of genuine Persiun history before the dynasty
:'
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of Soran, except a few rustic traditions and fables,
which furnished materials for the Shahnamak, and
which are still supposed to exist in the Pcihlavi language. All the annals of the Pishdadi, or A q r i a n
race, must be considered as dark and fabulous; and
of the Cayani family, or the Mcdes and Persians,
as heroic and poetical; though the lunar eclipses,
said to be mentioned by Ptolemy, fix the time of
G ~ d t a ~ the
p , prince by whom Zeruturh waa protected, of the Parthian king descended from ArJ ~ or
C Arracu, we kuow little more than the namee;
but tbe SaranG had so long an intercourse with the
emperon of Rome and Byxantium, that the period
of their dominion may be called an historical age.
10attempting to ascertain the beginning of the A s q empire, we are deluded, as in a thousand instances,
by nemes arbitrarily imposed. It had been settled
by cbronologers, that the first monarchy established
in Persia was the Alsyrian; snd Nwtan, finding
mme of opinion that it rose in the first century after the Flood, but unable by his own calculations to
extend it farther back than s m n lrundred and ninety
yeam before Christ, rejected part of tbe old system,
and adopted the rest of it; concluding, that the As8 ' s monarchs began to reign about two hundred
years after SoConrorr, end that, in all preceding. ages,
tbe government of Iran had been divided into several
petty states and priocipalities. Of this opiniou I CODf m myself to have been ; when, disregarding tbe wild
chronology of the Muselmang and .Gabrs, I had allowed the utmost natural duration to the reigns of
eleven Pishdadi kings, without being able to add
more than a hundred years to Newton's comFputation.
It seemed indeed unaccountably strange, that, although
AbrPRonr had found a regular monarchy in Egypt;
dhw@ the kingdom of Yemen had just pretensions
to very bigh antiquity; although the Chiuue, in the
twelfth century before our err), had made approaches
O N THE
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a t least ta the present form of their extensive domtnion; and although we can hardly suppose the first
Jndian monarct~sto have reigned less than three thousand years ago, yet Persia, the most delightful, the
most compact, the most desirable country of them
all, should have remained for so many ages unsettled
and disunited. A fortunate discovery, for which I
was first indebted to Mir Muhammed h a i n , one ,of
the post intelligent Muaelmana in India, has at once
dissipated the cloud, and cast a gleam of it on the
primeval history of Iran and of the human race, of
which I had long despaired, and which could hardly
have dawned from any other quarter.
The rare and interesting tract on twelve dzprent
religions, entitled the Dabiotan, and compoeed by a
Mbhammedan. traveller, a native of Cmhmir, named Mohsan, but distinguished by the assumed surname of
Ehni, or psrirhable, begins with the wonderfully curious chapter on the religion*of H ~ h a n g ,which was
long anterior to that of Zeratwht, but had continued to be secretly professed by many learned Peaianr even to the author's time; and several of the
most eminent of them, dissenting in many points
from the Gabre, and persecuted by the ruling powers
of their country, had retired to India; where they
compiled a number of books, now extremely scarce,
which MoILS4n had perused, and with the writers of
'which, or with many of them, he had contracted an
intimate friendship. From them he learned, that a
powerful monarchy had been established for ages in
Iran before the accession of Cayumcrs; that it wae
called the Mahahdian dynasty, for a reason which
will soon be mentioned ; and that many princes, of
whom seven or ei ht are only named in the Dabistan,
a n d among them %fahbul, or Maha BeZi, had n i d d
tlreir empire to the zenilh of humaq glory. If wp

.
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can rely on this evidence, ml~ichto me appears unexceptionable,- the Iranian monarchy must have been
the oldest in the world; but it will rernain dubious
to which of the three stocks, Hindu, Arabian, or farCBT, the first Kings of lran belon~ed; or whether they
sprang from a fourth race distinct from any of the
others ; and these are questions which we shall be able,
I imagine, to answer precisely, when we have carefully
ioquired into the l a n p g c s and ldtcrs, religion and
pAilossphy, and incidentally'into the arrs and scicncw,
of the ancient PnJian~.

I. I n the new and important remarks which I am
going to offer on the ancient langqes and characters
of Iran, I am sensible that you rnust give nle credit
for many assertions which, on this occasion, it is impossible to prove; for I should ill deserve your indulgent attention, if I were to abuse it by repeating a
dry list of detached words, and presenting you with
a vocabulary instead of a dissertation ; but, since I
have no system to maintain, and hare not suffered
imagination to delude my judgment; since I have habitaated myself to form opinions of men and things
fiom midenre, which is the o111ysolid basis of civil,
as experiment is of nuturd knowledge; and since I
have maturely considered the questions which I mean
to discuss, you will not, I am persuaded, suspect my
testimony, or think that I go too far, when I assure you, that I will assert nothing positively which
I am not vble satisfactorily to demonstrate. When
M d a r n w d was born, and Anushira'uun; whom he calls
the JuJ King, sat on the throne of Persia, two languages appear to have been generally prevalent in the
great empire of Iran; that of the Court, thence named
Dm; which was only a refined and elegant dialect of
the Parsi, so called from the province, of which Sbiroz is now tbe capital, and that of the learned, in
which m t books were composed, and which had tile .
E
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name of Pnhbvi, eitl~crfrom the he~oeswllo spoke
it in former times, or f r o n ~ Pahlu, a track of land,
which included, we are told, .some considerable cities
of Irak.. The ruc!er dialects of both were, and, I believe, still are spoken by the rustics in several provinces; and in niany of them, as Herat, Zabul, Sistan, and others, distinct idioms were vernacular, as i t
happens in every kingdom of great extent Besides
the Parsi and Pahlawi, a very ancient and abstruse
tongue was known to the priests and philosophers,
called ;he language of ;he Zend, because a book on
religious and moral duties, which they held sacred,
and which bore that narne, had been written in it;
while the Pazend, or comment on that work, was
composed in Pehlavi, as a more popular idiom ; but
a learned follower of Zeratusht, named Bahman, who
. lately died in Calcutta, where he had lived with m e
as a Persian reader about three years, assi~redme that
the lditcrs of his prophet's book were properly called
Zend, and the language Avesta, as the words of the
Vcdus are Samcrit, and the characters Ndgati; or a s
the old Sagos and poems of Icrltand-were expressed i11
Runic letters. Let us however, in compliance with cus-.
tom,.give the name of Zend to the sacred language of
Pcrsra, until we can find, as we shall very soon, a fitter
appellation for it. The Zend and the old Pahlavi are
almost extinct in Iran; for among six or seven thousand Gabrs, who reside ct~icflyat Yczd, and in Cirman, there are very few who can read Pahlai; and
scarce any who even boast of knowing the Zend;
while the Parsi, which remains almost pure in the
Shahnamah, has now become by the intermixture of
numberless Arab~c words, and n~anyimperceptible
changs, a new language exquisitely polished by a series of fine writers in prose and verse, and analogous
.to the different idioms gradually formed in Europe after the subversion of the Rman empire: but with
.modern Pcrsian we have no concern in our present in-
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quiry, which I confirie to the ages that preccded the
Mohammedan conquest. Having twice read the works
of Tirdausi with great attention since I applied myself to the study of old Indian literature, I can assure
you with confidence, that hundreds of Parsi nouns
are pure Sanscrit, with no other chan9e than such as
may be observed in the numerous bha~har, or vernacular dialects of India; that very many Periian imperatives are the roots of San~crit verbs; and that .
even the moods aud tenses of the Pcrsian verb substantive, which is the model of all the rest, ore dedu- ,
cible from the Sanscrit by an easy and clear analogy :
we may hence conclude, that the Parsi was derived,
like the various Indian dialects, from the language of
the Brahmans; and I must add, that in the pure Pcrs k I find no trace of any Arabian tongue, except what
proceeded from the known intercourse between the
Perrians and Arabs, especially in the time of Bahrhnt,
who was educated in Arabia, and whose Arabic verses
are still extant, together with ilis heroic line in Deri,
M hich many suppose to be the first attempt at Persian
versificatiw in Arabian metre ; but, without having recourse t o other arguments, the composition 4 words, in
which the genius of the Persian delights, and which
that of (he Arabic abhors, is a decisive proof that the
Parsi sprang from an Indian, and not f r o p an Arabian
stock. Considering languages as mere instruments of
knowledge, and having strong reasons to doubt tllc
existence of genuine books in Zend or Pahlavi (especially since tho well-informed author of the Dabjrtnn
affirms the work of Zcralusht to have been lost, and
its place supplied by a recent compilation) I had no
inducement, though I had a n opportunity, to learn
what:remains of those ancient langua es ; but I often
converped on them with. my friend Ba mnn ; and both
of up mgre convinced, after full consideration, that the
Zmd bore a strong resemblance to Sanscrit, and the
Pahlavi. to, Arabic. B e liad at my request translated
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into Pahlavi the fine inscription exhibited in the
Gulfitan, on the diadem of Cyrus ; and I had the patience to read the list of words from the Pazend in the
appendix to the Farhangi Jehangitj. This examination gave me perfect conviction that tbe P a h h i
was a dialect of the Chaldaic ; and of this curious fact
I will exhibit a short proof. By the nature of the
Chaldean tongue, most words ended in the first long
vowel, like ficmia, heaven ; and that very word, unaltered in a single letter, we find in the Paznd, together with hila, night; mcyd, water; nira, fire;
hntra, rain ; and a multitude of others, all Arabic or
Hebrew, with a Chaldean termination; so zamr, by
a beautiful ,metaphor, from pruning trees, means in
Hebrew to compose verses, and thence, by an easy
transition to hng them; and in Pairlaon' we see the
verb zamruniten, to sing, with its forms zamrunmri, I
s i n ~ ,and zamrunid, he Jang ; the 'verbal terminations
of the Persian being added to the Chaldaic root
Now all those words are integral parts of the language, not adventitious to it like the Arabic nouns
and verbals engrafted on modern Pcrsiou; 'and this
distinction co~~vincesme, that the dialect of the
Gabrs, which they pretend to be that of Zerot~sAt,~
and of which B a h m a ~gave me a variety of written
specimens, is a late invention of their priests, or subsequent at least to the Muselman invasion; for,
although it may be possible that a few of their sacred
books were preserved, as he used to assert, in sheets
of lead or copper, at the bottom of wells near Yezd,
yet, as the conquerors had not only a spirituai, but a
political intcrcst in persecuting a warlike, robust, a n d
indignant race of irreconcileable, conquered subjects,
a 1o11g time must have elapsed, b e h r e the hidden
scriptures co~lldhave been saMy brought to light,
and few, who tould perfectly understand hem,
must then have remained ; but, as they continued
to profess among then~selves the religioa of their
forefathers, it then became expedient for the MIvbrd~
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to supply the lost or mutilated works of their legislator by new compositions, partly from their imperfect recollection, and partly from such moral and re- .
ligious knowledge as they gleaned, most probably,
among the Christians, with whom they had an intercourse. One rule we inay fairly establish in deciding
the question, Whether ttie books of the modern Gdrs
were anterior to the invasion of the Arabs? When
an A r k noun occurs in them, ct~angedonly by the
spirit of the Chaldcan idiom ; a# wcrta for wcrd, .a
rose ; dabo for dhahab, gold ; or dctnan for zrman,
time, we may allow it to have been ancient Pnizlavi;
but when we meet with verbal nouns or infinitives, .
evidently formed by the rules of Arabian grammar,
we may be sure that the phrases in which they occur
are comparatively niodern ; and not a single passage
which Bahman produced from the books of his religion would abide. this test.
,

I

,
/

We come now to the language of the 2end; and
here I must impart a discovery which I lately made,
and from whicb we may draw the tnost interesting
consequences. hi. Angutti/, wlio had the merit of
undertaking a voyage to India, in his earliest youth,
with no other view than to recover writings of Zmatntt, and who would have acquired a brilliant reputation in Frmcc, if he had not sullied it by his immoderate vanity and virulence of temper, which alienated
the good will even of his own countrymen, has exhibited in his work, entitled Zcndavcsta, two vocabularies in Zcnd and Pahhwi, which he had found in
an . approved collection of Rawayat, ,or Traditional
Picct~,in modern Prcsian. Of his Pahlavi no more
need to be said than that it strongly confirms my opinion concerning the Chddoic origin of that language;
but, when T perused the Zcnd glossary, I was inexpressibly surprized to find that six or seven words in ten
were pure Sanyrit, and even some of their inflexions
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formed by the rules of the Qacaron: as ywlmncanr,
the genitive plural of yurhmad. Now Rf. Anpuctil,
most certainly, and the Ptrsian compiler most probably, had no knowledge of Sanjcrit; and could not,
therefore, have inven'ted a list of San~critwords: it
is, tl~erefore,an authentic list of Zend words which
had been preserved in books, or by tradition : and it
follows, that the language of the Zcnd was at least a
dialect of the Sansrrit, approacliil~gperhaps as nearly
t o it as the Pracrit, or other popular idioms, which w e
know to have been spoken in India two thousand
years ago. From all these facts it is a necessary consequence, that the oldest discoverable langua'ges of
Persia were Chaldaic and Sanstril; and that, when
they had ceased to be vernacular, the Pahlavi a n d
Zend were deduced from them respeetive!~, and the
Parsi either 'from the Zcnd, or itnmediately from the
dialect of the Brahmans; but all had perl~apsa mixture of Tartarian ; for the best lexicographers assert,
that llumberless words in ancient Persian are taken
from the language of the Cimnrerians, or the Tartors
of Kipchai; so that the three families, whose lineage
we have examined in former discourses, had left visible
traces of themselves in Iran long before the Tartars
and Arabs had rushed from their deserts, and returned from that very country from which, in all probability, they originally proceeded, and which the
Hindus had abandoned in an earlier age, with positive commands from their legislators to~evisitit n o
more. I close this head wit11 observing, that no supposition of a 'mere p~litical or commercial intercourse between the different nations, will account for
the Sanscrit and Chaldaic words, which we find in the
old Persian tongues; because they are, in the first
place, too numerous to have been introduced by
such means; arid secondly, are not the names of
exotic animals, commodities, or arts, but those of
material elements, parts of the body, natural objects
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and relations, affections of the mind, and other ideas
common to the whole race of man.

'

If a nation of Hindus, it may be urged, ever possessed and governed the country of Iran, we should
find on the very ancient ruins of the temple or palace, now called the Throne oJ Jemshid, some inscriptions in Deyanagari, or a t least in the characters
on the stones at Ekpha~ra,where the sculpture is
unquestionably bdian, or in those on the ~taf oJ
Firuz Shah, which exist io the heart of India; and
such inscriptions we probqbly should have found, if ,
that edifice had not been erected after the migration of the Brahman~from lmn,.
and the violent sch~srn
in the Persian religion, of whicli .we shall presently
speak; for, although the popular name of the buildk g at Ltakar, or Persepolis, be no certain proof that it
was raised in the time of Jentshid, yet such a fact
might easily have been preserved by tradition ; and
we shall soon have abundant evidence that the temple was posterior to the reign of the Hindu monarchs. The cypresses indeed, whicli are represented
with the figdres in pracession, might induce a reader of the Shahnamah to believe, that the sculptures
related to the new faith introduced by Zeratusht; but
a s a cypress is a beautiful ornament, and as many of
the figures appear inconsistent with the reformed
adoration of fire, we must have recourse to stronger
proofs, that the Takhli Jemshid was erected after
Cayumws. The building has lately been visited,
and the characters on it examined, by Mr. Francklin; from whom we learn, that Niebuhr has delineated
them with great accuracy; but without such testimony I should have suspected the correctaess of
the delineation, because the Dlinish traveller has exhibited two inscriptions in modern Perjian, and one
of tbem from the same place, which cwnnot havg
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been exactly transcribed: they are very elegant
verses of Nizami and Sadi, on the instability of'kumatt
greatness, but so ill engraved or so ill copied, that if
I had not had them nearly by heart, I should not
have been able to read them; and h1. Rouaaeau of
Isjahan, who translated them with shameful inaccuracy, must have been deceived by the badnegs of
the copy, or he never would have created a new king
Wakam, by forming one word of 3em and the particle prefixed to it. Assuming, however, that w e
may reason as. conclusively on the characters published by Niebuhr as we might on the manuments
themselves, were they now before us, we may begin
wit11 observing, as Chardin had observed on the very
spot, that they bear no resemblance whatever to the
letters used by the Gabrs in their copies of the
Vendidad. This I once ureed, in an amicable debate
with Bahman, as a proof that the Zend letters were
a modern invention; but he seemed to hear me
without surprize, and insisted that the letters to
which I alluded, and which he had often seen, were
monumental characters never used in books, and
intended either to conceal some religious mysteries
from the vulgar, or to display the art of the sculptor,
like the embellished Cujck and Nagari on several
Arabian and Indian monuments. H e wondered that
any man could seriously doubt the antiquity of the
Pahlavi letters; and in truth the inscription behind
the horse of Rustum, which Niebuhr has also given
US, is apparently Pahlaai, and might with some pains
be dccyphered; that character was extremely rude,
and seems to have been written, like the Roman and
the Arabic, in a variety of hands; for I remember
to have examined a rare collection of old Persian
coins in the museum of the great Anatomist WzC
liam H u n t e r ; and, though I believed the legends to
be P a h i h i , and had no doubt that they were coins
of Parthian kings, yet I could not read the inscrip-
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tions without wasting more time tbhn I had then a t
command, in comparing the letters and ascertaining
the proportions-in which they severally occurred.
The poss Pahlavi was improved by Zeratusht or his
disciples into an elegant and perspicuous character, in
which the Zendave8ta was copied ; and both were
written from the right hand to the left, like other
Chaldaic alphabets, fo.~they are manifestly both of
Chaldean origin ; but the Zend has the singular advantage of expressing all the long and short vowels by
distinct marks in the body of each word, and all tlle
words are distinguished by full points between, them ;
so that if modern Persian were unmixed with Arabic,
it might be written in Zend wit11 the greatest convenience, as any one may perceive, by copying 'in that
character a few pages of the Shalrnamah. As to the
unknown inscriptions in the palace of Jemshid, it may
reasonably be doubted whether they contain a system
of letters which any nation ever adopted : in jive of
them the letters, which are separated by points, may
be reduced to forty, at least 1 can distinguish no
more essentially different ; and they all seem t s be
regular variations and compositions of a straight line
and an angular figure like the head of a javelin, or a
leaf (to use tlre language of botanists) hearted arid
kneed. Many of the Runic letters appear to have
been formed of similar elements; and it has been observed, that the writing at Persepolis bears a strong
resemblance to that which the Irish call Ogham. The
word Agam in Snnscrit means mysterious knowledge;
but I dare not affirm that the two words had a common origin; and only mean to suggest that, if the
characters in question be really alphabetical, they were
probably secret and sacerdotal, or a mere cypher perhaps, of which the priests only had the key They
might, I imagine, be decyphered if the language were
certainly known ; but in all other inscriptions of the
O N THE P E R S I A N S .
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same sort, the characters are too complex, and the variations of them too numerous, to admit an opinion
that they could be symbols of articulate sounds; for
even the ATaxnri system, which has more distinct letters than any known alphabet, consists only of fortynine simple characters, two of which are mere substitutions, and four of little use in Sanscrit, or in any
otner language ; while the more complicated figures,
exhibited by N~cbuhr,must be as numerous a t least
as the Chin:sc keys, which are the signs of ideas only,
and some of which resemble the old Perjian letters
at I ~ t ~ k q r The
.
Danish traveller was convinced from
his own ol~servationthat they were written from the
left hand, like all the characters used by Hindu nations: but I must leave this dark subject, which I
cani~otilluminate, with a remark formerly made by
roysel f, that the square Chaldaic letters, a few of which
are found on the Persian ruins, appear to have been
originally the sawe with the Dcvanagmi before the
latter were enclosed, as we now see them, in angular
frames.

IT. The primeval religion of Irm, if we rely on the
authorities adduced by Mohsani Fani, was that which
Ncbr ton calls the oldest (and it may be justly called
the noblest) of all religions : " A firm belief that O n e
'' Suprerne God made the world by liis power, and
6' continually governed it by his providence; a pious
" fear, love, and adoration of h i m ; a due reverence
" for parents and aged persons; a fraternal agcction
+' for the whole human species, and a cofnpassionate
" tenderness even for the brute creation."
A system
of devotion so pure and sublime could hardly, among
mortals, be of long duration ; and we learn from the
Dabistan, that the popular worship of the Iranians
under Ilushang, waa purely Sabian ; a word of which
I cannot otier any cprtain' etymology, but which has
been deduced by grammarians from Sabq an host,
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and particularly the host of hemera, or the celestial
bodies, in the adoration of which the Sabian ritual
is believed to have consisted. There is a description
in the learned work just mentioned, of the several
Persian temples dedicated to the Sun and Planets,
of the images adored in them, and of the magnificent
processions to them on prescribed festivals; one of
which is probably represented by sculpture in the
ruined city of Jenishid But the planetary worship in
Persia seems only a part of a far more complicated
religion, which we now find in these Indian provinces:
for Afuhsan assures us that, in the opinion of the best
informed Persians, who professed the kith of Hurhtzg, distinguijhed from that of Zerafzssht, the first
monarch of Iran, and of the whole earth, was Mahabad (a word apparently Sunscrit) who divided the
people into four orders, the religious, the military, the
commercial, and the servile, to which he assigned
names unquestionably the same in their origin with
those now applied to the four primary classes of the
Hindus. They added, that he received from the
Creator, and promulgated among men, a sacred book
in a heavenly language, to which the Muselman author
gives the Arabic title of Desati~; or Regulations, but
the original name of which he has not mentioned;
and that fourteen Mnhabads had appeared or would
appear in human shapes for the government of this
world. Now when we know that the Hindus believe
in Jburteen Menus, or celestial personages with similar
functions, thejr.st of whom left a book of regulations,
or divine ordinances, which they hold equal to the
Veda, and the language of which they believe to be
that of the gods, we can hardly doubt that the first
corruption of the purest and oldest religion was the system of Indian tl~eologyinvented by the Brahmans,
and prevaler~tin these territories, where the book of
Mahabad, or Menzr, is a t this moment the standard of
all religious and inoral duties. The accession of CrryuO N T I l E PElISTANS.
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mers to (he throne of Persia, in the eighth or ninth
century before Clzrist, seems to have been accompanied by a considerable revolution both in government
and religion: he was most probably of a different
race from the Maihabndians who preceded him, and
began perhaps the new 'system of national faith
which Hwhang? whose name it bears, completed;
but the reformation was partial ; for, while they rejected the complex polytheism of their predecessors, th'ey
retained the laws of Mahalad, with a superstitious veneration for the su3, the planets, and fire; thus resembling the Hiptdu sects, called Sauras and Sngnicas,
the second of which is very numerous at Bnnares,
where many agnihotras are continually blazing,. and
where the Sagnicas, when they enter on their sacerdotal office, kindle, with two pieces of the hard wood
bemi, a fire which they keep lightdd through their
lives for their nuptial ceremony, the performance o f
solemn sacrifices, the obsequies of departed ancestors,
and their own funeral pile. This remarkable rite
mas continued by Zeratt~sltt,who reformed the old rcl i g i o ~by the addition of genii, or angels, presiding
over months and days, of new ceremonies in the veneration shown to fire, of a new work wbich he pretended to have received from Heaven, and, above all,
by establishing the actual adoration of one Suprerne
Being. He was born, according to Mohsnn, in the
district of Rai; and it was he (not, as Ammiltnus asserts, his protector Gushtarh) who travelled into India,
that he might receive information from the Brahmans
i n tlreology and ethics. I t is barely possible that Py~ltngorasknew him in the capital of Irnk; but the
Grecicin sage must then have been far advanced in
years; and we have no certain evidence of an intercourse between the two philosophers. The reformed
religion of Persia continued in force till that country
was subdued by the Muselmans ; and, without studying the Zered, we 11ave ample information concerniug
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it in the modern Persian writings of several who professed it. Bahman always na'med Zeratflsht with reverence; but he was in truth a pure Theist, and
strongly disclaimed any adoration of t h e j r e or other
elements: he denied that the doctrine of two coeval
principles, supremely good and supremely bad, forrned any part of his faith ; and he often repeated with
emphasis the verses of Fircinwi on the prostration of
Cynra and his paternal grandfather before the blazing
altar: " Think not that they were adorers of fire;
for that element was only an exalted object, on the
" lustre of which they fixed their eyes; they humbled
" themselves a wbole week before God; and, if thy
" understanding be ever so little exerted, thou must
acknowledge thy dependence on the Being supreme- .
I n a story of Sadi, near the close of his
a ly pure."
beautiful Brstan, concerning the idol of Somannth, or
Mahudma, he confounds the religion of the Hindus '
with that of the Gabrs, calling the Brahmans not -only
Moghs which might be justified by a passage in the
Mesnavi but even readers of the Zend and Pazend.
Now, whether this confusion proceeded from real or
pretended ignorance I cannot decide, but am as
finnly convinced that the doctrines of the Zend were
distinct from those of the Veda, as I am that the religion of the Brahmans, with whom we converse every
day, prerailed.in Persia before the accession of Cayu9tzers, whom the Parsis, from respect to his memory,
consider as the.first of men, although they believe in
an uniocrsal deluge before his reignO N THE PERSIANS.
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With the religion of the old Persians their philmopky (or as much as we know of it) was intimately connected; for they were assiduous observers of the luminaries, which they adored and established, according to Mohsan, who confirms is soma
degree the fragments of Berosus, a number of artiI
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ficial cycles with distinct names, wl~icliseem to indicate a knowledge of the pcriod in which the equinoxes
appear to revolve. They are said also to have known
the most wonderful powers of nature, and thence to
have acquired the fame of magicians and enchanters:
but I will only detain you with a few remarks on that
metaphysical theology which has been professed irnmen~oriallyby a numerous sect of Persians and Hindus, was carried in.part into Greece, and prevails.even
now among the learned Musclmans, who solnetimes
avow it .without reserve. The modern philosophers
of this persuasion are ,called Sufis, either from the
Greek word for a sage, or from the woollen mantle
which they used to wear in some provinces of Per~ia;.
their fundamental tenets are, that nothing exists absolutely but God; that the human soul is an emanation
from his essence, and though divided for a time
from its heavenly source, will be finally reunited with
i t ; that the highest possible happiness will arise from
its reunion; and that the chief good of mankind in
this transitory world, consists in as perkct an union
with the Eternal Spirit as the incumbrances of a
mortal frame will allow; that for this purpose they
should break all connrciion (or taalluk, as they call, it)
with extrinsic objects, and pass through life without
at/arhmen~s,as o swimmer in the ocean strikes freely
without the impediment of clothes.; that they should
be straight and free as the cypress, whosc fruit is hardly
perceptible, and not sink under a load, like fruit-trees
aftached to a trellis; that, if mere eartl~ly.charms
have power to influence the soul, the idea of celestial
beauty must overwhelm it in extatic. delight; that
for want of apt words to express the divine perfections and the ardour of devotion, we ~ u s borrow
t
such expressions as approach the newest to. our ideas,
and speak of Beauty and Love in a traoscendent and
mystical sense ; that, like a reed torn from its native
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bank, like W x separated from its delicious honey, the
son of man bewails its di~unionwith melancholy music,
and sheds burning tears, like the liphred taper waiting passionately for the n~omentof its extinction, as a
disengagement from earthly trammels, and the oleans
of returning to its Only Beloved. Such in part (for
I omit the minuter and more subtil metaphysics of
the S r j , which are mentioned in the Dabistan) ia
the wild and enhusiastic religion of the modern Persian poets, especially of the sweet H a j z and the great
M u h i : sucb is the system bf the Vedanli philosophers aud best lyric poets of Iadia; and, as it was
a system of the highest antiquity in both nations, it
may be added to the many other proofs of a11 immemorial affinity between them.
' O N THE PERSIANS.
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111. O n the ancient monmcnts of Per~iansculpture
and architecture, we have already made such obserrations as were sufficient for our purpose; nor rill
you be suprized a t the diversity between the figures
at Elephar~ra,which are manifestly Hiltdu, and those at
Pnscpohi~, wbich are merely SaBian, if you concur
with me in believing that the Takhti .7emrh~d was
.erected after the time of Csyum~rs,when thc Brahmam
had migrated from Iron, and when their intricate ruythology had been superseded by the simpler adoration
of the planets and of fire.
IV. As to the scicntcs or arts of the old Persims, I
hare little to ray; and no complete evidence of t L n l
seems to exist. Mohsan speaks more than once of ancient verses in the Pahlavi language; and Uahman
assured me, that some scanty remains of them had been
preserved: their music and painting, which hi'z~mi
celebrated, have irrecoverably perislred ; and in regard
to Mani, the painter ahd impostor, whose book of
drawings, called htaag, wbich he pretended to be
i.
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divine, is supposed to have been destroyed by the Chineue, in whose dominions he had sougilt refuge,-the
whole tale is too n~odernto throw any light on the
questions before us concerning the origin of nations and
the inhabitants of the primitive world.

I

Thus has it been proved by clear evidence and plain
feasoning, that a powerful monarchy was established
in Iran long before the Assyrian, or Pbhdadi, government: that it was in truth a Hindu monarchy, though
if any chuse to call it Czrsian, Casdeua, or Scytlrian, w e
shall not enter into a debate on mere names; that it
subsisted many centuries, and that its history has been
engrafted on that of the Hindw, who founded the
monarchies of Ayodhya and lndraprestha; that the Ianguage of the first Persian empire was the mother of
the San8cri1, and consequently of the Zend and Parsi,
as well as of Greek, Latin, and Gothic; that the
language of tile Assyrians was the parent of Chaldaic
and Phhlavi, and that the primary Tartnrian language also had been current in the same empire ;;
although, as the Tartars had no books or even let-:.
ters, we c'annot with certainty trace their unpolished
and variable idioms. We discover, therefore in Persiu, at the earliest dawn of history, the three distinct
races of men, whom we described on former occa- .
sions, as possessors of India, Arabh, Tartary; and
whether they were collected in Iran from distant
regions, or diverged from it as fmm a common
centre, we shall easily determine by the following considerations. Let u s observe, in the first
place, the central position of I r a , which is
bounded b Arabia, by Tartary, and by Indin;
whilst Ara ia lies contiguous to Iran only, but
is remote from Tartary, and divided even from
the skirts of India b a considerable gulf; no
country, therefore, but ersia seems likely to have
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sent forth its colonies to all the kingdoms of Asia.

The B r u h m n s could never have migrated from Indid
to Iran, because they are expressly forbidden by their
oldest existing laws to leave the region which they inhabit a t this day; the Ardbs have not even a tradition
of an emigration into Persia before Mohnmied, nor
had they indeed any inducement to quit their beautiful and extensive domains; arid as to the Tartars, w e
Lave no trace in history of their departure from their
plains and foresk till the invasion of the Medes, who,
according to etymologists, were the sons of Aiadai;
and even they were conducted by princes of an Assyrim family. The three races, therefore, whom we
have already mentioned (and more than three me
have not get found) n~igra~ed
from Iran as from their
common country; and thus the Sa.ron Chronicle, X
presume from ~ o o dauthority, brings the first inhabitants of Britnzn from Armenia; while a late very'
learned writer concludes, after all his laborious researches, that the Goths or Scythians came from Perah; and another conteilds with great force, that both
the Irish and old Britons proceeded severally from the
borders of the Caspian; a coincidence of conclusions
from different media by persons wholly unconnected,
which could scarce have happened if they were not
grounded on solid principles. W e may therefore
hold this proposition firmly established, that Iran, or
Persia in its largest sense, was the true centre of popuA
lation, of knowledge, of languages, and of arts; ~ I l i c h ,
instead of travelling westward only, as it has been fancifully supposed, or eastvvard, as might with equal
reason have been asserted, were expanded in all directions to all the regions of the world in which the
Hindu race had settled under various denominations:
but whetber Asia has not produced other races of
men, distinct from the Hindus, the Arabs, or the
Tartars; or whetbr any apparent diversity may not
have sprung from an ii~termixtureof those three
VOL.11.
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in different proportions, must be the subject of a future inquiry. There is another question of more immediate importance, which youj gentlemen, only can
decide; namely, "By what means we can preserve
away; as it has ad" our Society from dying
" vanced gradually to its present (shall 1 say flourish.
" ing or languishing?) state.:' 1t has subsisted five
years without any expence to the members of it, until
the first volume of our Transactions was published;
and the price of that large volume, if we compare the
different values of money in Bengal and in England,
is not more than equal to the annual contribution towards the charges of the Royal Society by each of its
fellows, who may not have chosen to compound for it
on his admission. This I mention not from an idea
that any of us could object to the purchase of one
copy at least, but from a wish to inculcate the necessity of our common exertions in promoting the sale
of the work, both here and in London. In vain shall
we meet as a literary body, if our meetings shall cease
t~ be supplied with original dissertations and memorials; and in vain shall we collect the most interesting
papers, if we cannot publish them occasionally without exposing the superintendents of the Company's
press, who undertake to pririt them at their own hazard, to the danger of a considerable loss. By united
efforts the French have compiled their ~ltupendousre&
positories of universal' knowledge; and by anited efforts only can we hope to rival them, or to diffuse
over our own country and the rest of Europe the light
attainable by our.8siatic Researches,

IV.

Sir,
H A V I N G some tide bg6 xi~kit *ith

'

I

t i Periiatl
abridgment, composed by Maulavi Xhairuddin,
of the asrarul Afaghhinah, or the secrets of the,Afghans,
a book-writtenin the Purlrto language by Husain, the
son of Sabir, the $on of Khizi; the disciple of Hamat
Shah Kasim Sulaimhni, whose tomb is in Chunargur,
I was induced to translate i t Although it opens with
a very wild description of the origin of that tribe, and
contains a narrative which can by no means be offered
upon the whole as a serious and probable history;
yet I conceive that the knowledge of what u nation'
suppose themselves to be, may be idteresting to a Society like'this, as well as of what they rbaily are. Indeed, the commencement of almost every history is
fabulous; and the most enlightened nations, after
they have arrived at that degree of civilization and
importance which has enabled and induced them to
commemorate their actions, have ahvays f<iun'd a vacancy at their outset, which irioention, or at best presumption, must supply. Such fictions appear art first
in the form of traditions; and having in this shape
amused successive generations by a gratification of
their national vanity, they are committed to writing,
md acquire the authority of history.
-

Fa

As a kingdom is an assemblage of component parts,
condensed by degrees from smaller associations of individuals to their general union, so history is a combination of the transactions no1 only of the different
tribes, but*even of the individuals of the nation of
which it treats : each particular narrative in such a general collection must be summa and incomplete.
Biography, therefore as well as escriptions of the
manners, actions, and even opinions of such tribes as
are connected with a great kingdom, are nut only entertaining in themselves but useful, as they explain
and throw a light upon the history of the nation.

'B

Under these impressions I venture to lay before the
Society the translalion of an abridged history of the.
Afgha'ns; a tribe at different times subject to and always connected with the kingdoms of Persia and Hindustan. I also submit a specimen of their language,
which is called by them tukhto; but this word is softened in Persian into Pushto.
*

I am, Sir,
I

with the greatest respect,
your most obedient humble servant,

Calcutta, March 3, 1784.

-

THE DESCENT OF THE AFGHANS
FROM THE JEWS.

T H E Afghans, according to their own traditioaq
are the posterity of Melic Talut, (king Saul)
who, in the opinion of some, was a descendant of Judah, the son of Jacob; and, according to others, of Benjamin, the brother of Joseph.

In a war which raged between the children of Israel
and the Amalekites, the latter being victorious, plundered the 3 r r , and obtained possessioq of the ark
of the covenant Considering this the god of the
3 ~ 8they
, threw it into the fire, which did not affect
it. They afterwards attempted to cleave it witb axeu,
but without success: every individual who treated it
witb indignity was punished for his temerity. They
then placed it in their temple; but all their idols bowed to it. At length they fastened it upon a cow, which
they turned loose in a wilderness,

I

When the prophet Samuel arose, the children of
I8rael said to him, "We have been totally subdued
,

,

1
I

I

1
1

"by the Amalekites, and have no king. Raise to us
"a king, that we may be enabled to contend for the
"glory of God." Samuel said, " In case you arc! led
"out to battle, are you determined to fight?" They
answered, "What has befallen us that we should not
"fight against infidels? That nation has banished
#t
us from our country and children." At this time
the angel Cobriel de.scended, and, delivering a wand,
mid, "It is the command of God that the person
"whose stature shall correspond with this wand, ehaU
" be lung of Isreel."
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Melic Palut was at that time a man of inferior corm
dition, and performed the humble employment of
feeding the goats and cows of others. One day a
cow under his charge was accidentally lost Being
disappointed in his searches, he was greatly distressed,
and applied to Samuel, saying, "I have lost a cow,
" and do not possess the means of satisfyin the owner,
"Pray for me, that I may be extricate from this
" difSculty." Samuel, ?rceiving that he was a man
of lofty stature, asked h ~ name.
s
He answered, Talut.
SamueC then said, "Measure Talut with the wand
"which the angel Gabriel brought." His stature
was equal to i t Samuel then said, " God has raised
Talut to be your king." The children of Imael answered, " We are greater than our'.king." We are
"men of dignity, and he G of inferior condition.
#' How shall he be our king."
Samuel informed them
they should know that God had constituted Taluf
\heir king, by his restoring the ark of the covenant
and they acknowledged
H e accordingly restored
him their sovereign,

!i

is

After Talut obtained the kingdom, be seized part
of the territories of yaalut, or Golrqh, ivhd assembled a
large army, but was killed by David. Talut afterwards died a mar r in a war against the infidels; and
God constituted avid king of the Jews.

3

Melic lbluf had two sons, one called Beri{a, and
the other Irmia, who served Davi4, and were beloved
by him. He sent them to fight against the infidels;
and, by God's assistance, they were victorious.
The son of Berkia was called Afghan, and the SOQ
Thqse youths distinfiuished themselves in the reign of David, and
Vere employed by Solomon. q g h a n was distin-

of Irmia was named Usbec.

A F G H A N S F R O M T H E JEWS.
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pished by his corporal strength, which struck terrer into Demons and Oenii. Usbec was eminent for
bis learning.
Afghan used frequently to make excursions to the
mountains; where his progeny, after his death estabfished themselves, lived in a state of independence,
built forte, and exterminated the infidels.

,
I

~

When the select of creatures, Muhammed, appeared
upon earth, his fame reached the Afghans, who sought
him in multitudes under their leaders Khalid and
Abdul Rashid, sons of Walid. The prophet honourad them with the most gracious reception, saying, " Come, 0 Muluc, or Kings:" whence they
assumed the title of Melic, which they enjoy to this
day. The prophet gave them his ensign, and said
tbat the faith would be strengthened by them.

I

I

,

i

Many sons were born of Khalid, the son of Walid, who signalized themselves in the presence of the
prophet, by fighting against the infidels.
Muhurnmed
.
honoured,and prayed for them.

I n the reign of Sultan Mahmud of Ghaznah, eight
men arrived, of the posterity of Khalid the sou of
Walid, whose names were Kalun, Alulr, Daud,
Yalua, Ahmed, Aruin, and Ghazi. The Sultan was
much pleased with them, and appointed each a commander in his army. He also conferred on them the
&ces of Vazir, and Vakili Muflak
.
or Regent of
the Empire.
.

(

Wherever they were statinned they obtained possession of the countq, b-uilt mosques, and overthrew the temples cjf idols. They encreased so
much, tbat the army of Mahmud was chiefly

F4
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eomposed of Afghans. When Herhind, a powerful
prince of Hindustan, meditated an invasion'of (34.7nah, Sultan Mnhmud dispatched against him t l ~ e
descendants of Klzalid with tweuty thousand horse:
a battle ensued; the Afghans made the attack; and,
after a seyere engagement, which lasted from daybreak till noon, defeated Herhind, killed rna-t'iy of t h e
ipfidels, and converted some to the Muharnmcdan
faith.
The Afghans now began to establish themselves in
the mountains; and some settled in cities with the
permission of sultan Mahmud. They framed regulations, dividing themselves into four classes, agreeably to the follorving descriptions:-The first is the
pure class, consisting of those whose fathers and
tnothers were Akhans. The second class consists.
of those'whose fathers were AJghans, and mothers:
of another nation. The third class contains those
whose mothers were Ajghans, and fathers of another
pation. The fourth class is composed of the children of women wbose mothers were Afglwns, and
fathers and husbands of a different nation. Pcrsons
who do not belong to one of these classes, are not
called ,$khans.
,After the death of Sultan Muhmud they made anaShihabddin
ther settlement in the mountains.
Gauri, a gubsequent Sultan of Ghaznah, was twice
repulsed from Hindustan. His Yazir assembled the
people, and asked if any of the posterity of KRalid
were living.
They answered, " Many now live
"in a state of independence in the mountainq
The
"where they have g considerable army."
Vaair requested them to go to the mountains, and
by entreaties prevail on the Afghatu to come; for
they. were the descendants of comp+nions of the
'

prophet,
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The inhabitants of Ghnznah undertook this embassy, end, by entreaties end preseato, conciliated the

i

1

I

1
1

,

minds of the Afghans, wt~opromised to engage in the
rrvice of the Sultan, provided he would himself corns
and enter into an ugireernent with them. The Sultan
visited theill in their nlountains, honoured them, and
gave them dresses and other presents. They supplied
bim with twelve tbousand horse, and a considel-able
auny of inlntry. Being dispatched by the Sultan
before his own army, they took Dehli, killed Boy P a b
toura the. king, his ministers and nobles; laid waetc
the city, and made t t ~ einfidels prisoners. They after
nard8 exhibited nearly the same scene in Catjauj.
The Sultan, pleased by the reduction of those cities,
conferred honours upon the Afghans. I t is said t h a t
he then gave them the titles of P a t a n and Khan. T h e
word P a t a n is derived from the Hindi verb Paitua, to
~ hin ,allusion to their alacrity in attacking the enemy. T h e Patans have greatly distinguished .lbern.
selves in the history of Hindustan, and are divided
into a variety of ~ects.
The race of Afghans possessed themselvqs of t l ~ e
Mountain of Solomon, which is near Kandahar, and the
circumjacent country, where they have built forts:
tbia tribe has furnished many kings. The followiuq
monarchs of this race have sat upon the throne ot
Dehli :-Sultan Behlole, Afghan Lodi, Sill tan Secander, Sultan Ibmhim, Shir Shah, Islorn Shah, Adil Shah
Sur. They also number the following kings of Galrr :
-Soluirgan Sl~altGurzani, Bayazid Shah, and Kuib
Shah; besides whom their nation has produced many
Mnquerors of provinces. The g g k a n s are called Solaimani, either because they were formerly the subjects of Solomon, king of the Jms, or because they inhabit the Mountain of Solomon.
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The translation bein finished, I shall only add thaa
the country of the ~ I h a n 8 ,which is a province of
Cabul, was origindly called Roh, and from hence is
derived the name of the Rohillahs. The city, which
was established in it by the Ajghanr, was called by
them Paishwer, or Paishor, and is now the name of
the whole district. The sects of tbe Afghans, or Patam, are very numerous. .The principal are these:-Lodi, Lohauni, Sur, Serwnni, Yusufzihi, Bangish, Dilazai, Khatti, Z'asin, Khail, and Baloje. The meaning of Zihi, is offspring; and of Kharl, sect. A very
particular account of the Afghans has been written by
the late Ha@ Rahmat Khan, a chief of the Rohilkrhs,
from which the curious reader niay derive much information. They are .Muselmans, partly of Sunni, and
partly of the SRicrh persilasion. They are great boasters
of the antiquity of their origin, and reputation of their
tribe; but other Muselmans entirely reject their claim,
and consider them of modern and even base extraction. However, their character may be collected from
history, they have distinguished themselves by their
courage, both singly and unitedly, as principals and
auxiliaries. They have conquered for their own princes and for foreigners, and have always been considered the main strength of the army in which tbey have
served. As they have been applauded for virtues,
tbey have also been reproached for vices, having sometimes been guilty of treachery, and even acted the base
part of aesassins.

AFGHANS F R O M THE JEWS,

By the oppression of
Fire, the grave, and
rendered equal.
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aonical rulers,
aiahdr, all three have been

T

With respect to prayers, enjoined bv the Sunvah,
{hey are remitted.
$t is thus expressed in the reports:

If a man perform them, it is very laudable.
be do not perform them, it is no crime in him

If

If the disposition be not good, 0 Mirzri,
What difference is there between a Sayyed and a
Brahman!

NOTE BY THE PRESIDENT.

HIS account of the Afghans may lead to a very
interesting discovery. We learn from Esdra*,
that the ten tribes, after a wanderingjourney, came to
a country called Arsareth; where, we may suppose,
they settled. Now the Afihnns are said, by the best
Persian historians, to be descended from the Jems;
they have traditions among themselves of such a descent; and it is even asserted, that tbeir families arb
distinguished by the names of Jmjslr tribes, although,
since their conversion to the Islam, they studiously
conceal their origin: the Pwhts language, of which
I have seen a dictionary, has a manifest resemblance
to the Chaldaic; and a considerable district under
their dominion is called Hazareh, or Haxnret, which
might easily have been changed into the word used
by Esdras. I strongly recommend an inquiry into the
literature 'and history of the Afghans..

-

REMARKS
JSLAND OF HINZUAN, OR JOHANNA.
BY THE PRESIDENT.

TZUAN (a' name which has been gradually
HXh
corrupted into Anzuanle, Anjuan, Juunny, and
3 0 h a n ~ a ) been governed about two centuries by

has
a
colony of Arabs, and exhibits a curious instance of
the slow approaches toyards civilization, wbich are
made by a small community, with many natural advantages, but with few means of improving them. An
account of this African island, in which we hear the
language and see the manners bf Arabia, may neither
be uninteresting in itself; nor foreign to the objects of
inquiry proposed a t the institution of our Society.

On Monday, the 28th of July, 1783, after a voyage,
in the Crocodile, of ten weeks and two days h r n the
rueged islands of Cape Verd, our eyes were delighted
with a prospect so beautiful, that neither a painter nor
a poet could perfectly represent it, and so cheering to
us, that it can justly be conceived by such only as have
been in our preceding situation. It was the sun rising
in full splendor on the isle of Mayata (as the seamen
called it) which we had joyfully distinguished the preceding afternoon by the heigbt of its peak, and which
now appeared a t no great distance from the windows
of our cabin; while Hinzuan, for which we had so
long p a d , was plainly discernible a-head, wtme its
bigh lands presented themselves with remarkable bold-
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bess. The weather was fair, the water smooth; and a
gentle breeze drove us easily before dinner-time round
a rock, on wbich the Brilliant struck just a year before,
into a commodious road*, where we dropped our
anchor early in the evening. We had seen ibfohik,
another sister island, in the course of the day.
The frigate was presently surrounded with canoes,
and the deck soon crbwded with natiies of all ranks,
from the high~bornchief, who washed linen, to the
half-naked slave, who only paddled. Most of them
bad letters of recommendation from Engliehmen, which
none of them were able to read, though they spokd
Et~glishintelligibly; and some appeared vain of tides,
which our countrymen had given them in play, ac-.
cording to their supposed stations, We had Lor&,
Dukea, and Princes on board, soliciting our custom,
and importuning us for presents. , In fact, they were
too sensible to be proud of empty sounds, but justly
imagined, that those ridiculous titles wauld serve as
marks 'of distinction, and, by attracting notice, procure for them samething substantial. The only men
of real consequence in the island, whom we saw before'
we landed, were the Governor Abdullah, second cousin to the king, and his brother AZwi, with theit everal sons; all of whon~will again be particukrIy mend
tioned: they understood Arabic, seemed d o t s iu
the Molromrnedan faith, and admired my copies of the
Alkoran; some verses of which they read, whilst AI;
mi perused the opening of another Arabian manuscript, and.explained it in English more accurately
than could have been expected.
The next morning showed us the island in, all its
beauty; and the scene was so diversified, that a dim
+ tat 12"

1U 47" S. Long. 4.1"

25' 5"

E. by tbe l&ater.
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tinct d e w of it could hardly have been exhibited by
the best pencil: you must, therefore, be satisfied
with a mere description, written on the very spot,
and compared attentively with the natural landscape.
We were at anchor in a fine bay, and before us was
B vast amphitheatre, of which you may form a general notion by picturi~lgin your minds a multitude of hills infinitely varied in size and figure, and
then supposing them to be thrown together, with a
kind of artlesv symmetry, in all imaginable positions. The back ground was a series of mountains, one of which is pointed, near half a mile
perpendictilarly high from the level of the sea, and
little rnore than three miles from the shore: all of
them were richly clothed with wood, chiefly fruith-eeq of an exquisite verdure. I had seen many a
mountain of a stupendous height in Wales and
~ w ~ s & T ~ Z ? J ~ but
,
never saw one before, round the
bosom of wl~ich the clouds were almost continually rolling, while its green summit rose flourishing
above them, and received from them an additional
brightness. Next to this distant range of hills was
another tier, part of which appeared charmingly
verdant, and part rather barren, but the contrast
sf colours changed even thi6 nakedness into. d
beauty. Nearer still were innumerable mountains,
or rather cliffs, which brought down their verdure
and fertility quite to the beach; so that every shadis
of' greea, the sweetest of colours, was displayed a t
one view by land and by water. But nothing conduced more to the variety of this enchanting prow
spect, than the many rows of palm-trees, especiw
ally the tall and graceful Arecas on the shores, in
the valleys, and on the ridges of hills, where one
might almost suppose them to have been planted
regularly by design. A more beautiful appearance
can s w c e be ccsnce,ived, than such a number of elegant palms in such a situation, with luxuriant tops,
like verdant plumes, placed at just intervals, and
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showing between them part of the remoter landscape,
while they left the rest to be supplied by the beholder's imagination. The town of Mafsamudo lay
on our left, remarkable at a distance for the tower
of the pri~lcipal nlosque, which was built by Hdimah, a queen of the island, from whom the present king is descencied: a little on our right was a
small tohn, called Uantani. Neither the territory of
Nice, with its olives, date-trees, and cypresses, nor
the isles of Hicres with their delightful orangegroves, appeared so charming to me as the view
fi-om the road of Hinzuan; which, nevertheless, is
far surpassed, as the Captain of the Crocodib assured
us, by many of the islands in the Southern Ocean.
If life were not too short for the complete discharge
of all our respective duties, public and private, and
for the acquisition even of necessary knowledge in
any degree of perfection, with how much pleasure
and ill~provementmight a great part of it be spent
i n admiring the beauties of this wonderful orb, and
contemplat~ngthe nature of man in all its varieties!

We hastened to tread on firm land, to which we
bad been so long disused, and went on shore, after
breakhst, to see the town, and return the .Governor's
visit. Ae we walked, attended by a crowd of natives,
I surprized them by reading aloud an.Artrbic inscription over the gate of a mosque, and still more, when
I entered it, by explaining four sentences, which were
written very distinctly on the wall, signifying, " that
"the world was given us for our own edification,
" not for the purpose of raising sumpt~~ous
builds. ings;
life, for the discharge of moral and reli"gious duties, not for pleasurable indulgences;
"wealth, to be liberally bestowed, not avariciously
" hoarded ; and learning, to produce good actions,
" aot empty disputes." We could not but ftspect
the temple even of a false. prophet, in fihich we
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lbund such excellent morality : we saw nothing better among the Rornislr trumpery in the churkh at Mndeira. When we came to Abdullah's house: we were
conducted through a small court-yard into an open
room, on each side of which was a lurge and convenient sofa. and above 'it a high bed-place in a dark
recess, over which a chintz counterpoint hung down
from the ceiling. This is the general form of the best
rooms in the island; and most of the tolerable liouses
have a similar apartment on the opposite side of the
court, that there may be at ell hours a place in the
phade for dinner, or for repose. We were entertained
with ripe dates from Yemen, and tbe milk of cocoanuts; but the heat of the room, which seemed accessibie to all who chose to enter it, and tlie scei~tof musk,
or civet, with which it was perfumed, soon made us
desirous of breatbing a purer air; nor could I be
detained long by the Arabic manuscripts which
the Governor produced, but which appeared of little use, and- consequently of no value, except to such
as love mere curioeities. One of them, indeed, relating to the penal law of the Mohammedans, 1 would
gladly have purchased at a just price ; but he knew not
what to ask ; and I knew that better books on that subject might be procured in Bengal. He then offered
me a black boy for one of my Alkorans, and pressed
me to barter an Indian dress, which he had seen on
board the ship, for a cow and calf. The golden
slippeis attracted him most, since his wife, he said,
would like to wear them ; and, for that reason, I
made him a present of them; but had destined the
book and the robe for his superior. Pl;o hid^ opii
nion, could be formed of Saygad ~ b d a l k ~who
,
wmed vsry eager for gain, and very servile where
he expected it.
Our next visit was to .SIuzikh' Salim, the king's
eldest son; and if we had, seen hirn first, the staie
V ~ L 11.
.
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of civilization in Hinzuan \rlould have appeared a t
its lowest ebb. The worst English hackney in the
worst stat.lelis better lodged, and looks more princely
than this heir apparent; but though his mien and
apparel were extremely savage, yet allowance should
have been nrade for his illoess; which, as we afterwards learned, was an abscess in the spleen: a diuor-.
der not uncommon in that country, and frequently
cured, agreeably to the Arabian practice, by the actual
cautery. He was incessantly chewing pieces of the
Areca-nut with shell-lime : a custom borrowed, I supo
improve the
pose, from the Indians, ~ h greatly
composition with spices and betel-leaves, to which
they formerly added camphor: all the natives of
rank chewed it, but not, I think, to so great an excess. Prince Salim from time to time gazed at himself with co~nplacencyin a piece of broken lookingglass, which was glwd on a small b o ~ r d: a specimen
of wretchedness, which we observed in no other
house; but many circumstances convinced us that
the apparently low condition of his royal highness,
who was not on bad terms with his father, and seemed not to want authority, proceeded wholly from his
avarice. Mis brother Hamdulkuh, who generally resides in the town of Domoni, has a very different character, being esteemed a man of 1vort11, good sense,
and learning: he had corne, the day before, to Maturnudo, or1 hearing that an English frigate was in the
road; and I, having gone out for a few minutes t o
read nn Arabic inscriptioa, found him on my return
devouring a manuscript which I had left with some of
the company. He is a Kadi or Molianzmedas judge ;
and as he seemed to have more knowledge tbap his
countlymen, I was extremely concerned that I had so
Iittle conservation with' him. The king, Shaiklr Ahmed, has a younger son, named Abdullah, whose usual
residence is in the town of .Wani, whicl~ he mldom
leaves, as the state of his health' is very infirm.
Since the succession to the title and authority of Sul-

,
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tan is not unalterably fixed in one line, but requires
confirmation by the chiefs of the island, it is not in10
probable that they may bereafter be conferred on
prince Hamdullah.

A little beyond the hole in which SaIim received
us, -was his haram, or the apartment of his women,
which he permitted us all to ee, not through politeness to strangers, as we be ieved at first, but as I
learned afterwards from his own lips, in expectation
of a present. We saw only two or three miserable
creatures with their heads covered, while the favourite, as we supposed, stood behind a coarse curtain,
and showed her ankles under i~ loaded with silver
rings; which, if she was capable of reflection, she
must have considered as glittering fetters rather than
ornaments ; but a rational being would have preferred
the condition of a wild beast, exposed to perils and
hunger in a forest, to the splendid misery of. being
wife or mistrest, to Salim.

!

,

Before we returned, Alwi was desirous of showing
me his books; but the day was too far advanced,
and I promised to visit him some other morning.
The governor however prevailed on us to see his palace,
in the country, where he invited us to dine the next
day. The walk was extremely pleisant from the town
to the side of a rivulet, which formed in one part a
small pool very convenient for bathing, and thence
through groves and alleys to the foot of a hill; but
the dining-room was little better than an open barn,
and was recomnlended only .by the coolness of its
shade. Ahdullah would accorripany us on our return
to the ship, together with two M u f t i s who spoke Arabic indifferently, and seemed eager to see all my manuscripts ; but they were .very moderately .learned,
and gazed with stupid wonder on a fine copy of the
Burnerah, and on other collections of ancient pocttry.
Ga
. .
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Early the next morning a black messenger, with a
tawny lad as his interpreter, came from prince Salim ;
who having broken his perspective glass, wished to
procure another by purchase or barter. A polite answer was returned, and steps taken to gratify his
wishes. As we on our part expressed a desire to visit
the king a t Domoni, the prince's messenger told us
that his master would, no doubt, lend us palanquins ( 6 r there was not a horse in the island) and
order a sufficient number of his vassals to carry us,
whoin we might pay for their trouble as we thought .
just.
We commissioned him therefore to auk that
favour, and begged that all might be ready for our
exclirsion tiefore sun-rise, that we might escape the
heat of the noon, which, though it was the middle of
winter, we had found excessive. The boy, whose
name was Combo Madi, staid with us longer that1
his companion: there was sometbin in his look so
ingenuouq and in his broken Englia so simple, that
we encouraged him to continue his innocent prattle.
H e wrote and read Arabic tolerably well, and set
down at my desire the names of several towns in the
island, which he first told me was properly cailed Himsuan. The fault of begging for whatever he liked,
he had in common with the governor and other
'nobles, but hardly in a greater degree: his first pe- .
tition for some lavender-water was readily granted ;
'and a small bottle of it was so acceptable to him, that
if we had suffered him, he would have kissed our feet:
but it was not for himself that he rejoiced so extravagantly: he told us, with tears atarting from his
eyes, that his mother would be pleased with it, and
the idea of her pleasure seemed to fill him with rapture. Never did I see filial affection more warmly
felt, or more tenderly and, in my opinion, unaffect
edly expressed; yet this bay was not a favourite of
the officers, who thoueht him artful. His mother's
name, he said, was Fattma; and he importuned us to

b
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visit her; conceiving, I suppose, that all mankind
must love ankadmire her. We promised to gratify
him; and having made him several presents, permitted him to return. As he reminded me of Aladdin in
the Arabian tale, I designed to give hirn that name in a
recommendatory letter, which he pressed me to write,
instead of A?. Domingo, as some European visitor had
ridicuollsly called him; but, since the allusion would
not have been generally known, and since the title of
Aiau'ldin, or eminence in fnitir, might have offended
his superiors, I thought it adviseable for him to keep
his African name. A very indifferent dinner was
prepared for us at the house of the Governor, whom
we did not see the whole day, as it was the beginning
of Ramadan, the Mohammedan lent, and he was engaged in his devotions, or made them his escuse;
but his eldest son sat by us wbile we dined, together
with Musn, mho was employed, jointly with his brother Husain, as purveyor to the Captain of the frigate.
Having observed a very elegant shrub that grew
about six feet high, in the court-yard, but was mot
then in flower, I learned with pleasure, that it was
hinna, of which I had read so much in Arabian poelas,
and which European botanists have ridicul~uslynamkd
husotaia. Musa bruised some of tile leaves, and,
having. woistened them with water, applied them to
our nalls and the tips of our fingers, which in a, short
time became of a dark orange-scarlet. I had before conaeived a different idea of this dye, and illlagined that it was used t)y the Arabs to imitate the
natural redness of those parts in young and healthy persons, which in all countries must be considered as a
beauty :-perhaps a less quantity of hinncr, or the same
differently prepared, might have produced that etiect.
The old men ir) Arabia used the same dye to conceal
their grey hairs, while their daughters were dyeing their

G3

lips and gums black, to set off the whiteness of their
teeth; so universal in all nations and ages are personal vanity and a love of disguising truth; though
in all cases, the farther our species recede from nature, the farther they depart from true beauty; and
men at least should disdain to use artifice ;or deceit for
any purpose or on any occasion. If the women of rank
at Paris, or those in London who wish to imitate
them, be inclined to call the Arabs Barbarians, let
them view their own head dresses and cheeks in a
glass, and, if they have left no room for blushes, be
inwardly at least ashamed of their censure.
In the afternoon I walked a long way up the mountainsin awinding path, amid plants alid trees no less new
than beautiful, and regretted exceedingly that very
few of them were in blossom, as I should then have
had leisure to examine them. Curiosity led me from
hill to hill; and I came at last to the sources of a rivulet, which we had passed near to the shore, and from
which the ship was to be supplied with excellent water. 1 saw no birds on the mountains but Guinea-forul, which might have been easily caught:
no insects were troublesome to me but mosquit o ~ ; and I had no fear of vel~onious reptiles,
having been assured that the air was too pure for
any to exist in it; but I was often unwillingly a
cause of fear to the gentle and harmless lizard, who
ran among the shrubs. On my return, 1 missed the
path by which I had ascended; but, i~aviilgmet
some blacks laden with yarns and plantains, I was
by them directed to another, which led me round,
through a charming grove of cocoa-trees, to 'the
Governor's coun try-&at, where our entertainment
was closed by a syllabub, whicb the English
. . had
. . .
taught the Muaelmuns to make for them.

,
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We received no answer from Salin~;nol; indeed,
expected one; since we took for ,granted that he
could not but approve our intention of visiting his
father; and we went on shore before sun-rise, in full
expectation of a pleasant excursion to Domoni : but
we were happily disappointed. The servants, at the
prince's door, told us coolly, that their master was iudisposed, and, as they believed, bleep; that he had
~ i r e nthem no orders concerning his palanquins, and
that they durst not disturb him. Alwi soon came to
pay us his compliments, and was followed by his
eldest son, Ahmed, with whom we walked to the gard e n ~of the two princes Salim and Hamdullah: the
situation was naturally good, but wild ,and desolate ;
and, in Saiim's garden, which we entered through a
miserable hovel, we aaw a convenient bathing place,
well-built with stone, but then in great disorder, and
a shed, by way of summer-house, like tbat under
which we dined at the Governor's, but smaller and
less neat. On the ground there lay a kind of cradle,
about six feet long and alittle more than one foot in
breadth, made of cords twisted ia a sort of clumsy
net-work, with a long thick bambu fixed to each side
of it: this, we heard with surprize, was a royal palanquin, and one of the vehicles in which we were
intended to have been rocked on men's shoulders
over the mountains I had much conversation with
Ahmed, whom I found iutelligent and communieative: he told me that several of his country me^ composed songs and tunes; that he was himself a pssionate lover of poetry and music ; and that, if we would
dine at his house, he would play and sing to us. We
decliqed his invitation to dinner, as we had made a
conditional promise, if ever we passed a day at Mataamudo, to eqt our curry with Barta Gibu, an honest
man, of whom we purchased eggs and vegetables, and
to whom some Englishmen bad given tbe title of Lord,
which made bim extreme1 vain : we could therefore

e,
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make Sayynd Ahmed only a morning visit. He sung
a hymn or two in A+abi.c, and accompaoied his drawling, t!~ough pathetic, psalmody with a kind of mandoline, which he touched with an awkward quill: the
inslrurl~entwas very imperfect, but seemed to sive
hirn delieht The names of the strings were vQritten
on it in Arabian or Indian figures, simple and compounded; but I could not think them worth copying.
H e gave Captain Wiiliamsou, who wished to present
some literary curiosities to the library. at Dublin, a
small roll containing a hymn in Arabic letters, but in
the language of Mombasa, wbich was mixed with
Arabic; but it hardly deserved examination, since the
study of languages has little intrinsic value, and is
only useful as the instrument of real knowledge, which
we can scarce expect from the poets of the Moxambiqug. Ahnred would, I believe, have heard our European airs ( I always except French melody) with rapture, fbl- his favourite tune was a common Iris11 jig,
with which he seemed wonderfully affected.
On our return to the beaoh I thought of visiting
old Aiwi, according to my promise, and prince Salim,
whose character I had not then discovered : I resolved
for tbat purpbse to stay on shore alone, our dinner
with Giblc having been fixed at a11 early hour. Aiwi
showed me his manuscripts, which chiefly related. to
the ceremonies and ordi'nances of his own religion;
and one of them, wbich I had formerly seen in Europe, was a collection of sublime and elegant hymns
in praise of Mohamme4 with .explanatory notes in the
margin. I requested him to read one of them, after
the manner of the Arabs; and he chanted it in a strain
by no means unpleasing; but I am persuaded that he
understood it very iinperfectly. The room, which
was open to the street, was presently crowded with visitors, most of whom were Mujiis, or Expottnders
o f t h e Law; and Aiwi, desirous perhaps ta display

I
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bis zeal before them a t the expence of good breeding, directed my attention to a passaqe in a conitnentary on the Koran, which I found levelled at the
Chrktians. The commentator, having related with
some additions (but on the whole not inaccurately)
the circumstances of the temptation, put8 this speech
into the mouth of the tempter : " Though I am un"able to delude thee, yet I will mislead, by thy
means, more h u k a n creatures than thou wilt set
" ri h t "
' Kor was this menace vain; (says the
Mo ammedan writer); ' for the inhabitants of a region
' many thousand leagues in extent, are still so deluded
' by the Devil, that they impiously call Isa the son of
God! Heaven preserve us,' he adds, ' from blas' pheming Christian8 as well as blaspheming Jews.Altbol~gha religious dispute with those obstinate zea101s would have been unreasonable and fruitless, yet
they deserved, I tl~oughta.slight reprehension, as the
attack seemed to be concerted qmong them. ' The
' commentator,' said I, ' was much to blame for passing
' so indiscriminate and hasty a censtire : the title, which
' gave your legislator and gives yau .such offence, was
' often applied in Jhdea (by a bold figure agreeable
' to the Hebrew idiom, though, anusual in Ambic)
' to angeb, to lroly men, and even .to a l l mankin'd, who
' are commanded to call God their Father; and in
' this large sense the apostle, to the Romans, calls
' the eIect the children of God, and the Messiul~the
' fist-born among many brethren ; but the words owly
begotten are applied transcendently and incornpa' rably to him alone*; and, as for me who believes
the scriptures, which you also profess to believe,
' though you assert without proof that we have al' tered them, I cannot refuse him an appellation,
' though far surpassing our reason, by which he is

R
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' distinguished

in the Gospel; and the believers in
d e Messinh,
' and pronounce him to have been born of a virgin,
' which alone might fully justify the phrase eon' demned by this author, are themselves condemn' able for cavilling at words, when they cannot ob'ject to the substance of our faith consistently with
' their own.'. The Muselrnans had nothing to say in
reply; and the conversation.tvas changed.

' Mlrhanrmed, who expressly name him

i
I

I was astonished at the questions which Alwi put
to me concerning the late peace and the independence
of Amercia; the several powers and resources of
Britaitt,. France, Spain, and Holland ; the cbaracter
and supposed views of the Emperor; the comparative strength' of the Russian, Imperial, and Othman
armies; and their respective modes of bringing their
forces to action. I answered him without reserve, except on the state of our possessions in India; nor
were my answers lost, for I observed, that all the
company were variously affected by them, generally
with amazement, often witb concern, especially
when I described to them the great force and admirable.dis'cipline of the Austrian army, and the stupid
prejudices of the Turks, whom nothiug can induce to
abandon their old Turtarian habits ; and exposed the
weakness of their empire in Africa, and even in the
more distant provinces of Aoia. I n return, he gave
me clear but general information concerning the government and commerce of his island: " His coun" try," he said, " was poor, and produced few articles
" of trade; but if they could get money, which they
" nmu prejtrred toplny- things," these were his words,
" they might easily," he added, " procure foreign
" commodities, and exchange them advantageously
"'with their neighbours in the islands and on the
" oontinent. Thus with*a little money," said he,
" we purchase muskets,
powder, balls, cutlasses,

91
" knives, clothes, raw cotton, and other articles
" brought from Bombay, and with these we trade to
" Madagascar for the natural produce of the country
"or dollars, with which the French buy cattle,
" honey, butter, and so forth, in that island.
With
"gold, which we receive from your stlips, we can
" procure elephants' teeth from the natives of Moii
zambique, who barter them also for ammunition
"and bars of iron; and the Porruguae in that
"country give us cloths of various kinds in ex" change for our commodities ; these cloths we dis" pose of lucratively in the three neighbuuring islands,
" whence we bring rice, cattle, a kind of bread-fruit,
" which grows in Comara, and slaves, which we buy
"aLo at other places to which we trade; and we
(4
carryon this traffic in our own vessels."
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Here I could not help expressing my abhorrence of
their she-trade, and asked him by what law they
claimed a property in rational beings, since our Creator had given our species a dominion, to be moderately exercised, over the beasts of the field and the
fowls of the air, but none to man vver man. '' By no
if
law," answered he, " unless necessity be a law.
"There are nations in Madagascar and in,Africa,
" who know neither God nor his prophet, nor Moam,
" nor David, nor the Messiah : those nations are in
66
perpetual war and take many captives, whom, if
"(< they could not sell, they would certainly kill. Individuale 'among, them are in extreme poverty,
"and have numbers of children, who, if they can"not be disposed of, must perish through hunger,
together with their rniserallle parents. By purchas" ing these wretches w e preserve their lives, and,
66
perhaps, those of many others whom our money
66
relieves. The sum of the argument is this: If we
" buy them, they will live ; if they become valuable
iL
servants, they will live comfortably; but, if they
16
are not nold, they must die rniskrably." ' There

.
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' may be,' said I, 'such cases; but you fallaciously draw

' a general conclusion from a few particular instances ;
' and this is the very fallacy which, on a 'thousand
' other occasions, deludes mankind. I t is not to be
' doubted that a constant and gainful traffic in 1111-

' man creatures foments war, in which captives are
' always made, and keeps up that perpetual enmity

' \vhich you pretend to be the

cawe of a practice in
reprehensible, while in truth it is its efect. The
' same traffic encourages laziness in some parents,
who might in general support their families by pro' per industry, and seduces others to stifle their na' tural feelings. At most, your redemption of those
' unhappy children can amount only to a personal
' contract implied between you, for gratitude and rea' sonable service on their part, for kindness and
' humanity on yours; but can you think your part
' performed by disposing of them against their wills,
' with as much indifference as if you were selling
' cattle, especially as they might become readers of the
' Korun, and pillars of your faith ?' " The law," said
he, " forbids our selling them, when they are be" lievem in the Prophet; and little children ordy arg
" sold; nor they often, or by all masters.'' ' You,
' who believe in Muhrrmmed,' said I, ' are bound,
' by the spirit and letter of his laws, to take pains
' that they also may believe in him ; ahd if you ne' glect so important a duty for sordid gain, I do
' not see how you can hope for prosperity in this world,
' or for happiness in the next' My old friend and
the MuJtis assented, and muttered a few prayers ; but
probably forgot my preaching before many minutes
bad passed.

' itself

'

I
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So much time had slipped away i n this conversation, that I could make but a short visit to Prince
Salim; and my view in visiting him was to fix the
time of our journey to Domorzi as early as possible on
tile next rnorni~~gHis appearance was more savage
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than ever; and I found him in a disposition to complain bitterly agninst the English. No acknowledgment, he said, had been made for the kind
atteutions of himself and the chief men of his
country te the officers and eople of the Brilliant;
though a whole year had e apsed since the wreck.
I really wondered at the forgetfulness, to' which alone
such a neglect could be imputed, and assured him
that I would express my opinion both in B e ~ g a land
in'letters to England. " We have little," said he,
" to hope from letters ; for, when we have been paid
" with them instead of money, and have shon n
"them on board your ships, we have commonly
" been treated with disdain, and often with imp1:eca" tions." I assured him, that either those letters
must have been written coldly and by very obscure
persons, or shown to very ill-bred men, of whom
there were too many in all nations; but that a few
instances of rudeness ought not to give him a general
prejudice against our national character. " But you,"
said he, " are a wealthy nation, and we are indigent,
'6
yet, though all our groves of cocoa-trees, our
"
fruits, and our cattle, aresever a t your service, you
'6
always try to make hard bargains with us for wllat
" you cbuse to dispose of; and frequently will neither
"aell Rar give those things which we principally
" want"
' T o form,' said I, ' a just opinion of
' Engliohmen, you must visit us in our own island,
'-or at least India; here we are strangers and travel' lers: many of us have no design to trade in 'any
'country, and none of us think of trading in
' Hinauan, where we stop only for refreshn~ent.
' The clothes, arms, or instruments, which you
' may want, are commonly necessary or convenient
' to us; but, if Sayyad Alwi or his sons were to be
' strangers in our county, you would have no rea'son io boast of superior hospitality.' He then
ehwed me, a second tinie, a part of an old silk vest,
with the star of the Order of the Thistle, and beg-
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ged me to explain the motto ; expressing a wish that
the order might be conferred on him by the King of
England, in return for his good offices to the English,
I represented to him the impossibility of his being
gratified, and took occasion to say, that there was
more true dignity in their own native titles than in
those of prince, duke, and lord, which had been idly
given them, but had no conformity to their manners
or the constitution of their government.

This conversation not being agreeabletoeither of us,

1 changed it, by desiring that the palanquins and

'

-

I

bearers might be ready next morning as eerly as
possible. He answered, that his palanquir~swere
a t our service for nothing, but that we must pay
him, ten dollars for each set of bearers; tbat
it was the stated price, and that Mr. Hastiags had
paid it when he went to visit the king. This, as I
learned afterwards, was false ; but, at all events, I
kriew tbat he would keep the dollars himself, aad give
nothing .to the bearers, who deserved them better,
and whom he would compel to leave their cottages,
'and toil for his profit. "Can you imagine," I replied, '' that we' would employ four-and- twenty men
'' to bear us so far on their shoulders without reward" ing them amply? Rut since they are freemen (so
he had assured me) " and not your slaves, we will pay
them i n proportion to their diligence and good beha" viour; and it becomes neither your dignity nor ours
'' to make previous bargain." I showed him an elegant copy of the Koran, which I destined for his father,
and described the rest of my present; but he coldly
asked, " if that was all?" Had he. been king, a purse
of dry dollars would have given him more pleasure
than the-finest or holiest manuscript. Finding him, in
conversing on a variety of subjects, utterly void of intelligence or principle, I took my leave, and saw him no
more ; but promised to let him know for certain whether we should make our intended excursion.

.
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W e dined in tolerable comfort, and had occasion,
in the course of the day, to observe the manners of
the natives in the middle rank, who are called Banas;
all of whom have slaves constantly at work for them.
We visited the mother of Camlomadi, who seemed in
a station but little raised above indigence ; and her
husband, who was a mariner, bartered an Arabic
treathe on astronomy and navigatioo, which he had
read, for a sea-compass, of which he well knew the
O F HINZUAN, OR JOHANNA.

.

use.
In the morning I had eonversed with two very old
h b s of Yemen, who had brought some articles of
trade to Himuan; and in the afternoon I met another,
who had come from Maskat (where at that time there
was a civil war) to purchase, if he could, an hundred
stand of arms. I told them all that I loved their nation; and they returned nly compliment with great
warmth, especially the two old men,.who were near
fourscore, and reminded me of Z o h i r and Htrreth.

So bad an account had been given me of the road over
the mountains, that I dissuaded my companions from
thinking of the journey, to which the c a p t a i ~became
rather disinclined; but as I wished to be fully acquainted with a country which I migilt never see
again, I wrote the next day to Salim, requesting him
to lend me one palanquin, and to order a sufficient
number of men. He sent me no written answer, which
1ascribe rather to his incapacity than to rudeness;
but the Governor, with Alrui and two of his sons, came
on board in the evening, and said that they had seeo
my letter ; that all should be ready; but that I could
not pay less for the men than ten dollars. X said I
would pay more, but it should be to the men themelves, accordiog to their behaviour. They returned oolaewhat dissatisfied, after I had played at chess
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with Alwi's younger son, in whose manner- and address there was sorr~ethingren~arkablypleasing.
Before sun-rise, on the 13d of August, I went alone
on shore, with a small basket of such provisions as 1.
might want in the course of the day, and with some
cushions to make the prince's palanquin at least a tolerable vehicle ; but the prince, was resolved to receive
the dollars to which his men were entitled; and he
knew that, as I was eager for the journey, he could
prescribe his own terms. Old Alwi met me on the
beach, and brought excuses from Salim, who he said
was indisposed. H e conducted me to his house, and
seemed rather desirous of persuading me to abandon
my design of visiting the king; but I assured him
that, if the prince would not supply me, with proper
attendants, I would walk to Domoni with my own servants a r ~ d a guide. Shailrh Salim, he said, was
miserably avaricious, and that he was ashamed of a
kinsman with such .adisposition; but -that he was
nb less obstinate than covetous; and that, without
ten dollars paid iu hand, it would be impossible to
procure bearers. I then gave him three guineas,
which he, carricd, or pretended to carry to S a f i ? ~but
~;
.returned without the change, alleging that he had no
silver, and ~~rornising
to give me on my return t h e
few dollars that remained. In about an hour,thc ridiculous vehicle was brought by nine sturdy blacks, who
could not speak a word of Arabic, so that I expected
no it~forrnatiou concerning the country through
which I was to travel ; but Alwi assisted me in a point
of the utmost consequence. ' You cannot go,' said
he, ' without aninterpreter, for the king speaks only
' the language of this island; buk I have a servant,
' whose name. is Tumuni, a sensible and worthy man,
' who understands English, and is much esteemed
' by the king; he is known and valued all over
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man shall attend you ; and you

' will soon be sensible,of his worth."

Tumuni desisted to carty my basket ; and we set out
with a prospeg of fine weather, but some hours later
than I had intended. I walked by the gardens of
the two princes, to the skirts of the town, and came
to a little village consisting of several very neat huts,
made chiefly w~ththe leaves of the cocoa-tree; but
the road a little farther was so stony, that I sat in the
palanquin, and was borne with perfect safety over some
rock I then desired my guide to assure the men
that I would pay them liberally; but the poor peasants, who had been brought from their farms on the
hills, were not perfectly acquainted with the use of
money, and treated my promise with indifference.

.

About five miles from Mztaamudo lies the town of
mni, where Shaikh AbduUah, who has already been
mentioned, usually resides: I saw it at a distance,
and it seemed to be agreeably situated. When I had
w e d the rocky part of the road, I came to a stony

i
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beach, where the sea appeared to have' lost some
ground, since there was a fine sand to the left, and
beyond it a beautiful bay, which resembled that of
w?pouth, and seemed equally convenient for bathing; but it did not appear to me that the stones over
which I was carried had been recently covered w i t h .
water. were I saw tbe frigate, and, taking leave
of it for two days, turned from the coast into a fine
~ u u t r yvery neatly cultivated, and consisting part1
of hillocks exquisbly reen, partly of plains, wbic 1
were then in a gaudy ress of rich yellow blossoms,
My p i & informed me they were p l a n t a t i o ~of a
kind of vetch, which was eaten by the nativeu Cottage and farms were interspersed all over this p y 1
chmpaiga, and tbe whole scene was delightful: buta
it was soon changed for beautiad of o diffkrent kiod. -

!
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We descedded into a cool valley, tbrough wbiclr

-

ran a rivulet of perfectly clear water; and there, finding my vehicle uneasy,, though from the laughter and
. merrimeyt of my bearers I concluded them to be
quite at their ease, I bade them set me down, and
walked before them all the rest of the way. hlound
tains, clothed with fine trees and flowering-shrubs,
presented thcnlselves on our ascent from the vde; and
we proceeded for half an hour through pleasant woodwalks, where I regretted the impossibility of loitering a while to examine the variety of new blossoms,
which succeeded one another at every step, and the
virtues, as well as names, of which seemed familiar
to Tunruni. A t length we descended into a valley
of greater extent than the former: a river or large
wintery torrent ran through it, and fell down a steep
declivity at the end of it, where it seemed to be lost
among rocks. Cattle were .graziog on the banlis of
the river, and the huts of their ownars appeared on
the hills: a more agreeable spot I had not before
seen even in Swisserland or Merionethshire; but it was
followed by an assemblage of natural beauties, which1
hardly expected to find in a Little ialand twelve degrees to the south of the Line. I was not sufficiently
pleased with my solitary journey to discover charms
which had no actual existenae, a d the first effect of
the contrast between St. 3 ~ g 0and Hmxucwr bad
ceased; but, without any disposition to give the
landscape a high colouring I may truly slty, what I
tbought at the time, that the wlrolt counwy which
next presented i ~ c l fas
, far surpassed Emenomidle, or
Blenhcim, br any other imitations ef natuce, 'which I
had seen in J;ra~ce or E?tglad+w the finest,bay surpastes an artificial piece of water. Two aery high
~ u p t a i n s ,covered to the summit with thw richest
verdure, we- at some distance ow my. right. hand,
ard sepatated f r m me by meadom..dinusi&d w&p
c o t t x g e s d herd, or by vallies resounding with tar- .
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rents and waterfalls; on my left was the sea, to which
there were beautiful openings from the hills and woods;
and the road was a smooth path naturally winding
througb a forest of spicy shrubs, fruit-trees, and palms.
Some high trees were spangled with white blossoms,
equal in fragrance to orange-flowers : m y guide called them Monongos; but the day was declining so fast,
that it was impossible to examine them : the variety
which I had a tranof fiuits, flowers, and birds,
sient view in this magnificent garden, ~ ? o u l dhave
supplied a naturalist with amusment for a month;
but I raw no remarkable insect, and no reptile of any
kind. The woodland was diversified by s few pleasant glades, and new prospects were continually
opened : at length a noble view of the sea burst upon
me unexpectedly; and, having passed a hill or two,
we came to the beach, beyond which were several
hills and cottages. W e turned from the shore ; and,
on the next eminence, I saw the town of Domoni at a
little distance below r# I was met by a numb'er of
natives, a few of whom spoke Arabic; and thinking
it a convenient place for repose, I sent my guide to
apprize tbe king of my intended visit. He returned
in half ad hour witb a polite message; and I walked
hta tbe town, which seemed large and populous. A
great C I W W ~a c c o m p d e d me; and I was conducted
fo 8 bob built on the same plan with the best house6 ,
at Matramdo. I n the middle of the court-yard
atood a krge Molrongo-free,which perfumed the air ;
tbe apartment on the left was empty ; and in that on
the right sat the king on a sofa or bench, coveked with
an 'o~dinrrycarpet. H e rose when I entered, and
grasping my hands, placed me near him on the rigbt;
but as bt could s p a t only the language of H k y c m ,
l had recourse to my fried Tbn#cni, than whom a ream
dier ot mark accurate interpreter could not have
bun found. I presented the king with a very hand*
aeme Indian 'drm of blue silk with golden flowerg'
Of RINZUAN, O R JOHANNA.
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which had been worn only once at a masquerade, and.
with a beautiful copy of the Xomn, from. which I
read a few verses to him. He took them with great
complacency, and said, he wished I had come by
sea, that he might have loaded 'one of my boats
with fruit, and with some of his finest cattle. Ha
had seen me, he said, on board the frigate, where
he had been, accordin to his custom, in disguise,
and had heard of me rom his son Shaikh Hamdullah. I gave him an account of my journey, and
extolled the beauties of, his country : he put many
questions concerning mine, and professed great regard
.for our nation. " But I hear," said he, " that you are
" a magistrate, and consequently profess peace.: why
" are you armed with a broad sword ?"
' I was a
' man,' 1, said, ' before I was a magistrate; and, if it
' should ever happen that law could not protect
' me, I must protect myself.' He seemed about
sixtyyears old, had a very cheerful countenance, and
great appearance of good-nature mixed with a certain
dignity, which distinguished him from the crowd of
ministers and officers who attended him. Our conversation was interrupted by notice, that it war the
time of evening-prayers; and, when he rose, he said
" this house is yours, and I will visit you in it, after
" you have taken some refleshmeat."
Soon after,
his servants brought a roast fowl, a rice-pudding, and
some other dishes, with papayas and very good pome
granates; my own basket supplied the rest of my
supper, The room .was hung with old red cloth, and
decorated with pieces of porcelain and festoons of .
English bottles ; the lamps were placed.on the ground
in large set-shells; and the bed-place was a recess,
concealed by a chintz hangibg, opposite to the mfr,
on which we bad been sitting. .Though it was not 4c
place that invited repose, .and the gnats were :inexpressibly troublesome, yet the Eatigue of tbe day procured. me. very eomfartabk:~lu~lber.I wes . waked
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by the return of the king and his train; some of whom
were Arabs, for I heard one of them say huwa-rakid,
or, he b skeping. There was immediate silence, and I
passed the night with little disturbance, except from
the unwelcome songs of the mosquitos. I n the
morning all was equally silent and solitary; the house
appeared to be deserted ; a ~ l dI began to wonder what
bad become of Tumutri; he came at length with concern on his countenance, and told me that the bearers
had run away in the night: but that the king, who
wished to see me in another of his houses, would
supply me with bearers, if he could not prevail on me
to stay till a boat could be sqnt for. I went immediately to the king, whom I found sitting on a raised
rofa in a large room, the wglls of which were adorned
with sentences from the Koran, in very legible char
racters : about fifly of his subjects were seated on the
ground in a semicircle before him ; and my-irrterpreter took his place in the midst of them. The good
old king laughed heartily, when he heard the adventure of the night, and said, " you will now be my
"guest for a week, I hope; but, seriously, if you
"must return soon, I will send into the country for
(6 some peasants to carry you."
He then apologized
for the behaviour of Shaikh Salim, whiah he had
beard from Tumuni, who told me afterwards that he
was much displeased with it, and ~kouldnot fail to
express his displeasure. H e concluded with a long
harangue on the advantage which the 814,olish might
derive from sending a ship every year from Bombay to
trade with his subjects, and on the wonderful c h e a p
new of their commodities, especially of their cowries.
Ridiculous as this idea might seem, it showed an eplargement of mind, a deoire of promoting the interest
of his people, and a sense of the benefits arising
from trade, whiclr could hardly have bees expected
from a petty African chief; snd which, if be h ~ d
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been sovereign of Yemen, might have been expanded
into rational projects proportiolled to the e t e n t of
his dominions. I answered, that I was imperfectly
acquainted with the commerce of India; but that I
would report the substance of his conversation, andwould ever bear testimony of his noble zeal for
the good of his country, and to the mildness with
which he governed it. As I had no inclination t o
pass a second night in the island, I requested leave
to return without waiting for bearers : be seemed very
sincere in pressing me to lengthen my visit, but
had too much Arabian politeness to be importunate. We therefore .parted; and at the request
of Tumuni, who assured me that little time would
be lost i n showing attention to one of the worthiest Inen in Hinzuan, I made a visit to the Governor of the town, whose name was Mutekka : his
-manners were very pleasing, and he showed me
some letters from the officers. 06 the Brilliant,
which appeared to flow warm from the heart, and
contained the strongest eloge of his courtesy and
liberality. He insisted on filfing my basket with
some of the finest pomegranates I had ever seen;
and I left the town, impressed with a very favourable
opiniori of the king and his governor. When I
reascended the hill, attended by many of the natives, one of them told me in Arabic, that I was
going to receive the highest mark of distinction
that it was in the king's power to show me;
and he had scarce ended, when I heard the report
of a single gun: Shaikh Ahmed had saluted me
with the whole of his ordnance. I waved my hat,
aqd said Allah Acber : the people shouted, and I
continued my journey, not without fear of inconvenience from excessive heat, and the fatigue of climbing rocks. The walk, however, was not on the *
whole unpleasant : I sometimes rested in the valleys,
and forded all the rivulets, which refreshed me with
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their coolnes~,and supplied me with exquisite water to
mix with the juice of my pomegranates, and occasionally with brandy. We were overtaken by some peasants, who came from the hills by a nearer way, and .
brought the king's present of a cow with her calf, and
a she-goat with two kids: they had apparently been
selected for their beauty, and were brought safe to
Bengal. The prospects, which had so greatly delighted me the preceding day, had not lost their
charms, though they wanted the recommendation of
novelty; but I must confess, that the most delightfull
object in that day's walk, wf near ten miles, was the
Black Frigate,. which I discerned at sunset from a
rock near the prince's gardens. Close to the town I
was met by a native, who, perceiving me to be weary,
opened a very fine cocoa-nut, which afforded a delicious draught: he informed me, that one of his coun- .
trymen had been punished that afternoon for a theft
on board the Crocedile; and added, that, in his opiiion, the punishment was no less just than the offence
was disgraceful to his country. The offender, as I
afterwards learned, was a youth of good family, who
had married a daughter of old A h i , but, being left
alone for a moment in the cabin, and seeing a pair of
blue Morocco slippers, could not resist the temptation, concealed them so ill under his gown, that he
was detected with the mainer. This proves, that no
principle of honour is instilled by education into
the gentry of this island : even Alwi,' when he had
observed that, " in the nlonth of Ramadan, it was
" not lawful to paint with hinna, or to tell lies;" and
when I asked, whether both were lawful all the rest of
the year, answered, that " lies were innocent, if no
" man was injured by them."
Tumuni took his leave,
as well satisfied as myself with our excursion. I told
him, before his master, that I transferred also to him .
the dollars, which were due to me out of the three
guineq; 'and that, if ever they ahould part, 1 would
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be very glad to receive him into my service in India.
I\lr. Roberts, the master of the ship, had passed the
day with Sayyad Ahmed, and bad learned from him
a few curiotis circumstances concerning the gevernrnent of HiPlzuan; which he found td be a monarchy
limited by aristocracy. The king, he was told, had
no'power of making war by his own authority; but,
if the assembly of nobles, who were from time t o
time convened by hirn, resolved on a war with any of
,the neighbouring islands, they defrayed the charges
of it by voluntary contributions; in return for which
they claimed as tbeir own all the booty and captives
that might be taken. The hope of gain or the want
of slaves is usually the real motives for such enterprizes, and ostensible pretexts are easily found. At that
very time he understood they meditated a war, because they wanted hands for the following harvest.
Their fleet consisted of sixteen or seventeen small vessels, which they manned with about t.wo thousand five
hundred islanders, nrmed with tnusliets and cutlasses,
o r with bows and arrows. Near two years had elapsed
before they had possessed tl~emselvesof two towns
in Mayata, which they still kept and garrisoned. T h e
ordinary expences of the government were defrayed
by a tax from two hundred villages; but the three
principal towns were exempt from all taxes, except
a fortieth
that they paid annually to the chief ~%fUjti
part of the value of all their moveable property ; and
from that payment neither the king nor the nobles
claimed an exemption. Thekingly authority, by the
principles of their constitution, was considered elective,
tbough the line ofsuccession'had not been altered since
the first election of a sultan. He was informed that a
wandering Arab, who had settled in the island,
had, by his intrepidity in several wars, acquired the
rank of a chieftain, - and afterwards of a king with
limited powers; and that he was the grandfather
of Shaith Ahmed. I had been assured that Queen

.! O$,
HaZimah was his grandmdther; and, that he was
the sixth king; but it must be remarked, that the
wwds jedd and jeddah in Arabic are used for a male
and female ancestor indefinitely : and without a correct pedigree of Ahmed's family, which I expected
to procure, but was disappointed, it would scarce be
possible to ascertain the time when his forefather obtained he highest rank in the government. In tile
gear 1 0, Captain John Daris, who has written an account of his voyage, found Mayata governed by a
king, and Anruame, or Hinzuan, by a queen, who
showed him great marks of friendship. H e anchored
before the town of Demor (does he mean DomoniT)
which was as large, he says, as Plymouth; and he
. concludes, from the ruins around i~ that it had once
been a place of strength and grandeur. I can only
say, that I observed no such ruins. Fifteen years after,
Captain Peyton and Sir Thomas Roe touched at the
Comara islands; and, fro111 their several accounts, it
appears that an old sultaness a t thqt time resided in
' Hinzuan, but had a dominion paramount over all the
isles, three of her sons governing Molrila in her name.
If this be true, Soilaili and the successors of Halimah
must have lost their influence over the other islands;
and, by renewing their dormant claim as it suits
their convenience, they may always be furnished with
a pretence for hostilities. Five generations of eldest
sons would account for an hundred and seven
Of
the years which have elapsed since Davis and eyton found Hinouan ruled by a rultaness; and ARmed
was of such an age, that his reign may be reckoned
I
equal to a generation. I t is probable, on the whole,
that Halimah was the widow of the first Arabian
king, and that her mosque has been continued in
repair by his descendants ; so that we may reasonably
suppose two centuries to have passed since a single
Arub had the courage and address to establish in
thrt beautiful island a form of governvent, which,
OF H I N Z U A N , O R J O H A N N A .
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though bad enough i.7 itself, appears to have been administered with advantage to the original inhabitants.
W e have lately heard of civil commotions' in Hinzuan, which, we may venture to pronounce, were nat
excited by any cruelty or violence of Ahmcd, but
were probably occasioned by the insolence of an oligarchy naturally hostile to eking and peaple. That
the mountains in the Comara islands contPn diamonds, and the precious metals, which are stu'diously
concealed by the policy of the several government4
may
be true, though I have no reason to believe it,
'
and have only heard it asserted without gvidence ;
but I hope that neither an expectation of such treasures, nor of any other advantage, will ever induce
an European power to violate the first principles of
justice by assuming the sovereignty of Hinzuan,
which cannot answer a better purpose than that of
.-supplying our fleets with seasonable refreshment;
and, although the natives have an interest in receiving
us with apparent cordiality, yet, if we wish their
attachment to be unfeigned and their dealings just,'
,
we must set them an example of strict honesty in the
performance of our engagements. In truth, our nation
is not cordially loved by the inhabitants of Hinzmn,
who, as it conimonly happens, form a general
opiuion from a few instances of violence or breach
of faith.--Not many years ago, an European, who
had been hospitably received and liberally supported
at Matsomudo, behaved rudely to a young married
woman, who, being of low degree, was walking
veiled through a street in the evenipg. Her husband
ran to protect her, and resented the rudeness, pro- bably w~thmenaces, possibly with actual force; and
the European is said to have given him a mortal
wound with a knife or bayonet, which he brought,
after the scuffle, from his l o d ~ n g . This foul murder, which the law of nature would have justified
- the magistrate in punishing with death, wqs reported
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to the king, who told the governor (and I use the
very words of Alwi) that " ~t would be wiser to hush
it up."-AZwi
mentioned a civil case of his own,
which ought not to be concealed.. When he was on
the coait of Africu, in the dominions of a very savage
prince, a small Eurogean vessel was wrecked; and
the prince not only seized all that could be saved from
the wreck, but claimed the captain and the crew as
his slaves, and treated them with ferocious insolence.
Alwi assured me, that, when he heard of the accident, he hastened to the prince, fell prostrate before
him, and by teare and importunity prevailed on him
to give the Europeans their liberty ; that he supported
them a t his own expence, enabled them to build another vessel, in which they sailed to Hinzuan, and departed thence for Europe or Indin. I-ie showed me
the Captain's promissory notes for sums, which to an
Afiican trader must be a considerable object, but
which are no price for liberty, safety, and,
life, which his good though disinterested o cw had
procured. I lalneuted that, in my situation, it was
wholly out>f my power to assist A k i in obtaining
justice; but he urged me to deliver an Arabic letter
from him, inclosing the notes, to the- Governor General, who, as he said, knew him well : and I complied with his. reqpest. Since it is possible that a
substantial defence may be made by the person thus
accused of injustice, 1 will not name either him or
the vessel which he had commanded ; but, if he be
living, ~ n dif this paper should fall into his hands,
he may be induced to reflect how highly it imports
our national honour, that a people whom we call
savage, but who administer to our convenience, may
have no just cause to reproach. us with 4 violation of
oar contracts,
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little bird, called Baya in Hindi, Berbera in
Sanrm't, Babui in the dialect of Beugd, Cibu in
Peruian, and Tenarmit in Arabic, from his rernarkably pendent nest,. is rather larger than a sparrow,
with yellow-brown plumage, a yellowish head and
kt, a light coloured breaet, and a conic beak, very
thick in proportion to his body. The bird is exceed. ingly common in H i n h t a n : he is astohishinglysensible, faithful, a d docile+ never voluntarily deserting the
place where his young were hatched, nowise averse,
kke most other birds, to the society of mankind,
m
d easily taught to perch on the hand of his master.
In r state of nature he generally builds his nest on the .
bigbest tree that he can find, especially 'on the PaL
m p , or on the I d i a n figtree; and he prefers that
which bappens to overhang a well or a rivulet: he
makes it of gram, which he weaves like cloth, and
sbapes like a large bottle, suspending it firmly on the
branchw, but .so as to rock with the wind ; and placiog it with its entrance downwards, to secure it from
birds of prey. His nest usually consists of two or
three cbambers ; and it is the popular belief that h e
lights them with fire-flies, which he tatches alive a t
night and confines with moist clay, or with. cowdung. That suoh flies are often foopd in his nest,
where pieces of cow-dung are also stuck, is indubitable; but, as their light could be of little use to him,
it seems probable that he only, feeds on them. He
, my be taught with ease to fetch a piece of paper,

.

o r any small thing that his master pointa out tt) bini
I t is an attested fact, that, if a ring be dropped into
a deep well, and a signal given to him, he will fly
down with'amazing celerity, catcb the ring before it
touches the water, and bring it up to !]is master wi&h
apparent exultation ;. and it is confidently asserted,
that, if a house or any other place be shown to him
once or twice, he will carry a note thither immediately,
on a proper signal being made. Ooe instance of his
docility I can myself mention with confidence, having
often been an eye-witness of it: The young Hinduwomen at Banares and in other places, wear very thin
plates of gold, celled ticnr, slightly fixed, by way of
ornament, between their eye-brows; and, when they
pass tbrough the streets, .it i s nbt uncommon for the
youtbful libertines, who amuse *hemselves with training Buynr, to give thern a sign, which they understand, and send thern to pluck the ,pieces of gold
from the foreheads- of their rraistressea, which they
B q a fkkds.
bring in triumph to the lovers.--The
naturally on grasshoppers and other insecta, but will
subsist, wbeh tatre, an pulse macerated in wttten
His flesh is warm and d.rylug, of:easy digestioo, a d
recommended, in mediual books, .as a s d k n t of
stone in the bladder or :kidnep; btit'df %et virtue
there is do suficient pd. .The ffe'male'fays many
beautiful eggs, msembling large pea& r the white of
them, when they are boiled, is ttbnepaseng aad tbicr
flmout of them is exquisitely delicate. ' W h e ~man3
>ayar are assembled olr a high. tee, they make tq
lively din, but it is tether ehirglng than ainging;
their want of mt~sicai talents is, 'however, amply
supplied. by r b i r wonderfo.1 sagacit9;' in which they
are not excelled by any. featber~d'idihltlit'tdts
dfthe
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VII.

ON THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE HINDUS.

BY T H E PRESIDENT.

HE great antiquity of the Hindus is believed

so

firmly by themselves,.and has been the subject of
so much conversation among Europeans, that a short
viev of their Chronological System, which has not yet
been exhibited from certain authorities, may be acceptable to those who seek truth without partiality to received opinions, and without reprding any consequences that may result from their inquiries. The consequences, indeed, of trutb cannot but be desireable,
4 no reasonable man will apprehend any danger
to society from a general diffusion of its light ; but
ne must not suffer ourselves to be dazzled by a false
glare, not mistake enigmas and allegories for histori-'
cal.verity. Attached to no system, and as much
&posed to reject the Mosaic history, if it be proved
erroneous, as to believe it, if it be confirmed by'
roand reasonin from indubitable evidence, I propose. to lay be ore you a oyncise account of Indiatr
Ghronology, extracted from Sanscrit 'books, or c o b
I e d .tiom conversation with Pandits, and to subj o b a few r e w k s on their system, without attempting to*decide a question, which I shall venture to'
start, " Whether it is not in fact the same with our'
"own, but embellished and obscured by the fancy
" af ..their.; poets end the riddles of their astro-'
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One of the most curious books in Sanscrit, and
ane of the oldest after the Vedas, is a tract on retigbuo and civil dutia, taken, as it is believed, from
the oral instructions of Menu, son of Brahma, to the
first inhabitants of the earth. An exceeding wellcollated copy of this most interesting law-tract is
now before me; and I begin my dissertatiob with 8
few couplets from the first chapter of it: " The sun
" causes the division of day and night, which are
" of two sorts, those of men and those of the
" Gods; the day, for the labour of all creatures in
" their several employments: the night for their
" slumber. A month is a day and night of the
(6 patriarchs; and it is divided into two parts;
the
" bright half is their day for laborious exertions; the
" dark half, their night for sleep.
A year is a day
" and night of the Gods; and that is also divided
" into two halves; the day is, when the sun moves
" toward the north; the night, when it moves to" ward the south.
Learn now the duration of r
" night and day of Brahmu with that of the a m
" respectively, and in order. Four thousand yews
of the Gods they call the Crita (or Satya) age ;
'' and its limits at the beginning and a t the end are,
" ir) like manner, as many hundreds. I n the three
" successive ages, together with their limib at t h e
" beginning and end of them, are thousands and
" hundreds diminished by one. This dggregate of
" four ages, amounting to twelve thousand divine
'' year% in called an age 6f the Gods; a ~ ad thou" rand such divine aged added together, must be con" sidered as a day of Brahmu : his night has also the
" same duration. The before-mentioned age of the
" Goda, or twelve thousand of their years, multi" plied by seventy-one, form what is named beta
'' belaw a Manwantara.. Tbere are ulfernate crm-'
" tions and destructions of worlds througti iionumor-'
'# able Manwantaras:
the Bein supremely deair" able, performs all this again an again."
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Such is the arrangement of infinite time, which
the Hindus believe to have been revealed from Heaven, and which they generally understand in a literal
sense: it seems to have intrinsic marks of being purely
astronomical; but I will not appropriate the observations of others, nor anticipate those in particular,
which have been made by two or three of our members, and which they will, I hope, communicate to
the Society. A conjecture, however, of Mr. Paterwn has so mrich ingenuity in it, that I cannot forbear
mentioning it here, especially as it seems to be confirmed by one of the couplets just ,cited ; he supposes,
tbrt, as a month of mortals is a day and night of the
patriarchs, from the analogy of its bright and dark
halves, so, by the same analogy, a day and night of
mortals might have been considered by the ancient
Hindus as a month of the lower world; and then a
year of such months will consist only of twelve days.
and nights, and thirty such years will compose a
lunar year of rportalg; whence he surmise8 that the
lour million three hundred and'twenty tlrousand years,
of which the four Indian ages are supposed to consist,
mean only years of twelve days; and, in fact, that
anm divided by thirty, is reduced to an hundred and
forty -fourthousand: now a tlrousandfour irundredand
forty years are one pada, a period in the Hindu astronomy; and that sum multiplied by eighteen,
amounts' precisely to twenty-five thousand nine hundred and twenty, the number of years in which the
fixed stars appear to perform their long revolution
eastward. The last mentioned sum is the product
also of a n hundred andforty-four, which, accordin to
M. Bailly, was a n old Indian ~yclki,,into a n Run red
and eighty, or the Tartarian period, called Van, and
of troothousandeight hundredandeigitty in to nine, which
ia not one only of the lunar cycles, but considered
by the Hidua as a mysterious number i b d an emblem
of Diviuity, because, if. i t be multiplied by' any other
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whole number, the sum of the figures in the diEerent products remain always nine, as the Deity, who
appears in many forms, continues One immutable
essence. The important period of twenty-jive thousand nine hundred and twenty years is well known to
arise from the multiplication of three hundred and
sixty into seventy-two, the number of years in which
a fixed star seems to move through a degree of a
great circle; and, although M. Le Gentil assures us,
that the modern Hindus believe a complete revolution
of the stars to be made in twenty-four thousand years,
orjijty-four seconds of a degree to be passed in one
year, yet we may have reason to think that the old
Indian astronomers had made a more accurate calculation, but concealed their knowledge from the people under the veil of fourteen Manwantaras, smentyone divine ages, compound cycles, and years of different sorts, from those of Brahma to those of Patala,
or the infernal regions. If we follow the analogy
suggested by Menu, and suppose only a day and
night to be called a year, we may divide the number
of years in a divine age by three hundred and rixty,
and the quotient will be twelve thouaand, or the number of his divine years in one age: .but, conjecture
apart, we need only compare the two periods eseoooo
and 95940, and we shall find, that among their common divisor&, are 6, 9, 19, &c. 18, 36, 79, 144,
&c. ; which numbers with, their several multiples,
especially in a decuple progression, constitr~tesome
of the most celebrated periods of the Chaldeans,
Greeks, Tartars, and even of the Indians. We cannot fail to observe, that the number 439, which appears to be the basis of the Itldian system, is a Goth
part of 25920, and, by continuing the comparison
we might probaljly solve the whole enigma. In the
preface to a yaranes Almanac I find the following
wild stanza: " A thousand Great Ages are a day of
" Brahnia; a thousand such days are an Indian hour
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" of Tihnu ; ris hundred thousand such hours make
" a period of Rudra; and a million of Budrar
" (or two quadrillions ve hundred and ~lir~ety-two
b6 thousand trillions oJ.' unar years) are but a second
" to the supreme Being." The Hindu theologians
den the conclusion of the stanza to be orthodox:
dme," they say, exists twt at all with God;" and
they advise astronomers to mind their own business,
without meddling with theo!ogy.
The astronomical
verse, however, will answer our present purpose ; for
it shows, in the first place, that cyphers are added
at pleasure to swell the periods; and, if we take ten
cyphm from a Rudra, or divide by ten thousand
millions, we shall have a period of 559900000 years,
which, divided by 60 (the usual divisor of time
among the Hindus) will give 43200,
or a Great
Age, which we find subdivided in the proportion of
4, 3, 9, 1, from the notion of virtue decreasing
aritbmetically in the golden, rilver, copper, and earthm ages. But, should it be thought improbable
that the Indian aatronorners in very early times had
made more accurate observations than those of Alexandria, Bagdad, or Maraghair, and still more irnprobable that they should bave relapsed with apparent cause into error, we may. suppose that they
formed their divine age by an arbitrary multiplication
of 24000 by i 80, according to Le Gentil, or of Y 1600
by goo, according to the comment on the Surya Siddhanta. Now as it is hardy possible that such
coincidences should be accidental, we ma hold it
nearly demonstrated, that the period' of a !t ivine age
was a t first merely astronomical, and may consequently reject it from our present inquiry into the
historical or civil chronology of India. Let us, however, proceed to the avowed opinions of the Hindw,
and see, when we have ascertained their system, h e tber we can reconcile it to the course of natvfe and
the common m s e of mankind.

f
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CHRO~SOLQCY
The aggregate of their four ages they, call a divine
age, and believe that, in every thousand such ages,
or in every day of Brahma, Jourteen Menar are successively invested by him with the sovereignty of the
earth : eacb Menu, they suppose, transmits his empire
to his sons and grandsons during a period of seventyone divine ages; and such a period they name a
Manwuntara; but, since fourteen multiplied by
aeventy-one are not quite a thuurand, we must conclude
that six divine ages are allowed for intervals between
the Mamantaras, or for the twilight of Brahrna's
day. Thirty such days, or CaQus, constitute, in their
opinion, a month of Brahma; twelve such months,
one of his years; and an hundred such years, his
age; of which age they assert, that fifty years have
elapsed. We are now then, according to the Hindus
in the first day or Calpa of the first month of the
fifty-first year. of Brahma's-age, and in the twentyeighth divine age of the seventh Manwtantara, of
which divine age the three J i ~ s t human ages have
passed, and four thousand eight hundred und eightyeight of the fourth.
116
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In the present day of Brahma th'e first Menrv was
surnamed Srtfayambhuva,or sou d' the seljlexiotent;
and it is he by whom the institutes of religious and
civil dutier are supposed to have been delivered. In
his time the Deity descended at a 'srrcrijce, and, by
his wife Satarwpa, he had .two distinguished sons,
rnd three daughters. This pair were created for the
multiplication of the human species, after that new
creation of the world which the Brai'mans call Padmacaipiyta, or the Lotos-creation.

If it were worth while to calculate the age of
Mku's institutes, according to the Brahmarw, we
must piultiply four million three hundred and twenty
thousancl by six times seventy-one, and add to the
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product the number of years already past in the
seventh Manwantara. Of the fivelMenus who succeeded him, I have seen little more than the names';
but the Hiadw writings are very diffuse on the life
and posterit of the seventh Menu, surnamed Vuivamata, or C! hild of the Sun; he is supposed to have
had ten sons, of whom the eldest was Icshu~acu;
and to have been accompanied by seven Rislris, or
holy persons, whose names were, Casyapa, Atri,
Yaaishtha, Viswamitra, Gautama, Jarnadagni, and
Bharadwja; an account of which explains the opening of the fourth chapter of the Gita: "This im" mutable system of devotion,"
says Crishna, ",I
" revealed to Vivamat, o r the Sun ; Vivamat
'I declared it to his son Menu;
Menu explained
" it to Icshwacu:
thus the chief Rishis know
" this
sublime doctrine delivered from one to
'' another,"

I

1

1
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Ia the reign of this srrn born monarch, the Hindus
believe the whole eerth to have been drowned, and
the whole human rgce destroyed by a flood, except
the pious prince himself, the sevgn Rishis, and
their several' wives; for they suppose his children to
have been born after the deluge.
This general
praylayn, or destruction, is the subject of the first
Purana, or sacred poem, which consists of fourteen thousand stanzas; and the story is concisely,
but clearly and elegantly, told in the eighth book of
the Bhagawata, from which I have abstracted the
whole, and translated it with great care, but will
only present you here with an abridgment of it.
" The
demon) Hayagrivn having purloined the
'' Vedas, from the custody of Bruhma, rrhile he was
" reposing a t the close of the sixth Manwantara,
" the whole race of men became corrupt, except
'' the seven Rishis and Satymata, who then reigned
13
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Dravira, a maritime region to the south of
Carnata : this prince was performing his ablutions
" in the river Critamula, when Vishnu appeared to
" him in the shape of a small fish, and, after seve" ral augmentations of bulk
in different waters,
" was placed by Satyavrata in the ocean, where
" he thus addressed his amazed votary: " I n smen
" days all creatures, who have offended me, shall be
" destroyed by a deluge, but thou shalt be secured
" in a capacious vessel miraculously formed : take
" therefore. all kinds of medicinal herbs and esculent
" grain for food, and, together with the seven holy
" men, your respective wives, and pairs of all ani" mals, enter the ark without fear; then shalt thou
" know God face to face, and all thy questions shall
" be answered." Saying this, he disappeared ; and
after seven days, the ocean ' began to overflow the
' coasts, ,and the earth to be flooded by constant
' showers, when Satyavrata, meditating on the
' Deity, -saw a large vessel moving on the waters:
' he entered it, having in all respects conformed to
' the instructions of Vil'ishnu; who, in. the form of a
' vast fish, suffered the vessel to be tied wit11 a great
' sea-serpent, as with a cable, to his measureless
' horn. When the deluge had ceased, Yishnu slew
' the demon, and recovered the Ycckts, instructed
' Satyavrata in divine knowledge, and appointed
' him the seventh Menu by the name of V a i . 0 ~ ~ ' wata.' Let us compare the two Indian accounts
of the Creation and the Deluge with those delivered
by Moses. It is not made a question in this tract,
whether the first chapters of Genesis are to be understood in a literal, or merely in an allegorical sense;
the only points before us are, whether the creation
described by the Jirst Menu, which the Brahmanr
called that of the Lotos, be not the eame with that recorded in our Scripture ; and whether the story of
"
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the rmenth Menu be not one and the same with
that of Noalr. I propose the questions, but affirm
nothing; leaving others to settle their opinions,
whether Adam be derived from adim, which in Sand f means the Jirst; or Menu from Nuh, the true
name of the patriarch ; whether the sacrgce, a t
which 'God is believed to have descended, alludes to
the offering of Alel; and, on the whole, whether
the two Menus can mean any other persons than the
great progenitor, and the restorer of our species.

On a supposition that Vaivamata, ox swn-born,
nas the Noah of Scripture, let us proceed to the
Indian account of his posterity, which I extract from
the Pnranart'haprecasa, or The Puranas Explained: a
work lately composed in Sanscrit by Radhacaiata
Satman, a Pundit of extensive learning and great
fame among the Hindvs of this province. Before we
examine the nealogies of kings, which he has colc Puranus, it will be necessary to give
lected fiom t %=
a general idea of the auutaras, or descents, of the
Deity. The Hindw believe innumerable such descents or special interpositions of Providence in the
affairs of mankind, but they reckon ten principal
avataras in the current period of four ages; and
aH of them are described, in order as they are supposed to occur, in the following Ode of Jayadeva,
the great lyric poet of India.
1. " Thou recoverest the Veda in the water of
the ocean of destruction, placing it joyfully in the
bosom of an ark fabricated by thee, 0 Ceaava,
assuming the body of a Jish. Be victorious, 0
Hcri, lord of the universe !
I

9. " The earth stands firm on thy immensely
broad back, which grows larger from the callus,
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occasioned by bearing that vast burden, 0 C M W ~ ,
assuming the body of a tortoise. Be victorious, O
Heri, lord of the universe !
3.' "The earth, placed on the point of thy tusk,
remains fixed like the figure of a black aptelope
on the moon, 0 Cesava, assuming the form of s
boar. Be victorious, Q Heri, lord of the universe !

4. "The claw with a stupendous point, on the
exquisite lotos of thy lion's paw, is the black be,e
that stun? the body of the embowelled Hiranyacasipu, 0 Cesava, assuming the form of a ma@-lwn.
Be victorious, 0 Heri, lord of the unjverse !
5. "By thy power thou beguilest Bali, 0 thou
miraculous dwarf, thou purifier of meo with the water (of Ganga) springing from thy feet, 0 Cesawa, as*
suming the form of a dwar?f. Be yictorious, 0 H
lord of the universe !

6. "Thou bathest in pure water, oonsisting of the
Mood of Cshqtriyas, the world, whose offences are
removed, and who are relieved from the pain of other
births, 0 Cesavta, assoming the form of PnrasuRama.' Be victorious, Q Heri, lord of the universe !
7. "With ease to thyself, with delight to the Genii
of the eight regions, thou scatterest on all sides
in the plain of combat the demon with ten heads,
0 Cesava, assuming the form of Rama Chambra.
Be victorious, 0 Igcri, lord of the universe!
8. "Thou wearest op thy bright body a mantle
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dining like 8 blue cloud, or like the water of Yamuna tripping towards thee through fear of thy furrowing ploughshare, 0 Cesawa, assuming the form of
Balla h a , $e victorious, 0 Her;, lord of the
universe
9. "Thou blamest (Oh, wonderful !) the whole Ye&,
when thou seest, 0 kind-hearted, the slaughter of cattle
prescribed for sacrifice, 0 Ceama, muming the body of
Bua'dha, Be victorious, S) Heri, lord of the universe!

.

thou
drawest thy cimeter like a blazing comet (how tremendous! 0 Cesava, assuming the body of Calci.
$e victorious, 'Oe.Heri, lord of the universe !"
10. "For the destruction of all the impure,

.

.

These.ten h a t a r a s are by some arranged according
to the 'thousands of divine years in each of the four
ages, or in an arithmetical proportion frorn four to
one; and, ifsuch.an arrangement were universally received, we should be able to ascertain a very material
point in the Hhdu 'chronology; I mean the birth of
Buddha, concerning which the different Padits,
whom I have consulted, and the same Pandita at different times, have expressed a strange diversity of
opinion. They all.agree that Calci is yet to come,
and that Buddha was the last considerable ipcarnation
of the Deity; but the astronomers at Varanes place
him in the third age, and Rndihacant insists that he
appeared after the thoumndth year of the ourth. The
learned and accurate author of the Da istan, whose
information concerning the Hindus is wonderfully correct, mentions gn opinion of 'the Pandits, with whom
be had conversed, that Buddha began his career ten
years before the close of the third age; and Goperdhana of Cashmir, who had once informed me
fiat Crishna, descended two centuries before Buddha,

af
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assured me lately that the CashmirMllr admitted a n
interval of tulenty-jbur years (others allow only
turelve) between these two divine persons. The best
authority, after all, is the Bhagawat itself, in the first
chapter of which it is expressly declared, that " Bud" dha, the son of Jina, would appear a t Cicata for
" the purpose of confounding the demons, just a t
'' the beginning of the Caliyug.'? I have long been
convinced, that, on these subjects, we can only reason satisfactorily from written evidence, and that our
forensick rule niust be invariably applied to take the deciarations af the Brahmans most strongly against themtclves ; tbat is, against their pretentions to anti uity ;
so that, on the whole, r e may safely place .&ddha
just a t the beginning of the present age : but what is
the beginning of it? ,When this question was proposed to Radhacant, he answered, " Of a p e r i d com4C prising more than four hundred thousand years,
" the first two or three thousand may reasonably be
" called the beginning." O n my demanding wrztter,
evidence, he produced a book'of some authority, composed by a learned Goswa?pi, and entitled Bbagmatnmurita, or the Nectar ofl the Bhagawat, on which
it is a metrical comment; and the couplet which he
read from it deserves to be cited. After the just mentioned account of Buddha in the text, the commentator says,
A m v ctah calcrebhhaarn&itay gate,
M r t i patalavema'sya dwibhuja chicurojYAita.

X"

He became visible, the-thousand-and-second-year-afthe- Cali-age being past ; his body of-a-colour-be-

' tween-white

and-ruddy, with two-arms, without-

' hair on hia head.'

Cicafa, named in the .text . a s the birth-place of

1
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Buddha, the Goswumi supposes to have been .Dhcrmaranya, a wood new Gaye, where cr colossal image

of that ancient deity still remains. I t seemed to me of
black atone: but, as I saw it by torch-light, I cannot be positive as to its colour, which may indeed
bave been changed by time.

,

The Brahmans universally speak of the Bauddhaa
with all the malignity of an intolerant spirit ; yet the
most orthodox among; them consider Buddha himself
as an incarnation of Vishrau. This is a contradiction
bard to be reconciled, unless we cut the knot, instead of untyin it, by si~pposingwith Giorgi, that
there were toao uddlras, the younger of whom establisbed the new religion, which gave so great offence
i n India, and was introduced into China in the firat
century of our e r a The Carhmirian before mentioned asserted this fact, without being led to it by
any question that implied it ; and we may have reason
to suppose that Buddha is in truth only a general
word for a Plrilosopher. The author of a celebrated
Sanscrit Dictionary, entitled from his name Amaracogha, who was himself a Bauddha, and flourished in
the first century before Chriat, begins his vocabulary
with nine words that signify hemen, and proceeds to
those wbich mean a deity in general; after which come
different classes of Gods, Demigods, and Demons, all by
generic names; and they are followed by two very
remarkable heads; first (not the general flame8 of
Buddha, but) the names of a Buddha-in-general of
which he gives us eighteen, such as Muni, Saatri,
Muaindra, Vinayaca, Samcmtabhdra, DAernoarajoiJ
Sugata, and the like; most of them significative of
excellence, wisdom, virtue. and eanctity ;secondly, the
names of a particular-Buddha-Muni-who-descendedin-the-familywf-&cy (these are the very words of
the original) and hie titles are, Sqmn(tni, Jacyasinha,

%
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Semart'hasiddha, Slncdhodani, Gautama, Arcabandhu,
or Kinsman of'the Sun, and Mapdevisuta, or Child
of Maya. Thence the author passes to the differest
epithets of particular Hindu deities. When I pointed out this curious passage to Radlracant, he cantended that the first eighteen names were general epithets,
and the following seven proper names, or atronymics,
of one of the same person; but Ramaloc n, my own
teacher, who though not a Brahnfnn, is an excellent scholar and a ver sensible unprejudiced man,
assured me that Bud ha was a generic word, like
Devn, and that the learned author, having exhibited
the names of a Deziata in general, proceeded to those
of a Buddha in general, before he came to particulan :
he added, that Buddha might mean a Sage or PhiCosoplrer, though Buddha was the word commonly used
for a mere wise man without supernatukl powers.
J t seems highly probable, on the whole, that the
Bsrddha, whom Jayadma celebrates in his Hymn, was
the Sacyasinha, or Lion Sncya, who, thou h be forbade the sacrifices of cattle, which the Ye as enjoin,
was believed to be Vishnu himself in a human form,
and that another Buddha, one perhaps of his followers
jn a l a m age, assuming his name and character, attempted to overset the whole system of the Brahmans,
and was the cause of that persecution, from which
the Bauddhas are known to have fled into very distant
regions. May we not reconcile the singular difference
of opinion among the Handus as to the time of Buddha's appearance, by supposing that they have con'founded the two Buddhos, tlie first of whom was born
a few years before the close of the last age, and the
second, when above a thousand years of the present
age had elapsed? We know from better authorities,
and with as much certainty as can justly be expected
on so doubtful a subject, the real time, compared
with our own rera, when the ancient Buddha began t'o
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distinguish himself; and it is for this reason principally
that I have dwelt with minute anxiety on the subject
of the last Avatar.
The Brahmans, who assisted AbuZJiazi in his curious but superficial account of his master's empire,
informed him, if the figures in the Ayini Acbari be
correctly written, that a period of 2962 years had
elapsed from the birth of Buddha to the 40th year of
debar's reign; which computation will place his birth
in the 1366th year before that of our Saviour; but,
when the Chinese government admitted a new religion
from India in the first century of our sera, they made
particular enquiries concerning the age of the old
Indian Buddha, whose birth, according to Couplet, they
place in the 41st year of their 98th cycle, or 1036
years before Christ; and they call him, says he, Foe,
the son of Moye, or Moya; but M. De Guigtles, on the
authority of four Cicinese historians asserts, that Fo
was born about the year before Christ 1037, in the
kingdom of Cashmir. Giorgi, or rather Cassiano,
fiom whose papers his work was compiled, assures us,
that, by the calculation of the Tibetinns, he appeared
only 959 years before the Christian epoch; and
M. Badly, with some hesitation, places him 1031
before it, but inclines to think him far more ancient,
confounding him, as I have done in a krmer tract.
with the rst Buddha, or Mercury, whom the Goths
called d e n , and of whom I shall presently take
particular notice. Now, whether we assume the medium of the four last-mentioned dates, or implicitly
rely on the authorities quoted by De Guignes, we may
conclude, that Buddha was first distinguished in this
country about a thousand years before the tieginning
of our sera; and whoever, in SO early an age, expects
c e r t a i ~epoch unqualified with about or nearly, will
be greatly disappointed. Hence it is clear, that, whe-
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ther the fourth age of the Hindus began about one
thousand years before Christ, according to Goocrdhan's account of Buddha's birth, or two thousand,
according to that of Rcrdllacanf, the common opinion
that 4888 years of it are now elapsed, is erroneous;
and here for the present w e leave Buddha, with a n
intention of returning to him in due time; observing
only, that if the learned Indians diRer so widely in
their accounts of the age, when their ninth &tar
appeared in their country, we may be assured that they
have no certain chronology before him, and may
suspect the certainty of all the relations concerning
even Ais appearance.
The received chronology of the Hindus begins
with an absurdity so monstrous, as to overthrow the
whole system ; for, having established their period of
smenty one divine ages as the reign of each Menu, yet
thinking it incongruous to place a holy personage in
times of impurity, they insist that the Menu reigns
only in every golden age, and disappears in the three
human age8 that follow it, continuing to dive and
emerge like a water-fowl, till the close of his Manwantara. The learned author of the Puranart'hapracasa, which I will now follow step by step, mentioned this ridiculous opinion with a serious face ; but,
au he has nor inserted it in his work, we [nay take his
account of the seventh Mertzl according to its obvious
and rational meaning, and su pose that Vaisvaamta,
the son of Strrya, the so11 of 'asyapa, or Uramu, the
son of =rich( or Light : the son of Brahma, which
is clearly an allegorical pedigree, reigned in the last
golden age, or, according to the Htrrdus, three million eight hundred and ninety-two thousand eight
hundred and eighty-eight years ago. But they cona n d that he actually reigned on earth me million seven
hwndra and twenty-eight thowand years of mortals, or
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four thousand eight hundred years of the Gods ; and
this opinion is another manster so repugnant to the
course of nature and to human reason, that it must
be rejected as wholly fabulous, and taken as a'proof,
that the Indkns know nothing of their aun-lorn Menu
but his name and the principal event of his life; I
mean the urriversal deludge, of w hich the three first
Avatars are merely allegorical representations, with a
mixture, especially in the second, of astrorromical
mythology.
,

Prom this Menu the whole race of men ia believed
to have descended; for the seven Rishis, who were
pseserved with him in the ark, are not mentioned as
fathers of human families; but, since his daughter
Zla was married, as the Indians tell us, to the first
Buddha, or Mercury, the son of Chandra, or the
Moon, a male-deity, whose father was Atri, son of
Brahmu, (where again we meet with an allegory
purely astronomical or poetical) his posteritv are divided into two great branches, called the children d'
the Sun, from his own supposed father, and, the Children of the Moon, from the parent of his daughter's
husband. The lineal male descendants in both these
families are supposed to have rei ned in the cities of
Ayodhya, or Audit, and Pratisht' ana, .or Vitora, respectively till the tirorrsandth year of' the present age,
and the names of all the princes in both lines having
been diligently collected by Radhacant from seyeral
Purmu, I exhibit them in two columns, arranged by
myself with great attention.
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S E C O N D AGE.
CHILDREN O F THE

S U N.
Icshwactc,
Yicucshi
Cucu tst'ha,
Aneas,
5. Prit'hu
Viswagaodhi,
Chandra,
Yuvanaswa,
' Srava,
10. Vribadaswa,
Dhundhumara
Drid'haswa,
Heryaswa,
Nicumbha,
15. Crisaswe,
Sefiajit,
Y uvanaswa,
Mandhatri,
Purucu tsa
9Q. Trasadasyu,
Anarany a,
Heryaswa,
?r=uns,

MOON.
Budha,
Purnravas,
Ayush,
Nabusha,
Yayati,

Pum,
Janamejaya
Prachinwat,
Pravira,
men as^u,
Charupada,
Sudyu,
Bahugava,
Sanyati,
Ahanyati,
Raudraswa,
Riteyush,
Rantinava,
. Sumati,'
Ai ti
Dushmanta, :
Bharata, *
(Vitat'ha,
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Trivindhana,

Mangu,
Vrihatcsbetra,
Hastin,
Trisancu,
Harischandra, Ajamid'ha,
Ricsha,
Rohita,
Samwarana,
Harita,
~CU~U,
30. Champa,
Jhhnu,
Sudeva
Surat'ha,
Vijaya,
Vidurat'ha,
Bharuca,
Sarvabhauma,
Vrica,
Jayatrena,
-55. Bahuca,
Radhica,
Sagara,
Ayutayush,
Asamanjas,
Acrodhana,
Ansuma~,
Devatit'hi,
Biuzgiraflrg
Ricsha,
40. Sruta,
Dili' ,
Nabha,
Sindhudwipa, Pratipa,
Santanu,
Ayutayusb,
Vichitravirycg
Ri taperna,
Pandu,
45. Saudasa,
Yudhiohflrir)
Asmaca,
Mulaca,
Daoarat'ha.
35. Satyavrata,

'
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IS.

30.

C H I L D C OF
~ ~THL

Aidabidi,

so. VGwaroha,
C'hatwanp,
Dirghabahu,

Ragk
Aja,
55. Daaarat'ha,

Ban-

It is agreed among all the Pandits, that Ranan,
their. wventk incarnate Divinity, appeared as king
of A odhya in the ktervul between the silnw and
the Xuen a p ; and, if we 6upp000 him to have
began his reign at the ve beginning of that interval,
still three thowand three undred years of the Gods,
or a million one hundred and kgkty-eight thousand
lunar years of mortals, will remain in the si2cer age,
during which the $f+jve princes between Vaivasw d a and R a m must have governed the world; but,
reckoning thirty years for a generation, which is rather
too much for a long succession of eldest sons, as they
are said to have been, we cannot, by the course of
nature, extend the second age of the Hindus beyond
&teen hundred dfiyty solar years. If we suppose
them not to have been eldest sons,' and even to have
lived longer, than modern princes in a dissdate age,
we shall find only a period of troo thousand years;
and, if we remove the difficulty by admitting miracles, we must cease to reason, and may as well believe
at.once whatever the Braltmana chuse to tell us.

'X
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f n tbe Iwqtar pedigree we meet with another absurdity equally fatal to the credit of the Hindu system.
As far as the twenty-second degree of descent from
V&umata, the synchronism of the two families
$pears tolerably regular, except that the Children
of the Moon were not all eZ&st sons; for king Yayali
appointed the youn est of his five sons to succeed
bim in Idicz, and a lotted inferior kingdoms to the
other four, who had offended him; part of the
d a c s h , or the south, to YQdu, the ancestor of
CtislAna; the north tp Anu, the east to Druhya,
and the west to Turaaey from whom the Pundits
believe, or pretend to believe, in compliment to our
nation, tbat we are descended. But of the subsequent degrees in the lunar line they know so little,
that, unable to sup ly a considerable interval between
Bharat and Vitut' a, whom they call son and successor, and are under a necessit of asserting, that
tbe great ancestor of Yudlkisht'??zr actually reigned
and twenty thvmand years: a fable of tbe same
class with that of his wonderful birth, which is the
subject of a beautiful I d k n drama. Now, if we
suppose his life to have lasted no longer than that of
other mortals, and admit Vdat'ha and the rest to have
been his regular successors, we shall fall into another
absurdity; for then, if tbe generations in both lines
were near1 equal, as they would naturally have been,
we shall f?nd Yudhisht'hir, who reigned confessedly
at the close of the braxen age, nine generations older
&an &ma, before whose birth the silver age is allowed to have ended. After the name of Bharat,
therefore, I have set an asterisk, to denote a considerable chasm in the Indian history, and have inserted
between brackets, as out of their places, his tmnly-.
.hsuccessors, who reigned, if a t all, in the following a immediately before the war of the Jlahabb a t . F i e fourth Avatar, wllieb is placed in fho
interval between the 3 r d and second ages, and the
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JY18 urhich soon followed it, appear to be moral f a b h ,
grounded on l~istoricalfacts. The fourth was the
punishment of an impious monarch, by the B e i t y
himself bursting front a nlnrlle colunm, in the shape
of a Zion; and the Jifth was t l ~ ehumiliation of an
arrogant prince, by so contemptible an agent as a
mendicant drear-. After these, and immediately
before Buddha, come three great warriors, all named
Ranra; but it may justlp be made a question, wbether they are not three representations of one person,
or three different ways of relating the same history.
The first and second Runlas are said to have been
contemporaryi or whether all or any of them mean
Ranla, the son of Cusli, I leave others to determine.
The mother. of the second Rama was named Caushulya, which is a deriv~tiveof Cushala, and, though
his father be distinguished by the title or epithet of
Dasarat'Aa, sigr~ifving that his war-chariot Gore hinr
to pN quarters of the world; yet the name of Cudi,
as the Cashrniria?rs pronounce it, is preserved entire
i n that of 11is son and successor, and shadowed in
that of his ancestor VicucsJ~i; nor can a just objection be made t o this opinion from the nasal Arabia*
vowel in the Rat~tuls, n~entioned by Moses, since
the very word Arub begjns with the same letter,
which the Greeks and I n d ~ m scould not pronounce;
and they Rere obliged, therefore to express it by
the vowel which most resembled it.
On t h i ~
question, however, I assert nolhing; nor on another, w l ~ i c hmight be , propos~d: " Whether the
"fourtli and ,fi)lh A:>cifars.be not allcgorical stories
" of the two preau~r~ptuous
monarchs, Nimrod and
" Befrls.?'' The hypothesis, that g - o v e m ~ o twar
first established, laws enacted, and agriculture encouraged in l t d i a by Ranlu about thrce thousad
eight lcundrd ears ago, agrees with the received
uccount of A'oa L'S dcath. and the previous settlelnent
of bis immediate descendants.

1

\
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CHILDKXN OF T H E
MOON.

SUN.

,
I

5.

I
1

10.

I

15.

90.

Cwha,
Ati t'hi,
hG~8hadha,
Nabhas,
Pundarica,
Cshemadhanwes,
Devanica,
Ahinagu,
Paripatra,
Ranach'hala,
Vajranabha,
Arca, ,
Sugana,
Vidhriti,
Hiranyonabha,
Pushya,
Dhruvasandhi,
Sudersaqa,,
Agniverna,
Sighra,
Ma+, supposed
to be siill alive,
Prasustuta,
Sandhi,

It 3

i

~itat'hi
hlanyu,
Vrihatcshetra,
[Iastio,

Ajamid'ha,
Riceha,
Samwarana,

5.

c11716,

Jahnu,
Surat'ha,
Pidurat'ha,
~ a k t b h a ma,,
u
~a~atseoa,,
Badhica,
Ay u tay ush,
IS.
Acrodha~a~
Devati t'hi,
Ricsba,
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.
MOON.

S U.N.

Amersans,
85. Mahaswat,

'

Viswabhahut
Prasenajit,
Tacshaca,
ViiIadbaZa,
SO. Vrihadrana,
Y. B.

C.

'

Dilipa,
Pratipa,
90,
San tanu,
Vichitravirya,
Pandu,
Yudhis?d'hira,
Pa+Ait,
95:

3.lQO.

Here we have only nine and tam9 princes of. the
solar 'line between Ranaa and Vrihadrana exclusively;
and their reigns, during the whole brazen a e, are
supposed to have lasted near eight hundred ao sixtyfour thqusand years: a supposition evidently against
nature, the uniform course of which allows only a
period of eight hundred and seventy, or, at the very
utmost, of a thousand
for twenty-nine gene?
rations. Pan'cshit, the great nephew and successor
of Yu$ivhEiu't, who had recovered the throne from
Duyodlian, is allowed without controversy to have
reigned in the interval between the brazeo, and e a r t h
ages, and to hate died at .the setting in of the
,Caliyug; so that, if the P w d A of Cahmir and Va-'
ranes have made a right calculation of B.uddh's appearance, the present, or fourth, age must have begun about a thousand years before the birth of C k d ,
and consequently the reign of IaAmacu could not
bave been earlier than four # h o d years before that
great epoch; and even that date will, perhaps, appear, when it sball be strictly examined, to be near
two thouuund years earlier than the truth. I cannot
leave the third Indicur.age, in which the virtues and
vices of mankind are said to. bave
been equal, with.

d

'
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out obrerving, that even the close of it is manife~tly
fPbulous and poetical, with hadly more a p a r a n c e
of historical truth than the tale of Troy, or of the
d
;for Yudltieht'hir, it seems, was the son
o f F h the Genius of Jwtice; BAima of Pavan,
or the God of Wind; AT un of Indra, or the F i m m a t ; Nacul and Saha a, of the two Cunutrs, the
Cwtor and Pollux of India; and Bhkhma, their reputed great uncle, was the child of Ganga, or the
Gang#, by San&aw, whose brother Dampi is s u p
posed to be still alive in the city ~f C&p; all which
fictions may be charming embellishments of an heroic
poem, but are just as absurd in civil history i s the
descent of the two royal femilies from the Sun and the

L
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F O U R T H AGE.
CHILDBLW O F THE

Urumiy a,
Vatsavriddha,
prativyoma,
Bhanu,

8. Deraca,
Sabudepo,
Vira,
Vrihadaswa,
Bhanumrt,
10. Praticaswa,
Suprrtica,

Janamejaya,
Satanica,

Sahasranica,
Aswamedhaja,
Asimwrishna,

5.

Nemichacra,
Upta,
Chitrarat'ha,
Suchirat'hg

Dhritimst,
,Sushena,

10.

CHILDREN OF THE

I

SUN.

MOON.

&Inrudeva,

Sunit'ha,
vrichacshuh,
Suc'hinala,

~unacsh;rka,
Pushcara,
15. Antaricsha,
Sutapas,
Amitrajit,
Vrihadraja,
Barhi,
20. Critanjaya,
Rananjaya;
Sanjaya,
Slocya,
Suddhoda,
25. Langalada,
Prasenajit,
Cshudraca,
Sumitra,

'

Pahplava,
Sunaya,
Medhavin,
Nripanjaya,
Derva,

'

Y. B. C.

,

Timi,
yrihadrat'ha,
Sudasa,
Satanica,
Durrnadana,
Rahinara,
Dandapani,
Nimi,
Cshemaca

e loo.

fn both families, we see, thirty generations arc
reckoned from ,YudhisAt'hir,and from Vrilradbczla his
contemporary (who was killed in the war of BI($rat
by Abilumanyy son of Aeun and fattier of ParicsAitJ
to the time when the solar and lunar dynasties are
believed to have become extinct in the present divine
age; and for these generations the Hindus a1lota period of ow t h o u e d years only, or a hundred years
for three generations; which calculation, though yro.

.
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h b l y too large, is yet moderate enough, compwed
with their absurd accounts of the preceding ages;
but they reckon exactly the same number of years for
iwenty generations only in tbc family of Jarasatrdha,
whose sou was contemporary with Yudlrisht'liir, and
founded a sew dynasty of princes in MagadIra, or
Bairar; and this exact c o i n c i d e ~ eoE the times, in
which the three races are supposed to have been extinct, has the appearance of an artificial chronology,
formed rather from imagination than from historical
evidence, especially 8s twauty kings, in an age corn?
paratively modern, could not have reigned a ttrousand years. I, nevertheless, exhibit the list of thein
as a curiosity, but am far from being convinced that
all of them ever existed ; that, if they did exist, they
could not have reigned mure than ser+78 hrcndred years
I am fully persuaded by the course of nature and the
concurrent opinion of mankind.

Sahadeva,
bIarjari,
Sr u tasravaa,
Ayutayush,
5. Nirarnitra,
Sunacshatra,
Vrihelsena,
a r rnajit,
3ru tanjaya,
10. Vipra,

I
I

Suchi,
Cshema,
Suvrata, .
llhermasu tra,
Srama,
15.
I>~*id'hasena,
Samati,
Subala,
Sonita,
Satyajit. .
90.

Puranjaya, son of the twentieth king, was put to
death by bis minister, Sunacu, who placed his own
son P.radyota on the throne of bio master; and thio

IS8
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revolution constitutes an epoch of the highest hportance in our present enquiry; first, because it
happened according to the Bhagavatanrritu, two yean
exactly before Buddha's appearance in the earn0 kingdom: next, because it is believed by tbe &a&
to
have taken place &ee thousand eight A d i d and
eigkty-eight years ago, or two h d ow A u d r d
years before Christ; and lastly, because a regular
chronology, according to the number of years in each
d nasty, has been established from the accession of
&adyota to the subversion of the genuine Hbdv
government; and that chronology I will now lay tx+
fore you, after observing only, that Radhant himself says nothing of BuddIia in this part of his work
though he particularly mentions the two preceding
A v a t a w in their proper places.

Kings of Magadha

9100
Pradyoth
Palaca,
Visac'hayupa,
Rajaca,
Nandiverdhana, 5 reigns = 133 years.

.

a

Sisunaga,
Cacaverna,
Csbemadberma,
Cbbetrajnya,
Vidbisara,
5.
Ajatdsatrq
Dorbbaca.

Ajaya

.

Nandiverdhana
Mabanandi,
lor. = 360 y.

This prince, of whom frequent mention is made in
the Sanscrit books, is said to have been murdered,
after a reign of a hundred yearu, by a very learned and
ingenioqs, but passionate and vindictive, Brahman,
whose name was Cltosnacga,and who raised to the throne
a man of the Mauqa race, named Ckandragup. By
the death of Na~cda,and his sons, the Cshcttriya family
of Prgdyota became astinct. .
Maurya Kings:

Y. B. C.
Chandragupta,
Vur isara,
Asocaverdhana,
Suyasas,
Desarat'La, .
Sangata,
Salisuca,
Somasar~a~
Satadhanwas,
Vribadnt'ba,

1503

5.

10r. = 157

p
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On the death of the tenth Mauya king, his place
assumed by his commander in chief, Puaicpamih z , of the Sunga nation or family.

was

Sunga Kings.

P~shpamitra~
Agnimitra,
Sujyesht'ha,
Vasumi tra,
Abhadraca,
5.
Pulinda,
G hosha,
Vajramitra,
Bhagavata,
10 r.
Devabhuti,

1365

114 y.

The last prince was killed by his minister Vasudeva, of the Canna race, who usurped the throne of

Magadlux.

'Canna Kings.

Y. B. C.
Vasudeva,
Bhumitra,
Narayana,
Susarman,

4 r. = 345 y.
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A Sudra, of the Andhra family, having mudered
his master Susatrnan, and seized the government,
founded a new dynasty of

A~uEhraKings.

Y. B. C.
Balin,
908
Crishna,
Srisantacarna,
Paurnamasa,
Lambodara,
5.
Vivilaca,
lkIeghtlswota,
Votarnana,
Talaca,
Sivaswati,
10.
Purisbhabheru,
Sunandana,
Chacoraca,
Bataca,
Gomatin,
Purimat,
Medasiras,
Sirascand'ba,
Yajnyasri,
Vijaya,
%
chandrabja,
91 r. ~ L456
I
J.
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After the death of Cluandrabija, which happetled, aecording to the Hindua, 396 years before Vicramaditya,
6r 459 B. C. we hear no more of 2)4wdhaas an inhas exhibited
dependent kingdom; but ~d~
the names of ssaen dynasties, in which artknty-akt
princes are said to have reigned one t 1 m . d three
Lu~rdredand ninety-nine years in Avabltriti, a town of
the Dacshin, or Soah, wbich we commonly call
Decan. The names of the seven d nasties, or of the
,Pmilies who established them, are A &a, Gavdabhin,
Canca, Yayrma, Turushcara, Bhurunda, Maula; of
which the Yavanaa are by some, not generally, s u p
posed to have been lm-anaor Greeks, but the T u r d caras and M a u h are universally believed to have
been Turcs and.MoguLs; yet Racdkant adds, "when
" the Ma& race was extinct, five princes, named B h " nrnada Bawira, Sisccnandi, Yasonandi, and Pravi" ram, reigneda~bhundredandsbyears (or till the year
" 1059 in the city of Cikacika," which be 'tells. me,
he understands to be i n the county of the M a h a r d tras, or Mahrattas; and here ends his I d i a n chronology; for "after Praviraca," says be, " this empire
*' was divided among Mlech'has; or Infidels." This
account of the seven htodern dyncisties appears very
doubtful in itself, and has ha relatian to our present
inquiry; for their dominion seems confined to the
Decan, without extending to Magadha; nor have we
any reason to believe that a race of .Grecian princes
ever established a kingdom in either of those countries. As to the M o g d , ,their dynasty still .subsists,
at least nominally, unless that of C/leorgiz be meant;
and his successors could not have reigned in any part
of India for the period of three hundred years, which
is assigned to the Ma.&; nor is it probable that the
word Tarc, which an I~i.diaucould have easily pronounced and clearly apressed in the Nu ari letters,
should I~.we' k e n cwru pted, ilvto Turus lcara. On
the whole, we may safely close the most authentic

B

f

sgsteib of K i Chronology that I have yet been
able to procure, with the death of Ckandrab;4a Should

any krther information be attainable, we shall, perhapa, in due time attain it either from books or inscriptions in the Sawmit language; but from the materials
with which we are at present supplied, we may establish u indubitable the two following propositions:'
That the tkreefrst ages of the Hindw are chiefly nrythological, whether their mythology was founded on
tbe dark enigmas of their astronomers; or on the heroic
fictions of their poets; and that the fourth-, or histmieaZ age, cannot be carried farther back than about two
thousand years before Ckbrht. Even in, the history of
the present age, the generations of men and the reigns
of kings are extended beyond the course of nature,
and beyond the average reaulting from the accounts of
the Bralrmam themselves; for they assign t~ an /rundred and forty-tcao modern reigns a period of three
huoand one hundred and)??-tliree years, or about
tventy-tacoyears to a reign one with another; yet they
represent only four Canna princes on the throne of
Magadha for a period of.t/rree hundred and forty-jve
gears; now it i3 even more improbable that four successive kings should have reigned eighty-six years and
three month each, than tbat Nanda, should have been
king a hundred years, and murdered at last. Neither
Ueount can be credited; but, that we may allow the
highest probable antiquity to the Hindu goSernment,
let us p a t that thee generations of men were equal
, 00 an average to an hundred years, and that hrdiam
princes have reigned, one with another, two-andhndg: then reckoning thirty generations from Ayjun,
the brotber of Yudlust'hira, to the extinction of his
rice, and laking the Chinese account of Buddha's birth
fmm M. De Q u i p , as th must authentic medium
knveen Abu'lfarl and the Jibeiimnna, we may arrauge
the corrected Hindu Chronology according to the fol-

Iowing table, supplying tbe word abud or near& (sipce
perfect accuracy cannot be obtained, and ought not to
be reqaired1 before every d a t e

P.B. C.
Abhr'manyu, son
Pradyo tai

.~uddh~,
Nanda,
Balin,
Vkranraditycr,
h a p a l a , king

fldrjrtn;

8eoeg
1029

~ 9 7

699
149
.56

of Gaur,

93

If we take the date of B~tddha'ea p ' p r a n c e from
Abu'lfcazl, we must place Abhinranp 9368 years before ~hrist.'unlesswe calculate from the twenty kings
of Mugadha, and allow seven hundred years, instead
o f a tltorcsand, be tween Arjun and Pradyota, which'
will bring us again very nearly to the date exhibited
i n the table; and, perhaps, we can hardly approach
nearer to the truth. As to Raja Nanda, if he
really sat on the throne a whole century, we must
bring down the Andkra dynasty to the age of Vicrumadiiga, who with his feudatories had probably obtained so much power during the reign of those princes,
that they had little more than a oo~ninalsovereignty,
which ended with CIrandralija in the third or f&A
century of the Clrhslian e r a ; having, no doubt, '
been long reduced to insignificance by the kings of
Gaur, descellded from Gopala. But, if the author of
the Dabtitun be warranted in fixing the birth of
RttddRn ten years before the Caliyrrg, we must thus
correct the C'hronological Table:

*

,

1

1

,
I

I
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Budda,

- - - - -

- -

- - -

Paricshit,Pradyota (reckoning PO or 90
generations)

.

Nanda,

-

'-

.

I*.B. C.

-'IOV

-

1017

, ,
or

-

Y. A. C.

- - - - - 13 or 313

This correction would oblige us to place Vicramaddya before Nmdu, to whom, as all the Pandits agree,
he was long posterioi; and, if this be an his,torical
fact, it seems to confirm the Bhagnwatamrita, which
fixes the beginning of the Culiyug about a thousand
years before Buddlta; besides that Balin would then
be brought down a t least to the sixth, and Chundrabija to the tenth century after Christ, without leaving room for the subsequent dynasties, if they reigned
8uccessively.

1

!

Thus have we given a sketch of Indian history
through the longest period fairly assignable to it, and
have traced the foundation of the Indian empire above
three thousand eight hundred years from the present
time; but, on a subject in itself so obscure,'and so
much clouded by the fictions of the Brahmans, who, ,
10 aggrandize themselves, have designedly raised
their antiquity beyonc! the truth, we must be satisfied with probable conjecture and just reasoning from
!be best attainable data; nor can we ltope for a system of Indian Chronology, to which no objection
can be made, unless the astronomical books in Sari~critshall clearly ascertain the places of the colul-es
in some precise years of the historical age, not by
loose traditions, like that of a coarse observation by -

VOL.II.
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Chiron, who possibly nkver existed (for "he lived,"
says A'tmton, " in the ' g o f i n age," which must long
have preceded the. Argonautic expedition) but by
such evidence as dur own astronomers and scholars
shall allow to be unexceptionable.
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A 'CHRONOLOGICPL TABLE, ,
lcoording

to one of thc.Hypotherer intimated ia the
preceding Tract.

CHRISTIAN A N D
MUSELYAN.

HINDU.

Noah,
Deluge,
Nimro4
Bd,
ELmsrr,
.
Noah'rdeath,

.- -

,

1
1

- - - - .

I
1

i

va1ic2,

-.

- - - -

- .

- Qengb,
- - - Taimur,
- -- &bur,
- -.Nadirrhah, - - . -

&hmu4

5794.
4737
4138

Hiranyacasipu. Age 11.4006
Bali,
3899
Rama. Age 111.
3 187
9787 . Pradyota,
9817
Buddha. Age 1[V.
9815
Nahda,
. 8487
BaZin,
1937
Vicramaditya,
1844
Devapala,
1811
,
1787. Narayanpakz,
1791
saw,
1709
1080

-

I

I

- - -

- - - - -

I

-

- -

- - -

I

Christ,

---

-MenuI. Age I.
M e n u 11.

dhm,

,

Yem,
from 1788
of our ma

0

I

La

- - - .- - -

- - - - - - - -

-'

-0

t

.

-

786
548

391
976
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ON THE CURE d~ THE ELEPHANTIASIS.

INTRODUCTORY KOTE.

MONG the d i c t e d maladies which punish the
A
vices and try the virtues of inankind, there are
few disorders af which the consequences are more
I,

,I
,

'
I

1

dreedful or the remedy in general more desperate than
the judham of the Arabs, or kirornh of the Indiuns. It
is also called in Arabia daurasad: a name corresponding with the Leontiasio of the Gre~ks,and supposed
to have been given in allusion to the grim distracted
and lion like countenance of the miserable persons
who are affected with it. The more common name
of the distemper is Elephantimis, or, as Lttcretius
calls it, Elephas, because it renders the skin, like
that of an Elephant, uneven and wrinkled, with
many tubercles and furrows; but tbis complaint must
not be confounded with the daul'jl, or swdled legs,
described by.the Arabian physicians, and very common in this country. I t has no fixed name in Englirh, tilough Hillary, in his O(rscrvations on the DISeared g'Barbadoes, calls it the Leprosy of the Joints,
because it principally affects the ex trernities, which
in the last stage of the malady are distorted, and a t
length drop off; but, since it is in truth a distemper corrupting the whole mass of blood, and
therefore considered by Paul of Agina as en uniWrsal ulcer, it requires a more general appellation,
and uisy properly be named the Black Leprosy:
which term is in fact adoptedly hl. Boissieu de Sau-.
wages and G o r r a s , in contradistinction to the White

-
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Leprosy, or the Beres of the Arabs, and Leua of the
Greeks.

,

i

This disease, by whatever name we distin~uishit,
is peculiar to hot climates, and has rarely appeared in
Europe. The philosophical poet of Rome supposes it
confined to the Banks of' the Nile; and it has certainly
been imported f;om Ajricu into the West India islands
by the black slaves, who carried with them their resentment and their revenge: but it has been long
known in Hindustan: and the writer of the following
Dissertation, whod father was physician to fidi~klt,'
.
and accompanied him from Peraia to D ~ h l i assures
,
me that it rages with virulence among the native inhabitants of Calcutta, His observation, that it is frequently a consequence of the venereal infecttiot+ would
lead us to believe that it might be radically cured,
by mercu y; which has, nevertheless, been found
ineffectual, and even hurtful, as H i f l a y reports, in
the West Indies. The juice of h d c k , suggested
by the learned Michaelis, and approved by his medical friend Roederer, might be very efficaciow at tbe
beginning of the disorder, or in the milder sorts of
it; but, in the case of a malignant and inveterate
judham, we must either administer a remedy of the
highest power, or, agreeably to the despond~ngopinion of Cekus, leave the patient to his jate, inrtcfid
oJ'teasing him with fruitless medicines, and suffer bid,
in the forcible words of Hretdur, to sinkfrom iuwtricable lumber into death. The life of a man is, however, so dear to him by nature, and in general SO
valuable to society, that we should never deepond
while a spark of it remains; and, whatever apprehensions may be formed of future danger from tbe distant
efiects of arsenic, even though it should eradicate
a present malady, yet, as no such inconvenience bar
. arisen from the use of it in India, and aa experienq
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must- ever prevail over theory, I cannot help wishing
that this ancient Hindu medicine, may be fully tried,
aoder the inspection of our European surgeons,
whose minute accuracy and steady attention must
always give them a claim to superiority over the
most learned natives; but many of our countrymen
have assured me, that they by no means entertain a
contemptuous opinion of the native medicines, especially in diseases. of the skin. Should it be thought
that the mixture of sulphur must render the poison
ICSBactive, it may be ailviseable a t first to administer

orpiment, instead of the crystalline arsenif.

ON THE CURE OF THE ELEPHANTIASIS,

-

AND OTHER DISORDERS OF THE BLOOD.-
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year of the Messiah
when the wortby
IwhoNandtheexcels
respectable Maulavi Mir Muhananted Husain,
in -every branch of useful knowl~dge;
1783,

ac-

companied Mr. Richard Johnson from LUChpau to
Calcutta, he visited the humble writer of this trac4
who had long been attached to him with sincere
affixtion; a n 4 in the course of their conversation,
' One of the fruits of my late excursion,' said he,
' is r present for you, which suits your profession,
'6 and
will be gknerally useful to our species. Conceiv'
log you to be worthy of it, by reason of your assi' duity in medical inquiries, I have brougtit you a pre' scription, the ingredients of which are easily found
' but not easilyequalled, as a powerful remedy against
'all corruptions of the blood, the judham, and the
' Persian fire, the remains of which are a source of
'infinite maladies. I t is an old secret of the Hindu
'physicians, who applied i t also to the cure of cold .
' and moist distempers; as the palsy, distortions of the
'face, relaxation of the nerves, and similar diseases.
' Its efficacy too has been proved by long experience;
' and this is the method of preparing it;-

' Take of white arsenic, fine and fresh, one tola;
of picked black pepper six times as much: let both
'6 be
- well beaten at intervali for four days successively
In an iron mortar, and then reduced to an impalpa6.
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' ble powder in one of stone with a stdne-pestle, and
' thus completely levigated, a IittlC water being mixed
'with them. Make piils of them as large as tares
'or small pulse, and keep them dry in a shady
' place*.
'One of those pills must be swallowed, morning
'and evening, with some betel-leaf, or in countries
'where betel is not at hand, with cold water. If the
' body be cleansed from foulness and obstructions by
'gentle cathartics and bleeding before the medicine
'is administered, the remedy will be speedier.'
The principal ingredient of this medicine is the
arsenic, wllich the Araba call Shuce; the Persia=,
Mergi Mush, ormouse-bnnc; and the Indians, Sanc'hya:
a mineral substance, ponderous and crystalline. The
orpiment, or yellow arsenic, is the weaker sort. 'It is
deadly poison, and so subtil, that, when mice are
killed by it, the very sn~ellof the dead will destroy
the living of that species. After it has been kept about

* The lowest weight in genenl use

among the

Hi+

is the

rcti, called in. S a ~ c r i reither rettica or mctica, indicating rednu;
and crislrhnln, from &ha, k k ; it is the red and black 4of

the m
a plant, which is a creeper of the same clam and order at
least with glyc-phiecr: but I take this from repofl, having neV6
examined ita bloaams. One M ~ ~ C Ui said to be of
with three barley-corns, or four grains of rice in
eight red-weights, used by jewellm, are e q d to mra ontr. I
have weighed a number of the see& in diamond S C ~ md
,
find
the average apothecary's weight of one seed to be a rain aRdrirtccntb. Now, in the Hindu medical boob, ten o the &ad s are one w h a c u ; and eight &@
make a t o l ~or~ &
~ ,; but
in the law-books of Bengul, a n d u c a c o d of .irncr mcfifu, Ird
a f&ca of $ZX d ;
and, ncoording to acme authontra, $W
retie only go to one "A,
r u t r o , of which make a tolaca. W e
may observe, that the silver rfti-weights, used by the goldrmitb rt
Banarea, are W e as heavy as the see&: and thence it b that d@
wtw am commonly said to constitute one ma&; that u, eigk ail=
weights, or &en
seeds, eighty of which ha
o! 105
cosU&
hk the pantity of Menic in the Hindu p r d p t l o n .
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seven years, it lees much of its force; its colour
becomes turbid, ,and its weight is diminished. This
mineral is hot and dry in the fourth degree: it causes
suppuration, dissolves or unites according to the
quantity given, and is very useful in closing the lips
of wounds when the pain is too intense to be borne.
An unguent made of it with oils of any sort, is an
effectual remedy for some cutaneous disorders; and,
mixed with rose water, it ie good for cold tumours,
. and for the dropsy; but it must never be administered
without the greatest caution; for suck is its power,
tbat the smallest quantity of it in powder, drawn, like
alcohol, between the eye-lashes, would in a sinsle day
entirely corrode the coats and humours of the eye;
and fourteen retM of it would in the same time destroy life. The best antidote against its effects are
the scrapings of leather reduced to ashes. If the
quaatity of arsenic taken be accurately known, four
times as much of those ashes, mixed with water and
drank by the patient, will sheath and counteract the
poison.
THE E L E P H A N T I A S I S .

The writer, conformably to the directiorrs of bis
learned friend, prepared the medicine; and in*the
same year, gave it to numbers, who were reduced by
the diseases above mentioned to the point of death.
God is his witness that they grew better fiom day to
day, were at last completely cured, and are now
living (except one or two, who died of other disorders) to attest the truth of this assertion. One of his
first patients was a Parsi, named Menuchehr, who had
come from Surcrt to this city, and had fixed his abode
m r the writer's house: he was so cruelly afflicted
with a confirmed lues, here called the Persian Fire,
that his hands and feet were entirely ulcerated and almoat corroded, so that he became an object of disgust
aad abhorrence. This man consulted the writer on
his case, the state of which he disclosed without re-

-
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serve. Some blood was taken from lrim on the same
day, and a cathartic administered on the next. On
the third day he began to take the arsenic-pille, and,
by the blessing of God, the virulence of his disorder
abated by degrees, until signs of returning health appeared. I n a fortnight his recovery was complete,
and he was bathed, according to the practice of our
physicians. H e seemed to have no virus left in hi8
blood, and nonemhas been since perceived by him.

,

But the power of this medicine has chiefly been
tried in the cure of the Juzam, as the word is pronounced in India : a disorder infecting . the' whole
mass of blood, and thence called by some, fisadi khun.
The former name is derived from an Arabic root,
signifying, in general, amputation, maiming, e.rckion,
and, particularly, the truncation or erosio~rof ihejfngers, which happens in the last stage of the disease.
I t is extremely contagious; and, for that reason, the
prophet said, Ferru minu'lmejuhumi cama te$crw
v~iinn'lasad, or, ' Flee from a person afflicted with the
'judham, as you would flee from a lion.' The author
of the Balrhru'ljaruahir, or Sea oJ' Pearls, ranks it
as' an infectious malady with the nteasles, .the nnallpox,
and the plague. I t is also hereditary, and, in that respect, classed by medical writers, with the gout, the
consumption, and the white leprosy.

' A commbn cause of this distemper is the unwhole
some diet of the natives, many of whom are sccustomed, after eating a quantity o f j s h , to swallow
copious draughts of milk, which fail not to cause an
accumulatiop of yellow and black bile, which mingles itself with the blood and corrupts it: but it has
other causes; for a Brahman, who had never tasted
&it in his life, applied lately to the coolposer of this
essay, and appeared in the .highest degree affected by
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a corruption of blood; which he might have inherited,
or ticquirect by other means. Those whose religion
permits them to eat beeJ; are often exposed to the
danger of heating their blood intensely, through the
knavery of the butcliers in the Bazar, who fatten
the calves with Balawer; and those who are so
ill-advised rrs to take provocatives (a folly extremely
common in Indin) a t first are insensible of the mischief, but, as soon as the increased moisture was dispersed, find their whole mass of blood-inflamed, and,
as it were, adust; whence arises the disorder of
which we now are treating. The Persian, or venereal fire, generally ends in this
Prasnd, lately in the service of
some others, have convinced me, by an unreserved
account of their several cases.
THE ELEPHANTIASIS.
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I t maybbe bere worth while to report a remarkable
case, which. was related to me by a maq'who had been

afflicted with the juzam near four years; before which
time he had been disordered with Persian fire, and,
having closed an ulcer by the means of a strong heal. ing plaster, was attacked by a violent pain in his joints.
On this he applied to a Cabiraja, or Hindu physician, who gave him some pills, with a positive assurance,
that the -use of them would remove his pain in a few
days; a n d in t i few dayo' it was, in fact, wholly removed; but, a very short time after, the symptoms of
tbq juzam appeared, which 'continually encreased to
buch a degree; that his fingers and toes 'were on the
point of dropping off. It was afterwards discovered,
that the pills which he had taken were made of cinnabar, a common preparation of the Hindus; the
beat of which had first stirred the humours ; which,
on stopping the external discharge, had fallen on the
joints, and then had occasioned a quantity of adust
.bile to mix itself with theblood and infect the whole
mass.

.,
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Of this dreadful complaint, however caysed, the
first symptoms are a numbness aod rednes of the
whole body, and principally of the face, an impeded
hoarse voice, thin hair and even baldness, offensive
perspiration and breath, and whitlows on the nails.
The cure is best1 begun with copious bleedin and
coolin drink, such a~ a decoction of the nil$&, or
Nymp ea, and of violets, with some doses of manna:
after which stronger cathartics must be administered.
But no remedy has proved so efficacious as the pills
composed of arsenic and pepper: one .instance of
their effect may here be mentioned, and many more
may be added, if required.

f

,

In the month of February, the year just mentiwed,
one Shaikh Ramaaani, who then wes an upper-servant
to the Board of Revenue, had so corrupt a mass of
blood, that a black leprosy of his joints was approaching; and most of his limbs began to be ulcerated.
In. this condition he applied to the writer, and requested immediate assistance. Though the disotdered state of his blood was evident on inspection, end
required no particular declaration of it, yet many .
questions were put to him; and it was clear from hb
answers, that he had a confirmed jzrzam: he then ,lost
a great deal of blood, and after due preparation, fook
the arsenic-pills. After the firgtt week his malady seemed
alleviated ;iu the second it was considerably diminished;
and, in the third, so entirely removed, that the patient went into the bath of health, aa a token that be
no longer needed a physiciap.

IS.

evidence be required to prove that Chess was inItheFvented
by the Hindus, we may be satisfied with
testimony of the Persians; who, though as much
inclined as other nations to appropriate the ingenious
inventions of a foreign people, unanimously agree, that
the game was imported from the west of India, together
with tbe charming fables of Yishnusaman, in the
sixth century of our Era. It seems to have been immemorially known in Hindustan by the name of Chatur a g a , that is, the four angas, or members of an
army, which are said in the Amaracosha to be hastyaauarat'hnpadatam, or elephants, horses, chariots,
and foot-soldiers; and in this sense the word is frequently used b epic poets in their descriptions of
m l armies.
s natural corruption of the pure
&nscrit word, it was changed by the old Persians
into Chatrang; but the Arabs, who soon after took
possession of their country, had neither the initial
nor final letter of that word in their alphabet, and
consequently altered it further into Shatranj, which
found its way presently into the modern Persian, and
at length into the dialects of India, where the true
derivation of the name is known only to the learned.
Thus has a very significant word in the sacred language
of the Brahmans been transformed b successive
changes into axedraz, scacci~,echecs, c ess, and, by
a whimsical concurrence of circumstances, given
birth to the English word check; and even a name
to the Exchequer of Great Britain. The beautiful
simplicity and extreme perfection of the game, as it is

iy
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Commonly played in Europe and Asia, convince ms
that it was invented by one effort of some great genius; not completed by gradual improvements, but
formed, to use the phrase of Italian critics, by iho
,
$rdt intention; yet of this simple game, so exqwsitely
contrived, and so certainly invented in India, I cangot
find any account in the classical writings of the Brahmans. I t is, indeed, confidently asserted, that Sansscrit books on Chess exist in this country; and, if they
can be procured et Banares, they will assuredly be
sent to us. At present I can only exhibit a description of a very ancient Indian game of the same kind;
.
bat more complex, and, im my opinion, more modern
than the .simple Chess of the Persians. This game
is also called Chaturang~,but more freqwody C h
turnji, or the Four Xings, since it is played by four
persons, representing as many princes, two allied armies combating on each side, The description is taken
.from the Blrowishya Puran, in which YudhishtJhir*is
represented conversing with Vyaaa, who explains at
the king's request the -form of the fictitious warfare
and the principal rules of it. "Having markeg ci@t
" squares on all sides," says the sage, " place the red
" army to the east, the green to the south, the yeif"to the west, and the black to the north; l t t the
"elephant stand on the left of the king; next to him,
"the horse; then the boat; and, before .tbern all,
" four cfoot-soldiers; but the boat must be placed ia
"the ungle of the board."
From this passage it
clearly appears that an army, with its four angaa,
must'be placed on each side of the board, since an
cle hunt could not stand in any other position on the
le t hand of each king, asd Radhacant iofbrmed me,
, that the board consisted, . like ours, of si,rtydour
squares, half of them occupjed by the fokces, and
6alf vacant. H e added, that this game is mentioned
in the oldest law books, and that it was invented by th6
wife of Ravam, king of Lanca, in order to amuse him
'

4
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with an image of war, while his metropolis was
closely besieged by Ranu, in tbe second age af the
world. He had not heard the story told by Firdausi,
near the close of the Slrahnamah; 'and i t was probably
carried into Persia frohl Canyacuvb, by Borm the
jiawu&pL sin'an, thence called V!udyapt a, of the
great Anua aravan; but he said that the $mkfitano
of Gaur, or BengaI, were once celebrated for superior
&ill in the game, and that his father, togetber with his
apiritual preceptor Jagal~tat'h,now liv~ngat Tribeni,
, bad instructed two young Brahmana in all the rules of
it, and had sent them to Jayanagar at the requeat
of the late Raja,who had liberally rewarded them. A
&ip or boat is substituted, we see, in tbis corn lex
game for the rcrt'b or armed chariot, which the ikvtgcrlebe pronounce rot'h, and which the Persiam changed
into wklr, whence came the rook of some Europea~r
1
nations; as the vierge and fel of the French are supposed to be cbrruptlons of ferxe and $2, the prim
and ekphant of the Persians and Arabs. It
' .ipidb).
were in vain to seekan etymology of the word rook in
the modern Persian language; for, in all the passages
extracted from Fir&,
and J&i, where rokh is conceived to mean a Irao or a fabulow bird, it signifies,
I believe, no more than a cheek or a face; as in the
following description .of a procession in Egypt:" When a thousand youths, like cypresses, box-trees,
"and fir4 with locks as fragrant, cheeks as fair, and
"bosoms as delicate as lilies o f ' theVv4lley, were
"(1 marching
gracefully along, thou wouldst have said
that the new spring was turning his face (not, as
Hyde translates the words, carried on rokhsj from
" station to station." And as to the battle of the duwtdGA rakh, which D'Herbelot supposes to mean clouze
pew c h a l k , I am strongly inclined to think that
the phrase only signifies a combat of twelve persons
fzce to face, or six on a ride. I cannot agree wit11 In,
friend &zdhucant, that a ship is properly introduceti
V ~ L 11.
.
11

f
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in this imaginary warfare instead of s d h t , in 'which
the old indzan warriors constantly fought; for, though
the king might be supposed to sit in a car, so that
the four ungaa would be complete, and though it may
&en be necessary in a real campaign to pass riven or
lakes, yet no river is marked on .the Indian, 9s it is
on the Chinear chess-board; and tbe intermixture of
ships with horses, elephants, and infantry embattled on
a plain, is an absurdity not to be defended. The use
of dice may, perhaps, be justified in a repiesentam
tion of war, in which fortune has unquestionably a
great share; but it seen~sto exclude chess from the rank
which has been wigned to it among the science4 and
to give tbe.game before us the appearance of wh&,
except that pieces are used only, instead of cards,
which are held concealed: nevertheless, we find that
the n~ovesin the game described by Yya~a,were to a
certain degree regulated by chance; for he proceeds t o
tell his royal pupil, that "if cinque be thrown, the
" king or a pmvn must* be moved; if garatre, tbe
*' elepkarrt; if trois; the hor~e;and if &fur the boat."
H e then proceeds to t i e moves:

"The Cing passes

,, freely on all sides, but over orre square only;

aad

,, with the same limitation the pawn moves, but he
"advances strai ht forward,. and kills his enemy
" through an eag e; the elephant marches in all direc" tions, as far as his driver pleases; the hwse runs
" obliquely, traversing three squares; and the d i p
'' goes over two squares diagonally." The elephant,
we find, has the powers of our qzum, as we are picased
to call the minister, or general, of the Peroians; and the
d i p has the motion of tbe piece to which we give the
unaccoantable appellation of &Asp; but with a restriction which must greatly lessen his value.

f

bra&OF ba~ss.

la@

?b& bad next e&ibits a few genemi nrlo and
wperficial directions for the conduct of the game:
" t b e p w ~ dand the ship both kill and may be volun" tarily killed ; while the king, the dephant, ahd the
"
may l a y the foe, but cannot expose them-

'wlves to be slain. Let each player preserve bis qwa
" forces with extreme care, secufing his kmg ahov&all,
" and not sacrificing a superior to keep an inferior
" piece" Here the commentatw on the P w ob~

rerves, that the hwoe, wh'b has the choice of ei#/d
moves from any central position, must be preferred to
tbe c&p, who bae only the choice of fox&; but t h i ~
ugument would not have equal weight in the cornmon game, where the bidbop and t q m command s
wbde line, and where a knight is always of less value
than a tower in action, or a bishop of that side on
which the attack is begun. " I t is by the overbearing
"power of the rlephund that the king fights boldly;
"let the whole army, therefore be abandoned, in or"der to secure the elephant: the king must never place
"one elephant before another, according to the rule
of Gotarna, unless he be compelled for want of room,
"for he would thus co~llrnita danger'ous fault; and, if
"be can day one of two hostile elephants, he must
"destroy tbat on his left band." TLe last rule is extremely obscure; but, as Gdarna was an illostrious
lawyer and philosopher, he would not have coade&ended to leave directions for the game of Chat&
mga, if it had not been held in great estimation by
the ancient sages of India,

All tbat remains of the passage, which was copied
for rpe by Badheant and explained by birn, relates to
the several. modes in which a partial success or complete victory may be obtained by any one of tbe four
players; for we shall see that, as if a dispute bad
when between two allies, one of the kings may assuma
tbe command of all the forces, and aim at separate can-

hi
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quest. First, "When any one king has placed htm&lf
".on the square of another king, which advantage iw
" called SinAmapu, or tire throne, be wins a stake,
" which is doubled, if he kills the adverse monarch'
(1
when he seizes his place; and, if he can seat himself
" on the throne of his ally, he takes the command of
" the whole army." Secondly, " If he can occupy suc'' cessively the thrones of all the three princes, he ob" tains the victory, which is named Cluzturaj; and the
" stake is doubled if he kills the last of the tbree just
before he t a k e possession of his throne ; but if he
" kills him on his throne, the stake is quadrupled."
Thus as the commentator remarks, in a real warf re, a
king may be considered as victorioils when he seizes
the metropolis of his adversary; but if he can destroy
his foe, he displays greater heroism, and relieves his
people from any further solicitude. " Both in gaining
" the Sirihasa~caand the C'liccturaji," says Vyaea, " tbe
" king must be supported by the elepkanfs, or all the
" forces united." Thirdly, " When one player has
" his own king on the board, but the king of his
" partner has been taken, he may replace his captive
" ally, if he can seize both the adverse kings; or, if
" he cannot effect their capture, he may exchange his
" king for one of them, against the general rule,
" and thus redeem the allied prince, who will suppl~
" his place."
This advantage has the name of Nnpacrishta, or recovered by tlu I-ing; and the Naucacrishta seerns to be analogous to it, but .confined to
the case of ship. Fourthly, " If a pawn can march
" to any square on the opposite extremity of the board,
" except that of the king or that of the ship, he as" sumes whatever power belonged to that square; and
" this promotion is called Sliatpada, or the s i x strid&."
Here we find the rule, with a singular exception, concerning the advanoement of the p a w , which often
occasions a most interesting struggle at our cornmbn
chess, and which has furnished the poets and mordistb
'
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ofArabia and Persia with mqanylively reflections on
human life. I t appears .that this privilege of. Shutpadcr was not allowable, in the opinion of Gotama,
when a player had three pawns on the board; but,
when only one pawn and one :!lip remained, the pawn
might advance even to the square of a king or a ship, .
and assume the power of either. Fifthly, " According
" to the Rachnsm, or gi&~th (that is, the people of
" h a , where the game was invented) there could
" be neither victory nor defeat if a king were lea on the
" plain without force; a situation which they named
" Cacacasht'ha."
Sixthly, " If three ships happen to
" meet, and the fourth can be brought up to them in
"the remaining angle, this has the name of Vrihan18
nauca, and the player of the fourth seizes all the
" others." Two or three of the remaining couplets
an M) dark, either frorn an error in the manuscript or
from the antiquit of the language, that I could not
understand the $andit's explanation of them, and
suspect that they gave even him very indistinct ideas;
but it would be easy, if it were worth while to play a t
the game by the preceding rules; and a little practice
would perhaps make the whole intelligible. One circumstance, in this extract from tile Puraw, seems very
surprizin . all games of hazard are positively forbidden by i&ny yet the game of Chatwawgiz, in which
dice are used, is taught by the great Vyaaa himself,
whose law-tract appears with that of Gotama among
the eighteen books which form the Dlterntasastra; but,
as Radhacant and hi3 preceptor Jagannat'h are both
employed by government in compiling a digest of
Indian laws, and as both 'of then], especially the venerable sage of Tribeni, understand the game, they are
able I presume to assign reasons why it should have
been excepted from the general prohibition, and even
qpenly taught by ancient and modern B r a h n w ~ .

I

Tranalrted fr4q the Sanscrit by Charles Wilkins, Eaq,

FIRST I N B C R I P T q O N ,

i

/
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L ANANTA VARMA,

master ~f the hearts of

the people, who was the good son of S r a
&&oh,by his own .birth and great virtues classed
mmgst tbe principql rulers sf the earth, gladly

dled this statue of KreesRna, of unsullied renown,
confinned in the world like bis awn reputation, and
fb image of Kanktmudee*, to be depciii@Q in this
grmt mouMn-cam
. 9. Srw Surd+
af established fame, jewel of the
diadem of kings emblem of time tg the martial
p w m s o r s af the earth, to the submissive the tree of
the fruit of desire, a light to the Military Order,
whose glary was not feunded upon the feats of a
ungle battle, the ravishar of femaie hearts, and the
imageof~.i;~tBertheteffkelatt&
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3. Wherever Sree Sardoola is wont to cast his own
discordant sight towards a foe, and the fortunate star,
his broad-eye, is enflamed with anger between its expanded lids, tliere falleth a shower of arrows from
the ear-drawn stiing of the bow of his son, the renowned Ananta Varma, the bestower of infinite hap-

piness.

SECOND I N I C R I P T I O N ,
I

In a Cave behind 2y'arjmGIW.

T H E auspicious Sree Yanja V'w h w m o v e
rnent was as the sportive elephant's in the season of lust, was like fiIanoo*, the appointer of the
military station of all the chief6 of ttie 'earth:-by
whose divine offerings, the God with a thousand
eyest being constantly invited, the emaciated Pourlomeet, for a long time, sullied the beauty of bar
cheeks with falling tears.

.

a. Aaanta Varma by name, the friend of strangers,
renowned in the world in the character of valour, by
nature immaculate as the lunar beams, and who is the
offspring of Sree Sa&oola:-By him this wonderful
statue of Blcootapatee and of Dareell, the Maker of
all things visible and invisible and the granter of boons,
whicb harh taken sanctuary in this cave, was caused
be. made. . May it probct the universe !
The 6nt legidator of the Hiudr.
t E a d m r deification of the Heavena.
3 Tbe wife of Emdrci.

4

.

~ , o r M a h a d a m ~ d b i a ~ i n o n e ~ g typeoftha
e,nr

& i t i u , ~ , d ~ ;.
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3. The string of his expanded bow, charged with
arrows and drawn to the extremity of the shoulder,
bursteth the circle's centre. Of spacious brow, propitious distinction, and srirpassinq I~eauty, he is the
image of t h e moon with an undim~nishedcountenance.
Ananta Varma to the end! Of form like sqnara* in
existence,, he is seen with the constant and affectionate
standing with' their tender and fascinated eyes constantly fixed upon him.
4: From the machine his bow, reproacher of the
crying KwaraT, bent to the extreme, he is endued
with force; frorn his expanded virtue he is a provoker; by his good conduct his renown reacheth to afar;
he is a hero b whose coursing steeds the elephant is
dkturbed, andl a youth who is the seat of sorrow to
tbe women of his foes. Hc is the director; and hi8
. name is Ananta f .

* .jra H i i ' C * .
A bird th;t ic constantly making a n d i blfm rain.
2 T h i i word riqaifhr amrd or n
i -.
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A DESCRIPTION QF ASAM,
BY Y O H A S I Y E D C A L I M .

Trarhtedfrom Zk Persian, by Itenq C.czuritbr(. Eq.*

Asdivided
AM, which lies to the north-east of BenguZ, is
into two parts by the river Bralrmaputra,

that flows .from Kha,!u. The northern portion is called Uitarcul, and the southern DacsAi,muC. Uftarcul
begins-at Goloahutty, which is the bout~daryof his
alajesty's territorial possessions, and terminates in
mountains inhabited by a tribe called ddari Meehnei.
Daahincul extends from the village Sidea to the hills
of Strinagar. The most famous rnountail~sto the northward of Urtard, are those of DuleR and h & I ;
and to the southward of Dacsbimul are those of Nam(Camrug,?) situated four days journey above
G gong, to which the Raja retreated. There is
aeotber chain of hills, which is inhabited by a tribe
called N a w , who pay no revenue to the Raja, but
profess alle iance to him, and obey a few of hiswders.
mleh tribe are entirely independent of
But the t
him; and, whenever they find an oppbrtunity, plunder the country contiguous to their.mountains. Asam
is of an oblong figure; its length about 900 etandard
coss, and its breadth, from the northern to the
southern mountains, about eight days journey. From

7L

!&

.

I

*Tbb account of Aaonr was translated for the Sackty, but
&enwards prin@ by the learned translator illl an appendix to his
It is reprinted here, became our government
baa an interest in being ar well acquainted as possible with all the
nations bordering on the B&/L terriiories.
t In ~ t h r ~ c o p thh
y , tribe are called DrfPek.
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Golcahutty toGl~rgongare seventy-five standard coss;
and from thence it is fifteen da s journey to Kiwwhich was the residence of eera?~Wiseh*, but is
now called Aua t, alid is the capital of the Raja of
Pegu, who consideis himself of the posterity of that
famoas General. The first five days journey from the
mountains of Camrup, is performed through forests,
and over hills, which are arduous and difficult to pass.
You then travel eastward to Ava through a level
and smooth country. T o the northward is the plsip
of Khata, that has been before mentioned as the
place from whence the Brahnmpdra issues, which is
afterwards fed by several rivers that flow from the
southern mountains of Asam. The principal of thew
is the Dhonec, which has before occurred in this history: it joins. that broad river a t the village Luckigereh.

3

Between these rivers is an island well inhabited,
and in an excellent state of tillage. I t contain? a spacious, clear, and pleasant country, extending to the
distance of about fifty coss. . The cultivated tract is
bounded by a thick forest, which harbours elephants,
and where those anin~alsmay be caught, as well as
in four or five other forests of Asan,. If there be occasion for them, five or six hundred elephants may be
procured in a year. Across the D h m c , which is the
side of Gkergoag, is a wide, agreeable, and level
country, which delights the beart of the beholder.
The whole face of it is marked with population and
tillage; and it presents on every side charming pro-

,According to Khondcmir, Pecnrn Wibch war one of the nobk,
af &huh, King of Turun, contemporay with Kaicaw, r e c o d
Prince of the Kianian dynasty. In the Ferhung J r h a n g q a d
Borhaun Katcu (two Persian Dictionaries) Peeran ~Idescribed
I
Pi
ow of the P c h 1 or h e m of Turan, and General under Afhciah, the name of whose father waa W k h .
t This is a palpable mistake. K h lies t~ the north of Himrlqya; and PCw I'irah could never have scen Avrc.
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rpects of ploughed fields, harvests, gardens, andgroves. ' All the island before described lies in Dacrlrincul. From the village Salagerelr to the city of
Gherg~igis a space of about fifty coss, filled with
ruch an uninterrupted range of gardens, plentifully
docked with fruit-trees, that it appears as one garden.
Within them are the houses of the peasants, and a
beautiful assemblage of coloured and fragrant herbs,
and of garden and wild flowers blowing together.
AS the country is overflowed in the rainy season, a high
md broad causeway has been raioed for the convcnience of travellers from SaZugereAto Ghergmg, which is
the only uncultivated ground that is to be seen. Each
ride of this road i~ planted with shady banlboos, the
tops of which meet, and are intertwined. Amongst
the fruits which this country produces, are mangoes,
plantains, jacks, oranges, citrons, limes, pine-apples,
md dalelr,
a species of analel&, which has such an
excellent flavour, that every person who tastes it prekrs it to the plum. There are also cocoa-nut trees,
pepper-vines, Areca trees, and the Sadij*, in great
plenty. The sugar-cane excels in softness and sweetaess, and is of three colours, red, black, and white.
There is ginger free from fibres, and betel-vines. The
nrength of vegetation and fertility of the soil are
mcb, that whatever seed is sown, or slips planted,
they always thrive. The environs of G h e r g q furnish small apricots, yams, and pomegranates; but as
these articles are wild, and not assisted by cultivation
and engraftment, they are very indifferent Thg
principal crop of this country consists in rice a n d
t nraeA. Ades is very scarce; and wheat and barley are
never sown. The silks are excellent, and ~ s e m b l e
0%a s ~ b t .

-

'The k d i i ir r long aromatic leaf, which has a pungent taste,
LPd is called in Sanwric, T&mra. In our botanical books it karq
1

the Pame of Mahabath, or the Indiun Leaf.
M w h ir rn spseir af.gr.in, and ddu a kind d pea.
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those of China; but they manufacturd w q f$w mom
than are required for use. They are successful in
embroidering with flowers; and ia weaving velvet
and t d u r u i , which is a species of silk of which they
make tents and * kern&.
Salt is a very precioua
and scarce commodity; it is found a t the bottom of
some of the hills, but of bitter and pungent qilalitp.
A better sort is in common, which is extracted from.
the plantain- tree. Tbe mountains inhabited by the
tribe called Nanac, produce plenty of excellent Lip
sum Alws, which e society of the natives import
every year.into Asaw and barter for salt and grairit
This evil-disposed race of mountaineers are many degrees removed from the line of humauity, and destituta
of the characteristical properties of a man. They go
naked from head to foot, and eat dogs, cats, snakes,
mice, rats, ants, locusts, and every thing of this sott
whic'b they- can find. The hills of Canamp, Sideu,
and Ludigereh, supply a fine species of L;lkrtsm A h
which sinks in water. Several of tbe mountaias-con&in musk deer.
The country of Uttarcul, which is on the dorthern
sides of the Ural'maputra, is in the highest state of
cultivation, arld produces plenty of peppet and Area-nuts. i t even surpasses Dacakigrcul in population
and tillage ; but, as the latter contains a -greater
kact of wild forests, and places difficult of accey
&e rulers of Asam have chosen to recride in it for the
convenience of control, and have erected in it the
capital of tbe kingdom. The breadth of Uttarc4
from the banks of the river to the foot of the mountains, d i c h is s cold climate, and contains snow, L
various; but is nowhere less than fifteen coss, nor
more than forty-five coss. The inhabitants of tho*
A - e m are
~ walls made t t ~surround h t r .

mountains are strong, have a robust and respectable
appearance, and am of the middliop;size. Their complexio* like those of the natives of aU cold climates,
ue red and white: and they have elso treea and fruits
uliar to frigid regions. Near the fort of Jam
which is on the side of Gowahudty, is a chain
of mountains, called the country of Dermg; all the
inhabitants of which resemble each other in-appearrace, manners, and speecb, but they are distinguished by the names of tbeir tribes, and places of residence. Scverul of these hills produce muslr, kok#rs *,
h u t t, F e e , and two species of horses, d e d g a d
and &uyam. Gold and silver are procured here, as in
the wwe country of A m by washing the sand of the
rivers. Thiq indeed, is one of the sources of revenue.
It is supposed that 19,000 inhabitantg and some say
e
0
,
mare employed in this occupation; and ir is a
tegulation, that each of these persons shall pay a fixed
revenue-of a tola $ of gold to the Raja. The people of Ascam are a base aud unprincipled natian, nnd
have no fixed religion. They follow no rule but that
of tbeir own inclinations, and make the approbation
of their own vicious minds the test of the proprietp
af t b i r actions They do not adopt any mode. of
worship practised either byHerrthm or Mohanunedatu;
nor do they concur with any of the known sects which
mil.amongst mankind. Unlike the Pagans of
HiRdwhn., they do not reject victuals which have been
dressed by Mdmuns; and they abstain &om no flesh

re

.

K a r u s is thua described in the B o r h d r ' a t ~: "Thb word
Runt, is r sea-cow; the tail of which is bung
"upon. the necks of horses, and on the rl~mrnitsof standards.
'in the modtaiao of
"Some my that it is o cow which 1
" ~Tuu(I." It here means the mountain-cow, which supplier tb.
ha that in made into chowrie~;and in Smrmil is d e d
? B h m r n d p m e are two kinds ofblanket.
1 Sigbty mi-weighb. See page 154, nole:

" h the lznguage of

except human. Tbey even eat animals tbat have dieda natural death; but in consequence of not being
used to the taste of phee, they have such an antipathy to this article, that if they discover the least
rmell of it in their victuals, tbeg have no relish for
them. It is not their custom to veil their women ;
for even the wives of the Raja do not conceal their
I c e s from any person. The females perform work
in the open air, with their countenances exposed a u d
heads uncovered. The men have often four or five
wives each, and publicly buy, sell, and change them.
They shave their heads, beards, and whiskers, and
reproach and admonish every person who neglects t b b
ceremony. Their language has not the least. affinity
with that of Batpi*. Their strength end courage
are apparent in their looks; but their ferocious manners and brutal tempers are also betrayed by their
physiognomy. They are superior to most nations in
corporal force and hardy exertions. They are enterprizing, sava e, fond of war, vindictive, treacherous,
and deceitfuf The virtues of coinpassion, kindness,
friendship, sinceriq, truth, honour, good faith,
ohame, and purity of morals, have been left out of
their composition. The seeds of tenderness and humanity have not been sown in the field of their framea
As they are destitute of the mental garb of manly qualitiea, tbey are also deficient in the dress of their bodies.
They tie a cloth round their heads, and another round
their loinq' and throw a sheet upon their shoulder;
but it is not customary in tbat country to wear turbans,
robes, drawers, or shoes. There are no buildings of
brick or stone, or with walls of earth, except the gate8
of the city of Qhergmg, and some of their idolatrous
t e m p k The rich and poor construct their liabita.Thi is m m r :

N+a

B r h often come from Asmn to
a118 their vulgar dis*ec ia understood by

youo

for irtruction

thc~lqcbrra. .

tions of wood, bambaos, and straw. The Raja and
!ki courtiers travel iq stately littqs; but the opulenr
and respectable persow amongst 'is subjects are carried in lower vehicles, called doolies Asam produces
neither horsesi, camels, nbr asses; but those cattle sre
sometimes brought thither from other countries. The
brutal inhabitants, from a congenial impulse, are fond
of seeing and keeping asses, and buy and sell them at a
high price ; but they discover the greatest wrprize at
wing a camel; and are so afraid of a horse, that if
one trooper should attack a hundred a~rnedAalpri~na,
they would all throw down their a r m and 0ee; or,
should they not be able to escape, they would sumen.
der themselves prisoners. Yet, should one of that
detestable race encounter two men af qnothgr pation
04 fogt, he vndd defeat them.. ,

I

-

The anoient inhabitants of this country are divided
into two tribes, the Ammians and the Cultanians,
The latter excel the former in all occupations except
war and the condpct of hardy enterpriwq ia which
the former are superior. A body-guerd of six or-seven* ,
thousand Asamians, fierce as demons, of unshaken
courage, and well provided with warlike arms and accoutrements, always keep w ~ t c hnear the Raja's sitting
and sleeping apartments; these are his IQyaland confidential troops and patrol. The nlarfial weapons of
tbia country are the rnusquet, sword, sluititr, and arrow
and bow pf bamboo. I n their fprts and .boats they
have also plenty of cannan, oerbzen t and ramchangee;
in the wnagement of which: they are very bxpert.
1

.

.

..

.

As the author has assert4 .that two ape+ of hprses, called
g~ and taj a m , are produced in Dcicng, we must wpp& that
this is a differept cqyntry frpm clpawc.

t Swivels.
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Whenever any of the Rajah, magistrates, or principal men die, they dig a large cave for the deceased,
in which they inter his women, attendants, and servants, and wmeof tbe magnificent equipage and ueeful
firniturc which be possessed in his life-time ; such as
ekphants, gold aad siiver, h d c m L (large fans) carpe&, doti* victusls, iamps, with a great deal of oil,
and a tmch-beam; foe they consider these articles
rs stams Sor a future state. They afterwards conc~truct
r stmag roof over the ,mve upon thick timberc.
The p p b of the army entered some of the old
caves, and took out of them the value of 90,000 rupees,
in gold and silver. But an extraordinary cilmrrndtaace is said to have happened, to which the mind d
man ccra ficucely give credit, and the probability of
which is contradicted by daily experience. It is this:
All chc nobles c a w to tbc i~perialgeneral, and d e
c l d , with uaiversal agreement, that a golden b e d stand
h n d ia one of the caves that was dug
eighty year6 behe, which contained bell-leaf quite
p n and fresh: but the authenticity of this sbry
-~pan'=pert
,

-

G&rgamg has fbur gates, constructed .of stone and
earth; fmm each ef which the Raja's palace is distaat three cos& The city k encompassed with a fen=
-ofbamboos; 2nd w i t h h it high and broad causeways
hare beem raised for &e convenience of passengers
. during the rainy eeason. In the froot of every man's
house i s a ganlen, or iiocne cuttkated ground. This
ia foctified d t which
~
encioses villages and tilled
fidde. Tbe Raja's palace stands upon the bank of
the Degoo, which flows throughout the city. This
river ie lined on &ch side with houses ; and there is a
small. market, .khich contains no shopkeepers except
sellers of betel. The reason is, that it is not customary
:: for .the inhabitants to boy provisions for daily use, because they layap r stock for themselves, which lasts

OF ASAM,
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them a year. The Raja's palace is surrounded by a
causeway, planted on each side with a close hedge of
bamboos, which serve4 instead of a wall. Op the
outside there is a ditch, which is always full of water.
.The circumference of the enclosure is ope cobs and
fourteen jerebs. Within it have been built lofty
halls and spacious apartments for the Roja, m9st of
them of wood, and a few of straw, which are called
thuppers. Amongst these is a direm kiranah, or public saloon, one hundred and fifty cubits long, and
forty broad, which is supported by sixty-six wooden
pillars, placed at an interval of about four cubits from
each other. The Raja's seat is adorned with latticework and carving. Within and without have ,been
placed plates of brass, so well polished, that when the
rays of the sun strike upon them, they shine like mirrors. It is an as~ertainedfact, that 3090 carpenters
and 1900 labourers were constantly empleyed on this
work, during two.years before it was finished. When
the Raja sib in this chamber, or travels, instead of
drums and trumpets, they best the * dhol and Band.
The latter is a round thick instrument made of cop7
per, and is certainly the same as the drum?, which it
was custogary, in the time of the ancient king, to
beat i n battles gnd marches.

,

.

The Rajao of this country have :alw4ys raised the
crest of pride and yainglory, and displayed an ostentatious appearance of gra~deur,and a numerous trair)
of attendants and servontr. Tljey have not boned
tbe head of svbrnissio~~
and obedience, nor hque they
paid tribute or revonye \o the most pokerful momcl; but they Lave, curbed the ambition, and
Tbe dhol L a kind of drum, which is beaten at each end
a kind of kcttk-drum, and i q m.de of a c o m p i t i ~ a

t This L

sf a e v d metals.
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checked the conquests, of the most victorious prinHindustun. The solution of the difficulties
attending a war against 'them, has baffled the penetration of heroes who have been styied Conquerore
of the World. Whenever an invading army has entered their territories, the Asamians have covered
themselves in strong posts, and 'have distressed the
enemy by stratagems, surprises, and alarms, and by
cutting off their provisions. If these means hkve
failed, they have declined a battle in the field, but
have carried the peasants into the mountains, burot
the grain, and left the country empty. But wben
the rainy season has set in upon the advancingenemy,
they have watched their opportunity to make excut
sions, and vent their rage ; the famished i n v a h
h e either become their prisoners, or been put to
death In this manner powerful and numerous ormies
have been sunk in that whirlpool of destruction, and
not a soul has escaped.
ces of

Formerly Husain Mak, a king of Bengal, uoderwok an expedition against Asam, and carried with
Zlirn a formidable force in cavalry, infantry, and boats,
The beginning of this invasion was crowned with
victory. He entered the country, and erected -the
standard of superiority and conquest. The Raja
being unable to encounter him in the fieid, evacuated
the plains, and retreated to the mountains. IEusam
left his son, with 8 large army, to keep posseasion of the country, and returned to Bengal. The rainy
season commenced, and the roads were shut up by
inundation. The Raja descended from the mountains, surrounded the Bengal army, skirmished with
them, and cut off their provisions, till they were reduced to such itraita, that they were all, in a abort
time, either killed or made prisoners.
. *

I

,

1

In the same manner Mohummed Shah, the son of
Togk Shah, who wak king of several of the provinces of Hindwtan, sent a wel~l-appointed army of an
hundred thousand cavalry to conquer Asam; but
they were all devoted to oblivion in that country of
enchantment ; and no intelligence or vestige of them
remained. Another army was dispatched to revenge
thia disaster; but when they arrived in Bmgal, they
were panic-struck, and shrunk from the enterprize;
because if any person passes the frontier into that
district. Lt has not leave t o return. I n the same
manner, none of the inhabitants of that county are
able to come out of it ; whlcb is the reason that no
accurate ixiformation has hitherto been obtained relative to that nation. The natives of Hmchu~anconsider them as wizards and magicians, and pronounce
the name of that country in a11 their incantations and
counter-charms. They say that every person wbo
rets his foot there, is under the influence of witchwaft, and cannot find the road to return.

1

.
I

'
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,

I

Jcidcj Sing*, the Raja of Ascan, bears tbe title of
Swngi, or Cclrsrial. Swerg, in the Hindru~taniIan7
gdage, means heaven. That frantic and vainglorious prince is so excessively foolish and mistaken,
ti^ to believe that his vicious ancestors were sovereigns
of the heavenIy host; and that one of them, being
inclined to visit the earth, descended by a golden
ladder. After he had been employed some time in
regulating and governing his new kingdoms, he became so attached to it, that he fired his abode in it,
and never returned.
In ,short, "when we consider the peculiar circumstances of Asam; that the country is spacious, popu-

'Properly

- w.

Joyadlhwja Sinkr, or the Lion loirk buRnrr qf ran-

N

3

.

.
lous, and hard to be penetrated; that it abounds in
perils and dangers; that the paths and roads are
beset with difficulties; that the obstacles to the con;
quest of it a r e inore than cah be described ; that the
inhabitants tire a savage race, ferocious in their manilers, and brutal in their behaviour ; that they are of a
gigantic appearance, enterprising, intrepid, treacherous,
well armed, and more numerous than can be conc'eived ; that they resist and attack the enemy from secure
, posts, and are always prepared for battle; that they
possess forts as high as heaven, garrisoned by brave
soldiers, and plenhfully supplied with warlike stores,
the reduction of each of which would require a long
space of time; that the way was obstructed by thick
and dangerous bushes, and broad and boisterous rivers : when we consider these circumstances, we shall
wonder that thiq country, by the aid of God, and the
auspices of his Majesty, was conquered by the imperial. army, and became a place for erecting the standard of the faith. The haughty and insoleht heads
~f sevel-a1of the detestable Aaamiang, who stretch the
neck of pride, and who are devoid of religion and
remote from God, were bruised by the hoofs of the
horses of the victorious warriors. The Yusst?lman
heroes experienced the comfort of fighting for theit
religion; and the blessings of it reverted to the so+ereignty of his just and pious Majesty.
18a
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Thb kqia, whose soul had been enslaved by pride,
who had been bred up in the habit of presuming on
the stability of his own government, never dreamt
of this reverse of fortune; but being now overtaken
by. the punishment due to his crimes, fled, as has
been before mentioned, with some of his nobles, at;
tendants, and family, and a few of his effects, to the
hountains of Camrup. That spot, by its bad air and
water, and confined space, is rendered the worst place
. 5n the world, or rather, it is in one of the pits of bell.

h e ~ t a j a officers
'~
and soldjefs, by bir or&rs, crossed
the Dlionec, and settled in the spacious island between
that and the Brahwprro, which contains numerous
forests and thickets. A few took refuge in other
mountains, and watched an opportunity of committing hmtilities.

Cammp is a country on the side of DucJiuncvl,
situated between three high mountains, at the distance
of four days journey from G h q m g . I t is remarkable for bad water, naxious air, and confined prospects. Whenever the Raja used to be angry with
any of his subjects, he sent them thither. The roads
are difficult to pass, insomuch that a foot-traveller
proceeds with the greatest inconvenience. There is
one road wide enough for a horse; but the beginning
of it contains thick forests for about 'half a coss.
Afterwards there is a defile, which is stony and full
of water. On each side is a mountain towering to
the sky.
The Imperial General remained some days in Ghcrgong, where he was employed in regulating the af-

fairs of the country, encouraging the peasants, and
collecting the effects of the Raja., He repeatedly
read the JCLtbch, or prayer, containing the w m e
and title of the Prince of the Age, King of Kings,
hmgw, Conqieror of the World ; and adorned the
faces of the coins with the imperial impression. At
this time there were h&vy showerg accompanied with
violent wind, for two or tbree days; and all the
signs appeared of the rainy season, which in that
country sets in before it does in HindJan. Tbe
General exerted himaelf in establishing posts, and
fixing guards, for keeping open the roads and supplying the army with provisions. He thought now
of securing himself during the rains, and determined,
after the sky should be cleared from the qlouds, the

N4

lightning cease to illuminate the air, and the swelling
bf the water should subside, that the army should
&gain be set in motion against the RQja and his attendtints, and be employed in delivering the country from
' the evils of their existence
.The adthor then mt?ntioi.ls several skirmishes,
ehich happened between the Raja's'forces and the
Imperial.troops ; in which the latter were always victorious. H e concl-udesthus :
,

"

At length all the villages of Dacshincul fell into the

- possession of the Imperial army. Several of the in-

habitants and peasants, from tlie diffusion of the fame
b f his Majesty's kindness, tenderness, and justice,
submitted to his government, and were protected in
theit habitfitions and property. The inhabitants of
Uttercul also became obedient to his commands.
His Majesty rejoiced when he heard the news ;i'f this
conquest, and rewarded the General with a costly
dress, and other distinguishing marks o f his favour. "
'The narrative, to which this is a supplement, g i v e
a concise history of the military expedition into Asam

i

I n this description the author has stopt at a period
when the Imperial troops had possessed themselves of
tlie capital, and were masters of any part of the plain
country which they chose to occupy or over-run.
The sequel diminibhts the credit of the eobquest, by
dhowing that it was tempbrary, and that the Raja did
not fbrget his usual policy of harassing the invading
army during the rainy season : but this conduct produced dnly the effect of distressing and disgusting it
with the service, instead of absolutely destroyiag it,
as his predecessors had destroyed former adventurers.
Yet the conclusion of this war is far from weakening the panewric which the author has passed upon
ihe ILllpetial General, t o whom a dserence of situar

I

/

tion afforded ao opportunity of displaying additional
virtues, and of closing that life with heroic fortitude
rbieh he had alwaya hazarded in the fi~lclwith martial spirit His name and titles were, Mr Jumkh,
Muuin K h , K h n i K b w , sip&s a b

REMARK.
The preceding account of the Asmiam, who are
probably superior in all respects to the Moguh, exhibits a specimen of the black malignity and frantic intolerance with which it was usual, in the reign of
dwrrngzib, to treat all those whom the crafty, cruel,
md avaricious emperor was pleased to condemn as
ln6deIs and barbarians,

UN

THE MANNERS, RELIGION, AND LAWS
OF THE CUCIS, O R MOUNTAINEERS
OF TIPRA.

Commdnicated, in Persicm, by John Rmlins, Esq.

inhabitants of the mountainous districts to
E . " e a s t of Bcngnl gave the name of Patigan to
the Being who created the universe; but they believe that a deity exists in every tree, that the sun
nnd moon are Gods, and that whenever they worship
those subordinate divinities, Patiyan is pleased.
If any one among them put another to death, the
thief of the tribe, or otber perssns who bear no
relation to the deceased, have no concern in punishing the murderer; but, if the murdered person has
a brother, or other heir, he may take blood ; nor has
any man whatever a right to prevent or oppose such
retaliation.
When a man is detected in the commission of theft
br other atrocious offence, the chieftain causes a recompense to be given t~ the compjainant, and reconciles
both parties ; but the chief himself receives a customsry fine : and each party gives a feast of pork, or
otber meat, to the people of his respective tribe.
In ancient times it was not a custom among them to
cut off the heads of the women whom they found
in the habitations of their enemies; but it happened
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once that a woman asked another why she carnc SO
late to her business of sowing grain : she answered,
that her husband was gone to battle, and that the
necessity of preparing food and othtr things for him
had occasioned her delay. This answer was overheard
by a nlan at enmity with her liusband; and he was
filled with resentment against her, considering, that,
as she had prepared food for her husband for the purpose of sending him to battle against his tribe, so, in
:cneral,. if women were not to remain at home, their
husbands could not be supplied with provision, and
consequently could not make war with advantage.
Frorr~that time it became a constant practice to cut off
the heads of the enemy's women; especially if they
happen to be pregnant, and therefore confined to their
houses. And this barbarity is carried so far, that if a
Cuci assail the house of an enemy, and kill a woman
with child, so that he may bring two heads, he acquires honour and celebrity in his tribe, as the deqtroyer of two foes a t once.

As to the marriages o t t h i s wild nation; when a
rich man has made a contract of marriage, he g i v a four
or five head of guyak (the cattle of the mountains)
to the father and mother of the bride, whom he carries to his own house: her parents then kill the gayals,
and, having prepared fermented liquors and boded
rice, with other eatables, invite the father, mother,
brethren, and kindred of the bridegroom to a nuptial
entertainment. When a man of smalI property is inclined to marry, and a mutual agreenlent is made, a
similar method is followed in a lower degree: and a
man may marry any woman, except his own motlrer.
If a married couple live co1.dial1jitogctlier, and have a
son, the wife is fixed and irremoveable; but, if they
have no son, and especially if they live together on bad
terms, the husband may divorce his wife and marry
another woolan.
'

They have no idea of haven or hell,, the reward
of good, or the punisbment of bad actions ; b u t they
profess a belief, that when a person dies, a certain
spirit comes and seizes his soul, which he carries tiway;
and that whatever the spirit promises to give at t b
instant when the body dies, wilt be found and enjoyed
by the dead; but that, if any one should take u p the
eorse and carry it ofl; he would not find the treasure.

The food of this people consists of elephants,
Bogs, deer, and other animals ; of which, if they find
the carcases or limbs in the forests, they dry and
eat them occa.sionally.
When they have resolved on war, they send spies
before hostilities are begun, to learn the stations and
rlrength of the enemy, and the condition of the roads;
alter which they march in the night; and two or three
hours befm daylight, make a sudden assault with
swords, lances, and arrows. I E their enemies are compelled to abandon their station, the assailants instantly put to death all the males and females whoare
left behind, and strip the houses of all their furniture;
bat, should their adversaries, having gained intelligence
of the intended assault, be resolute enough to meet
&em in battle, and should they find them~elvesovermatched, they speedily retreat and quietly return to
their own habitations. If at any time they see a star
near the moon, they say, " to-night we shall un?oubtedly be attacked by some enemy;" and they
pass that night under arnls with extreme vigilance.
They often lie in ambush in a forest near the path
wberdtheir foes are used to pass and repass, waiting for
the enerny with different sorts of weapons, and killing
every man or woman who happens to pass by. In
this situation, if a leech, or a worm, or a snake should
bite one of them, he bears the pain is perfect silence;
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and whoever can bring home the head of an.enemy
which he has cut off, is sure to be distinguished and
exalted in his station. When two lhostile tribes appear to bave equal force in battle, and neither has hopes
of putting the other to flight, they make a signal of
pacific intentions, and, sending agents reciprocally,
soon conclude a treaty ; after which they kill several
head of gayals, and feast on their flesb, calling on
the sun and moon to bear witness of the pacification: but if one side, unable to resist the enemy, be
thrown into disorder, the vanquished tribe is considered
as tributary to the victors, who every year receive
from them a certain number of gayals, wooden dishes,
weapons, and other acknowledgment of vassalage.
Before they go to battle, they put a quantity of routed
alus (esculent roots like potatees) and paste of riceflour into the l~ollowof bamboos, and add to them
a provision of dry rice, with some leathern bags full of
liquor : then they assemble and march with such celerity, that in one day they perform a journey ordinarily made by letter-carriers in three ur four d a m
since they have not the trouble and delay of dressing
victuals. When they reach the place to be attacked,
they surround it in the night, and, at early dawn, enter
it, putting to death both youug and old, women
and children, except such as they chuse to bring
away captive. They put the heads which they cut off
into leathern bags ; and if the blood of their enemies
be on their hands they take care not to wash it oE
When, after this slaughter, they take their own food,
t the mouths of
they thrust a part of what they e ~into
the heads which they have brought away, ~ayiagt a
each of them, ' Eat, quench thy thirst, and satbfy thy
' appetite. As thou hast been slain by my hand, so
' may thy kiasmen be slain by my kinsmen !' Duri
their journey, they have usually two such meals; an
every watch, or two watches, they sepd intellqge~1kq

'7

JYi
ef their proaeediag to their famifies. When any of
k m mads word that he has cut off the head of an
enemy, the people of his kmily, whatever be their age
w e x , express great delight, making caps and ornaments of red and black ropes ; then filling some large
vesaels with fermented liquors, and decking themselves with all the trinkets they possess, they go forth
to meet the conqueror, blowing large shells and striking plates of metal, with other rude instruments of
music. When both parties are met they show extravapnt joy, men and women dancing and singing
together ; and if a married man has brought an e n e
my's head, his wife wears a head-dress with gay ornapents, the husband and wife alternately pour fermented liquor into each other's mouths, and she
washes his bloady hands with the same liquor which
they-are drinking; thus they go revelling, with excesave merriment to their place of abode ; and, havin
piled up the heads of their enemies in the court-yar
of their chieftain's house, they sing and dance round
the pile ; after which they kill some gnyals and hogs
with their spears, and, having boiled the flesh, make
a feast of it, and drink the fermented liquor. The
richer men of this race fasten the heads of their foes
on a bamboo, and fix it on the graves of their parents;
by which act they acquire great reputation. He who
brings back the head of a slaughtered enemy, receives
presents from the wealthy of cattle and spirituous liquors ; and if any captives are brought alive, it is the
prerogative of those chieftains who were not in the
campaign, to strike off the heads of the captives.
Their weapons are made by particular tribes ; for some
of them are unable to fabricate instruments of war.
O F TIPBA. -

%

In regard to-their civil institutions, the whole managerrlent of their household affairs belong t o the
women ; while the men are employed in clearing fo-
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rests, building huts, cultivating land, making war,
or hunting game and wild beasts. Five days (they
never reckon by months or years) after the birth of a
male child, and three days after.that of a female, they
entertain their family and kinsmen with boiled rice and
fermented liquor ; and the parents of the child partake
of the feast. They begin the ,ceremony with fixing a.
pole in the court-yard ; and then, killing a gayal o r a
hog with a lance, they consecrate it to their deity ; after
which all the party eat the flesh and drink liquor,
closing the day with dancing and with songs. If any
one among them be so deformed, by nature or by accident, as to be unfit for the propagation of his species,
he gives up all thought of keeping house, and begs
for his subsistence, like a religious mendicant, froin
door to door, contillually dancing and singing. When
such a person goes to the house of a rich and l i b r a l
man, the owner of the house usually strings together a
number of white and red stones, and fixes one end of
the string on a long cane, so that the other end may
hang down to the ground; then, paying a 'kind of
superstitious homage to the pebbles, he ives alms t o
the beggar; after which he kills a gaya and a hog,
and some other quadrupeds, and invites his tribe to
a feast The giver of such an entertainment aquireg
extraordinary fame in the nation : and aH unite in
applauding him with every token of honour and reverence.
'

'

f

When a C& dies, all his kinsmen join in killing
a hog and a gayal'; and, having boiled the meat,
pour someliquor into the mouth of the deceased, round
whose body they twist a piece of cloth by way of shroud.
All of them taste the same liquor, as an offering to his
soul ; and this ceremony they repeat at intervals for
revera1 days. Then they lay the body on a stage, and,
kindling a fire under it, pierce it with a spit, an$

.
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dry it: when it is perfectly dried, they cover it with
two or three folds of cloth; and, enclosing it in a
little case within a chest, bury it under ground. All
the fruits and flowers that they gather within a year
after the burial, they scatter on the grave of the deceased; but some bury their dead in a different
manner, covering them first with a shroud, then
with a . mat of woven reeds, and hanging them on a
high tree. Some, when the flesh is decayed, wash
the bones, and keep them dry in a bowl, which they
open on every sudden emergence; and fancying
themselves at a consultation with the bmeq pursue
whatever measures they think proper, alledging, that
they act by the command of their departed parents
and kinsmen. A widow is obliged to remain a whole
year near the grave of her husband, where her family
bring her food: if she die within the year, they
mourn for her; if she liye, they carry her back to
her house, where all her relations are entertained with
the usual feast of the Cm'.

'

If tbe deceased leave three sons, the eldest and the
youngest share all his property, but the middle son
takes nothing: if be have no sons, his estate goes to
his brothers; and if he have no brothers, i t escheats
to tbe chief of the tribe.

NOTE.

A party of Cu& visited thelate CHARLES
CROFTES,
Esq. at Jafarabad io the spring of 1776, and entertained him with a dance: they promised to return
after their harvest, and seemed much pleased with
their reception.
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vicinity of China to our Indiun territuries,
~the capital
m
af which there are not Rlon
&an s b landred piles to the province of Y a m ,
must necessarily draw our attention to that most ancient and wonderful empire, even if we had no colamereial intercourse with its more distant and maritime provinces; and the benefits that might be dtrived from a more intimate connection with a nation
bog famed for their useful arts and for the valuatk
productions of their county, are too apparent
to require any proofs or il~nstmtion. My own inclinations and the course of my studies lead me mther to consider at present their laws, pobitim,
tad morab, with which their general litmature is
closely blended, than their manufactures and trade :
MU will I spare eitber pains or expense to procure
hnslationa of &ir most approved Zaao tracts, that I
may return toEurope with distinct ideas drawn froin the
fountain-head of the wisest Asiatic legislation. I t will
probably be a long time before accurate returns can
made to my enquiries concernin6 the C h k 8 e
k;
and, in the iuterval, the Society will not,
perttaps be displeased to know that the translation
of 8 most venerable and excellent work may be
expected from Canton through the kind assistance of
PO inestimable correspondent.

T

~

According to a Chinese writer, named Li Yang
the ancient characters used in his country
''Were the oudines of visible objects, earthly and
0e

Pk,

.

I
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' celestial : but as things merely intellectual could
' not be expressed by those figures, the grammarians
of China. contrived to represent the various opera-

I

I

' tions of the mind by metaphors drawn from the
' productions of nature : thus the idea of roughness
' and of r6tundity, of motion and rest, were con-

' veyed

to the eye by signs representing a mountain,
a river and the earth; the figures of the
' sun, the moon, and the stars, differently combined,
' stood for smoothness and splendour, for any thing
' artfulljr wrought, or woven with delicate woskman' ship; extension, grpwth, increase, and many other
' qualities, were painted in characters taken from
' clouds, from the firmament, and from thea vege' table part of the creation; the different ways of
' moving, agility and slowness, idleness and dilience, were expressed b various insects, birds,
sh, and quadrupeds.
n this manner passions
' and sentiments were traced by the pencil, and ideas
' not subject to any sense were exhibited to the sight,
' until by degrees new combinations were invented,
' new expressions added ; the characters deviated
' imperceptibly from their primitive shape, and the,
' Chinese language became not only clear and forci' ble, but rich and elegant in the highest degree.'

' the sky,

-:$

f

I n this language, so ancient and so wonderfully
composed, are a multitude of books abounding in
usefu!, as well as agreeable, knowledge; but the
highest class consists of Five works; one of which,
at least, every Chinese who. aspires to literary honours
must read again and again, until he possess it per..
fectly.
The 3 r d is purely Historical, containing annals of
the empire from the two-thousand three-hndred tlu'rtyseventh year before CHUIST: it is entitled Shuking,
and a yersion of it hgs been published in fiance; to

1
I

1
1

I
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which country we are indebted for the most authentic
md most valuable specimens of Chinese history and
literature, from the compositions which preceded
those of Homer to the poetical works of the present
Emperor, who seems to be a man of the brightest
genius and the most amiable affections. We may
smile, if we please, at the levity of the French, as
they laugh without scruple at our seriousness: but let
us n?t so far undervalue our rivals io arts and in arms,
as to deny them their just commendation, or to relax
our efforts in that noble struggle, by which alone we
can preserve our own eminence.

The second classical work of the Chinese contains
three hundred odes, or short poems, in praise of ancient sovereigns and legislators, or descriptive of ancient manners, and recommending an imitation of
- them in the discharge of all public and domestic
duties: they abound in wise maxims and excellent
precepts, 'their whole doctrine,' accordiug to Cntrji(-tsu, in the Lunyu or Moral Discourses, ' being re' ducible to this grand rule, that we should not even
' entertain a thought of any thing base or culpable;'
but the copies of the SIbi King, for that is the tide of
the book, are supposed to have been much disfigured,
since the time of that great philosopher, by spurious
passages and exceptionable interpolations; and the
style of the poems is in some parts too metaphorical,
while the brevity of other parts renders them obscure; though many think even this obscurity
sublime and vene~able,like that of ancient cloysters
and temples, 'Shedding,' as Milton expresses it, 'a
dim r e l i g i w light.' There is unotber passage in the
Llucyu, which deserves to be set down at length:
Why, my sons, do you not study the book of Odes?
1
'If we creep on. tlrti ground, if we lie useless and
I'
~nglorious,those poems will raise us to true glbry:

/
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' in them

we see, as in a mirtor, wbat may best beand what will be unbecoming; by their
' influence we shall be made social, affable, benevo' Icnt; for as music combines sounds i~ just mfody,
' so the ancient poetry tempera and composes our

g

come

US,

' passions:

the Odes teach us our doty to our parents

' at home, and abroad ta our prince; t h y instruct
' us also deli~htfullyin the varioua produetiens of
' nature.' ' Hast thou studied,' said the philosopher

.

to his aon Peyu, 'the first of the three hundred Odes
' on the nuptials of Prince Vmvam and the virtuous
Tai Jin? He who studies them not resembles a
' man with his face against a wall, utlable to advance
' a step in virtue and wisdom.' Most of those Odes
are near thrde thcmumd years old, and some, if we
give credit to the Chinese annals, considerably older;
but others are somewhat more recent, having been
cornpoeed under the later emperors of the third
family, called She& The work is printed in fm
volumes; and towards the end of thejrat, we find
the Ode, which Coupkt has accurately translated at
the bepjnning of the Tairio,or Great gckace, where
it is finely amplified by the philosopher: I produce the original from the Shi King itself, and from
the book in which it is cited, together with a doable version, one verbal. and another metrical; the
only method of doing justice to the poetical cornpositionsof the Asiaticr. It is a panegyric on Vucun,
Prince of Guey in the province of Horurng, who died,
near a century old in tbe thirteenth year of the emperor Pkgwang, seven hundred and thirty-& years before
tlre birth of C h r d or one hundred and forty-eight acr
cording to Sir Isrrac Nerston, after the taking of %y;
so that the Chime Poet might have been contemporary with H&od and H o w , or at least, must have
writteo the Ode before the Iliad and O d p y were
carried into Greece by Lycurgus.

Boot OF v a O~R I W E ~ $ .
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The verbal ttamiatied sf the thitty-m*ginal
characters is this
b

,

1

2

13

1

d

4

' Behold yon reach of-theriver Ki;
5
6
7
a.
' Its green reeds how luxuriant! how luxuriant!
g 11 12
10
' Thus is our prince adorned with vimes ;
15

16

'As a carver, as a filer, of ivory,
17

lg

18

zo.

' As a cutter, PS a poli~her,sf gem%,

21
m
' 0 how elatd a8d papaioua; O hedl d Q U b and
composed!
,

a4

23 ,

' How worthy of fame ! How worthy of reverence!
!u

27 2s.

28

' W r have a prince a d a d with virtues,.
Zg

91

80

,

'Wbora b the end gf & b e we om-t fotget'

THE PARAPHRASE.
b blue rivlet glides
Along the laughing dde ;
Light reeds bedeck its ierdant sides,
And frolic in the gale :

h h d d , whetc p

So shines ovr Rince! In bright array
The Virtu- rwnd him wait;
And sweetly smil'd th' auspicioas day,
'I'hait mie'd him o'er rn a t e .
A, piirnr h a d s in h p a r re%n7d
Rich iv'ry carve and smoothe,
His J h w d thug saould each ductile miad,
Gihd every passion s o o h
0 4

.
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As gems are taught by patient grt
In sparkling ranks to beam,
With nutrrners thus he forms the heart,
And spreads a gen'ral gleam.
What so& yet awful dignity!
What meek, yet manly, grace!
What sweetness dances in hls eye,
And blossoms in his face !
So shines our Prince! A sky-born crowd
Of Virtues round him blaze:
Ne'er shall Oblivion's murky cloud
Obscure his deathless praise.

The prediction of the poet has hitherto been accomplished; but he little imagined that his composition would be admired,' and his prince celebrated
in a language not then formed, and by the natives
of regions .so remote from his own.

I n the tenth leaf of the Ta Hio, a beautiful comparison is quoted from another ode in the SRi King,
which deserves to be exhibited in the same form with
the preceding:
2

1

3

' The peach-tree how fair! how graceful !
4 5
6
7
' Its leaves, how blooming ! how pleasant!
8

9

10

11

C

' Such is a bride, when she entem. her bridegroom's
house,
13.

'

13

14

15

' And pays due attention to her whole family.'

I
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The simile 'may thus be rendered:

I

/

.

'Gay child o f Spring the garden's queen,
Yon peach-tree charms the roving sight:
Its fragrant leaves how richly green!
Its blossoms how divinely bright!
So softly smiles the blooming bride,
By Love and conscious Virtue led
O'er her new mansion to preside,
And placid joys around her spread.

The next leaf exhibits a comparison of a different
na'ture, rather sublime than agreeable, and conveying rather censure than praise:
2

1

3

4

0 how horridly impends yon southern mountain !
5 6
7
8
Its rocks in how vast, how rude a heap!
9

10

11

12

Thus loftily thou sittest, 0 minister of YN!
14

13

15

16

All the people look up to thee with dread.
which may be thus paraphrased:
See, where yon crag's imperious height
T h e sunny highland crowns,
And hideous as the brow of night,
Above the torrent frowns!
So scowls the Chief, whose will is law,
Regardless of our state;
While millions gaze with painful awe,
IYitli fear allied to hate.

,

.

I

I t was a very ancient practice in Ckim.tnpaid or
engrave moral sentences and approved verses an
vessels in constant use ; as the words Renew dhy6cy
daily were inscribed on the bason 6f the emperor
Taq, and the poem of Kim L q , who ie now on
the throne, in praise of tea, bas been published on a
set of porcelain cups; and if the description just
cited of a selfish and iasoleth stateeman wwe, in tbe
same manner, constantly presented to the eyes and
attention of rulers, it might produce some bccdefit to
their subjects end to themselves; especially if the
comment' of Tsem Tsy who may be called the
XmyAon as Cun Foc Tstl was the Socratea, and-ddcm
Tsu the Pluto, of Cltinu, were added to illustrate and
enforce it.

If the rest of the three hadred Odes be similar to
the specimens adduced by those gteat moralists in
their works, which the French have made public, I
should 'be very solicitous to procure our nation tbe
honour of bringing to li ht the m i n d classical book
of the Chime. The t rd, called Yeking, or the
Book of Changes, believed to have been written by
Fo the H e r m a of the Enst, and consisting of right
lines variously .disposed, is hard1 intelligible to the
most learned M a d r i r u ; and un Fu Tsu himself,
who was prevented by death from acconrplihiag his
design of elucidating if was dissatisfied witb all the
interpretations of the earliest commentators. As to
thefi'ph, or Liki, which that ereellent man compiled
from old monuments, it coaairtr c h q of the Chiritual, and of tracts on moral duties; but the fourth
entitled Chung Cieu, or Spring and Autumor, by which
the same incomparable writer rlamaed the &u&hing
state of an empire under a virtuous monarch, and the
fall ~f kingdoms under bad governors, must be an
interesting work in etrsry maTha p m r q how-

L
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ever, of an individual are so limited, and the field of
knowledge is so vast, that I dare not promise more
than to procure, if any exertions of mine will avail,
a complete translation of the Sbi K*, togetber with .
m authentic abridgement of the Chznese laws, civil
ad criminal. A native of Canton, whom I knew
rome years ago in England, and who passed his first
examinations with credit in his way to literary distinctions, but was afterwards allured from the pursuit of
leaning by a prospect of success in trade, has fsroured me with the 19lree Hundred Odes in the original, together wit11 the Lun Yzs,a faithful version of
which was published at Paris near a century ago;
but he seems to think, that it would require 'three or
four years to complete a translation of them; and
Mr. Cox informs me that none of the C h i w e to
whom he bas access, posses leisure and perseverance
tmug?~or such a task: yet he hopes, with the assistance Whang Atmtg, to send me next season some
of the poems tmmlated into English. A little encouragement would induce this young Chime to visit
India, and some of his countrymen would, perhaps,
accompany him; but though considerable advantage
to the public, as well as to letters, rnight be reaped
fiom the knowledge and ingenuity of such emigrants,
p t we must wait for a time of greater national
wealth and prosperity, before such a measure can be
formally recommended by us to our patrons a t the
helm of government.

d

A Letter to the P R EI D~E N T from a yOU?tg
CHINESE.

SIR,

I RECEIVED
the favour of your letter dated
March, 1784, by Mr. Cox. I remember the
!St11

pleasures of dining with ou in company with Captain
Blake and Sir Joshua ~e9cy,w[ds;and I shall always
remember the kindness of my friends in E~tglmd.
The Chinese book, Shi King, that contains three
hundred poems, with remarks thereon, and the work
of Con-fu-tsu, and his grandson, the Tai Ho, I beg
you will accept: but to translate the work into
&I&& will require a great deal of time, perhaps
three or four gears; and I am so much engaged in
business that I hope you will excuse my not undertaking it.
If you wish for any books or other things from
Canton, be so good as to let me know, and I will
take particular care to obey your orders.
Wishing you health,

I am, SIR,
your most obedient humble Servant,

WHANG ATONG.
To Sir WILLIAM JOKES,
Dec. 10, 1784.

offulfilling,

C3_)

a series of successi

up life,

following in success

d.
I

uJLi the act of imporer
GJ= impowering,
0

strength,

/

a

9 great strength, 6
3
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.I the act of fuflling,
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fulfilling,

modesty,
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ADVERTISEMENT.
of derivatives from Arabic quadriEXAMPLES
literals rarely occur in the Persian language;
and from the gtt~, 1lth, Igth, and 13th, conjugations of triliterals there are none to be met with, I
hape, therefore, confined my observations to the nine
conjugations included in the table. And altbough
particularsenses and uses are assigned to each of these
by grammarians, (which may be seen in Mr. Ricltardson's Gram. p. 65) it? is a t the same time to be observed, t h a t they are nevertheless frequently used in
other senses; many of them retaining the simple
signification of their primitives: and that every root
does not extend through every conjugation, but that
-some are used in one form, many in several, none
in alL

These observations are applicable to the present
subject; and the derivatives of such conjugations as
me more frequently used in the Arabic, seen] also to
be more frequently than any other introduced into
the Persian.
Where no examples of any particular fqrn is to be
found in Golius and Meniliski, I have left a blank
in the table, which may be filled up whenever any
can be h e t with.
With regard to the examples which, I have brought
to illustrate the following rules, they are such as
came first to hand; and one example of an infinitive
participle is intended as tt representation of the
infinitives and participles of every species and conjugation, T o have attempted a complete system of

-

,

,

.
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examples would have carried me far beyond the
limits of my present undertaking.

OF ARABIC INFINITIVES.
I. Tbeir Masculine Singulars are used in tbe Persian as Substantives; and in every respect rerve the
same purposes, aad are svbject to the same rulea of
coastruction as substantives originally P e r k .
Ex.

*

.
l pveming a&. iol.

rribb a part. pa fd.

3.

Jhj,
& e d "ritim'

IT. Their Masculine plurals are used in the Persian as substantives; and in every respect serve the

purposes, and ere subject to the same rules of
conetruction as substantives originally Persian.
same

EL
t g o & m i ~ g a.aub. fol.

%w

ARABIC XNTO PEB81ANI
=#

s.o p & g

mtb .nId. foL

,
the qurlilatimu d e a c d d

nI. Their Feminine Sin wlars are used in the
Persian as substantives; an in every respect serve
the same purpose% and are subject to the same rules
o f conetruction a$ s u l n t a a t h s orkinally Fenian.

f

Ex.
1
. n o m k d v a to ~ e r b ~ ,

.

-jW z d F

-1

a

tbe bnrineu of
the c m p i r ~

1. gowdng r rub. fol,
4

.. & &

3. .grrcing with on ad. fol.
4. agreeing with o

-

pm.W.

s

@>+

a ~ d o o d b@n*
j

• letter wrifriiutjsbip

IV. Their Fernhine Plurals are used in the Persian as substantives ; and in every respect serve the
same purposes, and are subject to the same rules of
construction as substantives originally Persian.
Ea.
1. governing a rub. fol.

'
;
;
.3J

t;,,i;ilitir

of

/

¶.

-ips

d l b ul ad; fol.

SAqm&gwithrgd.pu.fd.

,

..

l h s ~

VATbe inhitiger of the first conjugation of transitive verbs are regularly of the form exhibited in the
table. But those of Intraositives are reducible to no
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proper rule without innumerable exceptions. Grammarians make ~f them in .all thirty-two different
forms, which may be seen in Mr. Richardson's Grammar, p. 98, but for these irregularities, he justly
observes, that a dictionary is the only proper guide
These Infinitives, both Singulars and Plurals, are
introduced freely into the Persian as Substantives.
the arrival of the
letter & u & a

Ex. governing another sub. foL

OF ARABIC PARTICIPLES ACTIVE.

I. Their Masculine Singulars are used in the
Persian
as participles, as substantives, and as ad,
jec tives.

.

Ex.
1.

N participles

with n verb fol.

9&

5. a sub. govuning anoll~rrub. h l .

$;-Or

of

a

following the noof the noble Iar
3. as an ad. qu.1Sging a lub.
'4. following another cab, i i f y ,

ing the n m e thirg

& ij' ?,a7 an able
&

m a

I"""""
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Ex.
5. r&g

with an ad. fol.

6. geeirig with a part par. fol.

ah111te judge

7 . governed by a verb,

8 . nomiuuiva to
verb

I

-1

9. with a prep. ful. an
nncommou con-

3-r"

G ~ L ~ I O ~

containing friendhip

atmction,

11. Their masculine perfect plurals are used in
the Persian as substantives, in the forin of the oblique
case which terminates in
But they do not seem
to be used in the form of the no~ninativewhich terminates in UJ
,

w.

&. 1. governed by.a rob.
ping before,

the knowledge of
the moderna and
ancients

111. Their masculine imperfect plurals are used in
the Persian as aubstantivea
Ex.
I.

.-L
w.

of the proJt+Ll >Jk
,JbL mofiicen
t u d future

1V. Tbeii feminine singulars ;re' used in the Persian as participles, as substantives, and as adjectives..

819
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E..
3. aa an 4
.q d i y i n g a mb. go*

before,
4. u a rob. q d i e d by an 4.
following,

s

...

"
"
6

wQp,

5. u a m i b . q e e d by apart.
p.followlug,

V. Their feminine perfect plurals are used in the
Persian as substantives expressing things without
life.
Ex.
I. governing a I&. following,

Lj

,1

t h o ~ d d ~of
~~tr

/

OF ARABIC PARTICIPLES PASSIVE.

I. Their masculine singulars ark used in the
Persian as participles passive, as substantives, and as
adjectives.

2. u a rub.
governing

another
following
it.

I nuLe it the
pctception(i. e.

po
enlightened
wul; i- e. I re
p r m t i t kc.

ce~ved)of p a r

1

8 13
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tba duire, (i.
tba thing
derirad of the
S. u M ad. r p J ' i m g
before,

+
i

nb.gohg

4. joined with uibtller mb. by a wn.

',+the injqrcd
dam

r>J

, i n n and

J

6. nomiO.tirs to
verbs,

their intention
w u chL

.

11. Tbeir masculine perfect plural does not seem
to be used in. the Persian, either in the form of jhe

nominative or the oblique case.
111. Their feminine singuhrs are used in the Persian as substantives, and as adjectives.
8..

Es.

my beloved. i.

'

1. M a mb. governing unthn fol, it,

2. u a mb. agreeing wit11
a prt. pas. ~ O I .

v ~+
L
k~

the a i d beloved

mmn

S

3. as an ad. agreeing with a
' mb. p i n g before.

I

&
*

a%

m p r t e d mother

IV. Their feminine perfect p1,urals are used in the
Persian as substantives, to express thiogs without
life.
t

Ex.
3. 0-g
2.

a mb. fol.
*Irb nu ad. Id.

I+

"u,i-*

thatdemands
the
friend of

w , ,OL&

. .1

/

P 53

&im
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V. The 'active and passive participles of transitive
verbs form, with a following substantive having the
article 31 prefixed to it, compounds corresponding
to that of G3y++ which are used in the Persian
as.suhstanti;es and as adjectives.
w

a ~ u b a. nomiutive
to the verb,

1. as

I;

~ r ~&
i ~he&ionbe m d u a d e

2. u an ad. qudifying a rub.

OF ARABIC ADJECTIVES resembling PARTICIPLES.
33

0 3 / 3 /

/

/

+

represent three
r'r
species of Arabic words which are derived from intran-

I. The forms

sitive verbs; and called by .Arabic. grammarians, adjectives resembling participles. The singulars of
tbese forms .are used in the Persian both as adjectives
and substautives.
Ex.
I . u a rub. qdided tbe pronoun
%.

dem.

?
!
j u
T
f,

that rupecClblo

I

with o rnb,

3 as an ad. qudiryiag a wb.

f&

I

mold"

11. Their plurals are used in the Persian as sub
stantives.
Ex.
1.

g o v e h g a rub. foi.

I,agreeing wifbnn ad. lo,.

3v d k & b y :critY
.*

af

1
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111. These three forms of adjectives, resembling
participles, form, with a followirig substantive having
the drticle 31 prefixcd to 'it, compounds corfesponding to that of Gp+, which are used in the
Persian both as icbstantives and adjectives.
'

Ex.

+)J I & OTthlth z u t y

1. as a sub. qualified by the

pro. demon.

9. u s sub. qunlibed
by an ad. ful.
3. u an ad. qualifjing a
rub. going befor&,

.

OF PARTICIPLES ex~ressiugthe Sense of tlieir
PRIMITIVES iw a stronger Degree.
0,

00

0

0

,

,

,
,

I),

% The forms j
j ~ j i ~ p ~yo
j bare
participles which express The sense of theirprirnitives
i n a stronger degree ; aud are sometimes used in the
Persian as adjectives.
0

6

Ex.

9. ograeiog with a sub.

going b&m,

t. .grreing with a verb fol.

be is full of pa-

~ ' J Ytience

is the form of a participle expressing the
sense o . the primitive in a less degree; but i t dues
not seem to be used in the Persian.

"P

OF ARABIC SUBSTANTIVES.

I. The Arabic noun of time and place are frequently employed in the Persian; and the follorvj~lg
)ist exbibits the forms of such as are derived -from
the first conjugstiods of the. different species of triliterals.

216
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CONJUGATION FIRST.
FROM

ROOTS.

&the time a d place of writiog, a
3

1.

5

11.
111.

i

a p k e of rest-residence.

L a place of ufety.

v.

30

0

the place and time of beginning,
3

VI.

3.

&YP
place-pportunity,

VII.
VIII.

eJ

!

rG the place and time of standing, fl
k& the place or object of desire, y&
3 0

8

3 Q .

x.

the place and time of selling.

XI. ;L
; the place and time of throwing,
0
WJ
XII. . UL the phce of return--&= center, wjl
lC/

.the time of coming-*rival,

CJ

XV. @
..

G+
XVII. b L the place, the way of approaching.
..
XVIII. fS* the placcof b~king,beholding, ~b
"
3 3
XIX. h j 3 > the place of power-and
C

/

/

tbua Iprd, master, k c .

"

XXI.

a place of division--th interval.

dJ

G
.+

/ . . - I

XXII.

I

the time and place of living,
3

JGa pllce of habitationXXIII. GJC~I
.,

-

refuge,

TOexpress tbe pbce

Gjf

more particularly, w
is sometimes added to the com&oa form,as, a

burrzing place.

r"
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11. Tbe noun of time and place from the derivative conjugations is exactly the same with the participle passive; and is also used in the Persian.
E..1. put. pas. from the 10th eon.

depodd-drpa
p h of depout
#

111. The Persian language has terms proper to
itself for expressing the instrurnent of action; it does
not however reject the use of the Arabic instrumental noun which is represented by the forms,
3 / 3
?
Or W
e

.u3*
0

')

, 0

/

m.1. p v e n i o l .notho

&
... &

he rei had in

a,,

che key of

inteutian

.
IV. All Arabic proper names, and the names of
things, are introduced into Persian at pleasure.

Ex-p+y Mary, & M m ,

f

the eye,

flesh, d& an m~estOr.h.

OF ARABIC ADJECTIVES.
I. Besides the Arabic participles which we have
already observed are used as adjectives, there is also
a plentiful source of real adjectives formed by affixing
to substantives of almost every denomination,
whlch are freely introdaced into the Persian.
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Ex. &A.!
Egyptian;' &c,

humane,

earthly,

Gp

?

. 11. The masculine singulars of Arabic superlatives
are used in the Persian both as substantives and adjectives.
'

Ex.
1.

u a ulb. ga~etningmother fol. it,

9.

M an

uLaj

-1

the most fo-

of times

ad. qualifying @ sub.
going before,

111. The masculine plurals of Arabic superIatives
are used in the Persian both as substantives and adjectives.
EI.
I
.
u r sub. governing mother fol. it,

2. u an ad. qualifying 4 mb.

qost

goLg before,

illustri-

I V . ~ h ' feminine
e
singulars of Arabic superlatives
are used in the Persian as adjectives.
Ex. 1 . qoalifying a mb. going
before,

&
.
*P

L ~ ~ J " D .

V. Arabic ordinal numbers are used in the Persian
.as adjectives.
&. 1. ~wlifymg8 rub. klon,

AitABIc INTO

PETsxAN.
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Of the FORn.1 of ARXRTC WORDS when used
it& the PERSIA4N. .
1. All Arabic infinitives, participles, substantives,
and adjectives, are introduced into the Persian in the
form of the nominative, which throws away from the
last letter every apecies of nunnation ( z G ) ; or short
vowel (; J), which they n ~ a ypossess as Arabic words,
and remain without motion; but when their construction in the Persian requires them to assume
the termination of another case, they receive it in
the same manner as if they were originally Persian
words; with the following exceptions.

G,

1st. When an Arabia word terminating in
that must be pronounced as 1 *, becomes the first
substantive in construction with another substantive
following it, (5 is actually changed into 1, to ivhich
short
(,)*'is afterwards affixed to show the coostructidh.

~

Ex.

also

&.

~

..

in construction becomes @&J, as
' the
- petition
( $
of intercession,
~
and so
GyJ
&c,

d
.. p

f2d. Feminine Arabic substantives terminating in ii
when introduced into the Persian, change ii, sometimes into 5, and sometimes into

I..(.

Ex.

friendship, being found written by
the same author
and w.
3d. Feminine Arabic adjectives and participles terminating in a, when introduced into the Persian, always change ii into 8.

* See Ricbar&mnDrArabic Gram. p. 109. Chon.'111.
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Ex. dli pure,' is always written d k u
&(i%rg

pure friendship.
v

w,

4th. Arabic particles plural terminating in
although introduced. into the Persian as nominatives,
are originally the oblique cases.

Ex.

9 &W

& W & b !the
~

learned ancients thus said.
5th. When an Arabic infinitive is used in the
Persian language, a s an adverb, it is iutroduced
in the form of the Arabic accusative without any
change.

Ex. b k l accidentally, &c. &c.

OF ARABIC ADVERBS, PREPOSITIONS AND
CONJUNCTIONS.

I. Arabic adverbs, prepositions, and conjunctions,
seem to be introduced into the Persian language at
pleasure. Of these Mr. Richardson has ma& a very
useful collection in his chapter of separate particles,
to which I beg leave to refer; observing, at the same
time, that a knowledge of sucl~as are most frequently
.employed, will easily be acquired from experience
without any particular instructions.

OF ARABIC COMPOUNDS.
I. The manner in which different Arabic parts of
speech are employed to form a variety of compounded
words made use of in the Persian, is well explained
by Sir William Jones in his Peraiaa Grammar; and

ARABIC I N T O P E R S I A N .
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with respect to phrases purely Arabic, and whole
sentences, which are often met with in Persian authors, they require a perfect knowledge of the Arabic language, and do not belong to this place.

OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF ARABIC INFINITIVES, PARTICIPLES, SUBSTANTIVES,
AND ADJECTIVES.

I. I n the Persia11 language, when Arabic adjectives o r participles are made use of to qutllify Arabic or Persian substantives singular, they agree with
them in gender and number.

.

BS.
1. m Arabic mb. m u .

q~a66ed

by.nAmbicput. m u

/

9.

an Arabic sub. fern. qunlified
by au Anbic pcf. pa+ fcm.

S.

a Pen. mb. mas. qu.lified by

,
'

J/&$k

tk r i d lovm

an old friend

en Arabic ad. mnr.
' .

4. r Pen. mb. fern. qualified by

S

u Ambit d.fun.

XI. When Arabic adjectives and participles are
made use of to qualify Arabic and Persian si?l~stantives masculine and plural, they remain i l l the nlasculine singular.
EL.
Anbii sub. mu. pl. with

1.

Arabic part. ma+ ring.
9.

l

Pen. wb. mas. pJ. with
a. anb. pars. mag_hg.

j$

J/jtO

the said 06cer

&t

Ob J9

h e amd br6l.a

299
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111. When Arabic adjectives and participles are
made use of to qualify Arabic or Persian substantives
feminine and plural, they are put in the feminine singular; and often, though not so properly, in the
masculine singular.

.

Er

fern. plur.
Arabic part. sin.
both fern. and
muc.

.

9. a Persian sub.
em. p r i t
Arabic part. sing.
both fun. and
mnrc.

u$p

&+&*ro

acwmplLhcd
~ ' women
4

IV. An Arabic substantive, in the Persian, is often
rendered definite by a following Arabic adjective or
participle having the article 31 prefixed.
EL

as p r .

j&

( uj

-.

the prophet el&

For an account of the genders of Arabic words,
and of their perfect and imperfect plurals, I must
again refer to Mr. Richardson's Arabic Grammar ;
and to that of Erpenius, where the latter subject is
'treated at still greater length.

Of the INTRODUCTION of the ARABIC i n t o & !
LANGUAGE of HINDOSTAN.

'

I. All the different species of infinitives, participles, substantives, and adjectives, which we have
enumerated.; and all compounds formed by Arabic

A R A B I C I N T O PERSIAN.
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and Persian words, are introduced into the language
of findostan, in the same form, for the same purposes, and with the same freedom as in the Persian:
submitting themselves to the different rules of regimen and concord that are peculiar to that language;
in the same manner as if they were words originally
belonging to it. Arabic adverbs, prepositions, and
' conjunctions, are also used in the language of Hindostam; but I think less frequently than in the Persian.

ON THE

ASTRONOMICAL COMPUTATIONS
OF TBI

HINDUS.
BY SAMUEL DAVIS, Em.
Bhagalpur,

15fh Feb. 1789.

T is, I believe, generally admitted, that inquiries

I

-

into the astronomy of ihe Hindua may lead to
much curious information, besides what relates merely
io the science itself; and that attempts to ascertain .
the chronology of tbis ancient nation will, as they
have hitherto done, prove unsatisfactory, . unless
assistance be derived from such researches. .
The following communication is not expected to
contribute towards so desirable a purpose; but, with
all its imperfections, it may have the useful effect of
awakening tbe attentian of others in this country who
a r e better qualified for such investi&at,ions,and of inciting them to pursue the anme object more successfully, by showing tbat numerous treatises in Sanscrit
o n astronomy are procurable, and that the B ~ a h m m
are extremely willing to explain them. As an encouragement to those who may be inclined to amuse
themselves in this way, I can farther venture to declare, from the experience I have had, that Satrscrit
books in tbis science are more easily translated than
almost rroy others, when once the technical terms are
understood: the subject of them admitting neither
of metaphysical reasoning nor of metaphor, but being delivered in plain terms and generally illustrated
with examples in practice, the meaning may be well
enough made out, by the help of a P d h , through
the medium of the Persipln br the Hindu language.

ASTRONPllIChL C O M P U T A T I O N S
Moreover' it does not appear, that skill in the abstruse parts of modern mathematics is indispensably
necessary; but that with as. much knowledge of geometry and the circles of the sphere as, it may be
supposed, most of the men~bersof this society possess, a considerable progress migtlt be made it1 revealing many intercsting particulars. which at present lie hid to Europeanu in the Jydtish, or astronomical, Sastra.
The prediction of eclipses and other phenomena,
published in the Hindu Patra, or Almanac, excited
my curiosity long ago to know by what means it was
effected; but it wns not until lately that I had any
means of gratification. I had before this been inclined to think, with many others, that the B r d ~ m m
possess no more knowledge in astronomy than they
have derived from their ancestors in tables ready cal. culated to their bands, and that few traces of the
principles of the science could be found among them;
but by consulting some Sanscrit books, I was induced
to a1 er my opinion. T o satisfy myself on this subject, began with calculating, by a modern Hindr
formula, an.eclipse which will happen in next Noumber; the particulars of which process, although
in sonic measure interesting, were not sufficient for
my purpose, as it yet remained to be learnt on what
grounds some tables used in it. were constructed;
and for this information 1 was referred to the Surya
Siddhanta, an original treatise, and reputed a divine
revelation. For a copy of the Surya S i d d h n t u I am
indebted to Sir Rbkrt Chambm, who procured it
among other books at Benares; but the obscurity of
many technical terms made it sometimes diliicult to
be understood even by the Pandit I employed, who
was by no means deeply versed in the science he
professed.
By his diligence, and through the
obliging assistance of Mr. Duncan at Bcnarea, who
procured for me the Tika, or Commentary, this
996
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difficulty was at lengtb surmounted; and a computation of the above-mentioned eclipse, not merely od
tbe principles, but strictIy by the rules, of the S ~ P C
Siddhanta, is what I propose now to present you with,
after such preliminary observations as may be necessary to make it intelligible.

-

I suppose it sufficiently well kno*n, that the Hidm
division of the ecliptic into signs, degrees, kc. is tbe
same as ours; that their astronomical year is sydereal,
or containing that apace of time in which the son, departing from a star, returns to the same; that it cornd
mences on the inatant of his entering the sSgn A h ,
or rather the Hindu constellation MerAae ;.that eacb .asd
trunomical month contains as many even days and
fractional parts as he stays in each aign; and that the
civil differs from the astronomical account of time
only in rejecting those fractions, and beginning the
year and month at sunrise, instead of the intermediate
instant of the artificial day or night. Hence arises the
unequal portion of time assigned to each m n t b dependent on the situation of the sun'r apsis, and tho
distance of the vernal equinoctial colure from the
beginning of MebIm6 in the H i d u sphere; and by
these means they avoid those-errors which Europeans,
from a different method 6f adjusting tbeir calendar by
intercalary days, bttve been subject to. An eyplanation of these mutters would lead me beyond my prelent intention, which is to give 8 general account only
of the method by wbich the Hindw compute eclipses,
and thereby to show, that a late French author was too
hasty in asserting generally tbat they determine them

-

Or, to be mom particular, on hie enteting the Nac-,
hntr mansion (Anoini): T h e n were formerly only twentg-men
N ~ & t n a ~ :a 28th (Abhr it) has been rince added, t a k a out of the
2Int add %ad, named kedarharu
and 8ra-.
These three in
their order comprehend 100, so, md 1l o 40' of the Zodiac: mt comprcbend 13' W each.

*

'
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" by set forms, couched in enigmatical verses, &G
So fur are they from deserving the reproach of ignorance which hlons. Sm?rerat has implied, that on inquiry, I believe, the H k d u science of astronomy will
be found as well known now as it ever waa among
thern, although, perhaps, not so generally, by reason
of the little encouragement men of science a t preseot
meet with, compared with what they formerly did under their native princes.
+"

It has been common with astronomers to fix on some
epoch, from which, as from a radix, to compute the
planetar motions; and the ancieut Hindua chose that
point o time counted back when, according to their
motions as they had determined them, they must have
been in coujunction in the beginning of Meha, or
A&; add coeval with which circumstance they supposed the creation. This, as it concerned the planets
only, would have produced a nioderate term of years
conipared with the enormous antiquity that will be
hereafter stated; but, having discovered a slow motion of the nodes and apsides also, and taking i t into
the computation, they found it would require a length
of time corresponding with 1935884890 years now
expired, when they were so situated, and 93641 15 110
years more, before they would return to the same situation again, forming together the grand anornalistic
period denominated a Cuba, and fancifully assigned
as the day of Brahma. The C a l p they divided into
Manvanteraa, and greater end less Yugar. The use
of the Manloantera is not stated in the Surycr Siddhana;but that of the Maha, or greater Yug,is sufficiently
evident, as being an anomalistic period of the sun and
moon, at the end of which the latter, with her a p o p
- and ascending node, is found, together with the sun,

?

* See the trandrtion of Monr. Somud8 Voyqm

eeg
in the first of Aries; the planets also deviating from
that point only as much as is their latitude and the
difference between their mean and true anomaly.
O F THE H I N D U S .

These cycles being so constructed as to contain a
certain number of mean solar days, and the Hindu
system assuming that at the creation, when the planets
began their motions, a right line, drawn from the'
equinoctial point Lanca through the centre of the
earth, would, if continued, have passed thraugh the
centre of tbe sun and planets to the first star in Aries:
their mean longitude for any proposed time afterwards
may be computed by proportion. As the revolutions
a planet makes in any cycle are to the numbei- of days
composing it, so are the days given to its motion in
that time; and the even revolutions being rejected,
the fraction, if any, shows its mean longitude a t midnight under their first meridian of Lanca: for places
east or west.of that meridian a proportional allowance Is
made for the difference of longitude on the earth's surface, called in Sansmmtthe Deaantara. The positions
of the apsides and nodes are computed in the same
manner: and the equation of the mean to the true
place determined on principles which will be hereafter .
mentioned.

The division of the Maha Yug into the Satya,
Treta, h a p r , and C d ages, does not appear from
tbe Swya s r d d h t a to answer any practical astronomical purpose, but to have been formed on ideas similar to the goldem, &or, hazcn, and iron ages of the
h u b . Their origin has however been ascribed to the
precession of the equinoxes by those who will of course
refer the Hanwa~iera'and Calpa to the same foundation; either way the latter will be found anomalistic, as
har been described, if I rightly understand the followin the first section of the Suya Siddlrant~r;.
i"
the trans atioa of which .is, L believe, here correctly
given
9%

pasay

.

,

- " Time,

of the denomination Muria*, ir
" estimated by respirations: six respirations make a
" Vicak, sixty Vuulas a Dan&, sixt Datrdao a Nac" s&ra
day, and thirty Nacdhatra ays a N a c d h a
" month. The Savan month is that cankioed be" tween thirty successive risings of Su a,and varies in
" its length according to the Lagloa huja. Thirty
" Tit'lrir compose the Chandra month. The Soun
" month ia that in which the sun describes one sign
" of the Zodiac, and his passage through the twelve
" signs in one year, and one of those years is a D m
" day, or day of the Gods. When it is day at Amrat
" it is night with the Gods, and when it is da with the
" Gods ir is nigbt at Asura. Sixty of the d e v a dry
'' multiplied by six give the Deva year, and twelve
" hundred of the Deva years form the aggregate of
" the four Yugas.
To determine the Saura Jean
" contained in this aggregate, write down the following
" numbers, 4, 3, 9, which multiply by 10,000; the
" product 4,330,000 is the aggregate or M d a Yugcr,
" including the Sandhi and Sandhyansa$.. This is
" divided into four Y
a,by reason of the different proportions of X r h e prevailing on earth, in
" the following manner:
Divide the aggregate
" c,seo,ooo by lo, and multiply the quotient by four
" for the Satya Yug, by three for the Ifieia, by two

d
3

'

~

-

-

Thin i s mean sydereal time: A N i ~ m or, s y d m a l day, ir
tbe rime iu which the earth makes a turn upon its u i s , or according to the Hinhu, in which the stan make no mmplefe m o l u h .
Thir u shorter than the Socan, ur d a r day, which nriea in its
length according to the L o p Bh+ or right arcension, d rbo
from the suner un ual motion in t i e ecliptic; for bath rbich
circumstances the 2indus have their q u d t h qf time, u win appear in the-calcuhtion of the eclipsk.
t Ama, the south pole, the habitation of tbe Anaa Lon, a
dembns, with whom the Demu, who reside at Guaau, the north
pole, wage eternal war.
S S d and Son--,
the morning a d evening Wibt
Tha proper wotdr, I believe, are Sandhp a d S-.

1
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" forthe Dwpor, and by one for the Cali Yu . Di-

" vide either of ihe Yugs by six for its S a df~iand
" Sandiryansa. Seventy-one Yugs make a Manwan" ' h a 5 and 'at the close of each Ma~)warc!erathere ia
" a Sandhi equal to the Satya Yq, during which
!' tbere is a Qniversgl deluge. Fourteen Manwan" tcnu, including the SandI~i,compose a Calpa, and
" at tbe comxpenqement of each CaZpa there is a
"Sadhi equal'to the Satya Yug, or 1,788,000 Saura

CP

4'

is therefore equal 'to 1000 Maha
!' yYugs
a l p is a day with Brahma, and his
e. One
A
!' night js ~f the same length; and the period sf his
f' life is 100 of his Iyears. One half of {he term of
" Brahma's life, or fi years, is elrpired, and of the
" remainder the first
alpq is begup ; a ~ six
d Man" wanteras, including the Sa~diii,
are expired. The
'

2

seventh Ma'n.wantern, into which we are now adis naked 'Vaivasroata. Of this Mnnzca?~teru
I'twpnfy seve Maha Yup' aie elapsed,.and we are
'f now In the atya Yug of the tyen'ty-eighth, which
" Satya Yug consists of I , ~ ~ s , oSqura
o ~ , years. The
" whole amount of years expired from the begin" ning of the CaZ'+ to the present time, may hence
"

'

" v*ced,

'

I

Co~tructionof the ~ = l ~ a .Computation of the period'elapsed
Y-.
of the C a l p , at the end o f the
laat Satya age, when the S w
CJi.
43e
3
,
10 '
Siddhanta in supposed to have
ken
. , mitten:
.
-I
)!r=8*.
16

--

c?
--

T'-

43?

4310000
'

Yem.

X 3- 1~96000

I

'io '

,+

Soadhi a t the b@nn,inz of
,7+gooo . the Culpcl.. ..............r7i8a.o
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..*...................

A g g ~ ~ p or
t e M d a Yng,

6 Mmwantewu, or

43-

3c448060 X a+ aBp6880m
71
Mmm
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be computed,; but from the number of years so
a deduction of one hundred
" times four hundred and seventy-four divine years
': or of that product multiplied by three hundred and
" sixty for human years, that being the term of Brd" mu's employment in the creation; after which the
" planetary motions commenced.
"

" found, must be made

" Sixty V i c a h make one Cala, sixty C a b one
B k g a , thirty Bhrt as one Ra&; and there on
" twelve Rasis in the Iragann*.

5

"

1

" -1I n one Yu , Surya, Buddha, and S w a perform 1
" 4390000

f

Mad tyama revolutions through the Zodiac,

" Mangala, V r i h p a t i , and Sani, make the same num" ber of Sighra revolutions through it; Chandra makes
" 57753336

$ Madhyama revolutions; Manph

" 999683'2 Madlryamn revolutions; Buddhds Sigh61
" are 17997060; Viihmpati's Madhyamas 3648311:
" Sucra's Sighras 7029376; Srtd's Madya.ma8 an
"

146568. The Clrandrochcha revolutions are 488903;
the Cliadrapaiu are

" the retrograde revolutions of
"

333838.

" The time contained between sunrise and suoiise

" is the Birumi Savan day : the number of those dap
-

-

.

The division of the Bhagana, or

Zodiac, into rrigna, d ~ gnes k c .
a, the Sun; Buddha, Mercury; Sucm, Venus; Ma&
ri-,
Jupiter; Sam, S a b r n ; Chun&a, the Noon;
the ChRdtu Uckha, C h a n d r ~ h e h , the Moon's apogee, L ' l a
dm Pata, the Moon's ascending node. The Madhyuma m l u t i o a
of Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, and the Sigllrr molutiona of V e n m d
Mercury, answer to their revolutions about the Sun.
3 577533364320000 53433336 lunar months, or lunati~ar
in r Yug :

ML:T

D. 8. M. S.

in ercfi mean lunation, or in Engliih time, 29, 12. 4.
3.47"' 3 r .
53438336-518r-1593336
Adhi or i n t e r c d q lanu monh
in 4320000 solar sydereal years.
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" contained in

ass

a Yug is 15779 I 785!Sf; the number

1589%$7828 t ; of Chandra days
" 1 6 f l ~ 1 ~ 0 8 of
0 ; Adlu months l 3 y 3 ~ 3 6 ;of Cshaya
?''dl&u 95089959; of Saura months 51810000.
'' From either of the planets Nacshatra days deduct

" of Nacokatra days

"

''S779'lQaS=36~. 15. 31. 31, 24. diurnal revolutions of the
43-

Sun, the length of the Hindu year.

+!$Salj7&843*ooQo

1577917858

577S33'6

365. 15. 31. 31. 24. diurnal rtvolutions of the

stars in one year.

1 2 7 . 19. 18. 1. 37. &c. the Moon'speriodical month.

The 16030000SQ Cbndra, or lunar days, called also

n'h,are each one thirtieth part of the moon's synodical month
01 dative period, and vary in length according to the inqua]icy of her motion from the sun, The C s h y ' ~ Tit'l~iaand Adhi,
or intercalary lunar months, are sufficiently evident.
The sun and planets preside alternately over the days of the
~ w k ,wbicb are named accordingly. T h e first day after the
creation was Ruvicar, or S u d u y : it began at miflnight, under the
maidias of Lanca; and the Ravivar of the Hindus corresponds
with our Sunday. T h e sun and planets in the same manner govern
the yean; hence they may be said to have weeh of yearr. Dani'el'a
pr hecy is supposed to mean wccks of yean.
?be Hindu cycle of 60,supposed bl some to be the Chaldean
~ W J is
, referred to the ?lanet Jupiter: '' one of these years is
ual to the time in which by the mean motion, he (Vn'haq~uti)
one d e p in h n orbit." (Commentary on the S u y a
S i d W a . ] This cycle is, I believe, wholly applied to astrology.
Neither this cycle of 60 nor, the P i d s day are meptioned in this
p u t of the Suya Siddhnta, where they might be expected to occur.
Perhaps, 01, inqyry, there may be fou,nd some reason for supposing
them both of a later invention.
The l'itrir inhabit behind
" C h a d ~ a ,and their mid-day happens when C M a is in con"junction with Suryo; and their midnight, when Lkndra is in oplmsitioa to Surya; their morning, or sunrise, at the end of half the
"Crkhna Pacshu; and their sunset at the end of half the Snrla
" P a c s k ; thin in declrrred in the Sccetycr Sadita. Their namea
"are A&,
Sumti, &c. their day and night are therefore together
"equal tn one Chndra month." (Commentary.) Hence, it appears,
$e Hindus have observed that the moon revolves once on her axis
In a lunar month, and consequently has the same side always opposed
to the errth. They have also noticed the diierence of her apparent
magnitude in the horizon and on the meridian, and endeavour to erplain the cause of a phenomerlon, which Europecmr as well aa themdva are a t a loes twaccount for.

"

the number of its revolutions, the remainder will

'' be the number of its Savan days contained in a Ywg.
" The difference between the number of the revolu" tions of Surya and Clmndra ives the number of
'' Chndra months; and tbe difference between the
Saura months and Chandra months gives their number of Adhi months. Deduct the ;Sauan days Erom
" the Chandra days, the remainder. will be the num" ber of nt'hi Cshayaa. The number of Rdhi months,
'' Xt'hi C~ehayas,NacsIwtra, Chandra, and Sam
" days, multiplied severally b 1000, give the numm
ber of each contained in a alpa.
"
"

E

" The number- of Mam&ltcha revolutions, which
revolutions sre.direct, or bccording to the order of
f g the signs contained in a Calpa, is of Suya 387:
(' of Mangala' 9Q4; of Buddlia 368; of Vri-'
900; of Svcra 535 ; of Sani 39,
6 .

The nunlber of revolutions of the Patas, which
" revolutions are retrograde, or contrary to the order
of the s i g ~ scontained in a Cabs, is of Mangab
'' 9 14; of B d I u 4 8 8 ; of vrirha8pati 174; of Su" ma y08; of &a+
669. The Pats and U c h h of
b8 Chandra are already mentioned."
"

'

I .

I t must be observed, that, although the planetary
motions as above determined, might have served for
computations in the time of Meya, the author of the
$ u y a SddIranta, yet for many years past they have not
been fouad to agree with the observed places in the
heavens in every instance; and that corrections have
accordingly been introduced, by increasing or reducing
those numbers. Thus the motions of the moon's a p
gee and node arc now increased in computations of
their places by the addition of four ~evolutionreach in
a Yug to their respective numbers above given. The
wture of those corrections, denomisated in Sbuni(

1

1
1

1
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BFo, is explained in a passage of the

%a, or Commentary, on the S u y a SidclIlanta, wherein is maiotained the priority of that Suutra, in point of time,
to all others. The translation of that passage; together
witb the text it illustrateqia as followq;

(5'ut-p Siddbnb).

Area (the Sun) addresing

" Meya, who attended with reverence, said, k t your
'' attention, abstracted fro111human concern, be wholly
*' applied to what I shall relate. Surya in every former Yug revealed to the Ildu?ris the invariable science
" of astronomy. The planetary motions may alter;
" but the principles of that science are always the
"

seme."
Z i e Commentary.

-

"Hence it appears, that the

'' S USiddhanta
~
was prior to the BraAmaSiddhamta

and every otherSabtru; because this Smtra must lk
the,same that was revealed i every former Yug,althouah the motions of the planets'might have been
'' different. The variation io the planetary motions
'' is mentioned in the Vbhm Dl~motter,which di" rects that the planets be observed wit11 an iostru" ment, whereby their agreement or disagreemea~t
9' may be deteri~~ined
in .regard to their computed
" places; and in case of the latter, an allowance of
+ B;j, accordingly made, VasiSIdliain his Sjiddiuntrr
" also recommends this orcasional correction of Bija,
" saying to the Muni Mandavya, "I have shown you
" how to deterliline some r!~atrers in astronomy; but
" the mean motion of Surya and the other planete
" will be found to differ in each Yug." Accordindy
" Aryabhatta, Branlagupta, and others, having ob" served the heavens, formed rules on the principles
" of former Sustrm, but which differed frorrl each
" other in proportion to the disagreements which
" they severally observed of the planets, with re" spect to their computed p l a c e ~

"

"

e

" W11y the ITU'IL~S,
w h o certainly knew, did not
give the particulars of t l l o ~ edeviations, may seem
" unaccounttrble, when tile rnen Aryabhattu, B d " magupta, and others, have detcru~ined them. T h e
I'
reason was, that those deviations are not in then]" selves uniforrri; and to state their variations would
d' have been endless. It was therefore thought better
" that examinations a t different times stlould be made
" a n d due corrections of the Bija introduced.
A
" Ganita Sastra, whose rules are demonstrable, is
true; and when conjunctions, oppositions, and
" other planetary phenomena, calculated by such
" Smtrars, are found not to agree with obse~vation,
'‘ a proportionable Bija may be introduced without
" any derogation from their credit. I t was therefore
" necessary that this ,Sastra (the Surya Siddhanta)
" should be revealed in each Yug, and that other
'i Saairas should be composed by the Munis.
"

"

" The original Sastra then

appears to be the S u r e
" Siddhant~;the second, the Bralnua S.iddhatrta; the
" third, the Paulastya Siddhanta; the fourth, the Sonrtz
!#

i

i
I

I
I

I
I

I

Sidditantn."

I n the followinq taWe are given the periodcal revolutions of the planets. their nodes and apsides, according to the S u y a Siddhanh. The corrections of Bga
at present used, are contained in one column +,and
the inclination of their orbits to the ecliptic in another. The obliquity of the ecliptic is iuserted ac*This I must, however, at present omit, not having u yet dbcovered the corrections of this kind that will bring even the Sun'r
place, computed by the Suya Siddhanta, exactly to an agreement
with the astronomical books in present use. Of those books, tbe
principal are the Gralwrlaghaw, composed about 368 yean ago, the
tables of Macurranda used at Grmrrs and Tirlrut, and the Siddhcinta Raliasyu, used at hTadiya; the last written in 1513 sacu,or
9 8 yean ago.

Ii
I
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carding to the same Sastra. Its diminution does not
appear to have been noticed in any subsequent
treatise. I n the tables of Macaralldn, and also in the
GrahaJaghava, the latter written only 968 years ago,
i t is expressly stated a t twenty-four degrees.
The motion of the equinoxes, ternled in S a n e c d
the Cranti, and spoken of in the %a, or commentary on the Swya Siddhanta, as the Suns's p a t a or
node, is not noticed in the foregoing passage of that
book; and, as the Hindu astronomers seem to entertain an idea of the subject different from that of
its revolution through the Platmic year, I shall farther on give a translation of what is mentioned, both
i n the.origina1 and commentary, concerning it.
The next requisite for tbe computation of the eclipse

is the portion of the CaZpa expired to the present
tinre, which is determined in the following manper:

T& S u y a Siddlranta is supposed to have been received, through divine revelation, towards the close of
the Satya age, a t the end of which, 50 of the years
of Brahnza were expired, and of the next Calm or
day, 6 Manuranterm, 97 greater Y q s , and tbe Satya
age of the 98th Yug, together with the Sandya or
twilight at the beginning of the Calpa; the aggregate of which several periods is 1970784WO years
elapsed of the CaZpa to the beginning of the last
Tmta age; to which add the Tata and Dwapar ages,
together with the years elapsed of the present Cali
age, for the whole amount of sydereal years from the
beginning of the CaZpa to the present Bengal year.
But in the foregoing quotation it is observed, from
that amount of years must be made a deduction of
47400 divine, or 1706,4000human or sydereal years,
the term of Braltma's enlployrnent in the work of

TIi& TABLE, 6ee page 2
TIM Planet9

SyQd Period.

in rhcir order.

Mod of tbr Nodea.

Period of t
k Apida.
.-

Days. D. P. V.
ThcMoon,

The Fun,
Mars,
Jupiter,
Saturn,

-

Days. D.

-

s e ~ eti0
6794 99
3933742458 11
4687890184 46
981
38
ae493;9117 45 k c . 174741730645
Precession of thccqu
9f.b I5 13 31 94 407734WO 5
{noxes M,,pn yur.
7755091598 9 6 c . 7373447794 85 kc.
866 !59 50 38
4551 19 14 90 &c. 175324Y091 6 k c . gt60493964 43 drc.
1076 1[1 3 I8 kc. 4276718979462 kc. %383561673 4% &c.
Q7 19

M~TCUV, 87 58
Veaus,

1s

Daya. D.

-

10

l&e.

-
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The lobgitude of the Sun's agogee in the Hindu sphere-is 9,1
lgO,el89".
the sum 3,(P, $8'. 49". is its place, according to E
account diffem about lo99' from $he dservrttions of Eur ean a
the earth'^ apbelion in the p-nt
nge. to be 9, 8.; 1'. #ere is
to the aphelia and nodes of thaobher planeta
On supposition that the obliquity of the ecliptic was accur
S o , and that its decrease has been from that time half a second
will be about 3840 yearn. It is remarkable that.the Hindurdo n
T h e .Cacoh are explained farther:op,

treation; for, as the universe was not completed, the
planetary motions did not commence until that portion of the Cdp was elapsed.
This deduction appears to have been intended as a
correction, which, without altering the date of the
C d p as settled, probably, by yet more ancient astronomers, might (joined perhaps with other regulations)
bring the computed places of the planets to an a reernent with their observed places, when the S u v a iddhnta was written; and, as the arguments of its commentator in support of the propriety of it, without
prejudice to other authors, contain some curious par.
ticularq I hope I may be excused for departing from
my immediate object to insert a translation of them.

l

" I n tbe Sacrye Siddlrantu, Soma Sdddhnnta, Pra+;

" Pet<

Vabht'Aa, and other Saatraa, this deduction
tu be made from the Calpa, because at
" the end of that term the plauetary motions commenced. The soti of Jbbcu, who understood foul.
" Vedas, and Bkaecaracksya, considered these mo" tions as commencing with the Calpa. I t may seem
" strange that there should be such a disagreement.
'' Some men say, As it is written that the C a l ! is
" the day of Brtrh,ma, and as a day is dependent on
" the rising and setting of the sun, the motion of the
sun and planets must have begun with the Calpa;
" and therefore Bmhmagupta ehouid be followed :
" But I think otherwise. The C ~ ~ CorZBraAma's
,
day,
" is not to be understood ar analogous to the solar day
otherwise than as containing a determined portion
" of time; neither is it at all dependent on the tom" mencement of the Calpa; but, being composed of the
" same periods as the latter, it will not end until the
" term of years here deducted shall be expired of the
next C a f p . The motions of the Grahao must

" is required

therefore be computed from the point of time here .
#' staled, as the beginning of Brahrm's day, and not
" as Brahnragupta and others direct, from the begin" ning of the Calpa; which will not bafound to an" swer.
"

.

"

I~

Other men say, that rules derived from the Gunita

Scrstra and agreeing with observation, are right;

'' that any period deduced from such a mode of com-

" putation,

and the planets determined to have been
Medim, may be assumed; that
" it ail1 therefore answer either way, to consider these
'@
motioas as beginning with the Calpa, or after tbe
" above-mentioned period of it was expired.
This
" however is not true; for in the instance of Mangda
" there will be found a great difference, ae is here
'& shown.
The revolutions of Adangala in a Calpa,
according to Brahmagupta, are 9!2968f85!ZfL7and,
" by tbe rule of proportion, the revolutions of Man" gala in 17064000 years are 9079479 7' 98' 0' J P.
For any other planet, bn trial, a similar disagree@'
ment will be found, and the proposition of computing from either period must be erroneous. More" over, of what use is it to make computations for a
" space of time, when the planets and their motions
" were not in being?

" then in the first of

+' I t might, however, from the foregoing circumstances, be imputed to Braliwuzgupta and tbe
'' rest, that they have given precepts through igno-

1
,

" rance, or with intent to deceive-That

having

" stated the revolutions of the planets different from

'. the account revealed by Su a, they must certainly
" have been in error-That 3'rahmagupta could not

"

have counted the revolutions from the beginning of

" the C a l ' : neither could he from the mean mo-

" tion of the planets, have so determined them.-He

" was a mortal, and therefore could not count the re*I

volutions. -Although

the rule of proportion should

" be granted to have served his purpose for the revo"

lu tions of the planets, yet it certainly could nbt for

"

the term of a man's life to determine the mean mo-

" those of their Mandwhcha, because it was not within
" tion of the JfandocIrch; and this assertion is justi-

fied by the opinion of Bhwcarachaya. But the rule
of proportion could not have answered even for the
" planets; for, although their mean motion be ob" served one day, and again the next, how can a man
" be certain of the exact time elapsed between the two
" observations? And if there be the smallest error in
" tbe elapsed time, the rule of proportion cannot
" answer for such great periods.
An error of the
" 10-millionth part of a second f vicala) in one day,
" amounts to forty degreesm in the computation of a
" Calpa; and the mistake of 1-tenth of a respiration in
" one Saura year, makes a difference in the same pe" riod of 2o00o days. That it is therefore evident,
" Rrahmagupta'8 motive for directing the planetary
" motions to be computed as commencing with the
" Cab4
was to deceive mankind, that he had
'. not t h e authority of the Mu&, because he differs
" from the S u q a Siddhanta, Brahma Siddhanta, Soma
" Siddhaptta; fiom V&elttha, and other Mu&.
"

"

The errm would be more'than 43'

" Such

opinions would have no foundation, aa I
to show. B d q p t c l ' s rules are
" consistent with the practice of the Pundits his pre" decessors; and he formed them frbm the P u ~
V d n u Dhermbttura, wherein ie contained the
Br&
Sirddhantu; and the periods given by Ary" abhatta are derived from the Parama SiddRankr:
#' the precepts-of the Mu&
are therefore tbe autho" rities of Brabmugupta, A r g a b h , and Blmwu" rarharyn, whose rules cannot be deceitful.
The
" M&& themselves differed with regard to the nam" ber of Savm days in a Yug, which is kpown from
" the Pancha SiddIuanta,composed by Vuru Aeharp;
" wherein are proposed two methods of computing
" the sun's place, the one according to the S u a
" Siddhanls, the other according to the RoMm size
" hanta; whence it appears that there were diffe'' rent rules of computation even among the Mu&
a&
" It is also mentioned in the Tica on the V
" Sanlrdu,that, according to the P d d y a S ~ ,
" there was formerly a different number of Swan
- " days estimated in a Yug. The maxims therefore of
" Brahmappta and the other two, agreeing with those
" of the MunM. are right; but should it even be
"supposed that the MunM themselves could be
" mistaken, yet Brahnrappta and the other two had
" the sanction of the Veda, which in their numerous
" S d h (branches) have disagreements of the same
" kind; and, according to the S-lya
Sad&,
Brahma, in the revelation he made to N a r d , told
" him, although a circumstance or thing were not
perceptible to the senses, or reconcileable to reu" son, if authority for believing it sliould be found
in the Vedar, it must be received as true.

" shall proceed

" If a planet's
lace, computed both by the S q u ,
Siddhanta and arcssera Stddhanta, should be found

F

i
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" to differ, which rule must be received aa right?
" I answer, That which agrees with his place
" by observation: and the M& gave the same di" rection. If computations from the beginning of
" the Gal@, and from the period stated in the h r y a
" f%idhmdu give a difference, as appears in the in- .
" $tame of BIangaIu, which of the two periods to be
"computed from is founded in truth? I say it is
" of no consequence to us which, since our ob"ject is only to khow which period answers for com" putation of the planetary places in our time, not
" at the beginning of the CaZp. The difference
" found in computing according to Brahmugupta and
" the &fun&, must be corrected by an allowance of
" bija, or by taking that difference as the c d ~ e p ;
" but the books of the Mmie must not be altered,
" and the rules given by B r d q u p t a Varachay a ,
" and Argccrlhtatta may be used with such precautions.
" Any person may compose a set of rules for the com" mon purposes of astronomy; but, with regard to
" the duties necessary in eclipses, the computation
" must be made by the books of the Mu&,
and the
" Inja applied; and in this manner it was that Varaha,
" Aryabkuatta, Brahmagupta, and Cesnca Samvat"t t wra,
having observed the planets and made due allowance of b$a, colsposed their books.
O F THE HINDUS.

'

" C a m mentions, that the Gralcns were right in
t k r corn uted places in the time of Bralima,
"'Achaqa, b&hPha, C-a,
and others, by the
" rules they gave, but in length of time they differed:
" after which, a t the close of the Satya age, Surya
" revealed to M y a a computation of their true places.
" The rules then received answered during the Treta
" and D1Dd
r ages, as also did other rules formed
" br the
during tho% periods. i n the befin" nlng of the Cali Yzcg,Pard~era'e book answered;
" but Ar~dkprtta,many years after, having examined
V o t . 11.
a
"

x&

\
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" the heaveas,

found some deviatioa, and i n r i o d u ~ d
bsja. AAer him, when further de" viations were observed, D u r p Sinha, Maim, and
others, made corrections. After them came the
" son of J h u and Brahmappk, and made corrac" tiona After them Caavu, settled tbe places of
" the planeta; and, sixty years after C t u a ~ ,bis mu
Gawa made corrections."

" s correction of

i

1

We have now, according to the H i u agst&n, tbe
mean motion of the planets, tbeir nodes and epsideq
and the elapsed time since they werein mnjuaction
in the first of Mesha, with wbicb, by the role of pro=
portion, to determine their mean longitude Cor any
proposed time of the present year. It is, however,
observed in the Suya Si@ha,rta, that to asaumc a
period so great is unnecesriary; for use, &becompatation may be made from the be inning of 'the Trrtcrage, at which instant all the &i a,or moreabIe
points in the heavens, were again in conjunction in
Mesha, except the apogees and ascending nodes,
which must therefore be computed from the cmtion.
The same is true of the beginning of the present Clrlia e; for the greatest common divisor of the number
o days composing the M&
Yug and' the planetary
revolutions in that period, is four, which quotes
394479457 days, or 1080000 years; and the Theh
and h a p a r ages contain together just that number
of years. The present Hindu astronomers therefore
find it unrrccessa to go further back than bbe beginning of the Caii ug4 in determining the mean ton-

f

%

~;itber do they, in computing by the formulm in cornuse, go farthd back than to some asuigned date of the uzn
but, having the planets' p h e s detemined for that point d R h %
thcy compute heir mean phces m i otber reqnieites for .qp,
posed afterarards by tablea, or by combitions of tigum amtrived to facilitate the work; as in Gddughava, -S
&h y a , and m n y other book,. Ah enquirer into Rbsdv m t m o o q
having accgro to such books d y , might d y be led. t o w

*;
'

gitude of the planets themselves; but for the position of their apsides and nodes, the elapsed time since
the creation must be used; or at least in instances, as
of the sun, when the numbers 387 and 4S2,OOOoOO
are incommensurable but by unity. I have however
in the accompan~ingcomputation, taken the latter
period in both cases.
For the equation of the mean to the true anomaly,
in which the solution of triangles is concerned, and
which is next td be considered, the Hindus make use
ef a canon of sines constructed according to the
Swya Siddttanta, in the following manner:--"Divide
" the number of minutes contained in one sine 1800
" by,ei hq the quotient 935 is the first Jyapinda, or
" the rst of the twenty-fourth portions of half the
"string of the tiow. Divide the first Jya+ada by
" %M,the quatient 1 deduct from the dividebd,
" and the remainder M 4 add to the first for the sc'' cond Jyap'da 449. Divide the second.Jyapinda
" by 225, the quotient being I, and the fraction
'' more than half a minute, deduct 2 from the fore" going remainder 924,
and add the remainder
" so found to the second fur the third Jya@nda 671.
'' Divide this by 525,' the quotient 3 deduct from
4C the last remainder aaa; the remainder so found
" 919, add to the third for the fourth Jyapilrda 890.
Divide this by 995, and the quotient deduct from
6b the Idst remainder; the remainder so found add
" to the fourth for the fifth Jyapindu 1105, and
'' procued in this manner until the twenty-four Cra-

f

-

that the B r a h complete edipser by utfonns, couched in m&
narical vnrsr, oat of which it would be difficult to dewlope their
qrtem af astronomy; and thb Iapprehend waa the.carewith Mono.
.The Jyeruh P.aditr in g a d , it is trge, know Jitrle
more of utmnomy than tbey learn from such booka, y d t h q
ate
- very ignorant d the pr5nciples of thc ~ h m j
but m
-e
to be met with who am better +famed.

R2

"

gwajyas

+

are completed, which will be as foll~ws:

z

I
" 325,

3

5

4

7

6

8

449, 671, 890, 1105, 1315, 15'10, 1719,

9

10

:I

17

18

19

" lglo, 9093, 9267,

1%

'

13

4

as

ra

15

16

943 I , 9585, 2798, 9859, a978,
110

a3

14

" 3084, 3177, 3256, 3341, 3372,. 3409, 3431, 3438,
" For the tdcrat)cajya,t the twenty-third c r a t ~ a j ~ a

" deducted from the t r i y a or twenty-fourth crmaqjya,

leaves the first wicranacm&a; the twenty-second deducted from the twenty-third, leaves the second
" utcrcmnuzjya; the twenty-first from the twenty-second
" leaves the third ; the tweniieth from the twentyfirst, leaves the fourth. I n the same manner proceed until the ulcramajyao are completed: which
"

."

" will be
8

I

s

3

5

4

7

6

as follows: 7, 19, 66, 117, 189, 961, 354,

g

so

XI

I+

13

14

15

16

"460,579, 710, 853, 1007, 1171, 1345, 1598, 1719,
4

7

18

19

a0

11

2s

I3

r*

1928, 9123, 2233, 2548, 2767, 9989, 3215, 3438."
So far the Surya Siddhanta on the subject of the
sines. The co~nmentatorshews how they are geometrically constructed :-" With a radius describe a
" circle, the periphery of which divide into 8 1600
6 equal parts or minutes.
Draw north and south,
" and east and west, lines tbrough the centre; set
" off contrarywise from the east point, 245 on the
" periphery, and draw a string from those extremi" ties across the tri9a.S
The string is the j p , and
6 b its half the ardhajyu, calledjiua.
The Pwdirr say
" a planet's place will correspond with the ardhjya;
" by which, therefore, computations of their places
" are always made; and by the term jya is alwayo
C' understood the ardhajya.
The first jya will be
" found to contain 449 minutes, and the operation,
" repbated to twenty-four divisions, will complete tbe
cranuzjya. In each operation, the distance coo"

(
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" tained between the jya anh its arc, or that liue
" which represents the arrow of a bow, must be exa" mined, and the nu~nberof minutes therein con" tained and taken fur the utcramajya.
The circle
" may represent any space of land; the bhujajya* is
the blruja; the cotijya the coi, and the tr$a the
camn. The square of the bhujajya deducted from
the square of thC trijya, leaves the square of the
a cotljjra; the root of which is the cotijya; and, in
'' the same manner, frotn the cotiJjra is determined the
The cotyutcramujya deducted from the
" bhujajya.
'' treya, leaves the bhtijacramqjya. The birujot-cramu"jy.deducted from the tr$ya leaves the ~oticrarnqj~a.
" When the bhrg'ujya, is the first division of the trbya,
c C the coltjya is the twenty-three ren~ainingdivisions;
c C which cotcya deducted from the trijya, leaves the
a blr~jotcraanaj~a.On this principle are the.jyas gi" ven in the text:? they may be determined by cal-,
culation slso, as follows:
The triJjla take as equal to 3438 minutes, and contwenty-four jyapindas; its half is thejya of
" one sine, or 171y; which is the eigh@jyapinda, or
" the sixteenth cot&apinda. The square of the
" trgya multiply by three, aod divide the product by
" 4, the square root of the quoticot is the j y a of
" two sines, or 9977.. The square root' of half the
'' square of:the trijya is the,jya of one sine and an half
46 (45')
o; 2431; which, deducted' from the trijya
'' leaves the .utcran8ajya 1007'. By this tctcratn~jya
*' multiply the'trijya; the square root of half the pro'' duct is the jyu of alto, 301, or 13 I 5'. The square'
" of this deduct from the square of the trijyu, .the
"

" taining

* Bh-,

the sine complement.
diagram might here be added for illustmtion; but it must
be unnecmary ta any one who has the smallest knowledze of
Geometry.

tA
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" square

root of the difference is the&, of 67O, W,
or 3177' which is the cotijyq of esO,3tV equal to
" 1315.
The bl~ujajyaand cotijya deducted several, " ly from t l ~ etrijya, leaves the utcranaajya of eacb
'# sies", and 261'."-&c.
"

This is sufficieat to show, that the Hinduu have the
right construction of the sines, although they do not
appear, from any thing I can learn, ever to have carried it farther than to twenty-four divisions of the quadrant, as in the following table. Instances of tbe lilre
inaccuracy will occur in the course of this paper. The
table of sines map perhaps be wore clearly represented
i n the following manngr:

PigId s
A&

~

rl~-~

k , the Radius contizitu~lcg31.38 Mi&%.
0

--

kc.

AX.-

~or-

225 ~ 9 ~ a a S ~ 3 3 ai91
, 4 15 ~ t h = ~ 8 ~Jd)
~ - 6 ~
449 1 U z 5 - 3 7
830s-3 1 8 k ~ 5 - 6 7 ,303171
671+1thsy75==+1 ,IS $67 19th==4275==71,I 3rfi
8 1 a L a 7 0 0 = 4 ~ ,- a4 I zorh=+5oct==q5
3p1
s ~ i w I$ x 3 c ~ a y a p 4 8 , ~ ~ a s l 5 z x n = 4 7 i 5 = 7 i 3~
= ~ ~ a* PI+
6b1350==a? ,so 1315 I + L ~ = ~ I s o,30a7z8
Wm
,IS 152 15th=jz75=56 ,1510859 ajd ~5x75-86 ,IS
7 h 1 75 -6
171; r 6 t b = ~ b ( 0,-,a971 a+tb=5405-90 ,- 343;
l3lh31&0-30

ia = oaf= 3*,45
ad
450- 7 930
3d
675=~11,IS
4 I b p o

,?

,-

,3i

,-

Ale.

'

S i

'

A?.

Sillc

.
.

.

Arc'

I

For the sines af the intermediate arcs, take a mean
proportion of the tabular difference, as for the sine of
IhO,which is between the third and fourth ~ b u l aarc+
r
,or 165 minutes exceeding the third; therefore $95'

O F T H C ifIxDu.9.
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Beiug the difference of those wcs, and 919 the dif160'~~ 6 or
; a mean
ference of their sines,
proporti~nalnumber, to be added to the sine of the
third tabular arc, for. the sine required of 1.40, or
831' 36", In the sexagesimal arithmetic, which appean to be universally used in the Hitcdu astronomy,
wheq the fraction exceeds half unity, it is usually
taken as a whole number: Thus, 831; 35); 35",
would be vritteq 85 l', f 6.

To account for the apparent unequal motions of the
plaoeb, which they suppose to move in their respective orbits through equal distances in equal times, the
IT&
have recourse to exce~triccircles, and determine the excentricity of the orbits of the sun and
moon with respect to that circle, in which they place
the earth as the centre of the universe, to be equal to
the sines of their greateot anomalistic equations, and
accordingly that the delineatian of the path af either
may be made in the following manner:
Describe a circle, which divide as the ecliptic into
degrees, and minutes; note the place of the
asuloolicira, or higher apsiq which suppose in a ;
draw 1 diameter to that point, and set off from the
centre @ towards the place of the apogee, the excentricity equal to the sine of the greatest equation, which
of the sun is 130' Sa". Here the excentricity is represented much greater, that the figure may be better
understood. Round the point E, as the centre, describe the excentric circle FGHI, which is the sun's
orbit, and in the point H, where it is cut by the line
@ v prolonged, is the place af the Mandodcha, or
bigher apsis; and in the opposite point F is the
lower. From the 'place of the apogee H, set off its
longitude in reverse, or contrarg to the order of the
siges, for the beglinning of Ardq, and divide this

circle, as the former,. into signs and degrees. Note
the sun's mean longitude in each circle, as suppose
in Gemini, and from both points draw right lines to
the earth at @. According to the Hindu system, which
appears to he the same as the Ptolemaic,. the angle
a @ C will be the mean anomaly, the angle b 0 C
the true anomaly, and the angle a @ b their difference, or the equation of the mean to the true place;
to be subtracted in the first six signs of anomaly, end
added in the last six. The Europeans, in the old
astronomy, found the angle I @ C by the, following
proportion, and which subtracted from a @ C left
the equation, whicli as the Hindus, they inserted in
tables calculated for the several degrees of the quadrant;-as the 'co-sine of the mean anomaly @ e=Ed
added to the excentricity E @, is to the sine of the
mean anomaly ae=bd, so is the radius to the tangent
of the true anomaly; or in the right angled triangle
d @ b, in which are given d @ and Id, if d $ be made
radius, bd will be the tangent of the angle b 8 4 required. The Hindus, who have not tho invention of
tn~agents,take a different method, on principles equally true. They imagine the small circle or epicycle,
c d d drawn round the planet's mean place a with a
radius equal to the excentricity, which in this case,
of the sun, is 130' SO.., and whose circumference in
degrees, or equal divisions of tile deferent A B C D,
will be in proportion as their semi-diameters; or, as
@ C=3138' to ABCD=369", so ag=IYO'
3fto
efgd= 130 40' which is called the paridhi-ansa, or paridhi degrees. In the same proportion also will be
the correspondent sines hc and ai and their co-sines
cb and Ik, which are therefore known by computation, in minutes or equal parts of the radius a @,
which contains, as before mentioned, 3438'. In the
right angled triarrgle h @ c, right angled a t A, there
are given the sides A $ (=a @ +c b, because cb=ha)

~

45 1
and h c; to find tho hypotenuse c @, by means of
which the angle a 63 m may be determined; for its
sine is I m, and, in the similar triangles, c Ir @ and
I rn CB, as c 63 is to nr @, so is 18 c to Z nc, the sinc of
the angle of equation. From the third to the ninth
sine of anomaly, the co-sine c I must be subtracted
from the radius 3438. for the side R a. .
O F THE HINDUS.

I t is, however, only in computing the retrogradations and other articulars respecting the planets Mercury, Venru, d r s , Jupiter, and Saturn, where circles
greatly excentric are to be considered, that the Hindus
find the length of the carna, or hypotenuse c @; in
other cases, as for the ano~nalisticequations of the sun
and moon, they are satisfied to take hc as equal to the
sine Zm, their difference, as the comn~entatoron tlle
SiddJanta obderves, being inconsiderable.
Upon this hypothesis are the Hirdu tables of anomaly computed with the aid of an adjustment, which,
as far as I know, may be peculiar to themselves. Finding that, in the first degree of anomaly, both from
the higher and lower apsis, the difference between the
mean and observed places of the planets was greater
than became thus accounted for, they enlarged the
epicycle in the apogee and perigee, proportionably to
that observed difference for each planet respectively,
conceiving it to diminish in inverse proportion to the
sine of the mean anomaly, until at the distance of three
sines, or half-way between those points, the radius of
the epicycle should bc equal to the excentricity or sinc
of the greatest equation. This assumed dift'erence in
the magnitude of the epicycle, they called the difference of the paridhi ansa, between cishama and Sanaa;
the literal meaning of which is odd and mot. ITrorn
the first to rhe third sign of anomaly, or rather in the
third, a planet is in uisJtanra; from the third to the

!
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sixth, or in the perigee, in Sanaa; in tbe niqtb
sign, in aishmu; and in the twelfth, or the apogee,
in s-.
The p a d h i degrees, or circumference of
the epicycle in oama are, of the sun 14"; in d a m s ,
13~40';of the moon in sama 39"; in irishumaa, 31'
40'; the differenceassigned to each between sum4 and
vishama, SO',
To illustrate these matten by example, let it be re*
quired to find the equation of the sun'a mean to
bis true place in the first degree of anomaly. The
sine of 1" is considered as equal to its arc, or 60.The cifcumference of the epicycle in samu, or the npa
gee, is 14:, but diminishing in this case towards vrsk
amq in Inverse proportion to the sine of anomaly."
Therefore, as radius 3438 is to the difference between
s a w and ubhma 20, so is the sine of anomaly 60'the
diminution of the epicycle in the point of anomalp
proposed, YO"
which, subtracted from
14; leaves I 3" 59' 40". Then, as the circumfereaa
of the great circle 560" is to tlle circumference of the
.epicycle 1so 59' 40'' so is the sine of aoomaly 60' to
its correspondent sine in the epicycle Ac; which,
as was observed, is considered as equal to 4% or
true sine of the angle of equation 9' 19" 56"
(=%$yf'),
which, in the Hhdr canon of sick%
is the fame as its arc, and is therefore the equation of
the mean to the true place in I' of anomaly, to be added in the first six sines, and subtracted in the last six,

(=%$g)

For the equation of the mesa lo the true plaes in
5' 14' of anomaly. The dne of 5" 1 4 is 3 IS 9 6
jrs' 5B Y+oas=6a7a'
d' @"'-1'4gD*, to be deducted
8 " and
3+3SV
from the p a d I u degrees in sama.-14° 1'49"= I 3" 5$
us
gz
11'; and 3 1 3 ' * 3 ~ ~ + 1 3 ° 5 8 ' ~ ~ 0 ~ a 7 9 ' 5 937r-14.

-

sv

I&*

sine of the angle of equation, which is equal to ita arc.

1

1

,
1
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For the same in 14O of anomaly. The sfne of 14'.
8~r'jGtxio'
14'-4'
sgCx 13 1' 36q
is 831. 8 6 . - - - - 3438
4'30",
and,
s6'
-39' 9'' the sine of the ang1.e of equation.
For the same in two sines of anomdy. Thelsine
rWR'xlo'
.r4<17'xfx
sg7aof 60' is 9978 7 , 9 ' and
360'
,I 1y 25" a(.)'", the sioe of equation, equal to its
arc.

--

For the equation of the mean to the true place of
the moon in 1" of anomaly. The paridhi degrees of
the moon in sama are 32', in vrshan~a31°, 40; the
60'x 20''
difference 201. The sine of 1" is 60' and ---9 1"
343s
to be deducted from the paridhi, degrees in sama 320
65
5;
--ai" = 310 59' 39". 31'. 59'3 bIS*+
the
0
equation required.

_

For the same in ten degrees of anomaly. The sine
)S*X sgf
of 10' is ~ 9 7 =
" S~98': ~and~14'-3'.
7= 5% as", the equatlon required.
For the same in three sines of anomaly. The sine
,
00:
of go0 is the radius or 343% and
3438'
320-.dX'43'
- 309; e S the sine of the greatest
360.
angle of equation, equal to the radius of the epicycle
in this point of anomaly, the arc corresponding with
which is 369' 45", the equation required.

-

For the equation of .the mean to the true motion.
of these several points of anotnaly, say, as radius 3438
is to the mean potion, so is the co-sine c b of the
anomalistic angle g a c in the epicycle, to t l ~ edifference between the mean and apparent motion, or
the equation required, to be subtracted from the
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mean potion from the first three sines of anomaly;
added in the next six, and subtracted in the last
three.
~~om..k'+?,
for the sun, in 5' 14' of anomaly. The
co-sine of 5" 14' in the Hindu canon is 3429' 17" 59".
The paridhi circle in this point, found before, is 19"
S ~ 13'.
X gg 1158'
and j+%,I ~ . 160.
= 138' 48," the
co-sine c b .in the e-picycle; then as radius 3438
is to the sun's mean motion 5 y w per day, or
59' 8" per danda, so is the cesine c b = 198 48",
to the equation required 9' 17" per day, or 9" 17"
per danda. The motion of the sun's apsis is so slow
as to be neglected in these calculations; but that of
the moon is considered, in order to know her mean
motion from her apogee, which is 783' sib'#.

In this manner may be determined the equation of
the mean to the true anomaly and motion for each
degree of the quadrant; aud which will be found to
agree with the tables of Macaranda. The following
tables are translated from that book.

~

I

I
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r

..Solar Equations, Ravi p'hala.
+:

%,fh81-ofb
manto*

plra.

r

0 -0

1

2
3

4
5

6

7
8

g
10
I1
12

la
14

IS

16
17
18

i

-- -

rG 1
.motion.
4
•
r,

220218
440218
2 18
7
g Ig 9 17
11 37 2 1 7
13 56, 2 17
16 15 2' 16
1833 2 1 6
2 0 5 1 '1 15
23 7 2 1 4
23 23 2 14
27 39 2 13
ag 53 2 13
3210 2 1 2
3425 211
3637 211
3 8 3 9 u 10
41 1. 2 $)

-

1 4 3 157

31
31
B

34
35
36
37
39
39

40
41
42
43

44
45

46
47
.48

q.,fh h a f t *

~COft~Eb~flhe
het,,
".yo.. d i m .

r G

P

0

,

0

#

~

1 8 - 155
1 9 5 7 153
1 11 57 1 53
1 1 3 47 151
1 1 5 4 0 151
1 17 32 1 49
1 19 25 1 47
131 11 1 4 3
12257 143
12442 142
13626 140
1 28 7 1 38
1 29 46 1 36
13123 134
13258 132
23432 130
1 3 6 4'1 29
1 37 35 l 2%

-

0

-

g

7

7

61 1 5 4 3 0 L 4
62 1 5 5 3 4 1
63 1 5 6 35 58
64 1 5 7 34

6
.
5 16834
66 1 59 30
67 2'
68 2

69 a

-

23
114
2 4
251
3 35
4 17
4 5;
535

70 2
71 2
72 2
73 a
74 2
75 2 6 1 2
76 2 6 4 5
77 2 7 17
78 2 7 45

57
55
55
52

49
46
43

41
39
'37
35
32
31
38
25

Lunar Eq$uationqC h d r a p ' h l q .

a57
Having the true longitude of the sun and moon,
and the place of the node determined by the methods
explained, it is easy to judge, from the position of the
latter, whetber at the next conjunction or opposition
there will be a solar or lunar. eclipse; in which case
the &'hi, or date of the moon's synodical month, must
be computed from thencq to determine the time
counted from midnight of her full or change' Her diskoee in longitude from the sun, divided by 730, the
minutes qontaioed in a tjt'hi, or the thirteenth part of
SW,
the quotient shews the tit'G she has passed, and
the fmtion, if any, the part performed of the next;
which, if it be the fifteenth, the difference between
that fraction and 790. is the distance she has to go to
her opposition, which will be in time proportioned to
her actual motion; and that being determined, her
longitude, the longitude of the sun, and place of the
aode may be kaown for the instant of full moon, or
middle of the h o a r eclipse. The Hindu method of
computing these particulars is so obvious in the accompanying inshnCe, as to require no further descript
tion here; abd the same may be said with respect to
the decliartioo of the sun and the latitude of the moon.
OF THE R I N W S .

+

I t is evident from what has been explained, that
the Panditr, learned in the Jyotzih Sastra, have truer
notions of the form of the earth and the economy of the
universe than are ascribed to the Hindus in general:
and that they must reject the ridiculous belief of the
common Brcrlrnuzns, that eclipses are occasioned by the
intervention of the monster Rahtc, with man other parut, as this
ticulars equally unscientific and absurd.
belief i/s founded on explicit and positive declarations
contained in the V h and Pumnus, the divine authority of which writings no devout Hindu cas dispute,
the astronomers have some of them cautiouslyexplained
ouch
in thost writings as disagree with the

6
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principles of their own science; and, where reconciliation was impossible, have apologized, as well as they
could, for propositions necessarily established in the
practice of it, by observing that certain things, as
stated in other Saetras, " 111ight have been so formerly,
" and may be so still; but for astronomical purposes,
" astronomical rules tnust be followed." Others have,
with a bolder spirit, attacked and refuted unphilosophical opinions. Bhascura argues, that it is more teasonable to suppose the earth to be self-balanced in iofinite space, than that it should be supported by a series
of animals, with nothing assignable for the last of them
to rest upon; And Nerasrnha, in his commentary,
shews that by Rahu and-Cetu, the head and'tail of the
monster, in the sense they generally bear, could only
be meant the position of the moon's nodes and the
quantity of her latitude, on which eclipses do certainly
depend; but he does not therefore deny the reality of
Balbu and Cetu: on. the contrary, he says, that their
actual existence and presence in eclipses ought to be believed, and may be maintained as an article of kith,
without any prejudice to astronomy. The followiog
Slow, to which a literal translation is annexed, was evia
dently written by a Jyotish, and is well known to the
Pundits in general:
*

Sap'halam jyotishanr sastram, chandrarcau yatra

" Fruitless are all other Sastras; in them is contention only. Fruitful is the Jyotiah S e a , where the
sun and moon are two witnesses.
The aroument of Varahaachaya concerning tbe
monster Bafru, might here be annexed, but, u this

i
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paper will without it be sufliciently prolix, I shall
next proceed to show how the astronomical Pundits
determine the moon's distance and diameter, and other
requisites for the prediction of a lunar eclipse.
O F THE HINDU#.

The earth they consider as spherical, and imagine
its diameter divided into 1600 equal parts, or Yojaw.
An ancient method of finding a circle's circumference
was to rnultiply the diameter by three; but this being
not quite enough, the Jlunis directed that it should be
multiplied by the square root of ten. This gives for
the equ~torialcircumference of the earth in round
numbers 5059 Yujanas, as i t.is determined in the Surya Siddhanta. In the table of sines, however, found
in the same book, the radius being made to consist of
3438 equal parts or minutes, of which equal parts
the quadrant contains 5 100, implies the knowledge
of a much more accurate ratio of the diameter to the
circumference; for by the first it is as 1. to 3. 1687. &cr
by the last, as 1. to 3. 14 I 36; and it is determined
by the most approved labours of the Europeans, as
I n the Puranas, the circum1. t o 3. 14159, &c;
ference of the earth is declared to be 500,000,000
Ybjam; and, to account for this amazing difference,
the eommentator before quoted thought, "the YOJ'U~C
" stated in the Surya Siddhanta contained each
" 100,000 of those meant in the Puranas; or per'' haps, as some suppose, the earth was really of that
" size in some former Calpu.
Moreover, others say,
" that from the equator southward, the earth increa" ses in bulk: however, for astronomical purposes,
" the dimensions given by Surya must be assumed."
The equatorial circumference being assigned, the
circumference of a circle of longitude in an latitude
is determined. As radius 3488 is to the anrbajya
or sine of the polar distance, equal to the complement of the latitude to ninety-degrees, so is tbe equaVOL.11.
S

t
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torial dimension 5059, to the dimension in Yqam
required.

Of a variety of methods for finding the latitude of
a place, one is by an observation of the palabha, or
shadow, projected from a perpendicular &omon when
the sun is in the equator. The Sancu, or Gnomon, is
twelve angulas, or digits, in length, divided each
in to sixty zlingulas; and the sl~adow observed at
A

V

Benares is 5 , 45.

Then, by the proportion of a
A

V

right angled triangle 4 12, z+ 5,45. = 13 18, the
acsha carjza (hypotenuse) or distance from .the top of
the Gnomon to the extremity of the shadow; which
take as radius, and the projected shadow will be the
sine of the zenith distance, in. this case, equal t o the
latitude of the place
1487, the are corre-

"''

r j 18

sponding with whibh, in the canon of sines, is $250 96:
the latitude of Benares; The sine complement of
the latitude is 3101' 57'; and again by trigonometry
v

4 Yogmu the circumference
of a circle of longitude in the latitude of Bcnares.
3'0z'57''+5059
3438

3m ,4565,

The longitude is directed to be found by observa:
tion of lunar eclipses calculated for the first meridian,
which the Surya Siddlranta describes as passing over
Lanca, Rohitaca, Avanti, and Sannihita-sarm. A v d
is said by the cominentator to be "now called UJaykni," or Ougein, a place well known to the E ksh in
the MaJ~rattadominions. The distance of enam
from this meridian is said to be sixty-four Yojam eastward; and as 4565 Yg'atrs, a circle of longitude at
Benara, is to sixty dandns, the natural day, so is

'5

Dwda Pula

sixty-four Yojans to 0, 50, the difference of lor@tude in tirne, whicb marks the time after midnight,
when, strictly speaking, the astronomical day begins

a6 1
at h a m #. A total lunar eclipse was observed to
happen at Benares fifty-onepalas later than a calculasixty - four
tion #aveeit for Lanca, and -=
Yqa#aj the difference of longitude on the earth's
surface.
UF *HE H I N D U S .

Atcording to R e n d s map, in which may be found
Ougsin, and agreeably to the Iongitude assigned to
Bettares, the equinoctial point Lnnca falls in the Eastern Ocean, southward from Ceylon and the Maldivd
Islands. Lanca is fabulously represented as one of four
cities built by Devatas, at equal distances from each
other, and also from Sunreru and Badatoanal, the
north and south poles, whose walls are of gold, &c.
and with respect to Meya's performing his famous devotions, in reward of which he received the astronomical revelations from the sun, recorded in the Surya
Siddhanta, the commentator observes, " he performed
" those devotions in Salmala, a country a little to the
:'eastward of Lanca: the dimensions of Lanca are
" equal to one twelfth part of the equatorial circum" ference of the earth," kc. Hence, perhaps on inquiry, may be found whether by Salntalp is not meant
Ceylon. I n the history of the war of Rama with Ravan, the tyrant of Lanca, the latter is said to have
married the daughter of an Asura, named Meya: but
these disquisitions are foreign to my purpose.
~ o r ' t l l edimensions of the moon's cacsha (orbit) the
rule in the Sanscrit text is more particular than is necessary to be explained to any person w h 6 has informed
* '' This day (atronomical day) is accounted to begin at mid-

"night, under the rec'ha (meridian) of fanca; and at all places
"east or west of that meridian, aa much sooner or later ap is their
" h ~ f e r a(longitude) reduced to time, according to the Srnyo
" Siddhanta, Bmhma Siddhantu, Pusishtlra Siddlunta, Soma Sidd.
. " hanta, Pm(~nroSiddhania, and dyabhaua. Amorcling to &ah" nurgrcprcl and othera, it begins at sunrise; according to the Raw
"wnuu, and othen, it begins at noon; and according to the A h
" Siddhma, at aumet." (fica on the $maM a n t a ) .
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himself of the methods used by European astronomers to determine the moon's horizontal parallax. In
general terms, it is to observe the moon's'altitude,
and thence, with other requisites, to compute the time
and her ascension from the sensible cslcitijcl, or horizon,
and her distance from the sun when upon the rational
horizon, by which, to find the time of her passage from
the one point to the other; or, in other words, ' to
' find the di.f'erence in tin~ebetween the meridian to
' which the eye referred at her rising, and the meridiae
' she was actually upon;' in whicl~difference of time
she will have passed through a space equal to the earth's
sen~idiameterof 800 Yojnn: and by proportion, as that
time is to her periodical month, so is 800 Y q a to the
circumference of her cacslre, Y Y 4 0 0 0 Yojan. The errors
arising from refraction, and their taking the moon's
.motion as along the sine instead of its arc, may here be
remarked;, but it does not seem tbat they had any
idea of tbe firsta; and the latter they perhaps thought
too inconsiderable to be noticed. Hence it appears
that they made the horizoutal parallax 53' 9 0 , and her
distance from the earth's centre 51570 Ybju~r;for
'B0'Xnboa=5~
2 0 ; and asgooor 5400. is to the radios
3r4-0
3438, so is one-fourth of her orbit 81000 Yojam to
" X a n b 0 0 = ~ ~ ~84,
1 the same distance
5 1570, and 5 1 Spg,
in
miles European astronomers compute the mean distance of the moon aboht 940000,
which is sornetbing above a fifteenth part more than
the Hindu found it so long ago as the time o f M w
the author of the S q a Siddha-.

Ily the Hindu system the planets are supposed to
n~ovein their respective orbits at the same rate; tbe
dimensions therefore of the moon's orbit beiog

-

* But they are ~t whofly ignorant of optics: they know the
wglcr of incidence and r#eet.imr to be equal, and compute tk
pIxe of a star or planet, as lt would be seen reflected from wata
.or a n~irror.

i
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known, those of the other planets are determined, according to their periodical revolutions, by proportion.
As the sun's revolutions in a Maka Yug 4390000 are
to the mooo's revolutions in the same cycle 5753336,
so is her orbit 394000 Yojan to the sun's orbit 433 1500
Yojam; arid in the same manner for the cacshas; or orbits, .of the other planets. All tr"e distance and magnitude derivable from parallax, is here out o f the question; but the Hindu hypothesis will bl?pfound to answer their purpose in determining the duratjon ~f
eclipses; &c.
O F THE IIINDUS.

For the diameters of the sun and moon, it Is directed
to observe the time between the appearance of the limb
upon the borizon and the instant of the whole disk
being risen, when their apparent mation i s a t a mean
rate, or when in three signs of anomaly; then by
proportion, as that time is to a natural day, so are their
arbits to their diameters respectively; which of the sun
is 6500 Ygan; of the moon, 480 Yojan. These
dimensions are increased or diminished qs they approach the lower ar higtier apsis, in proportiwl as their
apparent motion exceeds or falls short of the mean far
the purpose af computing the diameter of the earth's
shadow at the moon, on principles which may perhaps
be made more intelligible by a figure.
L e t the earth's diameter be lng=gh=cd; the distance of the moon from the earth AB, and her diameter
CD. By this system, which supposes all the planets
moving a t the same rate, the,dimensions of the sun's
orbit will exceed the moon's, in p.roportion as his period in time exceeds hers; let his distance be AE, and
EFG part of his orbit. According to the foregoing
computation also, the sun's apparent diameter f i, at
this distance from the earth, is 6500 Tojan; or rather,
the angle his diameter eubtends when viewed in
ghree signs of anomaly, would be 6500 parts of the
3

s

circ~mferenceof a circle consisting of 433 1500, and
described round the earth as a centre with a radius
equal to his mean distance, wh<ch is properly all that
is meant by the ciuhcamblra, and which, therefore, is
illcreased or diminished according to his equated mo$on. This in three signs of anomaly is equivalent t~
39' 94"; for, as 433 1500 to 360; so 6500 to 32' 94".
The &uropeutw determine the same to be 8' 38". In
the same manner, the sun's vishcarnbha in the mean
cacsha
of the moon, or the portion.of her orbit in Yo.
@nu, included in this angle, is found, as 4331500
16 to 394000, so is 6500 to 486 Y$an or n, o, of U
s
in solar eclipses; but this I am endeavouring to explain is a lunar one. It is evident that the diameter
of the earth's shadow at the moon will be c, d,-dl
p+b, d, or a b when her distance is A e; and that
? a and b d will be found by the following
as A k is tof i-gL=f g + h i, so is A e to c a t b d
But it has been observed that A k and f i are proportioned by the Hi~adus~accordin~
to the moon's distallfl
A e, the apparent motion of the sun and moon, and
the angles subtended by their diameters. The Hindu
rule therefore states, :Is the sun's aishcambha or diameter is to the moon's, so is the difference of the diameters of the sun and earth, in Yoj'alrs, to a fourth
number, equal to c a + b d to be subtracted from the
. w h i , or Zm=cd to find a b; also that the number of
Yojam, thus determined as the diameters of the moon
and shadow, may be reduced to minutes of a €re~tcircle by a division of fifteen. For as ttle minutes con*
tained in 560"-21600, are to the moon's orbit in Yo.
3!24000, so is one minute to fifteen Yojan.

The diameter of the moon's disk, of the eartvg
shadow, and the place of the node' being found for
the instant of oppolitiop
. .
or full moonl th9 npifli!'{
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part of the operation differs in no respect that I know
of frorn the method of European astronomers to
compute e-lunar eclipse. The translation of the Formulq for tli is purpose, in the S~rryaSidcllranta, is as
follows: "The earth's shadow is always six signs
" distant from Strrya; and Clcandra is eclipsed when" ever at the pzcrninul the yata is found there;
as is
'(also S u y a , whenever at the end of the amaifasyathe
" pula is found in the place of Surya; or, in either
" case, when the pata is nearly so s~tuntcd. At the
" end of the amavuya tit%
the signs, degrees,
" and minutes of S u y a and Chandra are equal; and
" at the end of thepurnil~zatit'hi, the diff'erence is ex'' actly six signs; take therefore the time unexpired
" of either of those tit'his, and the motion for that
'. time add to tire niadhyamu, and the degrees and minutes of Surya and Cliandra will be equal. Foi
"I the same instants of time compute the place of the
"'pata in its retrograde motion, and, if it should be in
" conjunction with Surya and Chandra, then as from
'(the intervention of a cloud, there will be an obscu'(rity of Suryn or of Chandra. Chandra, from the
rest, approaches from the earth's shadow which on
" entering, he is obscured. For the instant of thepuri'L ninul, fr m the half sum of the chandra~~iana
and ttie
" tantoliyt mana subtract the vicslcepa, the remainder is
" the cli'chqnna. If the clt'chnnna is greater* than the
" grah$ama?w, the eclipse will be total; and if less, the
eclipse will be proportionably less. The gralbya and
'' gralcaca deduct and aiso add; square the difftrrence
" and the sum severally; subtract the square of the
6 4 vicshepa from each of those squares, and the square
'' root of each remainder multiply by sixty; divide
'6 each product by the difference of the gati of Stlrya
(.

X

''

* Or, when

the ch'climmo and gralyamana are equal, the eclipse

i s total,

S4

;.
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" and Clratdra; the first quotient will be half the
" duration 6f tne eclipse in dnndas and palas; and the
" second quotient will be half the vinwrdardluz dura" tion in datldas and p a h , " &c. The ch'cluznna, or
portion of tile disk eclip$ed, is here found in deg e e s and minutes of a great circle: it may also be
estimated in digits; but the a~lgulasor digits of the
Hindus are of various dimensions in different books.

,~
,

The beginning, middle, and end of the eclipse
may now be supposed found for the time in Hinduhours, when it will happen after midnight; but, for
the c~rrespondinghour of the civil day, -which begins
a t sunrise, it is further necessary to compute the length
of the artificial day and night; and, for this porpose,
must be known the ayananua, or distance of the vernal
kquinox from the first of meslra, the sunk right mcension and declination; which several requisites shall be
mehtio~edin their order.
Rapecting the precession of the equinoxes and
place of the colure, the following is a translation of all
I can find on the subject in the Surya Siddluanta and
its commentary :-

Text. "The ayanunw moves eastward thirty times
twenty in each ~MalraYiig; by that nurnber (600)
" multiply ahargana (number of mean solar days
#' for which the calculation is made) and divide tbe
product by the savan days in a Yug, and of the quof' tient take the bhuja, which multiply by three, and
divide the p~oductby ten; the quotient is tbe o y ~ " ansa. With the ayawnsa correct the gr~hta,crab
5' the cKhaya, charadah, and other requisites to fiod
" the pushti and t l ~ etwo VMI~uvm, When the mtnrr
'' is less than sulya ch'haya, the pracchma mova
"

''
''

1
1

~

~
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" eastward and the ayatmnsa must be added ; and
" when more, it moves westward, and the ayanansa
" must be subtracted.
O F THE H I N D U S .

Conanrentary. " By the text, the a y a w Ilrapana is
understood to consist of 600 bhaganas (periods) in
" a M a h a Yug; but some persons say, the meaning is
" thirty bhuganus only, and accordingly that there
" are ~0,000bhaganau. Also that Blaascat Acharya
" observes, that, agreeably to what has been delivered
" by Su
a there are 30,000 blragavuzs of the ayaviansa
" iO a Zlpa.
This is erroneous; for it disagrees
" with the Sastras of the Risk&. The SrscaZya Sun" &ta states that the bhaganas of the Crantr pata in
" a M o b Yug are 6(10 eastward.
The same is ob" served in the V&ht'ha
Siddhanta; and the I-ule
" for determining the ayanansa is as follows:-The
'' expired years divided by 600, of the quotient make
'' the bhuja, which multiply by three, and divide the
" product by ten.
The meaning of Bhascar Acha" y a was not, t h a t s u q a gave 30,000 as the blraganns
" of the ayanansa in a CnZpa, the name he used being
" Saura not S u y a , and applied to some other book,
" from the natansa is known the crantyansa, and
" from the crcantijya the bhyjajya, the arc of which
" is the bhujanua of Surya, including the a y a n a r a :
" this for the first three months; after which, for
" the next three mooths, the place of Surya, found by
" this mode of calculation, must be deducted from
" six signs. For the next three months the place of
" Surya must be added to six signs, and for the last
" three months the place of Surya must be deducted
$' from twelve signs.
Thus from the stladow may
" be computed the true place of Surya. For the
' same instant of time compute his place by the
" u h r g m a , from which will appear whether the
'' ayawansu is to be added or subtracted. If the place
*' found by the ~hurgww be less than the place
"
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" found by the sbadow, the ayananea must be added.
" In the present time the ayanuwda is added.
Ac" cording to the author of the Val.aea~lhita,it was
" said to have been formerly deducted *; and the
" southern ayana of S u v a to have been in the first
" half of the nacshatra Asleshat; and the northern
" ayana in the beginning of Dltaaislita: that in his
" time the southern ayana was in the beginning of
'' Cacara, or Cancer; and. the northern in the be'' ginning of Macara, or Capricorn.
" The bhaga~zmof the nyanansa in a MaRa Yug are
" 600, the saura years in the same period 4,320,000;
'' one bhaganu of the nyamawa therefore contains
" 7,400 years.
Of a bhagana there are four pdar
" Firstpada, when there was no ayanamsa; but the
ayanaua beginning from that time and increasing,
" it was added.
It continued increasing 1800 yews;
" when it became at its utmost, or twenty-seven de" grees. Secmad pada:-After this it diminished;
I t was said to have been formerly rim." I n the HiRdr
specious arithmetic, or algebra, a h u ~significe a h n a t i o n or addition, and rim negation or subtraction; the sign of the latter i s
a point placed over the figure, or the quantity noted down: thus,
four added to seven, is equal to three. See the dtjd'Ganircr, where
the mode of computation is explained thus:
When a man b u
four pieces of money and owes sewn of the some value, his circumstances reduced to the form of nn equation, or hi books balanced, show a drticiency of three pieces."
t This describes the place of the solsticid d u n ; and, pccording to this account of the ayammm, the equinoctial mlnn must
then have passed through t h e tenth degree of the necrhutm 15%rani and the '
3 20' of Visuc'lua. The circumstance, as it is mentioned in VOM Sadita, is curiohs and deserving of notice. 1
shall only o k m e here, that although it daes not dimgee with
the present ryetern of the Hindw in regard to the motion of tbe
equinoctial points, yet the commentator on the fiwauznhircr sup
oses that it must have been owin to some preternatural cause.
h e place here dacxibed of the cofure, is on comPU;8011 of
'Hindu and Europcun spheres about '
3 4d eutwud of thc pitioo.
which it is supposed by Sir Ifuoc II'mkm, on the authority of
Euctarur, to have had ia the prhitiue sphere a t the time of tba
Argonantic expedition.
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" but the amount was still added, until, a t the end
" of 18(m years more, it was diminished to nothing.
" 77tirdpada :The a9anansa for the next 1800 years
" was deducted ; and the amount deducted a t the
" eud of that term was twenty-sev n degrees.
Fourth
"pada : The amount deductio diminished ; and' at
" the end of the next term of 1800 years, there was
" nothing either added or subtracted.
The Munis
" having observed these circumstances, gave rules ac" cordingly : if in the sawan days of the Maha Yug
" there are 600 bhaganw; what will be found in the
" ahargana proposed ? which statement will produce
" bhaganas, sines, kc. ; reject the bhaganas, and
" take the biruja of the remainder, which multiply
" by three and divide by ten, because there are four
"padas in the bhagana; for if in 90° there is a cer" tain number found as the biruja, when the bhuju
" degrees are twenty-seven,
what will be found ?
" and the numbers twenty-seven and ninety used in
" the computation being in the ratio of three to ten,
"'the latter are used to save trouble.
O F THE HINDUS.

x"

"

There is another method of computing the aya-

" nausa:
The cranti-pata-gati is taken at one minute
per year; and according to this rule the ayanansa
" increases to twenty-four degrees; -the time neces" sary for which, as one pada is 1440 years. This is.
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"

tbe gati of the nacshatras of the cranti mandala.
"'The nacshatra Revati rises where the nari manand the cshitijd intersect * ; but it has been

" dala

This can happen on when there is no uyanmua. 'I'he mri
mandala is the equator.
is yoga star of Rcvuii is in the last of
Mino (Pisces) or, which is the same. in the Jirst of Me& (Aries)
and h i i no latitude in the Hindu tables. Hence, from the uynnanw and time of the beginnipg of the Hindu year, may be k n o w
their zodiacal rtars. Rmati is the name of the twenty-seventh
lunar mansion, which comprehends the last 13' 20' of M k .
When t4e ayanmrsa wa8 Oq as at the creation, the beginning of the

.
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" observed to vary twenty-seven degrees north and
" south.
The sarne variation is observed ia the other
" ?zacshatms: it is therefore rightly said, that the
" chacra moves eastward.
The chacra means all the
" nacsilatras, and the cranti-pati-gati is owing to
" them, not to the planets; and hence it is observed
" in the text, that the pata draws chnrrdra to a dis'' tance equal to the cranti degrees."

Here, to my apprehension, instead of a revolution
of the equinoxes through all the signs in the course of
the Platonic year, which would carry the first of Fraianc'h through all the seasons, is clearly implied a libration of those points from the third degree of Pisces
to the twenty-seventh of Aries, and from the third of
Virgo to the twenty-seventh of Libra, and back. again
in 7800 years; but, as this must seem to Europeans
an extraordinary circun~stanceto be stated in so ancient a treatise as the Surya Siddhanta, and believed
by Hindu astronon~crsever since, I hope the above
quotatiolls rnay attract the attention of thoee who are
qualified for a critical examination of them, and be
compared rvi th whatever is to be found in other Sastra8,
on the san~csukject. Whatever may be the result of
such an investigation, there is no mistaking the rule for
determining the ayanansa, which was at the beginning
of the present year ]go 2 I', and consequently the
vernal equinox in Pisces 1 0 . S p of the Bandu sphere;
or, in other words, the sun entered Maha or Arb,
and the Hindu year began when he was advanced 1Y
2 1 ' in to the northern signs, according to European expression.
Cali fig, &c. the colure passed through the yoga star of Rmd'
It is plain, that in this passage Rmati applies either to the par.
ticular yoga star of that name, or to. the last, or twenty-menth
Zwwr mansion, i ! ~which it is gituated,. (See a former note.) In
each nucshatra, or planetary mapsion, there is one star called
p g u , whose latitude, longitude, and right ascension, the HR
i dws
have determined and inin theis aatronomiql tables.
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- The ayanansa added to the sun's longitude in the
Hindu sphere, gives his distance from the vernal

equinox: of the sum take the bhuja; that is, if it exceeds three sines, subtract six from it; and if it exceeds nine sines, subtract it from twelve. The quantity so found will be the sun's distance from the nearest
equinoctial point from which is found his declinationa s radius is to the pramapacramajya, or sine of the
greatest declination 8.1°, so is the sun's distance from
the nearest equinoctial point to the declination sought;
which will agree with the table of declination in present use, to be found in the tables of Macaranda, and
calculated for the several degrees of the quadrant.
T h e declination thus determined for one sign, two signs,
and three sines, 11" 43', 90" 38' and the greatest
declination, or the angle of inclination of the ecliptic
andequator 44". The co-sines of the same in the Zii?rd~
canon are 3566; 33 17' and 5 141'; and as the co-sine of
the declination for one sine, is the co-sine of the
greatest declination, so is the sine of 30" to the sine
of the right ascension for a point of the ecliptic at that
distance from either of the two &h.uuas, or equinoctial
points. I n this manner is found the right ascension
for the twelve signs of the ecliptic, reckoned from the
vernal equinox; and also, by the same management
of triangles, the ascenaional difference and oblique
ascension of any latitude: which several particulars
are inserted in the Hindu books, as in the following
table, which is calculated for Bhagalpur, on suppoA

1

v

sitiaa that the palabha or equinoctial shadow is 5 50.
%y the Lagna of Lanca, f i d h y a m a , or mean Lagna,
the Hindus mean those points of the equator which
rise respectively with each thirtieth degree of the
ecliptic counted from Aries in a right sphere, answering to the right ascension in any latitude; by
the Lagna of a particular place, the oblique ascension,
or the divisions of the equator which rise in succession
witb each sign in an oblique sphere, and by the chara
the ascensional difference.

i

OF THE HINDUS.

COMPUTATION OF THE ECLIPSE.
Let it be premised that the position of the sun,
moon, and nodes, by calculation, will on the first of
next Vaisac'ir be as here represented in the Hindu
manner, excepting the characters of the signs.

By inspection of the figure, and by considering
the motion of the sun, moon, and nodes, it appears
that, when the sun comes to the sign Tula (Libra)
corresponding with the month of Cartic, the descending node will have gone back to Aries; and. that consequently a lunar eclipse may be expected to happen
at the end of the purnima tit'hi, or time of full mooq
in that month.
FIBST O P E R A T I O N .

To find the number of mean solar days from the
creation to some part of thepumin~atit'hi in Cartic,
of the 489 1st year of the Cak rug.
Years expired of the Calpa to the end
1970784()00
of the Sa%a Yq4
Deduct the term of Brahnsa's employment in the creation,
17064000

..........
.........

-

From the creation, when the planetary
motions began, to the end of the
saiya Y Y ~ ;
1953790000
Add the Treta Yu
1996000

..............
...........
&:
D w a p .ug, . . . . . . . . .
Present year of the Cali Yug,

864000

4 890

From the creation to the next approach1955884890
ing Bengal year,

.....,.....
Or solar months, ( x 12) ....... 234706 18680
Add seven montbr, . . . . . . . . . .
--78
,

93406186807

I

I

1
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As the solar months in a Yug 5 1840000, are to the
intercalary lunar months in that cycle, 1593336, so
are the solar months 93070618687, to their corresponding intercalary lunar months.72 1384677; which
added together, give 84 19300336.+ lunations. This
number multiplied by thirty, produces 72s7601009r~
tit'hiu, OF lunar days, from the creation to the new
moon in Cartic; to which add fourteen tit'hh for
the same, to the prnima tit'his in that month
745760100934. Then, as the number of tit'& in
a Yug, 1603000080, is ,to their difference exceeding
tile mean solar days in that cycle (called each94
tit'lb) 95082259, so are 'i$?5760100934 tit'his to
their excessin number over the solar days 1 1356017987,
which subtracted, leaves 7 14404088947, as tbe number of mean oolar days from the creation, or when the
planetary motions began, to a point of time which
will be midnight under the first meridian of j h c a ,
and near the time of full moon in Cartic*. The
first day after the creation being h v i - v a r , or Sunday, divide the number of days by seven for the day
,of the week, the remainder after the division beiog
two, marks the day Soma-var, or Monday.
SECOND OPERATION.

For the mean longitude of the sun, moon, and
the ascending node. Sa as the number of mean
solar days in a Maha ug is to the revolutions of
any planet in that cycle, so are the days from the
creatioo to even revolutions, which reject, and the
fraction, if any, turned into sines, &c. is the mean
longitude required.

9'

.

+ In the year of the Cali Yug 4891, corresponding with 1196
Ben@ style, a d with the moath of O&
or Nommkr @acafter to be determined ia the y a r of e
i
r
t 1789.
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I st.

Of the S.m.

ed. Of the MOOR,

ad. . Of the Moon's A w e .

Correction of the Bjja add.

1 1 7 9 6 3
a

4th.

Of t k Moon's Aocending Node.

Correction of the Bija add.

5th.

Of the Sun's Apogee.

'

I
~

Of the Sun,

.

.........
.......
.........
.

for the
fongirudeDeduct
longitude af Mean longitude
r
~ for midnight # ~
:h;t;ls;;
Bbgaipur.
equator east.

Moon,
Node,
Sun'r Apogee,
Moon's 'Apogee,

THIRD OPEBATION.

For t h equated
~
longitude of the Sun and Moon,
SE c.

I st.

Of the Sun.

'Rle mean longitude of the run is 8 91' 42'35'
12"; of the apogee O 17 17 15, the differem6 or
mean anomaly, .1" 4' 85' 20'; its complement to
sines or distance from the perigee 1. 9 5 O 34' 40:
the equation for which is required. This may either
be taken from tlie foregoilg table, tfanslated from Ma*
carnnda, or calculated in tbe manner edained a!
fbllows:
.,a2

,"xs@'

The sine of 1.850 34' 40' is 9835' 31' and -$jj=14' YO" to be subtrected from. the pridhi degrees
in s a w ; 14'- 14' Sufi, 1 3 ' 5~ 9 SO#, the circum'
feresce of the epicycle in this point of anornab; ad
the sine of the
of
-' -3 m - 4 3 ' f 0 " x z ~ , 108'
360''
equation. corraidered as equal to its arc, or l04S'6$
be deducted from the mean, for the true longitude;
3 l'hk longitude, itssighed to Bhuplpur, is erronemj W *
error does not in the lemt affect the main object of the paper-

I
I

-

a77
6 81° he/ 5 ~ 5 ~ lo
- 4$6*
6'. 19' 54' 9ga for midnight sgreeing with mean time; but as, in this point
of anomaly, the true or apparent midnight precedes
that estimated for mean time, for which the computation has been made, a proporti~nabjequantity must
be deducted from tbe sun's place, which is thus
found: Say, as the minutes contained in the ecliptic
are to the sun's mean motion in one day 59' 8,' so is
tbe equation of his mean to his true place 180' 6', to
the equation of time required, d 18' (=$ Y::O8' '")
and 6
' 19" 54' 9~-998-..18a-61
lgO54' 11" the
sun's true longitude for the apparent midnight.
OF THE H I N D U J .

For the sun's true'mofion. The co-sine of the sun's
distance from the perigee is 1941' OY 'I#', and
a#x'om r''xr343 3
360.
, O = 7 4 r the co-sine of the epicycle, and
? ! ! = 1' 16' equation, to be hdded to the mean
for the true motion, 59' 8'x 1' 16'=60*&?4~ per day,
or 60' 91Yt per danda.

ad. Of the M o m

_

The moon's mean longitude for the mean midnight is OI SO" %' 955 which exceeds her mean longi7 9 0 1 35
tude for the. true midnight, but 1 d x,
,,,, Q.
her motion in the difference of time between the mean
a n d true midnight CP 41" 2' 9jR-3' 57'=0 20 58
9 8 mean longitude, for which the anomalistic equa\tion is to be found. Place of theapogee 11' 7" 8' 5sU
and the rpoon's distance from it 1' 15' 49' 33'. The
sine of the latter, 9379' 39". By the rule before explained
=13' 5 15 and ~ z 0 - 1 3 ' 5 1 ~ x 1 3 7 9 39"
'
360
1210'
the slne of the angle of equbtion equal to
its arc, or 3' 30' to be-subtracted, 0" 20' 58" Y 6"3q 30'- 0" 17' 918' $28'' the.moon's true.place, agreeing with the true apparent midnisht.
Ta .

'3'9':g;X'0'

,978

0.
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For the doon's true motion, The co-sine bf het
distance from the apogee 9479. 13. Circumfetence
t60*
zf
of the epicycle 8.1 4C g", and 3" 46' 9"xs4'9'
e18' 47' co-sine in the epicycle. The moon's mean
motion from her apogee is 790 35'-6# 41'=783'
5 P , and '83' s4'x:r
=4y 58. the equation of her
3n3
mean to her true motion, to be subtracted, 790. 35-4
49 65-740. 49 the moon's true motion per day, or
74V 42''' per danda.

-

*''

For the place of the tnoon's apogee reduced to the
apparent midnight. The motion of the apogee is
6 ' ' ~6' r I"
6.41' per day, 108' ,,bod'
=%#,
111 70 8' 5?."90,'
1 la 7O 8' 55' its place.

-

-

For the same of the node. its motion per day
6 " ~ f '11"
= I#, and 41 29" 97' 36"
is 5' 1 I", and l o s 's1600
lU= 4 99' 97' 35" its place.

.

The true longitude and motion, therefore, for the apparent time of midnight at Bhdgal@r, 7 14404083947
solar days after the creation, or commencement of the
p l a n e ~ r ymotions, will be
Motion per day.
I

n

60 a4
740 48

inconsiderable
6 41
'3 11
~ E C O N DOPERATION^
'

I

Haviag tbe Ionkitude and motion ds above, to determine the tit'ha and time remaining unexpired to
the instant of opp~sition,or full'moon.
@

,
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The moon's longitude subtracted fi-om the su'n'q
leaves 5' 37' SY .17", or 10654' 17', which, divided
by 7 W , the minutes in a mean tiihi, quotes fourteen even tit'his expired, and the fraction, or remainder 574' 17"' is the portion expired of the 15th, or
pum~ma @hi, which subtracted from 730t, leaves
145' 4 9 remaining unexpired of the same; which,
divided by the moon's motion per dandar from the sun,
will give the time remaining unexpired from midnight
to the instant ~f the full moon with as much precision as the Hindu astronomy requires. Deduct the
per &a& from the moon's
sun's motion 60'
7 4 d 4eW, the remainder 680' s", is the moon's motion from the sun; by this divide the part remainipg
unexpired of the purnima iit'hi I 45' 43'.

J

therefore T9 dandas, 51 palm after midnight will be
the end of the punu'nua tit'hi, or instant
, . , . of
. ppposition
of the sun. and moon.
4

F I F T H OPERATION.

Having the instant of opposition as 'above, to find
the true longitude and motion of the sun and moon,
the latitude of the latter, and the place of the node.
I

D.

r.

Add the mean motion of each for 1a 5 1 to the mean
place, found before for the true midnight; and for the
mean places so found, compute again the anomalistic
equations. This being but a repetition. of operation,
the third is unnecessary to be detailed. The several
particulars are as followr:

T3

Of the Sun,

..

Moon,

Mean motion.

rue motion at
Equation. Tfull
nmn,

w.@-xF
4
7
743 7
.
BQ

W
700 35

Hence it appears that, at the oppoeition, the
moon will be near her descending node; for, 6 9 9
28' 17'xb6r=10S 29" 28' 16', the place -of the descending node 4% antecedentin, and 12-10'
890 48'
16'= 1' 1' 31' 44" its longitude accorti~ngto the
order of the signs, and Is 0" Y 1' 4 0 ~ - 9 0 ~ 7' f27'=
10" 24' 17' the moon's distance from her descending
node, which, being within the limit of a lunar
eclipse, shows that the moon will be then eclipsed.
For her latitude at this time, say, a s ,radius is to the
inclination of her orbit to the ecliptic, 4" 50' or 270;
so is the sine of her distance from the node 620' 57",
to her latitude of 48' 45"
I*

((d'9'y:':

.

S I X T H OPEBATION.

From the dements now found, to compute the
diameter of the W o n and shadow, and the duration
of the eclipse.

. . 6500rqan.
. . . .. . . . 480
Earth's . . . . . . . . . ... 1600

The Sun's &&anp i m e t e r is
Moon's
. .. ,

..
........
.........

Sun's mean motion,
59'
hfoon'q
790
Sun's true motion, . . . 60
Mo~n's,
745
Moon's latitude,
48

....

8" .
35
94

7
45

As the moon's mean motion is to her mean cliarneter, so is her true motion to her true diameter for the
Y

time of opposition

,,,,,

Y*,

whici?,
divided by fifteen, quotes SO' 5" of a great circle.
743'7"X4b=

451 11

As the sun's mean motion is to his mean diameter,
so is his true motion to his diameter at the instant
'

of opposition

Y

60' 2 4 C6500
~

59,

r

-6636 14 Yojan

As the moon:s mean motion is to the earth's diarpeteh sois the moon's equated motion to the S d i ,
or a fourth number, which must be taken as the

earth's diameter, for the purpose of proportianing its
shadow te the moon's distance and apparent diameter
.+=c,~ h 743
x
1509 56 Yqjan, the S t k i .

. .' 6639 I 4
. . . . . . . . . . . . . I503 56

Equated diameter of the sun,
Qf the earth,

iffe ere see,

'

5mi 14

q4 the sun's mean diarheter is to the moon's diameter, so is the difference above 5039 14,'to a fourth
number, which, deducted from the Sqclri, or equated
diameter of the earth, leaves the diameter of the earth's

shadow at the moon,

Y
Y
o x 039 r

-37%

7, and

.

-
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1503. 56-372.
7 1 l3,I. 49 Y ~ a nwhich,
,
divided
by fifteen, quotes 75' 97" of a great circle for the

same.

.

From the half sum of the diameters of the moon
X 3 d f=53f 46' subtract the moon's
and shadow 74''f ,
latitude 48' 45: the remainder is the ChcN~uur,or
portion*of the moon's diameter eclipsed, 4' I' of r
great circle, and by the nature of a right-angled
triangle, the square root of the difference of tile squares
of the moon's latitude, and the half sum of the
diameters of the shadow and moon, will be the path
of the moop's centre, from tho beginning to the
middle of the eclipse.

The diameter of the shadow iq 75 97
Of the moon,
..
. 30 5

. .... . .
sum, . . . 105 39
Half sum, . 59 46
:

.

The moon's latitude is,

- - -

. . . '.

48 45

458. 46' A 48. 43' = Sd 1 1" which, divided
by the moon's motion from tile sun, quotes the balf
duration of the eclipse in dandus and ph,or Hinds
SU'II"=X~XI'' =
1,
v
'mean solar hours, -. 68s,,43H,
1
46
25
; which
'D P
V
doubled, is 3 38 50, the whole duration of the
eclipse; which will be partial, the moon's latitude;
being greater than the difference between the semidiameters of the moon's disk and the earth's shadow.
8EVENTH OPERATION,

T o find the position of the equinoctical colures,
and thence the declination of the sun, the length

.

83
of day and night, and the time counted from sunrise,
or hour of the civil day when the eclipsewill happen.
OF THE H I N D U S .

1st. For the ayanansa dr distance of the vernal equiPcriodr.

no. from the 1st of Morha. 7 1 ~ ~ ~ , ' $ ' ~ h --($7 1650)
8. 4' 31' 30'59'' of which take the bltuja 81 4" 31'30'
5e"-B a* 4' 31' S(f59'' which multiply by three and
divide by ten, 'kg 31' 30"
no ~ ~ ~ X 32 1.= 39.
~ ~the0 ayaage is added to the sun's
ama, which, in the
longitudq, to find his distance from the vernal equinox. The sun's equated longitude is 6 I!)" 54' 11'.
and 6' 19" 54' I 1" x 19" Y I' 97' = 7' 9" 15' 58'
big disiance from the vernal equinox.

'

Sd. For the declination, right ascension, and
ascensional difference. The sun's place is 7' go
15' 38', and 1' yo 15' 38" his distance from
the autumnal equinox; the sine of which is 9174'
411, and as radius is to the sine of the greatest declination 243 termed the parnn~apacrantajya1 387';
so i s 2174. 41 to the sine of his declination 883' 40',
the arc corresponding with which, in the canon of
A
v
~174'4C0
sines, is 14" 53', (xsgfx3438
-883 40"). Tile equi-

-

noctial shadow at Bltagdpur is 5, SO, and, as the
Gnomon of twelve angalas is to the equinoctial shadow, so is the sine of the declination 589, 40, to the
.

A

v

ahitjiya, 8 3 O X 883' 4' = 405' 1". And as the co-sine
of the declination is to the radius, so is the cshit&ya to
the sine of the clrara, or ascensional difference,
'
'P 419' 4":
its arq i s 419' 56" the rscen33az 3
sional difference.

,

" y3'

3d. For the length of the day and night.
The modern Hindu make tleir computatiooa in
mean solar time; the Sury Siddhanta directs, that

.
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they should be made in sydereal time. A rydereal. day contains sixty dub; each &&a, h t y
uiculas; and each vicula six respirations, in all 9 1 6 0 0
respirations, answering to thi minutes of the equator.
A nacshatra day is exceeded in length by the savan o r
solar day, by reason of the sun's proper motion in the
ecliptic, the former measures time equably, but the
latter varies in its length from the inequality of the
sun's motion, and the obliquity of the ecliptic. The.
sun's equated motion for the middle of the ecIipse
mas found 60'2.k"; and the oblique a'scension for the
eiphth sign from the vernal equinox, in which he will
b e found at that time, is taken from the foregoing
tabie s ;:j palas, or ",~$ii respirations. As the number of minutes contained in one sine 1800, is to the
n u ~ n l c rof respirations; or the arc of the equator in
minutes answering to ,the oblique ascension of the
sine, the sun is in 2035, as above, so is the equated
motion 60' 84". to the excess in respirations of the
savon or solar day over the tuzcqhatr~orsydereal day
~ 0 5 8 60''~a+" -69' 3"; which, added to 81600' gives
1800
the length of the solar day by civil account from
sunrise to sunrise, sydereal time 9 1669. 3 respirations.
From one-fourth of this deduct the ascensional difference, the sun being declined towards the south
pole, for the semidiurnal arc; and add it for the
seminocturnal arc: the former is 4997' I$', and the
latter 5837' 11"; which may be reduced to datdas, or
Hindu hours, by a division of 360. Hence half the
D

P

V

D

P

V

day is . I S 52 53, and half the night 16 19 54.
The whole day added to half the njght shows the hour
counted from the preceding sunrise to midnight
D.

?

v

43 58 38, to which add the time at midnight unexpired of thepurnima tit'hi, for the hour of the civil
day corresponding with .the middle of the eclipse.
The hour from midnight to the end of the p r i m a -

OF r a t E X N D W ~
!Mu
D
r
&'hi is alreadv found 19 5 1 in mean solar time, and
to reduce it b sydereal time, say, as 21600' -is to
91600'x5p
D

a",

r

D

P

D

so is l a 51, to sydereal hours 19 53,

equal to 9 5 1 solar hours.
From the preceding sunrise to midnight, is 43 59
At midnight r i l l remain of the puniinta

tit'hi,

-.

..............
I

H o u r of the civil day at the middle of
the ecli~se.
Deduct the h d f dbration,

...........
. . . . . . . . 1 46 25
Beginning of the eclipse, . . . . . . . . . 55 5 33
Add the whole duration, . . . . . . . . . 3 38 50
E n d of the eclipse,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 58

38 55
D

P

And the day and night containing together 60 11
V

D P V

30, the eclipse should end 1 33 5 before sunrise, ac-

cording to this calculation.

The first day of ,the creation, according to the
Nirrdus, was Ravi-var, or Sunday: the number of days
for which the above calculation has been made, is
714404089947, which, divided by seven, the number
of days in a week are 1905773613.5 weeks and two
days; the aitronomical day therefore of Sonia-car,
or &Ionday, will end at midnight preceding the eclipse;
b u t the Soma-var by civil computation will continue
t o the next ensuing sunrise; and this Soma-var, by calculating the number of days elapsed from the instant
the sun entered the sign Tula, to his advance of 19.54'
on that ~ i g n will
? be found to fall on the 19th of the
month Carhc, answering to the third of November.
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The time of the full moon and the duration of the
eclipse, found by this computation, differ considerably
from the Nautical Almanac. The Siddhada RaAasya
and Grairalaghaua, comparatively modern treatises,
are nearer the truth, yet far from correct The
Hinrdw, in determining these pbenornena, are satisfied
when within a few minutes of the true time.

O F THE HINDUS.

A
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comprative Statement of this Eclipe as predicted
in tice Nautical Almanac, with cona~atio9uof it .
made by diJfkent Hindu books. T h e maked (*)
arc made f& di$ermt nm-dians, the Zmt I believe
for Tirhut.
Equated longitude for midnight at
Bhagalpur, s u g w in 8' 50' E. fxum
h,
and 88 E. from Greenwich.

NAMES.

,......
..........

SnyaSiddhanta
Tahles of Macarando, .
'Grahalaghava, .
S i h a n t a Rahasya,

Add to each the ayanunsa 19' 21' 27"
for the longitude counted according to,
European astronomers from the Equinoctial colure.

,........
......
...

krpadiddhmta
Tablea of Mscannda,
Grahalaghava,
biddhanta R.Lasya, .
Nautical Almanac .

...

7
7

7
'

g 15 3 8 . 1 6 49551 1953 11
g 16 3 1 6 51 3 1 19 53 54

g
7 147

15

5 1 6 37 52 1 19 49 2
8 1 ' 7 50 58 1 19 45 30

From midnight to the
middle of the Eclipse.

S ~ S i dhtnta,......
d
Tabln of Mac~nadr, .

.

,......
....

' h h r l a h8va
sddbanta%.huya,

*GnhmaMdasaCr]
talope of & ~ i p a ,
Nautial Almanac,

....

Duration of the
Eclipse.

.

-

ANTIQUITY O$ THE INDIAN ZODIAC.
BY

THE PRESIDENT.

to support an opinion (chich the.fearn1.ENGAGE
ed and industrious M. Montztcla seems to treat m;rh
extreme contempt) that the Indian division of the
Zodiac was not borrowed from the Greeks or An~5.7,
but, having been known in tiis country from time
immemorial, and being the same in part with that used
by other nations of the old Hindu race, was probably
invented by the first progenitors of that race before
their dispersion. "The Indians," he says, "shave twr,
" divisions of
the Zodiac; one, like that of the
"Arabs, relating to the moon, and consisting of
" twenty-sevnc equal parts, by which they can tell
''very nearly the hour of the night; another relating
" t o the sun, and, like ours, containing twelve signs,
" to which they bave given as many names, corre" sponding with those which we have borrowed from
" the Greeks."
All that is true; but he adds, " I t
is highly probable that they received them at some
" time or another by the intervention of the Ambs;
'' for no man, surely, can persuade himself, that it is the
" ancient division of the Zodiac, formed, according
" to .some authors, by the forefathers of mankind,
and still preserved among theHindus." Now I undertake ,to prove, that the Indian Zodiac was not boriowed mediately o r directly from the Arabs or Greeks;
and, since the solar division of it in India is the same
i n ~ubstancewith that used in Greece, we may reasona:
bly conclude, that both Greeks and Hindus received it
from a n older nation, who first gave names to the

1

luminaries of heaven, and from whom both Greek
and Hindus, as their similarity in language and religion fully evinces, had a common descent.
T h e same writer afterwards intimates, that
time when Indian astronomy received its most
" considerable improvement, from which i t has now,
" as he imagines, wholly declined, was either the
" ape when the Arabs, who established themselves
" in Per&
and Sogdiana, had a great intercourse
" with the Hindus; or that, when the successors of
" C h g t i united both Arabs and Hindus under one
" vast dominion."
I t is not the object of this essay
to correct the historical errors in the passage lastcited, nor to defend the astronomers of India from
the charge of gross ignorance in .regard t o the 6 re
of the earth and the distances of the heavenly bof"ia;
a charge, which Jlontucla very boldly makes on the
authority, I believe, of Father Souciet. I will only remark, that, in our conversations with the Panditg
must never confound the system of the JyautiM
or mathematical astronomers, with that of the PW
nicas, or poetical fabulists; for to such a confusion
alone must we impute the many mistakes of Burp
peans on the subject of Indian science. A venerable
mathematician of this province, named Rum#%
now in his eightieth year, visited me lately at C d o
nunagar; and part of his discourse was so applicable
t o the inquiries, which I was then making, thaf
soon as he left me, I committed it to writing. " n e
" Puuratrics," he said, "will tell you, that our ~
t h
66 '
1s a plane figure, studded with eight mouotainr, a d
46 '
surrounded -by seven seas of milk, nectar, a d
" other fluids : that the
part nbich we
" is one of seven islands, to which eleven smaller
" isles are subordinate;
that a Qod, riding on a
' huge elephant, guards each of the eight regions;
"

*

inm
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agi

" that

a mountain of gold rises and gleams in the
centre; but we believe the earth to be shaped like a
" Cadanlbd fruit, or spheroidal, and admits only four
" oceans af salt water, all which we name from the four
" cardinal points, and in which are many p e a t pen" insulas, with innumerable islands. They w~lltell you
" that a dragon's head swallows the moon, and thus
causes a n eclipse: but we know that the supposed
" head and tail of the dragon mean only the nodes, or
" points forli~edby intersections of the ecliptic and
" moon's orbit.
In short, they have imagined a
" system which exists only in ttieir fancy; but we)
" consider nothing as true without such evidence as
" cannot be questioned."
I could not perfectly understand the old Gymnosophist, when he told me
that the Rasichacra, or circle of' signs (for so he called the Zodiac) was like a Dhustur-a flower; meanihg
the Datura, to which the Sanscrit name has been
softened, and the flower of which is conical, or shaped
like a funnel. At first I thought that he alluded to a
projection of the hemisphere on the plane of the
colure, and to the angle farmed by the ecliptic and
equator; but a younger astronomer, named Vinayaca,
who came forward t a see me, assured me that they
nle'ant only the circular mouth of the funnel, or the base
of the c m e ; and that it wss usual among their ancient
writers to borrow from fruit and flowers their appellations of several plane and solid figures.
"

(6

From the two ~ r a h m a n s whom
,
I Gave just named,
I learned the following curious particulars; and you
may depend op my accuracy in repeating them, since
I wrote them in their presence, as well as corrected
what I had written, till they pronounced it perefect.
They divide a great circle, as we do, into three hundred and sixty degrees, called by them ansas, or portions; of which they, like us, allot tl~irtyto each of
tho twelve signs, in this order:
VOL.11.
U

Maha, the Ram.
Vn'sha, the Bull.
Mzt'huna, the Pair.
4. Carcata, the Crab.
S i n k , the Lion.
Conya, the Virgin.

Tula,the Balancq.
8. VtGhchica, he Scorpion.

1s.

D h a n u ~ the
, Bow.
Macara, the Sea-monster.
C u d h a , c he Ewer.
Mina, the Fish.

The figures of the twelve asterisms, thus denomiaated with respect to the sun, are specified by Snipeti, author of the Retnanrala, in Sanscrit verses ; which I produce as my vouchers in the original, .with a,.verbal
translation :
Meshadayo nama, samanarupi,
Vinagadadhyam mit'hunarn nriyugmam,
Pradipryc dadhati carabhyam
Navi st'hita varini canyacaiva.
Tula tulabhrit pretimanapanir
Dhanur dhanushman hayawat parangah
Mrigananah syan macaro'tha cumbhah
Scandhe nero rictaghatam dadhanah,
Anyanyapuchch'habhimuc'ho hi minah
Matsyadwayam swast'halacharinorni,

'

I

" The ram, buZI, crab, lim, and scotpion, have the
figures of those five animals respectively: the p&
" are a damsel playing on a uinu, and a youth wielding
a mace; the virgin stands on a boat in water, hold" ing in one hand a lamp, in the other an ear of
" rice-corn; the balance is held by a weigher witb 8
" weight in one I~and;the bow, by an archer, whose
"
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" fiinder parts are like those of a .horse; the sen" monster has the face of an antelope; the m e t is a
" water-pot borne on the sboulder of a man, who
" empties i t ; the fish are two, with their heads turned
" to each other's tail: and all these are supposed to
" be in sucl~places as suit their several natures."
T H E ' I I D I A N ZODIAC.

T o each of the twenty,seven lu'nar stations, which
they call nucshutras, they allow thirteen ansas and
one-third, or thirteen degrees twenty minutea; and their
names appear in the order of the signs, but without
any regard to the figures of them.

Aswini.
Bharani.
Cririca.
. Rohini.
Mi.igasiras.
Ardra.
Punarvasu.
Pushya.
g. Asletha.

Mula.
Magha.
Purva shadha.
Purva p'halguni.
Uttarashadha.
Uttarap'haiguni.
Sravana.
Harta.
Dhanishta.
. Chitra.
Satabhisha.
Swati.
Purva bhadrapada.
YiJac'ha.
Uttarabhadrapada.
Anuradha.
18. Jycsht 'ha.
27- Revati.

Between the twenty-first and tweniy-second constellations, we find in the plate three stars, called Abhijit;
but they are the last quarter of the asterism im~nediately preceding, or the latter Ashar, as the word is cornmonly pronouoced. A conlplete revolutioa of the
moon, with respect to the stars, being made in tmenty-seven days, odd hours, minutes, ahd seconds, and
perfect exactness being either not attained by the
'

ua

t

.
I
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Hindus, or not acquired by them, the fixed on the
number twenty-seven, and inserted A hijit for some
aslrological purpose in their nuptial ceren~onies.
The drawing, from which the plate was engraved,
seems intended to represent the figures of the twentyseven constellations, together with Abilijit, as they
are described in three stanzas by the author of the

B

l<etnanzaln:
I.

Turagamuc'hasadricsharn yonirupam cshurabham,
Sacatasamam at'hainasyottamangena tulyam,
Manigrihasara chacrabhani salopamam bham,
Sayanuadrisamanyachchatra paryancaruparn.

s. Hastacarayutam cha maucticasamam
chanyat pnvalopamam,
Dhrishyam torana sannibham balinibham,
satcundalabham panm;
Crudhyatcesarivicramena sadrisam,
sayyasamanam param,
Anyad dentivilasavat st'hitamatah
sringvacavyacti bham.

,

.

.

.

3. Trivicramabham cha rnridangarupam,
Vrittarn tatonyadyamalabhwayabham,
Paryancarupam murajanucaram,
ltyevam aswadibhachacrlrupam.

'' A horse's head, yoni or bhaga, a razor, a wheeled carriage, the head of an antelope, a gem, a
" house, an arrow, a wheel, another house, a bed" stead, another bedstead, a hand, a pearl, a piece
" of coral, a festoon of leaves, an oblation to the
" Gods, a rich ear-ring, the tail of a fierce lioq r
" couch, the tooth of a wanton elephant, near which
"
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" is the kernel
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of the ~ringataca-nut,the three. foot-

" steps of Vishnu, a tabor, a circular jewel, a two-faced
" image, another couch, and

a smaller sort of tabor;
such are the figures of Am~iniand the rest in tlie
" circle of lunar constellations.''

cL

The Hindu draughtsman has very ill 'represented
most of the figures; and he has transposed the two
Ashuras as well as the two Bhadrapads; but his figure
of Ablrijit, which looks like our ace of hearts, has a
resemblance to the kernel of the trapa: a curious
water-plant described i n a separate essay. In another
Sanscrit book, the figures of the same constellations are
thus varied:
A horse's head.
Yoni, or bhaga.
A flame.
A vrggon.
A cat's paw.

A straight tail.

A couch.
Two stars S. to N.
A winnowing fan.
Two, N. to S.
Another. .
A hand.
An arrow.
A pearl.
A tabor.
A circle of stan.
Red aafion.
One bright star.
A festoon.
A staff for burdens.
A bow.
.
Thebeam of abalance.
A child's pencil.
A snake.
27. A fish,
g. A dog's tail.
18. A boar's head.

From twelve of the asterisms just enumerated, are
derived the names of the twelve Indian months, in the
uoual form of patronymics; for the Pauranics, who
reduce all nature to a system of e~nblematicalmytholog, suppose a celest~alnprnpll to preside over
each of the constellations, and feign that the God
Soma, or Lunus, having wedded twelve of them, became the father of twelve Qcnii, or months, who are
named after their oeveral mothers; but the Jyautishi-

Us
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cas assert, that, when their lunar year was arranged by
former astronomers, the moon was at the full in each
month on the very day when it entered the nacshatm,
from which that month is denominated. The manner in which the derivatives are formed, svill best appear by a cornpariso~of the months with their several
constellations:
Aswina.
Cartica.
Margasirsha.
4. Pausha.
Magha.
Phalguna.

Chaitra.
8. Vaisac'ha.
Jyaisht'ha.
Asbara.
Sravana.
1 2 . Bhadra.

The third month is also called Agmluz~ana(whence
the colnmon word Agrarz is corrupted) from another
name of Mrigasiras.
Nothing can be more ingenious than the memorial
verses, in which the Hindus have a custo~uof linkinp together a number of ideas otherwise connected,
and of chaining, as it were, the memory by a regular
measure: thus by putting teeth for thirty-two; ICudra
for eleven; .ceason for six; arrow or element for five;
oceun, Veda, or age, for four ; Rama, $re, or quality,
for three; eye, or Cumara, for two; and earth or moon
for one, they have composed four lines, which express
the number of stars in each of the twenty-seven asterisrns:
Vahni tri ritwishu gunendu critagnibhuta,
Banaswinetra Sara bhucu yugabdhi ramab,
Rudrabdhiramagunavedasata dwiyugma,
Dcnta budhairabhihitab cramaso bhatarah.
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That is, " three, three, six; five, three, one;
" four, three, five ; five, two, two ; five, one, one;
'' four, four, three; eleven, four, and three; three,
" four, an hundred; two, two, thirty-two. Thus have
" the stars of the lunar constellations, in the order as
" they appear, been numbered by the wise."
THE I N D I A N ZODIAC.

If the stanza was correctly repeated to me, the
two Asharas are considered as one asterism, and
Abh'git as three separate stars; but I suspect an error
in the third line, because h i l a n a , or two andjve,
would suit the metre as well as bdhirama; and because
there were only three Vedas in the early age, when, it
is probable, the. stars were enumerated, and the technical verse composed.
Two lunar stations, or mansions, and a quarter are
co-extensive, we see, with one sign; and nine stations
correspond with four signs. By counting, therefore,
thirteen degmes and hventy minutes from the first star
in the head of the Ram, inclusively, we find the
whole extent of Asruini, and shall be able to ascertain
the other stars with sufficient accuracy; but first let
us exhibit a comparative table of both Zodiacs, denoting the mansions, as in the Ydranes A1manac;by
the first letters or 3yllables of their names:
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Aswin

A + b h + +
M
30
ro + ;

+

4

I

p

+ sl.

+

11

+l;?

+

q

+ j.

1

Magh

Sinh

P'halgun

Canya

4

9.

ch

Chaitr
Yaisac'h

Vriachic 8.

Jaisht'h

Dhan

-mu

4

18.

+ pu + 2

\!+

4

- + S +-;,dh
- + 9 +3
4
L
"

Ashar
Sravan
Bhadr

4

u

+

I-.

27.

Hence we may readily know the stan in each mansion, as they follow in order:
Jumr
Mcwi~ms.

1

+ -1 p

P
7
+

Paush

I

8

Aswini.
Bharani.
Critica. '
Rohini.
Mrigasiras.
Ardra.

Sdar

Stars.

deinu.

Ram.
Bull.

Pair

-

Tlrree in and near the head
?bee in the tail.
S h of the pleiads.
Five in the head and neck.
Three in or near the feet,
perhaps in the Galaxy.
' One on the knee,
. , .

{

X U N A E MANSIONS.

Tunarvasu.
.Pushya.
Aslesha.
Magha
Purvap'halguni.
.Uttarap'halguni
Haeta
Chitra.
SWP ti.
Visac'iaa.
Anuradha
Jyesht'ha
Mula
Purvashar~
Uttarashara
Sravana.
Dl~anisht'a.
Sa tabhisha.
Purvabhadrapada.
Uttarabhadrapada.
lteva ti.

S O L A R ABTEHISM8.

Crab
Lion

$om i
nree
Five in
Five in
Two; o

-

five ne

Virgin.
-

Balance

Scorpion
Bow
Seamonster
Ewer
Fish
-

Two on

O~hein
Om in
Four b
Four i
Three
Efeuen
Two in
Two in
Three i
F o u r ia
Many
Two-in
T w o in

2%-ty-t
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Wherever the Ijzdian drawing differs kom the memorial verse in the Iletnamala, I have preferred theauthority of the writer to that of the painter, who has
drawn some terrestrial things with so little sio~ilitude,
that we must not implicitly rely on his representation
of objects merely celestial. I-Ie seems particularly to
have'erred in the stars Dhanisht'a.

For the assistance of h o s e who.may be inclined to
re-examine the twenty-seven constellations with a
chart before them, I subjoin a table of the degrees
to which tbe nacshatras extend respectively from the
first star in the asterism of Aries, which we now see
near the beginning of the sign Taurus, as it was
placed'in the ancient sphere.

.

.

1.

D. M.
13 20

11.
111.
IV.

40 0
53 20

XIII.

66 40

XIV.

v.

2640

VI.
8 0 0
I . 93 20
VIII. 106 40
IX.

XIX.

120

0

.XX.

xv.

XVI.
XVII.
XVlII.

xxr.
xxrr.
XXIII.
xxrv.
xxv.

D.

N.

256 20

260 40
280 0

293

m
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330 0
383 20
XXv.1. 346 40
XXVII. 360 0

Thc asterisms of the jirst column are in the signs
of Taurus, Gemini, Cuncer, Leo; those. of the second,
in Virgo, Libra., Scorpio, Sagittariw; and those of
the third, i n Capricornus, Aquarius, Pisces, Bcics.
W e cannot very much err, therefore, in any series
of three constellations; for, by counting 19w forwards and backwards, we find the spaces occupied by
the two extremes, and the intermediate epaq belong
,
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of course to the middlemost. I t is not meant that
. the division of the Hindu Zodiac into such spaces is
exact to a minute, or that every star of each tlsterism
must necessarily be found in the space to which it
belongs; but the computation will be accurate enough
for our purpose; and no lunar mansion can be very
remote from the path of the moon. How Father Sozcciet could drearn that Visac'ha was in the R'orthern
Crown, I call hardly comprehend; but it surpasses all comprehension that h1. Bailly should copy bis
dream, and give reasons to support it ; especially as
four stars, arranged pretty much like those in the 111dian figure, present themselves obviously near the BHlance, or the Scorpion. I have not the boldness to
exhibit the individual stars in each mansion, distinguished in Bayer's method, by Greek letters, because,
though, 1have little doubt that the five stars of Asleshn,
in the form of a wheel, are 7, y, C, p, 6, of the Lion, and
those of Mula y , c,6, t p, v, u, v, o, &,I;of the Sagittary :
and tbough I think many of the others equally clear,
yet, where the number of stars in a mansion is less
than three, or even than four, it is not easy to fix on
them with confidence; and I must wait, until some
young Hindu astronomer, with a good memory and
good eyes, can attend my leisure on serene nights at
the proper seasons, to point opt in the firmament itself the several stars of all the constellations for which
he con find names in the Sanscrit language. The
only stars, except those in the Zodiac, that have yet
been distinctly named to me, are the Septarshi, Dhruva,
Arundhti, Vishnupad, Matrimandel; and, in the
southern hemisphere, Agastyn, or Canepus. The
twenty-seven Yoga stars, indeed, have particular
nameu, in the order of the nacshatras, to which they
belong; and since we learn * that the Hindus have
THE I N D I A N Z O D I A C .
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See page 270.
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determined the EatJude, longit~~de,
and right ascension
of each, it might be useful to exhibit the list of them:
but at present I can only subjoin the names of twentyseven Yogm, or divisions of the Ecliptic.
Vishcu~nbka.
Priti.

Ayuslm.at.
Saubhapja.
Sobhana.
Atiganda.
Sucarn~an.
Dhriti.

Suln.

Ganda.
Vriddl~i.
Dhruva.
T5agllata.
Hershana.
Vajra.

Am$.
Vyatipata.
Variyas.

'

P a righa.
Siua.
Siddhcr.
Saddhga.
Sublra.
,
Sucra.
Brahmnt~.
Jndrcr.
Vaidhriti.

Having shown i n what manner the Hindtts arrange
the Zodiacal stars with respqct to the sun and Noon,
let us proceed to our principal subject, the antiquily 4
that double arrangement. In the first place, the Brahmans were always too proud to borrow their science
from the Greeks, A r a b ~ ,&logut%,or any nation of
MkchcA'lu, as they call those who are ignorant of
the Vedas, and have not studied the language. of the
Gods. They have often repeated to me the fragment
of an old verse, whicl~they now use proverbially, ,la
niche yauanatparah, orno base creature can belower than
a Yacan; by which name they formerly meant an Ionr'm
or Greek, and now mean a Mogul, or generally a 1M4selman. When I mentioned to different Pandits, at several times, and in several places, the opinion of Montucln, they could not prevail on themselves to oppose it by
serious argonlent; but some laughed heartily; others,
with a sarcastic smile, said it was apleasant inzagiflation; and all seelned to think it a notion bordering
on phrenzy. I n fact, although the figures of the
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twelve Indian signs bear a wonderful resemblance
t o tbose of the Grecian, yet they are too much varied
for a mere copy, and the nature of the variation proves
tbem to be original; nor is the resemblasce Inore extraordinary than that, which has often been observed,
between our Gothic days of the week and those of the
Ilindus, which are dedicated to the same luminaries,
and (what is yet more siugular) revolve in the same
order: Ravi, the Sun; Soma, the hloon; Mangala,
Tuisco; Budha, Woden; Vrihaspati, Thor; Sucra,
Freya; Sani, Sater; yet no man ever imagined that
the Indians borrowed so realarkable an arrangement
from the Goths or Gertnans. On the planets I will
only observe, that Sucra, the regent of Volus, is, like
all the rest, a male deity, named also Usanas, and
believed to be a sage of infinite learning: but Zohraii,
the Nailid of the Persians, is a goddess like the fieya
of our Saxon progenitors. The drawing, therefore, of
the planets, which was brought into Bengal by Mr.
Johnson, relates to the Persian system, and represents
the genii supposed to preside over them, exactly as
they are described by the poet Hat$:. "He bedecked
" the firmament with stars, and ennobled this earth
" with the race of men: he gently turned 'the auspi" cious new moon of the festival, like a bright jewel,
" round the ancle of the sky; he placed the Hindu
" Saturn on the seat of that restive elephant, tbe re" volving sphere, and put the rainbow into his hand,
" as a hook to coerce the intoxicated beak; he made
'' silken strings of sun-beams for the lute of Venus;
" and presented Jupiter, who saw the felicity of true
6' religion, with a rosary of clustering pleiads.
The
" bow of the sky became that of Mars when he was
" honoured with the command of the celestial host;
'' for God conferred sovereignty on the Sun; and squa" drons of stars were his army."

The names and forms of the lunar constellations,
especially of Bharani and Abhijit, indicates simplicity
of manners peculiar to an ancient people; and they
differ entirely from those of the Arabian system, in
which the very first asterism appears in the dual number, because it consists only of two stars. Menzil, or
the place of' alighting, properly signifies a -sturion, or
atage, and thence is used for an ordinary day's journey;
and that idea seems better applied than mansion to so
incessant a traveller as the moon; the menazilu'l kanrar,
or lutrar stages, of the Arabs have twenty-eight names,
In the following order, the particle af b e ~ n gunderstood before every word :
Sharatan.
Nathrath.
Tarf.
Butain.
Jabbah.
Thurajya.
Zubrah.
Debaran.
Sarfah.
Hakaah.
Awwa.
Hanaah.,
7. Dhiraa.
14. Simac.

Ghafr.
Dhabili.
. Zubaniyah.
Bulaa.
Iclil.
.
Suud.
Akhbiya.
Kalb.
Mukdim.
Shaulah.
Naaim.
Mukhir.
e l . Beldah.
98. Risha.

Now, if we can trust the Arabian lexicographers,
the number of stars in their several menzils rarely agrees
with those of the Indians; and two such nations must
naturally have observed, and might naturally haw
named, the principal stars near which the moon
passes in the course of each day, without any communication on the subject. There is no evidence,
indeed, of a communication between the Hindu
and Arabs 011 any subject of literature or science;
for, though we have reason to believe that a commercial intercourse subsisted in very early times between Yemen and the western coast of India, yet the
Brakmarw, who alone are permitted to read the six

~
I
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VeBongas,one of which is the astronomical Sastra,
were not then commercial, and, niost probably, neither could nor would have conversed with Arabian
merhhants. The hostile irruption of the Arabs into
Hindustara, in the eighth century, and -that of the Mogub under Chengiz, In the thirteenth, were not likely
t o change the astronomical system of the Hindus; but
the supposed consequences of modern revolutions are
out of the question; for, if any historical records be
true, we know with as positive certainty, that d r n ~ r s i h ~ r
and Calidas co~nposedtheir works before the birth of
Christ, as that Mewander and Terence wrote before that
important epoch. Now the twelve signs and twentyseven mansions are mentioned, by the several names
before exhibited, in a Sunscrit vocabulary by the
first of t h s e Indian authors; and the second of t h e a ~
frequently alludes to Rohini and the rest by name i l l
his Fatal,Ring, his Children qf' the Sun, and his Birth
oj' C u ~ a r a :from which poetn I proclucc two lines,
that my evidence may not seem to be collected from
mere converSation :~ ' a i t r emuhurte sasalanch'hanena,
Yogan~gatasuttarap'halganishu.
"

'

" When tbe stars of 'Uttarup'halgun had joined in
a fortunate hour the fawn-spotted II~OOII."

This testimony being decisive against the conjecture
of M. Montucla, I need not urge the great antiquity
of Menu's Institutes, in which the twenty-seven asterisms are,called the daughters of Dacsha and the consorts of Soma, or the Moon; nor rely on the testimony
of the Brahmans, who assure me with one' voice, that
the names of the Zodaical stars occur in the Vedas ;
three of which I firmly believe, from internal and
external evidence, to be more than three thousanrl

'

,
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years old. Having therefore proved what I engaged to
prove, I will close my essay with a general observation.
The result of Newton's researches into the history of
the primitive sphere was, " that the practice of obser" ving the stars began in Egypt in the dajs of Anlnlon,
" and was propagated thence by conquest in the reign
" of his son Sisac, into AJrica, Europe, and Asia;
" since which time Atlas formed the sphere of the Lybians; Chiron, that of the Greeks, and the Cl~al" deans, a sphere of their own."
Now I hope, on
some other occasions, to satisfy the public, as I have
perfectly satisfied myself that " the practice of ob" serving the stars began, with the rudiments of civil
" society, in the country of those whom we call Chal" deans; from which it was propagated into Egypt;
" India, Greece, Italy, and Scandimavia, before the
" reign of Sisac or Sacya, who by conquest spread a
" new system of religion and philosophy ti-om the
"N
ile to the Ganges about a thousand years before
" Christ; but that Chiron and Atlas were allegorical
" or mythological personages, and ought to have no
" place in the serious history of our species."

ACCOUNT OF T H E KINDOM OF NEPAL,

BY FATHER GIUSEPPE,
Prefect of the Ruman Mission.

-

C O M M U N I C A T E D B Y J O H N SHORE, ESQ.

THE
kingdbm of Arepal is situated to the northeast of Patpta, at the distance of ten or eleven
days journey frorrr that city. The common road to it
. lies through the kingdo111of Macwanpur; but the missionaries and many other persons enter it on the Betth
quarter. M7ithin the distance of four days journey
from N'nl the road is good in the plains of Hindustan, but in the mountains it is bad, narrow, and
dangerous. At tile foot of the hills tile country is called Terhni; and there the air is very unwholesome
froin the middle of Mnrch to the middle of Novcmher; and the people in their passage catch a disorder,
called in the language of that country A d , which is
8 putrid fever, and of which the generality of people
who are attacked with it die in a few days; but on
the plains there is no apprebension of it. Although
the road be very narrow and inconvenient for three
or four days at the passes of the hills, where it is necessary to cross and recross the river more than fifty
times, yet, on reaching the interior mountain before
you descend, you have an agreeable prospect of the
extensive-plain of N e p l , resembling a a a q h i t h e a t r e
covered with populous towns and villages: the circumference of the plain is about 900.miles, a little
irregular, and surrounded by hills on all sides, so that
no person can enter or come out of it without peains
the mountains.

X
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There are three prineipal cities in the plain, each
of which was the capital of an independent kingdom;
the principal city of the three.is situated to the northward of the plain; and is called Cat'hmandu: it cootains about 18,000 houses; and this kingdom from
south to north extends to the distance of twelve or
thirteen days journey as far as the bordeEs of Tibet,
and'is almost as extensive from east to west. The
king of Cai'hmasldu has always about fifty thousand
soldiers in his service. The second city to the southwest of Cat'hmandu is called Lelit Pattan, where I
resided about four years; it .contains near 44,000
houses; the southern boundary of this kingdom is rt
the distance of four days journey, bordering on the
kingdom of Mamnnpur. The third principal city ,
to the east of Lelit Pattan is called B'hatgan; it
contains about 19,000 families, extends towards tha
east to the distance of five or six days journ.q, aod
borders upon another nation, also independent, called
Ciratas, who profess no religion. Besides these tbree
principal cities, there are many other large and lea
considerable towns or fortresses, one of which is lid, I
and .another Cipoli, eacb of which coatains about 1
8,000 houses, and is very populous. All tbose town&
both. great and small, are well built; the houses are
constructed of brick, and are three or four stories
bigh; their hpartrnents are not lofty; they have doors
and windows of wood, well worked and arranged with
great regularity. The streets of all their towns are
paved with brick or stone, with a regular decliviq
to carry off the water. I n ahnost every street of the
capital towns there are alao good wells made of atow
from which the water pams through several stoMclinab for the public benefit. I n every towa there arc
large square varanhs, well built for the accommohtion of travelbrs and the pudblic. These varanda are
called Pali; and there are also many of them, as dl
as wells, in diffetent parts of the country for public
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use. There are aho, on the outside of the great
towns, small square reservoirs of water, faced with
brick, with a good road to walk upon, and a large
flight of steps for the convenience of those who choose3
to bathe. A piece of water of this kind on the outside of the city of Cat'irmandu, was at least000feetlong
on each eide of the square; and every part of its workmanship had a good appearance.
The religion of Nepal is of two kinds: the more
ancient is prokssed by many people. who call themselves Baryesas: they pluck out all the hair from their
beads; their dress is of coarse red lwoollen cloth, and
they wear a cap of the same; they are considered a8
people of the religious order; and their religion prohibits them from marrying, as it is with the L a m a of
Tibet, from which country their religion was originally
brought; .but in Nepal they do not observe this rule,
except at their discretion. They have large monasteries,
in which every one bas a separate apartment, or place
of abode; they observe also articular festivals, the
principal1of which is called fatm in their language,
a d continues a month or longer, according to the
pleasure of the king. The ceremony consists in
drawing an idol, which a t Lelit Pattan is called
Baghero*, in a large and richly ornamented car, covered with gilt copper: round about the idol stand
the king and the principal Baryeaus; and in this
manner the vehicle i s almost every day drawn through
some one of the streets of .the city by the inhabitants,
who tun about bating and playing upon every kind
of instrument their country affbrds, which make an
inconceivable noise.

I suppose a name of Bliagavat or Crishm,; but Bhdma, grid Bajii, or Vajri, meanr the T k m h .
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The other religion, the more common of the two,
is that of the Brahmcns, and is the same as is followed
in Hittdustan, with the difference that in the latter
country, the Hindus being mixed with the Mohsm*&ns, their religion also abounds with man prejudices,
and is not strictly observed; whereas in &epal, where
there are no Jfusselmana (except one Caahmirian merchant) the Hindu religion is practised in' its greatest
purity. Every day of the month'they class under it3
proper name, when certain sacrifices are to be performed and certain prayers offered u p in their ternples. The places of worship are more in number in
their towns than, I believe, are to be found in the most
populous and most flourishing cities of Christendom;
maey of them are magnificent according to their ideas
of arcl~itecture,and constructed at a very considerable
expence; some of them have four or five square cupolas; and in some of the temples two or three of the
extreme cupolas, as well as tbe doors and windows of
them, are decoratqd with gilt copper.

I n the city of Lelit Pattan the temple of Bughero
was contiguous to my habitation, and was more valuable, on account of the gold, silver, and jewels it contained, thao evco the house of the king. Besides the
large temples, there arc also many small ones, wbicb
have stairs, by which a single person may ascend on
the outside all around them: and some of those small
temples have four sides, others six, with small stone
or marble pillars,. polished very smooth, with two or
three pyramidal stories, and all their ornarnenrs well
gilt and neatly worked, according to their idem of
taste : and I think, that, if Evvopeans should ever go
into Nepal, they s i g h t take some models from those
little temples, espec~allyfrom ,the two which are in
theqreat court of Lelit Pattan, before the royal palace;
On 'tbe outtide of some of their temples there are also
great square pillars of single stones, from tweoty'to

1
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thirty feet high, upon which they place their idols, superbly gilt. The greatest nurnber of their temples
have a good stone staircase in the middle of the
four squares, and at the end of each flight of stairs
there are lines cut out of stone on both sides. Round
about tbeir temples there are also.bell~,which the people ring on particular occasions; a i ~ dwhen they are
at prayers, many cupolas are also quite filled with
little bells, hanging by cords in the inside, about the
distance of a foot from each other, which make a
great noise on that quarter where the wind conveys
tbe sound. There are not only superb temples in
tbeir great cities, but also within their castles.

To the eastward of Cat'hmandu, at the distance of
two or three miles, there is a place called Tofu, by
which there flows a small river, the water of which is
esteemed holy, according to their superstitious ideas;
and thither they carry people of high rank, when they
are thought to be at the point of death. At this place
there is a temple, which is not inferior to the best and
richest in any of the capital cities. They also have
it on tradition, that at two or three places in h'epal,
valrrable treasures are concealed under ground. One
of those places they believe is Tolu; but no one i s
permitted to make use of them except the.king, and
that only in cases of necessity. Those treasures, they
say, have been accumulated in this manner: When
any temple had becon~every rich from the ufferings
of the people, it was destroyed, and deep vaults dug
under ground, one above another, in which the gold,
silver, gilt copper, jewels, and every thin of value
were deposited. When I was in Nepal, 'ainprejas,
king of Cat'hmandu, being in the utmost distress for
money to pay his troops, in order to support himself
against P~it'hwinaraan, ordered search to be made
for the treasures of olu; and, having dug to a considerable depth un&r ground, tiley came to the tirat
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vault; from wbich his people took to the value of a
lac of rupees in gilt copper, with which Gninprqas
paid his troops, exclusive of a number of small figures
in eold, or gilt copper, which the people who had
maze the search had privately carried off; and tbh
I know very well; because one evening as I was walking in the country alone, a poor man, wbom I met
on the road, made me an offer of a figure of an idd
in gold, or copper gilt, which might be five or six
sicca weight, and wbich he cautions~ypreserved onder his arm; but I declined accepting i t The people of Gainprcjaa had not completely emptied the
first vault, when the army of Prit'hwi~arayanarrived
at Tolu, possessed themselves of the place where the
treasure was deposited, and closed the door of the
vault, having first replaced all the copper there had
been on the outside.
To the westward also of the great city of Lclil
pattan, at the distance of only three miles, is a cestle
called Banga, in which there is a magnificent temple. No one of the missionaries ever entered into this
castle, because the people who have the care of it
have such a scrupulous veneration for this temple, hat
no person is permitted to enter it with his shoes on;
and the missionaries, unwilling to show such respect!
to their false deities, never entered it. Rut when 1
was at Xepal, this castle being in the possession of the
people of Gorc'ha, the commandant of the eastle and
of the two forts which border on the road, being a
friend of the missionaries, gave me an invitation to
his house, as he had occasion for a little physic for
himself and some of his people. I then, under the
protection of the Commandant, entered the castle
irevera! times, and the people dunt not oblige me
to'take off my shoes. One day, when I was at the
Commandant's house, he had occasion to go into the
varanda, which is at the bottoq of the great cmfl
I

,
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facing the temple, where all the chiefs dependent
upon his orders were assembled, and where also was
collected the wealth of the temple; and, wishing to
speak to me before I went away, he called me into
the varanda From this incident I obtained a sight
of the temple, and then passed by the great court
which was in front: it is entirely marble almost
blue, but interspersed with large flowers .of bronze
well disposed, to form the pavement of the great courtyard, tbe magnificence of which astonished me; and I
do not believe there is another equal t6 it in Europe.

,

Besides the magnificence of the temples, which their
cities and towns contain, there are many other rarities.
At Cat'hrnandu, on one side of 'the royalngarden,there
is a large fountain, in whiuh is one of their idols,
called Narayan. This idol is of bliue stone, crowned
and sleeping on a mattress of the same kind of stone':
and the idol and mattress appear as floating upon the
water. This, atone machine is very large: I believe
it to be eighteen or twenty feet long, and broad in proportion; but well worked, and in good repair. '
In a wall of ihe royal palace of Cat'ftmandu, which
is built upon the court before the palace, there is a
great stone of a single piece, which is about fifteen
feet long, and four or five feet thick: on the top of
this great stone there are four square holes at equal
distances from each other. In the inside of the wall
they pour water into the holes, and in the courtside, each hole having a closed canal., every pcrson
may draw water to drink. At the foot of the stone is
a large ladder, by which people ascend to drink;
but the curiosity of the stone cansists in its being
quite covered with characters of ditieret~tlanguages
cut upon it. Some lines contain the characters of the
o£
lunguage of the country; others the cl~aracte~~s
X4 .
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Tibet, others Persian, others Greek, besides several
others of different nations; and in the middle tbere
is a line of Roman characters, which appears in this
form AVTOMNEW INTER LHIVEKT; but
none of the inhabitants have any knowledge how they
came there, nor do they know whether a r not aoy
European had ever been in Nepul before the missionaries, who arrived there only the beginning of tbe
present century. They are manifestly two Frmch
names of seasons, with an English word between
tbem.

.

There is also to the northward of the city of Cat'hm a d u a hill called Simbi, upon which are some tombs
of the Lamas of Tibet, and other people of high rank
of the same nation. The monuments are constructed
oifter various forms; two or three of them are pyramidal, 'very high and well ornamented; so that they
have a very good appearance, and may be seen at a
considerable distance. Round these monuments are
remarkable stones covdred with characters, which
probably are the inscriptions of some of the inhabitants of Tibet, whose bones were interred there. The
natives of Nepal not only look upon the hill ss sacred,
but imagine it is protected by their idols; and, from
this erroneous supposition, never thought of stationing troops there for the defence of it, altljough it be
a post of great importance, and only at a short mile's
distance from the city: but during the time of hostilities a party of ~ r i t ' h ~ i n a r a ~ atroops
n ' s being pursued by those of Gainprejas, the former, to save then].
rielves, fled to this hill, and, apprehending no danger from its guardian idols. they possessed themselves of it, and erected a fortification (in their'own
style) to defend themselves. In digging the ditcba
round the fort, which were adjoining to the tomb
they found considerable pieces of gold, with a quaotity of which wetal the corpses of the grandees of
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are always interred; and when the war was ended, I
myself went to see the monuments upon the hills.

I believe that the kingdom $ Nepd is very ancient,
because it bas always preserved its peculiar language
and independence; but the cause of its ruin is the
dissention which subsists anlong the three kin s.
After the death of their sovereign, the nobles of Lc it
Pattan nominated for their, king GainprejaP, a man
possessed of the greatest influence in Nepal; although
some years afterwards they removed him from his
overnment, and conferred it upon the king of
%btgan; but he also a short time afterwards was deposed; and, after having put to death a n o t k r king
who succeeded him, they made an offer of the government to Prit'hzcinarayatt, who had already commenced war. PritJh.cc.inarayan deputed one of his
brothers,'by name Delmerden Sah, to govern the kingdom of Lelit Pattan, and he was in the actual government of it when I arrived at Nepal; but the nobles
perceiving that Prit'hwinarayan still continued to interrupt the tranquillity of the kingdom, they disclaimed all subjection to him, and acknowledged for their
sovereign Delmerden Snk, who continued the war
against his brother Prit'hwinarayan : but some years
afterwards they even deposed Delmerden Soh, and
elected in bis'room a poor men of Lelit Pattan, wllo
was of .royal origin.

7

The king of Bahtgan, in order to wage war with the
other kings of Nepcf, had demanded assistance from
PritJhruinnrayan; but seeing that Prit'hwinaraynnwns
possessing hi~nselfof the country, he was obliged to
desist, and to take measures for the defence of his
own possessions; so that the king of Gorc'ha, although
he had been formerly a subject of Gnitzprcjna, taking
advantage of the dissentio~lswhich prevailed among
the other kings of Nepal, attached to his party many
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mountain-cbiefs, promising to keep them m pasee
sion, and also to augment their authority and importance; and if any of then1 were guilty of a breach
of faith, he seized tbeir country as he had done to
the kings of Jlarecajis, although his relations.
The king of Gorc'ha having already possessed himself of all the mou'ntains which surround the plain of
Nepal, began to descend into the fiat country, imagining he should be able to carry on his operatboa
with the same facility and success as had attended him
on the hills; and, having drawn up .his army before
a town containing about 8000 houses, situate upon
a hill cglled Cirtipur, about a league's distance from
Cat'kmandu, employed his utmost endeavours to get
possession of it. The inhabitants of Cirtipur receiving
no support from the king of.Lelit Patton, to whom
they were subject, applied for assistance to Gdinpreja,
who immediately marched with his whole'army to their
relief, gave battle to the army of the king of Gorc'ha,
and obtained a cotnplete victory. A brother of tbe
king of Gorc'ha was killed on the field of battle; and
the king himself, by the assistance of good bearers,
narrowly escaped with his life, by &eing into the
mountains. After the action, the inhabitants of Cirtip u r demanded Gainprejaa for their king, and tbe
nobles of the town went to confer wjth him on the
business, but, being all assembled in the same apartment with the king, they were all surprised and seized
by his people. After the seizure of those persons, Gainprqas, perhaps to revenge himself of these nobles for
having refused their .concurrence to his nomination as
king privately caused some of them to be put
death; another, by name .Danurmnta, wae led through
,the city in a woman's dress, along with several others,
clothed in a .ridiculous and whimsical manner, at tbc
. expence of the nobles of Lelit Pattan. They were
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then kept in close confinement for a long time At
last, after making certain promises, and interesting
all the principal men of the country in their behalc
Gainprcjas set them at liberty.

, .
i-

'

The kin6 of Gorc'ha, d.espairing of his ability to
get possession of the plain of Nepal-by strengtb, hoped
to effe'ct his purpose by causing a famine, and with
this design, stationed troops at all the passes of the
mountains to prevent any intercourse with Nepal; and
his orders were most rigorously obeyed, for every person.who was found iu the road, with' only a little salt .
w cotton .about him, was hung upon a tree; and he
caused all the inhabitants of a neighb-ouring village
to be put to death in a 'most cruel manner (even the
women and children did not escape) for traving supplied a little cotton to the inhabitants of Nepal; and,
wben 'I arrived in that country at the beginuing of
1769, it was a most horrid spectacle to bellold so
many people hanging on the trees in the road. However the king of Gorc'ha being also disappointed. in
his expectations of gaining his end by this project,
fomented dissentions anlong the nobles of the tllrce
kingdoms of Nepal, and attached to his party Inany .
of the principal ones, by holding forth to t hern liberal
and enticing promises; for whicb purpose he had about
2000 Brahmens into his service. Wllcn he thought he
had acquired a-party sufficient1 strong, he advanced
a second time with his army to Jirtipur, and laid siege
to it on the north-west quarter, that be might avoid
cxposi'nphis army between the two cities of Cat'ltntandu
and Lelit Pattan. After a siege of several months,
the king of Gorc'ha demanded the regency of the
town of Cirtipur, when the commandant of the towa,
aeconded by the approbation of the inhabitants, dispatched to him by an arrow a very impcrtinent and exasperating answer. The king of Gorc'hn was so ~ r i u c i ~
enraged at this mode of proceeding, that he gave i t t i - ,
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mediate orders to all his troops to storm the town on
every side : but the inhabitants bravely defended it, so
that all the efforts of his men availed him notbiog;
and, when he saw that his army had failed of gaining
the precipice, and that his brother, named SurUparatna,
had fallen wounded by an arrow, he was obliged to
raise the siege a second time, and to retreatwith his army
from C i r t i p r . The brother of the ki was. afterwards cured of his wound by our father i c k i dngelo, who is at present in Bettiu.

.

Ti

After the action, the king of Gorc'ha sent his army
against the king of Lamji (one of the twenty-four
kings who reign to the westward of Nepal) bordering
upon his own kingdom of Gorc'lru. After many desperate engagements, an accom~nodationtook place witb
the king of Lamji; and the king of Gorc'ha collecting all his forces, sent them for the third time to besiege Cirt+ur; and the arm on this expedition was
cornnlanded by his brother urupuratna. The inhabitants of Cirtipur defended them$elves witb their
u&al bravery, and, after a siege of several months, tbe
three kings of Nepal assembled at Cat'hmandu to march
a body of troops to the relief of Cirtipur. One day in
the afternoon they attacked some of the Tanar of tbe
Gorc'hians, but did n.ot succeed on forcing them, because the king of Gorc'lia'a party had been reinforced
by many of the nobility, who to ruin Gainprejaa, were
willing to sacrifice their own lives. The inhabitants
of Cirtipur having already sustained six or seven
montl~ssiege, a noble of Lelit Pattan, called
cartta, fled to the G'orc'ha party, and treacherously introduced their army into the town. The inhabitants
might still have defended themselves, having many
other fortresses in tbe upper parts of the town to
retreat to; but the people at Gorc'ha having published a general amnesty, the inhabitants, grestly
exhausted by the fatigues of a long siege, surrendered
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themselves prisoners upon the faith of that promise.
I n the mean time the men of Gorc'hta seized all the
gates and fortresses within the town; but two days
afterwards Prit'kwinarayan, who was at Navacuta (a
long day's journey distant) issued an order to Suruparatnrr his brother, to put to death all the principal inhabitants of the town, and to cut off the noses and lips
of every one, even the infants, who were not found
in the arms of their mothers; ordering at the same
time all rhe noses and lips, which had been cut off,
t o be preserved, that he might ascertain how many
souls there ,were, and to change the name of the town
into Na~katapur,which signifies the t v t of~ cut taoaes.
T h e order was carriedinto execution with every mark of
horror and cruelty, none exaping but those w bo could
play on wind instruments; although father Michael
Angela,, who, without knowing that such an inhuman
scene was then exhibited, had gone to the house of
Surupa~atna,and interceded much in favour of the poor
inhabitants. Many of them put an end to their lives
in despair; .others came in great bodies to us in search
of medicines; and it was n~ostshocking to see so many
living people .with their teeth and noses resembling the
skulls of the deceased.
ARer the capture of Cirtipr, ~rit'hwirmrca~an
dispatched immediately his army to lay siege to the great
city of Lelit Pa ttan. Tlie GorcJhia~lssurrounded
half the city to the westward with their.Tanas; and,
.myhouse being situated near the gate of that quarter,
1 was obliged to retire to Cat'l~m&du, to avoid being
exposed to tbe fire of the besiegers. After many engaiements between the illhabitants of the town of Lelit Pattan and the men of Gorc'ha, in which inucll
blood was spilt on both sides, the former were disposed to surrender themselves, from the fear of having their noses cut off, like those at Cirtipr, and also
their right hands: a barbarity the Gorc'hians had threatened them with, uniess they would surrender within
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five days. One night all the Gorc'hianr quitted the
siegeof Lclit Pattan to pursue the English army, which,
under the command of Captain Kinioch, had already
taken Siduli, an important fort fit the foot of the Nepd
hills, which border upon the kingdom of (Tirhut: but
captain Kinloch not being able to penetrate the hills,
either on theSiduli quarter or by the pass at Hesetzpur,
in the kingdom of Mumanpur, the army of Gorc'ha
returned to Nepal to direct their opsratiol~sagainstthe
city of Cat'lrnnandu, where Gainprejaa was, who had
applied for succour to the English. During the siege
of C'at'hmandu the Brahmrnr a£ Gorc'lrrr came almost
every night into the city, to engage the chiefs of the
people on the part of their king; aud the more effectually to impose upon .poor Gainprejas, many of the principal Brafrmenowent to his house, and told him t o persek Gwc'ha
vere with. confidence, that the chiefs of t
army were attached to Ilis cause, and that even they
themselves would deliver up their king Prir'Rmbeczmyar
to his hands. Having by these artifices procured an
opportunity ofdetaching tiom his party all his principal subjects, tempting them with liberal prornilres according to their custorn, one night the men of G o d h a
entered the city without opposition, and the wretched
Gainprejas, perceiving he was betrayed, had scarce
time to escape with about three hundred of his best
and most faithful H i n d u ~ t ~troops
ni
towards Lelit Puttan; which place however he reached the same night

,

The king of Gorc'ha having made himself master of
Cut'hmandu in the year 1 768, persisted in the attempt
of possessing himself also of the city of Lelit Pattar
promising all the nobles that he ~vouldsuffer them to
rernain in the,possession of their property, that he would
even augment it; and because the nobles ofLelit Patfan placed areliance on the faith of his promises, hesent
hisdoqestic priest to make this protestation : that, if he

,
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firiled to acquit himself of,bis promise, he should draw
curses upon himself and his family even to the fifth
past and sbcceeding generation, so that the unhappy
Gainprejua and the king of Lelit Pattan, seeiog that
the nobility were disposed to render themselves suhject
to the hag of Gorr'h, withdrew themselves with
their people to the king of B'lratgan. When the city
04 Lelit Pattan became 6ubject to the kiug of Gorc'ha,
he continued for some time to treat the nobility with
great attention, and propoeed to appoint a viceroy of
the city from among them. ' Two or three months
afterward4 having appointed the day for making his
fbrmal entrance into the city of Lelit: Pattan, he made
rwe of innumerable stratagems to get into liis posseesion the persons of the nobility, and in the end'suceeecled. He had prevailed upon then] to permit their
sons to remain at court as companions of his son; he
Bad dispatched a noble of each house to Nawcut, or
N m Ebrt, yretendiag that the apprehensions he entertained of them had prevented his making a public
entrance inta the city; and the remaining nobles
Were seized at tb river without the town, where they
went to meet him agreeably to a prior engagement.
Afterwards he entered the city, made a visit to the
temple of Baghero adjoining to our habitation, and
passing in triumph thro' the city amidst immense numbers of soldiers wbo con~posadhis train, entered the
royal palace which had been prepared for his reception; in the mean time parties of his soldiers brolie
open the houses of the nobility, seized all their effects,
and threw the inhabitants of the city into the utmost
consternation. After having caused all the nobles who
orere in his power to be put to death, or rather their
bodies to be mangled in a horrid manner, he departed with a designaof besiegins B'hdtgan; an'd we obtained permission, through the interest of his son, to
retire with all the Christiuas into the possessions of the

figlisir.
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At the commencement of the year 1769, the kiag
of Gorc'ha acquired possession of the city of B'hatgal~,
by the same expedients to which he owed his former
successes: and on his entrance with his troops into the
city, Gainprejas, seeing he had no resource left to save
himself, ran courageously with his attendants towards
the king of Gorc'ha, and, at a small distance from his
palanquin, received a wound in his foot, which a few
days afterwards occasiol~edhis death. The king of
Lelit Pattan was contined in irons till hisdeath; and the
king of B'hatg~n,being very far advanced in years,
obtained leave to go and die at Benares. A short titne
afterwards the mother of Gainpreja also procured the
same indulgence, having from old age already lost her
e j e sight: but before her departure they took from her
a necklace of jewels (as she herself told me) when she
arrived at Patna with the widow of her grandson:
and I could not refrain from tears, when I beheld tbe
misery and disgrace of this blind and u1111appy queen

The king of Gorc'ira, having thus in the space of four
years effected the conquest of Nepal, made himself
master also of the couutry of the Ciratas to the east of
it, and of other kingdoms, as far as the borders of Coch
Gihar. After his decease, his eldest son Pratap Sinh
held tlie government of the whole country: but scarcely
two years after, on Pratnp Sinh'e death, a younger
brother, by name Bahadar Sah, who resided then at
Bettia with his uncle Delmcrden Sah, was invited to
accept of the government: and the beginning of his
government was marked with tnany massacres. The
royal family is in the greatest confusion, because the
queer1 lays claim to the government in the name of her
son, whom she had by Pratap Sinh; and perhaps the
oat11 violated by Prit'llwinar*aym will in 'the progress
of time have its effect. Such have been the successors
of the kingdoms of NepaI, of.which Prit'hrcinorqm
had tl~usacquired possession.

i
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ON THE CURE OF PERSONS
BITTEN BY SNAKES.

.
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$I J O H N WILLIAMS, ESQ.

THE

following statement of facts, relative to the
cure of persons bitten by snakes, selected fiom a
number of cases which have come within my own
knowledge, require na prefatory introduction, as it
points out the means o f .obtaining the greatest selfgratification the human mind is .capable of experiencing.-That of the preservation of the life of a fellowcreaturq and snatching him from the jaws of death,
b? 4 method which every person is capable of availing
himself of. Eau de Luce, I learn from many communications which 1have received from different parts
of the country, answers as well as the pure caustic
alkeli spirit; end though, from its having some essential oils in its composition, it may not be so powerful,.yet, as it must be given with water, it only requires
to Increase the dose in proportion; and so long as
it retains its milky white colour, it is sufficiently efficacious.
Fr~omthe effect of a ligature applied between the
part bitten and the heart, it is evident that the poison
diffuses itself over the body by the returning venous
blood; destroying the irritability, and rendering the
system paralytic. It is therefore probable that the volatile caubtic alkali, in resisting the disease of the poison, does not act so much as a specific in destroying
its quality, as by counteracting the effect on the system,
by stimulatiog the fibres, and preserving that irratibility
whicli it tends to destroy.
Vor.. 11.
Y
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CASE I.
I n the month of Augusl I 780, ts servant of mine
wbs bitten in the heel, as he s u p p o d , by a snake; and

in a few minutes was-in grwa agony, with convulsions
about the threat and jaws, and codti~lualgrinding of.
the teeth. Having a wish to try the effects of volatile
alkali i n such cases, I gave him about forty drops of
Eau de Luce in water, and applied some of it to tbe
part bitten. The dose was repeated every ' ht or ten
nlinutes, till a amall phialfol was e x p e n d 3 ; it was
near two hours before it could be said he was out of
danger. A l~umbnessand pricking sensation was perceived extending itself up to the knee, where a ligature
was applied so tight, as to stop the returning venom
blood, which seemingly checked the progress of the
deleterious poison. The foot and leg, u p to where
tbe ligature was made, were stiff and painful for several
days; and, which appeared very singular, were covered with a branny scale.

T h e above was the first case in which I tried the
effects of the volatile alkali; and, apprehending that
the essential oils i n the composition of Eau d e Lace,
tbough made of the strong caustic volatile spirit; would
considerably diminish its powers, I was induced, the
next opportunity that offered, to try the effects of pm
volatile caustic alkali spirit, and accordingly. prepared some from quicklime and the sal an~n~onlac
of
this country.

CASE 1LI n July 1783, a woman of the Brahmen cast
lived i l l the neighbourhood a t C'nunar, was bittea Q
a Cobra dc Capello between the thumb and fore-finger
of her right hand. Prayers and superstitious ineaotetions were practised by the Braitmum about her, till
she became speechless and convulsed, with locked
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- jaws, and a profuae discharge of saliva running from
ber mouth. On king informed of the accideut, I immediately sent a servant with a bottle of the volatk
caustic alkali epirif of which he poured about a teespoonful, roixed with water, dnwn her throat, and ap
plied wme of it to the part bitten. The dase wrrs repeated a Esw minutes sfter, when she was evidently
better, and in about ball an hour wes perfectly rePERSONS B I T T E N

BY 8 1 A K E d .

copered.
This accident happened in a small hut, where I saw
the snake, which was a middle-sized Cobra de Capelh. The Brahmanswouldnet allow it to be killed.
I n the above case no other means whatever were used
&r the neeofery of the patient than are here recited.

CASE 111.
A woman-sewant in the kmily of a gentleman trt
i ! b ~ r e a ,was bitten in the foot by a Codra de Capello.
T h e gentleman immediately applied to me for some of
the volatile cauatic alkali, which I fortunately had by
me. I gave her about sixty drops in water, and also
applied some of it to the part bitten. I n about seven
or eight minutes after, she was quite recovered. In
%heabwe case, I was not witness to the deleterious ef,

fect of the poison on the patient; but saw the snake
after it was killed.

CASE IV.
In July 1784, the wife of a servant of mine was
bitten by a Cobra de Capello on the outside of the
'little toe of her right foot. In a few minutes she became convulsed, particularly about the jaws and
throat, with a continued gnashing of the teeth. She
a t first complained of a numbness extending from the
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wound upwards; but no ligature was applied to the
limb. About sixty drops of tbe volatile caustic spirit
were given to her in water, by forcing open her mouth,
which was strongly convulsed : ia about seven mihum
the dose was repeated, when the convulsions kft her;
and in three more she became sensible, and spoke to
those who attended her. A few drops of the spirit
hed also been applied to the wound. The snake was
killed and brought to me, which proved t o be a Cb.
bra de Capello.

CASE V.
As it is generally believed that. the venom of s d e s
is more malignant during hot dry weather than at aoy
other season, the following cese .which occurred in the
month of July, 1788, when the whether was extremely
hot, no rain, excepting a slight shower, having fallen
for many months, may not be 'unworthy of notice:,

A servant belonging to an officer at Jwnpoor, as
bitten by a snahe 011 t h e leg, about.two inch- above
the outer ancle. As the accident happened in tbe
evening, he could not see what species of snake it wrs,
I I e inlrnediately tied a ligature above the part bitta;
but was in a few minutes in such exquisite torture from
pain, which extended up his body and to his bead,
that he soon became dizzy an@senseless. O n being ioformed of the accident, 1 sent' my servant with a phial
of the volat~lecaustic alkali, who found him, when
he arrived; quite torpid, with the saliva running oat
of liis mouth, and his jaws so fast locked, as to reader it necessary to use an instrument to open them,
and administer the medicine!' About forty drops of
the volatile causlic spirit were iven to him in water,
and applied to the wound ;and t e same dose repeated
a Sew minules after. In about half an hour-hewas per-
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fectly mcovered. On examining the part bitten, I
'could diocover the marks of three faogs; two-on one
side, and one on the other; and from the distance
t h y were asunder, I should judge it a large snake.
More than ten minutes did not appear to have elapsed
from the time of his being bitten till the medicine
was 'administered. The wounds healed immediately,
and he was able to attend to his duty the next day.
Though the species of anahe was not ascertained, yet
I judge, from the flow of saliva from the mouth, convulsive spasms of the jaws and throat, RS well as frorn
the marks of three fangs, that it must have been a Cobrd de Capllo; and, though I have met with five and
six fangs of different sizes in snakes of that species, I
never observed tlre marks of more than two having
been applied in biting in any other case which came
within my knowledge..
PERSONS BITTEN BY S N A K E S .

'CASE VI.
Tn September 1786, a servant belonging to Captain
S----, who was then a t Benares, was bitten in the
leg by a large Cobra de Capello. H e saw the snake
coming towards him, with bis neck spread out in a
very tremendous manner, and endea'voured to avoid
him; but before he could get out of his way, the
,snakeseized him by the leg, and secured his hold for
borne time, ~9 if he had not been able to extricate his
teeth. Applicatiop was.immediately made to his master for a remedy, who sent to consult me; but, before
I arrived, had given him a quantity of sweet oil, which
he drank. So soon as I saw him, I directed the usual
dose of volatile caustic alkali to be given, which
fortunately brought away the oil froni hi,s stomach, or
it is probable that the stimulating effect of the volatile
spirit would have beer] so much blunted by it, as to
have become inefficacious: a second dose' was immediately administered, and some time after, a third.
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T h e man recovered in the c o u m of a fm hours. As
oil is frequently administered as s mmedg. in the bib
. of snakes, I think it necessary to caution against tbe
use of it with the volatile alkali, as it blunt6 the stitnulating quality of the spirit, and renders it

Of the numerous species of snakes which I here
met with, not above six were provided with poisonous
fangs; though I have examined many wbich have
been considered by the natives as danprouq without
being able to discover any think noxious in them

Tbe.followi~~g
is an instance of the deleterious e&c:
of the bite of a snake, called by the natives Krait, r
species of the Ban, which I have frequently met with
in thia part of the country:-..

CASE VII.

On the 16th September 1788, a man was brought
to me who had been bitten by a snake, with the marb
of two fangs on two of his toes; he was said to hav6

been bitten above an hour before I saw him: he was
perfectly sensible, but complained of great pain in
the parts bitten, with an unusual languor. I immediately gave him thirty drops of the volatile caustic
alkali spirit in water, and a plied some of it to the
wounds. I11 a few minutes e became easier, and in
about half an hour was carried away by his friends,
with perfect confidence in his recovery, witbout having taken a second dose of the tnedicine, which indeed
did not appear to have been necessary; but, whether
from the effect of the bite of th'e snake, or the motion
of the dooly on which he was carried, I know no2
but he became sick at the stomach, threw up tbe medicine, and died in about a quarter of an hour after. The man said that the sdake came up to him

\
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while he was sitting on the ground; and that he put
him away with his hand once, but that he turned about
and bit him, as described. The snake was brought to
me, which I examined ; it was about two feet aud a half
long, of a lightish brown colour on the back, a white
belly, and annulated from end to end with 908 abdominal and forty-six tail scuta I have met with several of them from thirteen inches to near three feet
in length: it had two poisonous fangs in the upper
jaw, which lay naked, with their points without the uppe'r lip. It does not spread its neck, like the Cobra de
Capello, when enraged; but is very active and quick
in its motion.

I have seen instances of persons bitten by snakes,
who have been so long without assistance, that, when
they have been brought to me, they have not been able
to swallow, from convulsions of the throat and fauces;
which is, I obsenie, a constant symptom of the bite
of the Cobra de Capello: and indeed I have had many
persons brought to me who had bee11 dead some
time; but never knew an instance of the volatile caustic alkali failing in.its effect, where the patient has
been able to swallow it.

,

XIX.
ON SOME ROMAN COINS FOUND AT NELORE.

TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY-

SII,

l HAVE the honour to present you with an ex:
tract of a letter fiom Mr. - Alexander Davidson, late
Governor of Muhas, giving an account of some
Romn Coins and Medols lately found near Nelore, together with a drawing of them, copied from one tram:
mitted b Mr. Dmrdron; which, I imagine, may be
arceptab e to the Asiatic Society.

S

J have the honour to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,
S. DAVIS.
~ Z C r i f +AbCh 90, 1788.

Extract of la Letter from Alepwuier Dcraidson, Esq.
Dated Madras, July 19, 1767.

A PEASANT near Nelore, about 100 miles northwest of Madroo, was ploughing on the side of a vtdny
craggy hill: his plough was obstructed by some
brick-work: he dug, and discovered the remains of
a small Hindu temple, under which a little pot was
found with 8coins and medals of the second
century.
H e sald them 8s old gold; and many n~ doubt
were melted, but the Nmab Aminil IIma~nrecovered upwards of thirty of them.' Tbis fiappened
while I was overnor; and I had the choice of two
out, of the w ole. I chose an Adriun snd PauJing.

f

dome of the Traj117~
wire io g ~ prewrPatiw
d
Many of the coins could not have been in circulation:
they were all' of the purest old, and iqany of them
as fresh and as beautiful as I they had come from the
mint but yesterday. Some were much defaced and
perforated, and had probably bee,n worn as ornaments on the arm, and others pending from the neck.

$

I send you drawings of my two coins, and have
Objection to your publishing an m o u n t of them
in the Transactions of the Rsiatic Society. I received
m information respecting *em t t . ~the p ~
and if my name be necessary to authenticate
the facts I have related, you have my permission to
use i t
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XX.
ON TWO HINDU.PBSTIVAL$,

BY TKE &ATE COLONEL PEAR!% MAY

I BEG
l e n s to poiw
tba &dm Wore last

'

12,1785.

out to the Society, tho(
was tbe fetikivd ,of B k -

'

wmi, which -is annually celebrated by the G P ~ ~ P ,
and all other Hindw who keep horned cattle for
use or @ro& On this h a t b e y visit gardens, enct a
pole .in tbe fiebda, and adorn it with pendaatv and
r l d s Tbe Sum& before last was our $?8t of
!&q,,on which the bsalns rites are performed by tbe
acbs' of people its 6ngCmd, where it b well
kwwn to be a delique of m i e n t superstitba iu that
cormtry: it s h l d seem, therefore, that the religion
of the erst and the old rdigkb of Britain bad s rrtrwg
d n i t y . Bhm4Plj has another festival; but the1 is not
kept by any orte set of Hindus io particular, cad this
is appawpriated to one clms of people. Thi is cosstanti7 held on ttre n i ~ ofh Baiw'h; which dose not
always fall on onrJivst of May, as it did this year.
T h e m d e m of the Society who are acquainted
with tbe ~ l WM
~
regulate
s
tbe festivals, may be
able to give. better infarmetion coneerniag thb piat.
I only mean to point out the resemblance of the ri&s performed here and in England, but must leave abler
hands to intresligdts &be s~attorfurther, if it abould
be &aught & a e m i ~af & trouble. I bod tbvt the'
CeartiwZ which 'I have cnentioned, is o6e of the spcnst
lac*-

itbe iik(lhld.

t
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XI. During the Huli, when mirth and festivity
reign among Hindus of every class, one subject of
diversion is to send people on errands and expeditions
that ate to end in disappointment, and raise a laugh
at the expence of the. person sent. The Hnli is always in March, and the last day is the greatest holiday. All the H i d u s who are on tbat day at Jaggunwot'h, are entitled to certain distinctions, which they
hold to be of such importance, that I found it expedient to stay there till the end of the festival; and I
am of opinion, and .se are the rest of the officers, that
I saved about five hundred men by the delay. The
origin of the 'Hdibeems lost inaantiquity; and -1
bew not Been able to pick up the smalleat account
of it.
,

I

I

I

I
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If the rites of May-day show an affinity between
the rdligion bf England in times pdst end that of the
Hikdrra in these times, may nbt the custom of making
ApriCfbob, on the first of that month, indicate some
tractxi of the Huli? I have never yet heard of any account :of the origin of the Engltsh custom J bat it io
unquestionably very ancient, and is still kept up even
in great 'towns, though h s in .them than in the cwntry. With us it is chiefly confined t o the lower classes
of people ; but in India higti and lowjoin in it ;.and the
late Shqaul Dwrlah, I am told, was very fond of making
h
h
'fools, tbou.gh he was a Mwachcla of the highest
rank. Tbey carry. it here so far, as to send letters
making appointheats, in the names of persons who,
it is known, must be absent from heir house at the
time fixed on: and the laugh is always in proportim
to the trouble given.
a -

IIL At Jdgannat'h I h a d the Sphinx of the Egyp
tians; and present the'society with s drawing of it
Mwari' Pundit, who was deputy F q s d a t of ~~,
attended my detachment on the part of the dtrrhrattrt.

1
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H e is now the principal Faujdar, and is much of the
entleman: a man of learnino, and very intelligent
broom him I learned that the ~pnhim,here called Szngh,
is to appear a t the end of the world, and as soon as
he is born, will prey on an elephant. He is, therefore,
figured seizing an elephant in his claws; and the elephant is made small, to show that the Singh, even a
moment after his birth, will be very large in proportion to it.
When I told Murari that the Egyptians worshipped
the bull, and chose the God by a black mark on his
tongue, and that they adored birds and trees, he immediately exclaimed, " their religion then was the same
" with ours; for we also chuse our sacred bulls by the
'' same marks; we reverence the hanaa, the garura, and
a'other birds; we respect the pippaf and tbe vatu
"among trees, and the tulast among shrubs; but as
"for onions (which I had mentioned) they are eaten
"by low men; and are fitter to be eaten than wor" shipped."
R E M A R K BY T H E P R E S I D E N T .

Without presuming to questioli the authority of
M u m r i Pundit, I can only say, that several Brahmans
now in Bengal, have seen the figure at Jagannat'h,
where one of the gates is called Sinhadwar; and they
assure me, that the always considered it as a mere represeotation of a ion seizing a young elephant; nor
d o they know, they say, any sense for the word Sinha
but a Lwn, such as Mr. Hastings kept near his garden. The Huli, called Holaca in the Vedas, and
P'halgutsava in common Sanscrit books, is the festival of the vernal season, or Naurun of the Persians.

f

XXI.
A S&OkT DB8CRIPTIdN OF CARNICOBAR,
BY MR. G. HAMILTON.

-

C ~ % ~ ~ U X I C A TBT
E DkR. ZOFPANY.

T H E islmd, of which I propose to give a sacciuet
aecouht, ia the northernmost of that cluster ih the
o Bngal, which goes by the name of the Nicobora.
It is ow, of a round figute, about forty miles in circumhence, end appears at a distance as if entirely covered with trees: however, there are several well .
eleared and delightful spots upon it. The soil is a
black kihd af clay, and marshy. It produces in great
abundallce, and with little cart?, most of the tropical
fruitg, such as pine-apples, plantains, papayas, cocoanuts, and areca-nuts: also excellent yarns, and a root
calkd cacAu. The only four-footed animals upon the
island are hogs, dogs, large rats, and an animal of the
lizard kind, but large, called by the natives'tolortgari;
these frequently carry off fowls and cfiickens. The
dnly kind of poultry are hens, and those not in great
plenty. There are abrindance of snakes, of many
different kinds; and the inhabitants frequently die of
their bites. The timber upon the island is of many
sorts, in great plenty, and some of it remarkably large,
affording excelknt materials for building or repairing
ships.

""$

T h e natives are low in stature, but Pery well made,
and surprisingly active and strong; they are coppercolauted, and their features have a cast of the Malay;
quite the reverse of elegant. The women, in particu2.w; arc extremely ugly. The wen cut their halr
short, and €he women have their heads shaved quite
bare, rind wear do covering but a dtrort petticoat, made
of a sort of rush m d y grass, which teach@ half-way
down 'the thigh. f i l s grass is not interwoven, but' .
h a n g rMmJ the persbn something like the t h t e h i t g
of a house, Such of them as have received presetat?

-
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of cloth-petticoats from tbe ships, cornmcrdy tie tbem
round immediately under the arms. The men. wear
nothing but a narrow strip of cloth about the middle,
io which thev wrap u p their privities so tight, that
there hardly is any appearance of them. The ears .of
both sexes are pierced when young, and by squecg+
ing into the holes large plugs of wood, OF hanging
beavy weight of shells, they contrive to render them
wide and disagreeable to look at. , They are naturally
disposed to be good humoured and gay, and are
very fond of sitting at table with Europeans, where
they eat every thing that is set before them; and they
eat most enormously. They do not care much for
wine, but will, drink bumpers of arrack as long as they
can see. A great part of their time is speat in feasting ~ n ddancing. When a feast is held a t any village, every one that cl~usesgoes uninvited, for they
are utter strangers to ceremony. At those feasts they
ea't immense quantities of pork, wbich is their favourite food. Their hops are remarkably fat, being fed
upon the cocoa-nut kernel aqd sea-water; indeed all
their domestic animals, fowls, dogs, kc. are fed upon
the same. They have likewise plenty of grnall sea-fish,
which they strike very dexterously,with,lance~wading
into the sea about knee-deep. They are ,sure of killing a very small fish at ten or twelve yards distance.
They eat the pork almost raw, giving it only a hasty
grill over a quick fire. They roast a fowl, by running a piece of wood through it, by way of spit, and
holding it over a brisk fire, until the feathers are
burnt off, when it is reedy for eating, in their taste.
They never drink water; only cocoa-nut milk a d
a liquor called wura, which oozes from the cocoa-nut
tree after cutting off the young sprouts or flowers.
Tbis they suffer t a ferment befbre it is used, and
then it ir intoxicating, to which quality they add
much by their method of drinking s i t , by sucking
it &wly *ou@ a small straw.. Af!er, eating, the
.
.. .
. - . a .

young men and women, who are fancifully drest witb
leaves, go to tlancing, and the old people surround themsmoking tobacco and drinking soura. The dancers,
while performing, sing some of their tunes, which are
f a r from wanting.harmony, and to which they keep
exact time. Of musical instruments they have only
one kind, and that the simplest. I t is a hollow bamboo about 23 feet long and three inches in diameter;
along the outside.of which there is stretched from end
to end a single string made of the threads of a split
cane; and the place under the string L. hollowed a
fittle, to prevent it from touching. This i n ~ u r m e n t
is played upon in the same manner as a guitar; It is:
capaMe of prpducing but few notes; the performer
bowever makes it speak harmoniousl~, and generaliy
accompanies it with the voice.
What they know df physic is small and simple. I
bed once occasion to see an operation in surgery performed on the toe of a young girl, who had been stung
by a scorpion or centipee. The wound was attended
with a considerable swelling, and the little patient
seemed in great pain. One of the natives produced
the under jaw*of a small fish, which was long, and
planted with two rows of teeth as sharp as needles:
taking this in one hand, and a sxr~allstick by way of
hammer in the other, he struck the teeth three or four
times into the swelling, and made it bleed freely: the
toe was then bound up with certain leaves, and next
day the child was running about perfectly well.
Their houses are generally built upon the beach in
villages of fifteen or twenty houses each; and each.
house contains a family of twenty persons and upwards.
These habitations are raised upon wooden pillars, about
ten feet from the ground ; they are round and, baving n o windows, look like bee-hives, covered ,with

'

thatch. The entry is through a trap-door below,
where the family mount by a ladder; wbith is drawn
up at night. This manner of building is inteuded
being infested with soaker
to secure the h o u ~ from
s
and rats; and for that purpose the pillars are bound
round with a smooth kind of leaf, whicb prevents
animals from being able to mount; besides whicb,
each pillar has a broad round flat piece of wood near
the top o f 4it, the projecting of which effectually
prevents the further progress of such vermin as may
have pasied the leaf. The flooring is made with tbin
strips of bamboos, laid at such distances from one
another as to leave free admission for light. a d air;
and the inside is neatly finished and decorated witb
fisbing lances, n e b &c.

The art of making cloth of any kind is quite unknown to the inhabitants of this island ; what tbey
have is got from the ships that come to trade in cocoanuts., In exchange for their nuts (whicb are reckoned
h e finest in this part of India) tbey will accept of but
i w articles ; what they chiefly wish for is cloth of different coluurs, hatchets and hanger-blades, which they
use in cutting down the nuts. Tobacco and arrack theg
are veryafsndof; but expect these in presents. Thq
have no money of their own, nor will they allow any
value to the coin of other countries, further than as
they happen to fancy them for ornaments ; the young
women sometimes hanging strings of dollars about
their necks. However, they are.good judges of gold
and silver; and it is no easy matter to impose baser
met& upon them or such
Thky purchase a much larger quantity of dotb
than' is consumed upon their own isl'and. This
intended for tbe Choury market. Chour3r, is a small
island to the southward of tbeirs, to wbicb a large
Beet of their boats sails every year about the rnodth
of November, to exchange cloll~for canoeo; for tbel

'

cannot make these themselves. Tbis voyage they
perform by the help of t l ~ esun and stars;. 6 r they
know n o t h i ~ gof the comya9s.
I d their disposition there are two remarkable qualities. One is their entire neglect of compliment and
ceremony, and the other, their aversion to dishonesty.
A Carnicobarian travelling to a distant village upon
business or amusement, passes through many towns
in his way without perhaps speaking to any one. If
be is hungry or tired, he goes up into the nearest house,
and helps himself to what he wants, and sits till he
is rested, without taking the smallest notice of any of
the family, unleqs he has business or news to communicate. Theft or robbery is so ver rare anlongst
them, that a man going out of h s house, never
takes away his ladder, or shuts his door, but leaves
it open for any body to enter that pleases, without
the least apprehension of having any thing stolen from
him.

r'
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Their intercourse with strangers is so frequent, that
they have acquired in general the barbirous language
of the Portugues, so common over India; their own
tongue has a sound quite di.flerent from most others,
their words being pronounced with a kind of stop,
o r catch in the throat, at every syllable. The k w fo1lowing words will serve to shew those who, are ecquainted with other Indien languages, whether there
is any similitude between them.

A man,
A woman,
A child,
T o laugh,
A canoe,

Kegonia.
Kecanna.
Chac.
. AtJekrur.
App.

z9

T o eat,
To drink,
Yams,

To weep,

Gnh.

Okk.

T'@&.-

'

Poing,.

' :I

A pine apple, Fruw
,

.)&I

;. I ;
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A house,
Afowl,
A hog,
Fish,

.
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Allanurn.
Hayam.
Howa.
Ka.

To sleep,.
A dog
Fire,
Rain,

fitma loon
Tamam.
T'amia.
Koamr.

They have no notion of a God; but they believe
firmly in the DeviI, and worship him, from fear. In
every village there is a high pole erected with long
strings of ground-rattans hanging from it, which, it
is said. has the virtue to keep him at a distance.
When they see any signs of an approaching storm, they
imagine that the Devil intends them a visit; upon which
many superstitious ceremonies are performed. The
people of every village march round their own boundaries, and fix up at different distances small sticks
split at the top, into which split they put a piece of
cocoa-nut, a wisp of tobacco, and the leaf of a certain plant. Whether this is meant as a peace-offering
to the Devil, or a scarecrow to frighten him away,
does not appear.
When a man dies, all his live stock, clotb, hatchets,
fishing-lances, and in short every moveable thing he
possessed is buried with him; and his death is mourned
by the whole village. . In one view, this is an excellent
custom, seeing it prevents all disputes about the property of the deceased amongst his relations. His
wife must conform to custom, by haviug a joint cut off
from one of her fingers; and, if she refuses this, she
must submit to have a deep notch cut in one of the
piUan of her house.

I was once present at the funeral of an' old womao.
When we went into the'house, which had belonod to
the deceased, we found it full of her female relations;
some of them were employed in wrapping up the
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corpse in leaves and cloth, and others tearing to pieces
all the cloth which had beloilged to her. In anottjer
house hard by, the men of the village, with a great many
. others from the neighbouring towns, were sitting drink-.
ing soura and smoking tobacco. In the mean time
two stout young fellows were bdsy diqing a grave in
the sand near the house. When the ;froman had done
with the corpse, they set up a most hideous hom1,upon
which the people began to assemble round the grave,
and four men went up into the house to bring down
the body; in doing this they were much ii~terrupted
by a young rnan,'son to the deceased, who endeavoured
with all his might to prevent them, but finding it in
vain, he clung round the body, and was carried to the
grave along with it: there, after a violent struggle,
he was turned away, and conducted back to the house.
The corpse now put into the grave, and the lashings
whicb bound the legs and arms cut, all the live stock
which had been the property of the deceased, consisting of about half a dozen hogs and as many fowls, .
was killed, and flung in above it. A man then approached with a bunch of leaves stuck upon the end
of a pole, which he swept two or three times gently
along the corpse, and then the g a v e was filled up..
During the ceremony, the women continued to make
the most horrible vocal concert imaginable: the Inen
said nothing. A few days afterwards, a kidd of monument was erected over the grave,-with a pole upon
it, to which long strips of cloth of different colours
were hung.
O F CARNICOBAR.

-

Polyga?ny is not known among them ; and their punishment of adultery is not less severe than effectual.
Thy cut, from the man's offending member, a piece
of the foreskin proportioned to the frequent commission or enormity of the crime.
There seems to subsist among them a perfect equality. A few F u-. n s , from their age, have a little
..- . . z 3
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more respect paid to them; but there is no appearance
of authority one over another. Their society seems
bound rather by mutuai obligations continually conferred and received: the simplest and best of all
ties.
The inhabitants of the Andamns are said t o be
Cannibals. The peopleofCarmicobarbaveatradition

among them, that severaI canoes catne from An&man
many years ago, and that tbe crews were all armed,
aod committed great depredations, and killed s v m l
of the Nicobnrinns. It appears at first remarkable,
that there silould be such a wide difference between
the manners of the inhabitants of islands so near to
one another ; the Andamam being savage Cantiibak,
and the orhers, tbe most harmless inoffensive people
possible. But it is accounted for by the follo\oiog
bistoriccil anecdote, which, I have beed assured, is
matter of fact. Shortly after tlte Portuguese had discovered the passage to India round the Cape $Good
Hope, one of their ships, on board of which were o
uurnber of klozambique neproes, was lost on the A n k
aman islands, which were till then uninhabited. The
black8 remained on the island and settled there: tbe
Europeans made a small shallop, in ~yhicbthey sailed to
Pegu. On the other hand, the Nicobar islands were
peopled from tbe opposite main and the coast of P e p ;
in proof of which, the Nicobar and Pegu lenguages rue
said, by those acquainted with the latter, to have
much resemblance.
,

XXII.
l'HE D E S I G N O F A T R E A T I S B ON T H E
PLANTS O F INDIA.

-

BY THE ?PES&DE#T.

.

THE

greatest, if not the only, obstacle to the progress of knowledge in these provinces, except
in those branches of it which belong immediately to
our several professions, is our want of leisure for general researches ; and, as Archimedes, who was happily
master of his time, had not space enough to move
the greatest weight with the smallest force, thus we,
who have ample space for our inquiries, really want
time for the pursuit of them. " Give me a place to
" stand on, said the.great mathematician, and I will
move the whole earth :" Give us time, we may say,
for our investigations, and we n~illtransfer to Europe
ail the sciences, arts, and literature of Asia. " Not
to have despaired," however, was thought a degree
of merit in the Roman General, even though he was
defeated ; and, having some hope that others may
.occasionally find more leisure than it will ever, at
least in this country, be my lot to enjoy, I take the
liberty to propose a qork, from which very curious
idormation, and possibly very solid advantage, may
be derived.
Some hundreds of plants, which are yet imperfectly
to European botanists, and with the virtues of
which they are wholly unacquainted, grow wild on
the plains and in the forests of India. The Amurcosh,
an excellent vscabulary of thc'sanscrit language, contains in one chapter the names of about three hundred' medicinal vegetables ; the Medini~-may com-

, known
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prize many more; and fhe brmyabidam, or Dky
iionary o j ' Natural Productions, includes, I believe, a 1
far Beater number; the properties of whicb are distinctly related in medical tracts ~f ,approved authority.
Now the first step, in compiling a treatise on the plants
of India, should be to write their true names in Roman letters, according to the most accurate orthography, and m lSnnscrit preferabty t o any vulgar dialect;
because a learned language is fixed in books, while
popular idioms are in constant fluctuation, and will.oot
. perhaps, be understood a century hence by the inhabitants of these Indian territories, whom future botanists may consult on the comnlon appellations of trees
and flowers. The childish denominations of plants from
the persons who first described them, ought wholly
'to be rejected ; for Champaca and Hinna seem to me
not only more elegant, but far properer, designations
of an Ittdian and an Arabian plant, than Micheliaand ,
'Lawsonia; nor can I see without ain, that the great
Srcedish botanist considered it as t e supreme and only
Peruard of labour in this part of natural history, 'to pfiserve a name by hangins it on a 'blossom, and that be
declared this mode of pro~noringanct adorning botany,
worthy of being co~ztinuedwith holy reverence, though
so high an honour, he says, ought lo be co?lfrrred with
chaste reserve, and not prostituted for the purpose d
conciliating the good-wzll, or eternizing the memory,
@f
any but his chosenjollowcrs .; no, t ~ oeveu
t
of saints.
13is list of an lru~tdredand j i t y such names, clearly
shows thatbis excellent works are the true basis of his
'ust celebrity, which would have been feebly supported
the stalk of the Linnlm. From what proper bame
the Plantain is called Musa, 1 do not know; 'but it ,
seen~sto be the Dutch pronunciafion of the Ara6ic word for that vegetable, and ought not,: therefore,
to have appeared i n his list; though, in my'opinioa, it
is the only rationil name in the muster-roll.' As to the
system of Linnaus, it is the system of Tl'ature, subordinate indeed to the beautiful arrangement of fiat~ral

~
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orden, of which he bath given a rough sketch, and
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which may hereafter, perhaps, be completed : but the
distribution of vegetables into classes, according to the
number, length, and position of the stamens and pistils, and of those classes into kinds and species, according to certain marks of discrimination, will
eyer be found the dearest and \nost convenient of methods, and s'hould therefore be studiously observed
in the work which I, now suggqst; but I must be
forgiven, if I propose to reject the Linnmur appellations of the t~enty-four~lasses, because, although
they appear to be Greek (and, if they really were so,
that alone might be thmght a sufficient objection) yet
in truth they are not Greek, nor.even formed by anal o g to
~ the language of Grecians; for Poly~amos,Monandros, and the rest of that form, are both ~nasculine
and feminine; Polyandra, in the abstract, never occurs, and Pohandrton means a public cemitery;
diacia and hbcztoare not found in books of authority;
nor, if they were, would they be derived from dis, but
. from dia, which would include the rridcia; let me add
that the twefth and tftirteenth classes are ill distiuguished by their appellations, indepeadently of other
exceptions to them, since the real distinction between
them consists not so much io the number of their stamens, as in the plhce where tile are inserted; and
that the fourteenth and jf'tcellt L are not more accurately discriminated by two words formed in defiance
of grammatical analogy, since there are but two powers, or two diversities of length in eacb of those classes.
Calycopolyandros might, perhaps, not inaccurately denote a flower of the twelfth class; but such a compound would still savour of barbarism o r , pedantry;
and the best way to amend such a system of words is
to efface it, and supply its place by a more sirnple
nomenclator, which may easily be found. Numerals
may be used for the eleven first clqsses, the former of
t i o numbers teing'alaays appropriated to the stamens,
and the latter to thepistils. Short phrases, as on the

7
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calyx or calice, in the receptacle, t7uo long,four longfrom
one base, from two or man bases, with anthers connected, on the pistils, in m&wers, iir two distinct plants,
nrized, concealed, or the \like, will anmer every purpose of discrimination; but I do not offer this as a
perfect substitute for the words, which I condemn:
The allegory of se.res and nuptials, even if it were complete, ought,. I think, to be discarded, as unbecoming
the gravity of men, who, while they search for tru~b,
can have no business to inflame their imaginations;
and, while ,they profess to give descriptions, have nothing to do with metaphors., Few passages in Alohia,
the most impudent book ever composed by man, are
more wantonly indecent than the hundred forty-sixth
number of the Botanical Philosophy, and the broad
comment of its grave author, who dares, like Octa~ i u in
s his episram, to $pea& with Roman simplicity;
nor can the Lznndan description of the Alum, and
many other plants, be read in Englislr without exciting ideas which the occasion does not require. Hence
it is that no well-born and well educated woman can .
be advised td amuse herself with botany as it is now
explained, though a more elegant and delightful study,
or one more likely to assist and embellish other female ~accomplishments,could not possibly be recommended.

When the Satwm't names of the Indian plants have
been correctly written in a large paper-book, one page
being appropriated to each, the fresh plants themselves,
procured in their reapective seasons, must be concisely,
but accurately, clrrssed and described; after which
their several uses in medicine, diet, or manufactures,
may be collected with the assistance of Hindu physicians, from the medical books in Sansmit, and their
accounts either disapproved or establikhed by repeated
eqperiments, as fast as they can be made with exactness.
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B.y way of example,' I annex tbe descriptions of five
Iodraie plants; but am unable, at this season, to re-exa-

mine them. and wholly despair of leisure to exhit&
others, of which I have collected the names, and most
of which I have seen in blossom.
Tweuty, from One Base.
Cat. Five-parted, thick ; 1eafle.t~oblong.
Cor. Five petals, oblong.
Stam. From twelve to fifteen, 'rather long, fertile;
five shorter, sterile. In some flowers, the unprdpc
stamens longer.
Piat. Style cylindric.
Peric. A capsule, with five cells, many-seeded.
Seeds. Roundish, compressed, winged.
Ltaves. .Of many different shapes.
Uaeo. The quality refrigerant.

Om flower, steeped a rhole night in a glass of water, forms a cooling mucilage, of use in virulent go. norrhoeaa Tbe Muchucunda, called also Pichuca, is
'exquisitely fragrant: its calyx is covered with an
oddriferous dust; and the dried flowers in fine powder; taken as snuff,are said, in a San~critbook, al-'
most instantaneously to rern0ve.a nervous head-ach.
Note. This plant differs a little from the Pcniapeie-a of Linnrrus.

11. BILVA, O R MALURA.
Many on the Receptacle, and One.

Cal. Four or five cleft b9neath.

'
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Cor. Four or five petals; mostly rdek.

-

Stam. Forty to forty-eight filaments ; anthers
mastly erect.
Pist. Germ, roundish; Style smooth, short; Stigma
clubbed.
Peric. A spheroidal berry, very large; manyseeded.
Seeds. Toward the surface ovate, -in a pellucid
mucus.
Leaves. . Ternate; common petiole long; leaflets
subovate ; dtusely notched with short petioles;
some almost lanced.
Stem. Armed with sbarp thorns.
Uses. The fruit nutritious, warm, cathartic; in
taste delicious, in fragrance exquisite : its aperient
and detersive quality, and its efficacy in removisg babitual costiveness, having been proved by constant
experience. The mucus of the seed is, f ~ some
r
purposes, a very good cement.
Note. This fruit' is called Srip'hala, because it
+ran3 say the Indian poets, from the milk of Sri,
the Goddess of Abundance, who bestowed it on mankind at the request of Iswaru. whence he alone wears
A chaplet of Bilva flowers: to him only the Hindus
offer them; and, when they see any of them f a l l e ~
on the ground, they take them up with reverence,
and cai-ry them to his temple. F h n the first blossom
of this plant, that I could inspect, . I had imagined
that it belonged to the same class with the Durio, because the filaments appeared to be distributed in five
sets; but in all that I have since examined, they are .
perfectly distinct.

I

111. S R I N G A T A C A
Four and One,.

Cul. Four cleft, with a long p'eduncle above,
Cor. Four petals.

i
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Slam. Anthers kidney-shaped.
Pist. Germ roundish; Style long, as the fila-

ments ; Sligma clubbed.
Seed. A Nut with four opposite angles (two of them
shatp thorns) formed by the Calgs.
Leaves. Those wbich float on the water are
rhomboidal ; the. two upper sides unequally notched,
the two lower, right lines. Their petioles buoyed
up by spindle-shaped spongy substances, not bladden.
v
Root. Knotty, like coreL
U8e.v. The fresh kernel, in sweetness and delicacy,
equals that of the filbert. A mucus, secreted by minute glands, covers the wet leaves, wbich are tonsidered as cooling.

Note. I t seems to be the floating Trapa of Linnm4.T.

IV. P U T I C A R A J A .
Ten and One.

Cal. Five-cleft.
Cor. Five equal petals.
Peric. A thorny legumen ; two seeds.
Leaves. Oval, pinnated.
Stent. Armed.
Uses. The seeds are very bitter, and, perhaps, tonic; since one of them, bruised and given in two
doses, will, as the Hindus assert, care an intermittelit
fever.

V. M A D H U C A. (See Vol. 1. page
Many, not on the Receptacle, and One.

C42. Pcrianth four or five-leaved.
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COT. One-petaled. Tube inflated, atshy. Bopder nine, or ten, parted.,
Stam. Anthers from twelve to tkeoty-eight, erect,
acute, subvillous.
Pist. Germ roundish ; Style long awl-shaped.
Perk. A Drupe, with two or three Nuts.
Leaves. Oval, somewhat pointed.
Use8. T h e tubes esculent, nutritious ; yielding,
by distillation, a n inebriating spirit, which, if the
sale of it were duly restrained by law, might be applied
to good purposes. A useful oil is expressed from the
seed.

Such would be the method of the work which I
recammend; but even the specimen which I exhibit,
might, in skilful hands, have been more accurrrta
Engravings of the plants may be annexed; but I have
more than ance experienced, that the beat anatomical
and botanical prints give a very inadequate, and sometimes a very false notion of the objecb which they
were intended to represent. As we learn e new language by reading approved compositions in it with
the aid of a Gralumar and Dictionary, so we can
only study with effect the natural history of vegetables
by analysing the plants themselves with the Phihsophia Botanic4 which is the Grammar, and the G w r a
et Species Phntarur, which may be considered as the
Dictionary of that beautiful languaie, in Ghich Natiire would teach us what plants w e must avoid as noxious, and what we must cultivate as salutary; for that
the qualities of plants are in wmc & p e e cennected
with the natural orders and Elarses of them, a num.
1)cr of -instances would.rlundaatly prove.
. .
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XXIII.

ON T H E DISSECTION O F THE PANGOLIN,
In a

b t k r to Gcwraf Carnoc

frok

Adam Burt, Esq.
P

COMLIUNICATED BY T H E GENERAL.

compliance with your desire, I most willingly
myself the honour to present to you my observations and refiections on the dissection of one of those
animals, of which we have a print, with a very shorb
account, in the First Volume of the Transacttons of
the Asiatic Society. The animal, from which that
likeoess has been taken, was sent by Mr. Leslie, fiom
Chitra, to the President Sir William Jones. It is distinguished in the Trtwzoactiono by a name, which I do
not at present remember; but probably the animal
is of the same genus with the Mania, as described in
the former edition of the Encyclopddia Britannica, or,
perhaps, not different from the Pargolk of Bufon.

150

Tbe representation of this animal in the Mmloirr
of the Asiatic Society, makes it unnecessary for me to
enter into any general daecription of its external figure
and appearance. Tbere are on each foot five claws, of
which the outer and inner are srna1L when compared
with the other three. There are no distinct toes ; but
each nail is moveable by a joint at its root Thio
creature is extremely inoffensive: it has no tceth ; and
its feet are unable to grasp. I-1e11ceit would appear
that Nature, having furnished it with a coat of mail
for its protection, haj, with some regard to juatice, denied it the powers of acting with hostiliiy against
..

..
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its fellow-creatures. The' nails are well adapted
a l so dexfor digging in the ground ; and the a ~ ~ i mis
terous in eluding its enemies, by concealing itself in
holes and among rocks, t b t it is extremely difficult
to procure one.
The upper jaw is covered with a cross eartila~inous
ridge, which though apparently not at all suited to any
purposes of mastication, may, by increasing the surfuce of the palate, extend the sense of taste. The cesophagus admitted my fore-finger with ease. The tongue
at the bottom of the mouth is nearly about the size
of the little finger, from whence it tapers to a point
The animal at pleasure protrudes this member a great
way from the mouth. The tongue arises from the
ensiform cartilage, and the contiguous musdes of the
belly, and passes in form of a round distinct muscle
from over the stomach, througl~the thorax, immediately under the sternum; and interior to the windpipe in the throat Wtien dissected out, the tongue
could be easily elongated so as to reach more than the
length of the animal, exclusive of its tail. There is
a cluster of salivary glands seated around the tongue,
as it enters the mouth. These will necessarily be
compressed by the action of the tongue, so as occasionally to supply a plentiful flow of their secretion.
The stomach is cartilaginous, and analogous to that
of the pallinakeous tribe of birds. It w d filled with
small stolies and gravel, which in this part of tbe
country, are almost universally calcareous. The inner surface of the stomach was rough to the feel, and
formed into folds, the interstices of which wen!
tilled with a frothy secretion. The guts were 6Ued
with a sandy pulp, in which, however, were interspersed
a few distiller small stbnes. No v e s t i p of aoy mih a l or vegetable food'could be traced in the whole
prime via!. The gall-bladder was di8Zibd.d with

tluid, rkmbling in colour and consistence the dreg$
of beer.
1.

The subject was a female: its dugs were hq'
seated on the breast The uterus and organs of generation were evidently those of a viviparous animal.
Forcibly struck with the phenomena which thid
quadruped exhibited, my imagination at once over-'
leaped the boundaries by which scieuce endeavourd
to circunlscribe the ptoductions and tile ways of
Nature; and believing with Bufm, que tout e l gud
peut etrc at, I did not hesitate to conjecture that this
anirnal might possibly derive its nourishment from
mineral substances. This idea I accordingly hazarded
in an address to Colonel Kyd. The spirit of inquiry,
natural to that gentleman, could be ill satisfied by
ideas thrown out apparently at rendom; and he SOOR
cnlled on me to explain my opinion, and its foundation.
Though we have perhaps no clear idea of the
manner in which vegefablea extract their nourishment from earth, yet the fact being so, it may not
be unreasonable to avppose that some animal may
derive nutriment by a process somewhat similar. It
appears to me, that facts produced by Spallanzsru' directly invalidate the experiments, fiom which he has
drawn the inference, that fowls swallow stones merely
fhnn stupidity; and that such substances are alrogether unnecessary to those animals. He reared
fowls, wi~houtpermitting them ever to swallow sand
or stones; but he also established the fact, that car;
nivorous animals may bdco~nefrugivorous; and herbivorous animals may come to live on flesh. A woodThe
pigeon he brought to thrive on putrid meat.
experiment on fowls, then, only corroborates the proef,
that we have it in our power by habitv to alter the natural constitution of animals. Again the eminent in.
vestigator of truth found, that fowls died when fed
V O L .11.
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on stow alose; but surely ha8 fact i),fir sbwt of
proving that such substances are not agreeable. to tlw
original purposes of nature in the digestivq proceN of
these animals Wbeo: other subtanees h l l barn
been detecked ip the stsmach of ahis aoitnal, tqy inferaoce, from what I. have swa, must nocebsstily fd
to the ground. But if, like other animals with mu*
cular aqd ca&aginous stor~a&q tbis singular quadruped consume# grain, it muat be aurprisilrg tbrt no
vestige of such bod wm found present in t b e wide
alimentary canri, since in that tbinly inhabited cwn*
US the wild anbale are free to feed without istrusion
fiom man. . Nor can it be idrted from tbs structure
sf the stomach, that this miml lives on ants or 0x1
h c t s Animals devoured ao food, though of cooai+rPWe size and sdidity, with aproportiooahly small
w e n t of surface to be acted on by the p e t & juice
a d the action of the .stomach, are readily disIoloed
4digested by animal8 posfessin not B cartilagirims, but a membranaceous stomac ; as for instaace,
r frog in *at of r snake.

f

In tbc stomach many minerals are d u b , md tho
most pctive things which we can swalbw. CCJcanollr
s~pbstanceaare readily acted oe. Dr. P&&ly hu
arkgd, "May n d pblogistic matter be tbe moet a" seqtial part of the food and suppmt af botb vege
" table and animal bodier i" I eonfew, tbat Ur.
Pricstly'a findiqij cause to propose the q d ,
MJioqs me to suppose that tbe eftirmitiveto it may
Be true. Earth seems to be the, basis. of all mi-)
matter. The growth of the bones must be attendad
with a constant supply; a d in the humro spe~ja ;
there is a copbus dkcharge of calcareous mrW
thrown out by the kidoeys and salivary glrods
May not the quadruped in questioo derive p h l q h o ~
from earth? salt., from rnine~alsubtances? And, u
i t ia not deprived of the pewar of drinking. rnlef,
1

,

.

.-.

, Considering ibe scsiy -ring d Air animal', we
may conceive that it n~aybe at feast ,nece'sGr.y SOP
its existence, on that account, to imbibe ZA .greater
roportion of earth.than is necessary to other aqimals.,
may deselie cqnsideratiob, that bi,rds arc covered
with feathers, which in their~constituentpriniiples approach to the nature of horn and bode, Of these
dnimals the gallil~aceoustribe swallow ston,es; and
the c~Divoroe6take in the feathers and bones of their
prej; the latter article is ,known to be soluble in the.
membranaceous stomachs; and hence is a cspitys
sopply of the earthy principles. In truth, I da not
know that any thing is soluble in the stomach of anitrials, which may riot be thence absorbed into their:
circulating system; and nothing.,can be sd absorbed
Cithout affecting the whole konstltution:

h

.. ..

Whd I h ~ her=
b btntedis ill that 1eduld ldtaocq
to tba Colonel : but my opinion has been sidce not a
little conflrmcd, hy observing the report of, experiments b M;Bruqlicstdii of Pavia, on ttle aufhoriq
of M. re&, by which we learn, that some birds have
~KIgreat a dissolvent potver in tbe gytric juice, sa tq
didsolve id their stomachs flints, rocli-crystal, calcrireous stohes, dnd shells.

6'
.

I beg only fanher to obiewe, thdi ;eke ihinga i i
B~rfori's descriptiod of the Pangolin, not apparently
quite applicable to this aniriial, might have been awi n g to his descriptidn being only from the view of a
dried preparation, in which the organs of genefation
dould be obliterated, and the d t g shiiv&lledaway so
IS to be irnptirceptible; else that elegant philosopher
tould not have asserted that, tous les atiimaux qua-.
d c drnpedtd, qui sont coivert8 d'ecaillee, smt wipai-ei."
,"
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Excuse my prolixity, which is only in me the DCcessary attendant of my superficial knowled* of
things. In ingenuousness, however, I hoge that I
'am not inferior to any man: and I am proud to subacribe myself,

Sir,
most obediqpt and humble servant,

ADAM BURT.
Gya, Septmbet 14, I 789.

A Letter from Doctor Anderson to Sir William Jones.
DEAR SIB,

THE male Lac insect having hitherto escaped the
observrtien of naturalists, I send the enclosed deseription, made by Mr. William fixburgh, surgeoa on
this establishment, and botanist to tbe Honourable
Company, in bopes you will give it a place in the
publication of your Society, as Mr. RoxburgA'r discovery will bring Lac a genus into the class Hemiptera of Linnmur.
I am, with esteem,
Dear Sir,

Your very obedient servant,
JAMES ANDERSON,

Tort St. George, Januay

9, 17y0.
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pkccs mf very .fresh-lwkimg Irc adhering
SOME
tb ahall branches of mimom cinmcq wkrb broa&t

me from the mountains on the 90th of l a m a t h
I kept them carefolly, and tubday, the 4th ufl Decmnb e , fourteen days from the time ;bey came from tld
brEb, -myriadsof eraeedinglg rniuute asihale were d~
acrvsd creeping about tbe lee and btamtttCe it adhered
t q and mom still issuing from small b o b over tbe
mrfaoe of the mile:, o t k r mall a d perforabd ex:
cnsmnceb were observed. with r g b s amongst the
plerfarationg fram which the hsi~utoinsect8 ismred, regularly two to each hole, had mwned with mme u y
fine white hairs. When tbe hairs were rubbed oft,
f a o white Sp08 appeared. The animaln, wbeo single,
ran about pretty briskly; but in genetti) they wens so
numerous as to be crowded 6ver one another. 'IM
body is oblong, tapering most torn& t b tail, below
plain, .bow convex, with a doubla,'or %attmrgin: 1%;
terally on the back pad of tbe thorax are two stball tclbercles, which may be the eyes: the body behind the
thorax is crossed with twelve rings; legs sin; febkrs
(rriteanle) half the length of the body, jointed, hairy,
each endiog in two brirs as long as the anwnnee; rump,
a white point betmen two terminal bairs, which are as
hag u tbe body lof the animdl; the mohth I eould nor
see. On opeaing tbe cells, the subance that tbey were
firmed of cannot be better dcscribttd, with respect t6
n
i g it i8.li-hthe wensparent
appearan- tben by v
am& t h a ~b e d s are msde of: rhe entvcaal covering
of the mllr m y be about half a line thick, i6 rcmarkably strong and &Me to rarbt iwries; the partitions are much thinner; the cells are in g'cneral
Aa4

irregular squares, pentagons, and hexagons, about an
eighth of an inch in diameter, and f deep; they have
no communication with each other: all these I opened
during the time the animals were issuing, contained
in one-half a small bag filled with a thick red jellylike liquor, replete with what I take to be eggs; these
bags, or utriculi, adhere to the bottom of the cells, and
haye each two necks, which pass through perforetions
ia tbe external coat of the cells, forming the fore-ment i ~ n e dexcrescenaes, and ending in some very fine
hairs, The other half of the cells have a distinct
opening, and c~ntaioa white substance, like sane
6ew filaments of. cotton rolled together, and numbers
of tbe insecta theniselves ready to make their exit.
Several of the same inseeb I observed to have drawn
up their legs, and to lie flat; they did net move on
being touched, nor did they show any signs of life
with the greatest irritation

December 5. The same minute herapedes continua
issuing from their cells in numbers; they are more
lively, of a deepened red colour, and fewer of the motionless sort To-day I saw the niouth; it is a flattened point, about the,middleof the breast, which the
little aninla1 projects on k i n g compressed.

I

Decmber 6. The male insects I have found to-day.
A few of them are constantly running among the fe*
males most wtively : as yet they are surrce more, I
imagine, than one to 5OoO females, but twice their siea
The head ie obtuse ;eyes black, very large; antenoa clavated, hathered, about two-thirds Lhelengtlr~fthebody;
below tbe middle an articulation, ~ u c has those in the
legs; colour between the eyes a beautiful shining green;
neck very short; b d y oval, brown; abdomen oblong,
tbe length of body and head; 1- six; wings membranauous, four, looger than the body, fixed to the
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sides-of the thorax, narrow'at their insertions, growing
broader for twwthirds of their length, then rounded;
the anterior pair is twice the size of the posterior; a
strong fibre runs along their anterior margins; they
lie flat, like the wings of s'common tly, when it walks
or rests; no haire frmn the rump ; it springs most
actively to a considerable'distance on being touched;
mouth in the under part of the head; maxillae transverse. To-day the female insects continue issuing im
great numbers, and move about as on the 4th.

December 7. The small red insects still more namerous, and move about as before: winged insects,
still very few, continue active, There have been
fresh leaves and bits of the branches of both min#,ra
cinerca and corinda put into the wide mouthed bottle
with them: they walk over them indifferently, without
stlowing any preference, nor inclination to work nor
copulate. I opened a cell whence 1,thought the wined
flies had come, and fouud several, eight or ten, more
in it, struggling to shake off their incumbrances: they
were in one of those utriculi mentioned on the 4th
which ends in two mouths, shut up with fine whitc
hairs, but one of them was open for the exit of them
flies; the other would no doubt have opened in due
time; this utriculus I found now perfectly dry, and
divided into cells by exceeding thin partitions. I
imagine, before any of the flies made their escape, it
might have contained about twenty. In t h w minute
cells with the living flies, or whence they had made
their escape, were small dry dark coloured compressed
grains, which may be the dried excrements of the
flies.

Note by tile Prerident.
. THE H i n h have six names for Lac; but they ge
nerally call it Laah, from the multitude of ,small insects, who, as they believe, discharge it from tbeir
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stomachs, and at length debtroy the tree on which they
form their colonies. A fine Pipprrla near Crisbwuagar,
is now a l m a t wholly destroyed by them.

XXV.
THE 8 S V E N T H

ANNIVERSARY DISCOURSE,

. BY THE PRESIDENT.
&

at this
ALI'HO@GH
the British

we are
moment ccmtiderably
nearek 40 the fiontstr of Chha than to the ebrthest h i t of
dbminioos ih Hiwdwtan, yet
the fire step that we &ould take in the philosophical
journey, vbtrieh 'Iproposef~ryoar entertainment at theplment meetjag, wiB lcarty us to the utmast verge'of
the habitable lobe knowh to the best geqrapbers of
Old Gecce an Egypt; beyond the boundary.of whose
know!edgt we sbafi diste1-h fro111the heighzs.of the
northern hountnins an ernpike keadyciqutrl ih surface
k a square of fifteen dcpe's; :an empire, d.whieb I
do notemean to assign the prp5jc limits, hut wtiiek we
.$nayconsider, 'for the purpose of this dissertdthn, M
kmbraecd on two sides by V r t u r y and I ~ d i u ,white
the m d n separates 'its &her sides ' frdm baribus Atlavie ibl& of g e a t importdi~e'jnthecbmmertial *stkin
bf Europe. Annexed to .that irnmense t r m of -land 15
the pe'hrhsula of Corea, w%& a mt oml bason divided
rtom A F i j t ; or yapan, a .celebrated and imphnl island,
bearing M arts' and 'ih arms, in advantage'of 'situation, but not in felicity s f gavemment, a pre-erniMoc~
among easterd kingdoms hha9upbs to thit of Brit&
among t&e nations of the west 50 many dimate&
are included'in so prodt~iousan area, that while tho
prindpal emporium of China lies nearly under thb
tropic, its metropolis
enjoys the temperature of Sa.
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narkand: such too is the diversity of soil in its fiftCea
provinces, that, while some of them are exquisitely
fertile, richly cultivated, and . extremely. populous,
others are barren and rocky, dry and unfruitful, with
plains as wild or mountains w rugged as any in Sqthia,
,and those either wholly deserted, or peopled by savage
hordes, who, if they be not still indepcodent, have
been very lately subdued by the perfidy, ,rather than
tbe valonr, of a monarch, who has perpetuated his
own breach of faith in rr Chinere poem, of which I
have seen a translation.

The word China, concerning which 1 ahall ofkr
some new remarks, is well known to the people whom
we call the Chinme; but they. never apply it (I speak
of the learned among them) to themselves or to their
country. Themselves, according to Father Visdrloy
they describe as the people of Han, or of some other
illustrious family, by the memory of wbose actions
they flatter their national pride; and their country
they call Chuar-cue, or the Central Kingdom, repremating it in their symbolical characters b a parallelogram
cxrc2ly bimected. At other times t ey distinguish it
by the words Tien-hiu, or What is under Hawen;
meaning all that is valuable on eardb. S i m , they
never name themselves w i t h moderatiop, tbey would
have no right to complain, if they knew 4at
pian autbors hare ever spoken of tbetn in the extreme
of applause or of cuulara By rome they hare been
extolled as the oldest rndtheaisea, as the most leaned
m d most ingenious.of nations; whilst otbem have
derided their pretensions to antiquity, candemncd their
governmentas abornipble, and arraigned rh&rmanuen
aa inhuman, without allowing them aa element of rcience, or a single art for which tbey have. not bean in:
debted to some more ancient and more civilized race of
men. Thq truth perhaps lisg wbere we usually find it
,

K

between the extremes; but it id not my design td accuse or to d h d the Chinuse, to depress or to q p e n dize them: I shall confine myself to the discussion of
r question connected with my former discourses, and
far less easy to be solved than any hitherto started:
Wbeoce came the singular people, who long bad
" governed Chim, before they were conquered by the
" Tartars?" On this problem (the solution of which
has ao concern, indeed, with our political or commercial ioteresta, but a very msterial connection, if I
mistake not, .with interests of 8 higher nature) four
opinions have been advanced, and all rather peremptority asserted than su yported by argument and evidence. By a few writers it has been urged, that the
C h i m e are an original race, who have dwelt for
ages, if not from eternity, in the land which they
now possess; by otbers, and chiefly by the missionaries, it is insisted that they sprang from the same stock
with the Hebrervr and Arabs; a third assertion is
that of the Arabs themselves and of M. Pa-,
who bold it indubitable, that they were originally
Tartar8 descending in wild clans from the steeps
of I m m ; and a fourth, at least as dogmatically.
pronounced as any of the preceding, is that of
the Brahmans, who decide, without allowing any appeal from their decision, that the Chinas (for so they
are named in Sanscrit) were Hindus qf the Cshatriyn,
or military class, wbo, abandoning the privileges of
their tribe, rambled in different bodies to the northeast of Bengal; and, forgetting by degrees the rites
and religion of their ancestors, atablisbed separate
principalities, which were afterwards united in the plains
and valleys, which are now possessed by~hem. If any
une of the three last opinions be just, the first of them
must necessarily be relinquished; but of those three,
the first cannot possibly be sustained, because it rests
on no 6riner support than a foolish remark, wbcther
true or false, that Sem in Chinese means life and pro.
crvatiet~;a ~ because
d
a tea-plant is not more differep!
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h m 8 pdm t ham 8 c h i m e fiom an Arab. Tbcp dm
men, d e e d , rn the tea and t h e palm are rep*;
bpl t bnmrn s a w i t y could not, I bebkve, disewer my
other trace of resemblance betwata them. One of the
Arabs, indeed (an accoont of whose voya to In&
and ChiM hati been translated by i ~ e - t T t b o u ~ h
the Chinaac not handsomer (sccocding; to hia ideas of
beauty) than the Hiadw; but ev&anmorelike bis own
countrymen in features, habiliments, carriage, man*
ners, and ceremonies: and this may Be true, withod
proving an actual rasemManm between ebb Cfils~d
m d Amrh, except in dress and complexion. Tbe next
epinbn is more mnnected with that of the B d r t o r r
then M. P a w , probably, imagined.; for, though be
Bells us expressly that by Scythianr be meant the T w k ,
or fartars, yet the Dragon on the standard, and some
ether puculiarities, from which be would infer a c h
affinity between the old Tartars and thechinere, belonged indu.bitnblytothme Scythianr w.ho areknowato bate
been Goths; and the Gatha had rnanihtly a common
lineage with the Hindu, if hie own argument, in the
preface to his Rcscmchcr ou the S W r i Q
lhzr
p g e be, as all men agree that it is, irrefragable,
That the C h i m e were anciently of a Tmtwhn stock,
ie a propo3ition which I cannet otherwim dispnrm
Eor the present, than by insisting on the totd didmilrrity of the two races in manners and artq
icu'arl"
in the h e arts of imagination,. whicb the artarr,
by
tbeir own account, never cultivated; but, if we shOn
rtrong groonds for believing that the first C h k
were actually of an I d k n raw, it will follow tbat M.
Pam and the Arabs are mistaken. I t is to tbe discussion .of this new and, in my opinion, very interesting point, that I shall e o n h the remainder of my
discoune,

r

.

In the Sanwit In~tidt#erof civil and tetigiour dnties, revealed, as the H'dur believe., by Mmu,the sm
of Brobmu, we find t k following curiws pasage:

I

OW I E X . CHSBESX.

Many hmilies of the militpry class having gradually ubradoned. the ordinanma of the y ' d
'I tbe company OJ BmAvnanr, lived in a etabe of degra" dation; as the people of Pwdraca and Odra, those
'' of h i r a and Cadojta, the Zhxmur and 8" tbe P*udaa and Pahima, the China, d some
" other nations." A full comment on his text wwM
bere be wpertluow ; but, since the testimony of the
Z d h m ruthor, who, though certainly not a divine persoeage, wm as certainly a very r d o t lawyer, m o d kt, and birtoriaa, is direct and p i t i v e , disintelwted
and unsuspected, it would, I think, decide the queslioa kfore us, if we could be sure that tbe word China
bigaified a Chiwe, as all the Pardits, whom I havesew
perately consulted, assert with one voica They assure
rue, that Clu'l~ddof h t r settled in a fine country
to tbe north-esst of G a r , and to the east of Camarnp
a d M p l ; that they have long been, and still are,
famed as ingenious artificers; and that they had thems l u e s wen dd Chinese idols, which bore a murifest
relation to the primitive religion of India before Buddh4'8 appearance in i~ A well-informed Pondit showed
me r Sawrit book in Cadmirim letters, whicb, he
mid, nu revealed by Sha himself; m d entitled Socdkangam: be r e d to me a whole chapter of i6 on the
heterodox opmions of the C k , who were diuided,
rays the author, into near two hundred clans I tbeq
laid before him a map of Asia; and, when I pointed
ro Carhnu'r, his own country, he instant1 placed his
fioger on the.north-western provinces of h i 4 w h
&beChinru, he said, first established thunselves; but
be added, that Mahchina, whicb was also mentioned
in h u book, extended to the sactsfn and southem
oceans. I believe, naverthdess, that the Chinme empipe, tu we now cell it, waa not formed when the laws of
Nrrrrr were collected; and for thm belief, so repugnaat
. to the gsmrriopinion, I amhbound to offer my ressorrs,
If tlm outline of history and chronology for tbe last
two bud year8 be correctly trrced, and we mrur
"

,
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Be hardy sceptic8 to doubt it) the poems af Gdaf
were composed before the beginning of our e r a NOW
it is clear, from internal and external evidence, tbat
tk Ramayan and Makabharat were considerablyohkt
than the prodoctiom of that poet ;,and it appears frmn
the style and metre of tbe D h m Swtra, revealed by
)dm,that it was reduced to writin long before the
ago of Vuimic or Yyma, the secon of whom name,
it with applause. We &all not, therefore, be thaogl~t
extravagant if we place the con~pilerof those laws between a thousand and fifteen hundred years before
Ckrisr; especially as Buddha, whose age is pretty well
ascertained, is not mentioned in them; but, in tlie
rwelAh century before our era, the Chincdc empire
was at least in its cradle. This fact it necessary to
prove; and my first witness is CmJsu:ius himself. I
know to what keen satire I shall expose myself by citing tbat philosopher, after the bitter sarcasms of M.
Pam against him and against the translators of bis
mutilated, but valuable works; yet I quote without
scruple.the book cntitled t u n Yu,of whicb I posses
the original with a verbal translation, and which I
know to be suficiently autheritic for my present put;
pose. 10 the second part of it Con-Jwtm declares, that
" Altbo' he, like o~her
men,could relate, as mere kuom
"of morality, the histories'of the first and second im" perial houses, yet, Jor want oj' epidme, he could
"give no certain account of them." Now, if the Chi.
nere themselves do not even pretend that any bbtW
tical mooumnt exioted in the age of C o n f u h , p*
ceding the rise of their third dynasy, about eleven
hundred years before tbe Christim epoch, we may
'ustly conclude that rhr feign of Ymam was in the
inkncy of their empire, which hardly grew to m a t o d ~
till sooie a g e s ~ f k r t k t ~ r i n cand
e ; it has been asserted
by very learned Eu*opeuns, tbat even of the tbird
dynasty, which he has athe fame of having .raised, no
uosuspected. menlorial can now be produced. It rU
-1. Gll tbe ekhtb century before the birth of our
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#miour, that a amall kingdom WM erected in the proVince of Shen-8i, the capital of which stood nearly
in the thirty-Jfth degree of northern latitude, and
about f i e degrees to the west of Si-gun; both thecountry and its metropolis were called Chin; and the
dominion of its princes was gradually extended to the
east and west. A king of Chin, who makes a figure
in the Shahnamah among the al1ie~:ofAfrasiyab, was,
I presume, a sovereign of the qountry just mentioned: and tile river of Chin, which the poet frequently names as the limit of his eastern geography, seehs to have been the Yellow River, which the'
Chinese introduce at tbe- beginning of their fabulous
annals. I should be tempted io expatiate on so curious a subject, but the present occasion allows nothing
superfluous, and permita me only to add, that Mangukhan died in the middle of the thirteenth century,
before the city of Chin, which was afterward# taken
by Kubfai, and that the poets of Iran perpetually
allude to the districts arou'nd it which they celebrate,
with Chegif and Khoten, for a number of musk-animals roving ou their hills. The territory of Cliirr, ao
called by the, old Hi&,
by the P e r o i a , ~and
, by the
Chinese (while the Greeks and Araba were obliged by
their defective articulation to miscall it Sin) gave its
name to a race of emperors, whose tyranny made
their memory so unpopular, that the modern inhabitants of China hold the word in abhorrence, and speak
of themselves as the people of a milder and more virtuous dynasty; but it is highly probable that the whole .
nation descended frob the Chinas of Menu, and, mixing with h e Tartars. (by whom the plains of Honan
and the more southern provinces were thinly inhabited) formed by degrees the, race of men whom
we now see in posaession of the noblest empire in
Asia.
..

'1n.sukort of an opinion, which I offer as the remit of loog and anxious inquiries, I should rqularly
. Vo 1;. $1.
Bb
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proceed to examine the languap and letters, r t l i
and philosophy of the prewnt Chinese, and wbjoie
some remarks on their ancient monuments, on their
sciences, and on their arts, both liberal and mechanical; but their spoken language not having been pw
served in the usual symbols of articulate sou^ must
have been for many ages ina continualflux; theirlettcrt,
if we may so call them, are merely the symbols of ideas;
their popular religion was imported from 1l0&iP
age comparatively modern ; and their philomphy seem
et in so rude a state 'as hardly to deserve the appdLtion; they have no ancient monuments, from which
their origin can be traced even by plausible canjijecture;
their sciences are wholly exotic; and their mechanid
arts have nothing in ttwm characteristic of a partieuh r family; nothing which any set of men, in a COUP.
try so highly favoured by nature, might not have db
covered and improved. They have indeed both
national music and national poetry, and both of tbem
beautifully pathetic; but of painting, sculpture, or architecture, as arts of imagination, they seem (like ohff
Asiatic~)to have no idea Instead, therefore, of
lalqgiog separately on each of those M s , I I d
briefly inquire, how far the literature and rdigiour
practices of China confirm or oppose the propositio~
which I have advanced.
The declared and fixed opinion of 3f. DaGrtignes,
the subject before us, is nearly cpnnected with that of
tbe Brahmups; he maintains that the Chirtcss were
etfiigrants f r ~ m
Egypt: and the Egyptians, or Bthh
piam (for they were clearly the same people) had indubitably a common origin with thc old natives of In&
as the affinity of their languages and-of their institea
tions, both religious and poiitical, fully evince; bllt
that China was peopled a few centuries before our eraby
a colony from the banks of the Nik, tho' neither Per~ i d n nor
a Arabs, Tlirrtars nor Hindu, ever heard of such
ea emigdtioli, is a paradax, which the bare a u t b d l
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h e n of so learned a man cannot support; and since rea$on grounded on facts can alone decide such a question;
we have a right to demand clearer evidence and stronger
arguments than any that he has yet adduced. The
bieroglyphiEs of Egypt bear, indeed, a stron? resemblance to the mythological sculptures and paintings of
India, but seem wholly dissimilar to the synlbolical
system of the Chinme, which might easily have been
invented (as they aseert) by an individual, and might
very naturally have been contrived by the first Chinas,
or outcast Hindus, who either never knew, or had
forgotten, the alphabetical characters of their wiser
ancestors. .As to the table and bvst of lais. they
beem to be given up as n~odernfor~eries;but, if they
were indisputably genuine, they would be nothing to
the purpose; for the ietters on the bust appear to have
been designed as alphabetical; and the fabricator of
them (if they really were firbricated in Europe) was uncommonly happy, since two or three of then] are exactly the same with those on a metal pillar yet standk g in the aorth of India. In Egypt, if we can rely od
the testimony of the Greeks, who studied no language
but their own, there were two sets of alpt~abeticaI
churacters; the one popular, like the various letters
med in our Indian provinces ; and the other ametd
dotal, like the Dcwanagari, especially that form of
it which we see in the Veda; besides which they had
two sorts of sacred scuZpture; the one simple, like
the figures of Buddha and the three Ramas; and the
other allegorical, like the images of Ganesa, or Dib k Wisdom,and Isani, or Nature. with all tbeir eml
of
blematical accompaniments ; but their ~ e ncharacter
the C h i m e appears wholly distinct from any Egyptiatz
writing, either mysterious or popular: and, as to the
fancy of M. de Guignes, that the complicated symhols
of China were at firstmo more than Pkenician,monograms, let us hope that he has abandoned so wild a
conceit, which he started probablv w i t h no other vicw
than td display bis ingenuity and -learning.
Bbe .
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We have ocular proof that the few radical chamc~
ters of the Chinese were ori inally (like our astronomical and chymical symbols~the pictures or outlina
of visible objects, or figurative signs for simple ideas,
which they have multiplied by the most ingeniow
combinations and the liveliest metaphors; but, as the
s stem is peculiar, I believe, to themselvea and tbe
apanese, it would be idly ostentatious to enlarge on
it at present; and, for the reasons already intimated,
it neither corroborates nor weakens the opinion wbicb
I endeavour to support. The same may as truly be
said of. their spoken language; for, independently of
its constant fluctuation during a series of ages, it has
the peculiarity of excluding four or five sounds which
other nations articulate, and is clipped into nionosyl~
jables, even when the ideas expressed by them, and
the written symbols for those ideas, are very complex. This has arisen, I suppose, from the singular
habits of the. people; for, though their common
tongue be so musically accented as to form a kind of recitative, yet it wants those grammatical accents, with
out which all human tongues would appear monosyllabic. Thus Anritn, with an accent on the first syllable
means, in the Sanscrit language, immeasurabk; and
the natives of Bengal pronounce it Omito; but when
the religion of Buddha, the son of Maya, was carried
hence intoChina, the people of that country, unable
to pronounce the name of their new God, called him
Foe, the son of Mo-ye, and divided his epithet Amit4
into three syllables 0-mi-to, annexing to them certain
ideas of their own, and expressing them in writing
by three distinct symbols. We n~ayjudge from this
instance, whether a comparison of their spoken tongue
with the dialects of other nations can lead to any certain conclusion as te their origin; yet the instarlce
which I have given, supplies me wlth an argui~~ent
from analogy, which I produce as conjectural only, but
which appears more and more plausible the oftener I

$
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consider.it. The Buddha of the Hindus is unquestionably the Foe of China; but the great, progenitor of
the Chinese is also named by them 30-hi, where the
second monosyllable signifies, it, seems. acoictim. Now
the ancestor of that military tribe, whom the Hindus
call the Cilandrawansa, or Children of the Moon, was,
according to their Puranad or legends, Buddha, or the
enius'sf the planet Mercury, from whom, in the
f t R degree, descended a prince named Druhya, whom
his father Tatyati sent in exile to the east of Hindustan, with this imprecation, "May thy progeny be
"ignorant of the Veda." The name of the banished
prince could not be pronounced by the modern Chinese;
and, though I dare not conjecture that the last syllable of i t has been changed into Yao, I n~aynevertheless observe that Yao was the JiSSk in descent from
Fo-hi, or at least the fifth mortal is the first imperial
dynqsty; that all Chinese history before him is coosidered by the Chinese themselves as poetical or fabulous;
that his father Ti-co, like the Indian king 'Yayati, was
the first prince who married several women; and that
Fo-hi, the head of their mce, appeared, say the Chinese, in a province of the west, qnd held his court in
the territory of Chiq, where the rovers, mentioned
by the Indinnlegislator, are supposed to have settled.
Another circumstance in the parallel is very remarkable:-According to Father De P r m r e , in his tract
on ~ h i n e r cMythology,' the mothei'of Eo-hi was the
H m e u , surnamed i;Zozumrlooi~g;and
Daughter
as the nymph was walking alone on the bank of a river
with a similar name, she found herself on a sadden
encircled by a rainbow, soon after which ahe became
pregnant, and a t the end of twelve years was delivered
of a son radiant as hersellc who, among ether titles,
had that of Su+, or Starr of the Yeqr, Now, in the
,mythological system of the Hindus, the nymph Rohini,
who presides over the fourth lunar mansion, was the
favourite mistress of Soma, or the Moon, among
BbS
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whose numerous epithets we find Cumudanajacn, or
Delighting in u species of water-joruer that blos~oms
a t nigbt; and their offsprirlg was Buddha, regent of a
planet, and called i~lso,from the names of his paren@
Rauhineya. or Saumya. It is true that the learned inissionary explains the word Sui,by Jupiter; but an exact
resemblance between two such fables could not have
been expected; an'd it is sufficient for my purpose,
that they seem to have a family likeness The God
Buddha, say the Indians, married IZa, whose father war
preserved in a miraculous ark from a universal da
luge. Now, although I cannot 'insist with confidence
tbat the rainboru in the Chinese fable alludes to the
Mosaic narrative of the flood, nor build any solid
argument on the divine personage Niu-va, of whose
character; gnd even of whose sex, the historians of
Chim speak very doubtfufly, I may neverthelee
assure you, after full iaqtrir-y-and consideration, tbat
the Chinese, like the Hindus, believe this earth to have
been wholly covered with water, which, in works of
undisputed autlpnticity, they describe asjibwing abus
&ntZy, then sudsiding, and separating the higher from
the lower age bf mrmiind; that the division 4J time,
' from wbich their poetical history begins, just preceded
the appearance of Fo-hi on the mountains of Chin; but
that the great inundation in the reign of Yao was either
confined to the lowlands of his kingdom, if the
whole account of it be not R fable, or, if it contain any
allusion to tlx flood of Noala, has been ignorantly misplaced by the Chinese annalists.
,

The importation of a new religioli into Chi- in th
first century of our era, must lead us to suppose that
the former systein, whalever it was, had been found
inadequate to the purpose of restraining the great body
of the people from rhoseoffences agrrinst conscience and
virtue, which the civil power could not reach; and it ir
hardly possible that, without such restrictions, any government could long have subsisted with felicity; for no
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$orernment can long subsist without equal justice, and
justice cannot be adrhiniatercd without the sanctions
of religion. Of the religious opinions entertained by
Confucius and his followers, we may glean a general notion from the fragments of their works translated by
Couplet. They professed a firm belief in the Supreme
G d , and gave a demonstration of his being and of his
providence from the exquisite beauty and perfection of
the cehtial bodies, and the wonderful order of nature
in the whole fabric of the visible world. From this
belief, they deduced a system of ethics, which the pbih o p b e r sums up in a few words at the close of the
Lun-yu: " He," says Confucius, " who will be fully
" persuaded that the Lor& of Heaven governs the
" universe, who shall in all things cbuse moderation,
"66 who shall perfectly know his own species, and so act
among them that his life and manners may con^
"form to his knowledge of God and man, may be
"truly said to discharge all the duties of a sage, and
"to be far exalted above the commgn herd of the
"hu~nan race." But such a religion and such morality could never have been general; and we find that
the people of China had an ancient systetn,of ceremonies and superstitions, which the government and the
philosophers appear to have encouraged, and which
has an apparent affinity with some parts of the oldest
Indian worship. They believed in the agency of genii,
o r tutelary spirits, presiding over the stars and the
clouds, over lakes pnd rivers, mountains, valleys, and
woods, over certain regions and towns, over all the elements (of which, like the Hindus, they reckoned jive)
and particularly over$re, the most brilliant of them.
T o those deities they offered victims on high laces:
a n d the foilowing paisage from the Shi-cin, or l o o k of
O h , is very much in the style of the- Brahmuns:-j' Even they, who perform a sacrifice with a due reve" rence, cannot perfectly aaeure thrnselves that the di" vine e ~ i r i t s
acceDt their oblations; and far l e a can
'' they dho adwe the G o d r~i t b lan&or an J o r c i t a n q
Bb4
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" clearly perceive their sacred i1lapses."-These are i m ~
perfect traces indeed, but they aie traces of an affinity
between the religion of Menu and that of the Chirw,
whom he names among the apostates from it. M. Lc
Gentil observed, he says, a strongr esemblance between
the funeral rites d the Cltinese and the Sraddha of tbe
Hindus; and M. Boiily, after a learned investigation,
concludes, that '' Even the puerile and absurd stories
" of the Chinese fabulists, contain a remnant of aocient Indiun history, with a faint sketch of the first
"Hindu ages."
As the Buddhas, indeed, were
Hindua, it may naturally be imagined that they carried into Chinrr many ceremonies practised in their own
country; but the Buddhw positively forbade the immolation of cattle; yet we know that various animals,
even bulls and men, were anciently sacrificed by the
Chinese; besides which, we discover many singular
marks of relation between them and the old Hilidus:
as in the remarkable period offour hundred and thirtytrvo thowand, and the cycle of si.r.ty )ears; in the
predilection for the mystical number nine; in rnany
similar fasts and great festivals, especially a t the solstices and equinoxes; in the just-mentioned obsequies
consisting *of rice and fruits offered to the manes of
their ancestors; in the dread of dying childless, lest
such offerings should be intermitted; and perhaps, in
their common abhorrence of red objects, which the
Indians carried so far, that Menu himself, where be allows a Brahmen to trade, if he cannot olherwise s u p
port life, absolutely forbids " his trafficking in any sort
"of red cloths, whether linen or woollen, or made
!' of woven bark." All the circumstances, which havo
been pleqtioned undei. the two heads of Literature and
Rcligipn, seem collectively to grove (as far a s such a
question admits proof) that the Chinese and H i n b
yere originally the same people; but having been separated near four thousand year% have retained few
strong features of their ancient consanguinity, especiglly as the Hindw have preserved their old language and
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ritual, while the Chivae very soon lost both; and the
flindus have constantly intermarried among themselves, while the Chinese, by a mixture of Tartarian
blood from the time of their first establishment, have
a t length formed a race distinct in appearance both
from Indians and Tartars.
Q N THE CHINESE.

similar diversity has arisen, I believe, from similar causes, between the people of China and Japan;
on the second of which nations we have now, or soon
shall have, as correct and as ample iostruction as can
possibly be obtained without a perfect acquaintance
with the Chinese characters. K&mnpfer has taken from
M. Titsingh the honour of being the' first; and he
from KlempJer, that of being the only European who,
b y a long residence in Japan, and a familiar interc'burse with the principal natives of it, has been able
to collect authent~cpatwials for the natural and civil
history of a country secluded (as the Romans used to
say of our own island) f ronz the rest o j ' the world. The
works of those illustrious travellers will confirm and
embellish each .other; and when M. Titsimlgh shall
have acquired a knowled~eof Chinese, to which a
part of his leisure in Java will be devoted, his precious collection of books in that language, on the
laws and revolutious, the natural productions, .the
arts, manufactures, and sciences of Japan, will be in
his hands an inexhaustible mine of new and important
information. Both he and his predecessor assert with
confidence, and, I doubt not*.with truth, that the
Jappnese would resent, as an insult on their dignity,
the bare suggestion of their descent from the Chinese,
whom they surpass in several of the mechanical arts,
and, what is of greater consequence, in military spirit;
but they do not, I understand, mean to deny that
they are a branch of the same ancient stem with the
people of China; and, were tbat fact ever so warmly
contested by them, it might be proved by an invitlci-

.
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THE SEVENTH DISCOURSE:
ble argument, if the preceding part of this discourse,
on the origin of the Chinese, be thought to contain
just reasoning. I n the first place, it seems inconceivable that the Japatzesc, who never appear to have
been conquerors or conquered, should have adopted
the whole system of Cirinese literature with all its inconvel~iencesand intricacies, if an imnlemorial connexion had not subsisted between the two nations, or,
in other words, if the blood and ingenious race.11-ha
peopled Japan in the middle of the thirteenth ceatury before Christ, and, about six hundred years
afterwards established their monarchy, had not carried with them the letters and learning which they
and the Chinese had possessed in common; but my
principal argument is, that the Hirldu or Eggptiaa
idolatry has prevailed in Japan from the earliest ages;
and among the idols worshipped, according to
Kar~pfm, in that country before the innovations of
Sacya or Buddha, w hom the Yupanese also called h i da, we find many of those which we see every day
in the temples of Bengal; particularly the god&
with many a m , representin the powers of nature; in
Egypt named isis, and here sani or Isi; whose image,
as it is exhibited by the German traveller, all the
Brahmanr to whom I showed it, immediately recognized with a mixture of pleasure and enthusiasm.
I t fu very true that the Chinese differ widely from
the natives of Japan in their vernacular dialects, .in
external manners, and perhaps in the strength of their
mental faculties; but as side a difference is observable among all-the nations of the Gothic family; and
we might account even for a greater dissimilarity, by
c~nsideringthe number of ages during which the several swarms have been separated from the great lirdim hive, to which they pritnarily belonged. The
modern Japanese gave Kmnpfer the idea of polished
Tartars; and it is reasonable to believe, that the people of Japan, who were originally Hirrdtcs of the mar;

f
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tial class, and advanced farther eastward than the Chinag, have, like them, insensibly changed their features and characters by intermarriages with various
Tartarian tribes, whom they found loosely 'scattered
over their isles, or who afterwards fixed their abode in
them.

.

.

Having now shown, in five discourses, that. the
Arabs and Tartars were originally distinct raceq, while
the Hindus, Chinese, and Jagrrlzese proceeded from
another ancient stem, and that all'the three stems may
be traced to Iran, as to a common centre, from which
it is highly probable that they diverged in various directions about four thousand years ago, I may seem to
have accomplished my design of investigating the origin of the Asiatic nations ; but the questions which I
undertool; to discuss, are not yet ripe for a strict analytical argument; and it will first be necessary to examine with sCrupulous attention all the detached or
insulated races of men, whoeither inhabit.the borders
of India, Arabia, Tartary, Persia, and China, or are
interspersed in the mountainous and uncultivated parts
of those extensive regions. T o this examination I
shall, at our next annual meeting, allot an entire discourse; and if, after all our enquiries, no more than
ihree primitive races can be found, it will be a subsequent consideration whether those three stocks had one
coriirnon root; and, if they had, by what means that
rocit was preserved amid the violent shocks which out
whole globe appears evidently to have sustained.

,
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.

?'HE TRANSLATION OF AN INSCRIPTION
I N THE MAGA LANGUAGE,
Engraved on a Silver Plate, found in a Cute
near I s l a m bad.
C O M M U N I C A T E D B Y J O H N SHORE, E3Q.

N the 14th of Magha 904, Chandi Lah Rcjis *,
0
by the advice of Bowangari Radi, who was the
director of his studies and devotions, and in conformity to the sentiments of twenty-eighb otber Racrlis,
formed the design of establishing a place of religious
worship; for which purpose a cave was dog, and
paved with bricks, three cubits in depth, and three
cubits also in diameter ; in which were deposited one
hundred and twenty brazen images, of small dimensions, denominated Tahmudas; also, twenty brazen
images larger than the former, denominated Languda;
there was likewise a large image of stone, called Langudagari, with a vessel of brass, in which were deposited
two of the bones of I'hacur. On a silver plate were
inscribed the Hbuca, or the mandates of the Deity :
with that also styled Taumah Chuchmna Tahma, to
the study of which twenty-eight Ranlis devote their
time and attention; who, having celebrated the present work of devotion with festivals and rejoicings,
erected over the cave a place of religious worship for
the Magw, in honour of the deity.
God sent into the world BuddJla Avatar to instruct
and direct the steps of angels and of men; of whose
When
birth and origin the following is a relation:
B d h a Abatar descended from the region of souls, in

-

the month of

and entered the bod J of Aftaka-

maya, the wife of Sootah Dannals, Rga of C a i k

her womb suddenly assumed the appearance of clear
transparent crystal, in which Buddha appeared, beautiful as a flower, kneeling and reclining on his handa
After ten rr~onthsand ten days of her pregnancy bad
elapsed, Mahanraya solicited permission from her
husband, the Raja, to visit her father: in conformity
to which the roads were directed to be repaired and
made clear for her journey, fruit-trees were planted,
water-vessels placed on the road-side, and great illu;
minations prepared for the occasion. Mahamapa then
commenced her journey, and arrived a t a garden adjoining to the road, where i n d l i n a t h Itd her to walk
and gather flowers. At this time, being suddenly attacked with the pains of child-birth, she laid hold on
the trees for shpport, which declined their boughs at
the instant, for the purpose of concealing her person,
while she was delivered of the'chiid, at which juncd
ture Brahma himself attended with a golden vessel in
his hand, on which he laid the chfid, and delivered
it to Indra, by whom it was committed to the charge'
of a female attendant; upon which the child, aligbting from her arms, walked seven paces, whence it was
taken up by Mahamaya and csrried to her house, and,
on the ensuing mornit~g,news were circulated of a
child being born in tilt! Raja's fbmily. At this time
Tapasrui Mrtni, who, residing in the woods, devoted
his tirne to the worship of the deity, learndd by iospia
rarim that Bwddha was come t-o life in the Raja's palace : he flew t hroirgh the air to the Roja's residence,
where, sitting on a throne, he said, "I have repaired
" hither for the purpose of' visiting the child." Baddkn was accordingly brought into his presence. The
Mtcni observed tww feet fixed on his h a d , and divining something both of good and bad ihpatt, began
to weep and laugh alternately. The Raja then q u a tioned tji~nwith regard to his p e e n t impulse, to whom
he answered, "I must not reside in the same place
'
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'' with Buddh,when

he shall arrive at the tank of
this is the cause of my present affliction;
" but I am even now affected with gladness by his
" presence, as I am hereby absolved from dl my
'' tra&urestrions." The Muni then departed; and,
after five days had elapsed, he assembled four Pandits
fbr the purpose of calculating the destiny of the child;
three of whom divined, that, as he had marks on his
hands resembling a wheel, he would at length become
a Raja Chacrmerti: another divined, that he would
arrive a t the dignity of Avatar.

'' Avatw;

The boy w w now named Sacya, and had attained
tbe age of sixteen years; at which period it happened
tbat the Raja Clruiridan had a daughter named Vau#era, whom be had engaged not to give in marriage
to any one, till such time es a suitor should be found
who could brace a certain bow in his possession,
which hitherto many Rajas had attempted to accomplish without effect. Sacya now succeeded in the
attempt, and accordingly obtained the Raja'u daughter in marriage, with whom he repaired to his own
place of residence.
One day, as certain mysteries were revealed to him,
be formed the design of relinquishing his dominion;
a t which time a son was born in bis house, whose
name was Raghu. Sacya then left his palace with
only one attendant and a horse, and, having crossed
tbe river Gangs, arrived at Baluoali, where, having
directed his servant to leave him and carry away hie
horse, be laid aside his armour.

W h the world was created, there appeared five
flowers, which Brahma deposited in a place of safety;
three of them were aflerwards delivered to the three
T3hrcur8, and one wao presented to Sacyo, who

,
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discovered, that it contained some pieces of wearing:
apparel, in which he clothed himself, and adopted
the manners and life of a mendicant A traveller
one day passed by hin~with eight bundles of grass
on his shoulders, and addressed him, saying, "A
" long period of time has elapsed since I have seen
" the Thacur; but now since I have the happiness
" to meet him, I beg to present him an offering, con" sisting of these bundles of grass."
Sacya accordingly accepted of the grass, and reposed on it. At
that time there suddenly appeared a golden templq
containing a chair of wrought gold; and the height of
the temple was thirty cubits, upon which Brahms
alighted and held a canopy over the head of Sacya:
'at the same time Indra descended, with a large fan in
his hand, and Naga, the Raja of eerpents, with shoes
in his hand, together with the four tutelar deities of
the four corners of the universe; who 811 attended to
do him service and reverence, At this time likewise
the chief of Asnrs with his forces arrived, riding on
ao elephant, to give battle to. Sacya; upon wbicb
Brtahma, Indra, and the other deities deserted him
and vanished. Sacya, observing that he was left
alone, invoked the assistance of the earth; who, sttendiog at his summons, brought an inundation over
all tbe ground, whereby the Asttr and his forces were
vanquished, and co~npelledto retire. .
At this time five holy scriptures descended from
above, and Sacya was dignified wibh the title of Buddha Avntnr. * The scriptures confer powers of knowledge and retrospection, the alritity of accomplisbiog
the impulses of the heart, and of carrying into effect
the tords of the mouth. Sacya resided here, without
breaking his frrst, twenty-one days, and then returned
to his own country, where he presides over
governing them with care end equity.

wea:,
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Whoever rcacls the Caric, his body, apparel, and the
place of his devotions :nust be purified; he shall be
thereby delivered from the evil machinations of demons and of his enemies; and the ways of redemption shall be open to him. Buddha Avatar, instructed,
a certain Rauli, by name Auguli Mala, in the writings
of the C'aFic, saying, "whoever shall read and study
them, his soul shall not undergo a transmigration:"
and the scriptures were thence called Anguli Mala.
There were likewise five other books of the Caric, denominated Yuchanam, which if any one peruse, he
shall therefore be exempted from poverty and the
machinations of his enemics; he sball also be exalted to
dignity and honours, and the length of his days shall
be protracted. The study of the C'aric heals afflictions
and pains of the body; and whoever shall have faith
therein, Heaven and bliss shall be the reward of his
piety.
NEAR ISLAMABAD.

,A SUPPLEMENT TO THE ESSAY
ON I N D I A N CjTRONOLOGY.

-

BY T H E P l t E S I D E S T ~

O U R ingenious associate &Sr. Sonruel ~ a k i(whom
s
I name with re~pectand applause, and who wiU
soon, I trust, convince M. Bailly that it is very

r-

ble for an &uropean to translate and explain the urya
$id(a/mntu) favoured me lately with a copy, taken by
his Padit, of the original passage, mentioned in his
paper on the As~onomicalComputations of the Hindus
the places of the colures in the age of a
cOncerni?
certain d uwi, 01-ancient Irtdian philosopher; and the
pasgage appears to afford evidence of two actual o l servations, which will ascerrain the chronology of the
t rigorous demonstration, at least by
firldus, if ~ o by
g near approach to it.

The copy of the VarqhisanJtitp, from which the
t h ~ e epage6 received by me had hgen trqnscribed, is
unhappily so incorrect (if the transcript itself was not
hastily ,made) that every line of it must be disfigured by some grass error; and my Pundit, who
examined the passage carefully at his Qwn house, gave
it up as inexplicable; so that, if I had not studied
the system of Banicrit prosody, I bhould have laid
i t aside in despair: but though it was written as prose,
without any sort of distinction or punctuation, yet,
when I read it aloud, my ear caught, in some sentences,
the caBTence of vets?, and of 4 particular met~e,called
Arya, wh.ich,isregulated (not by tiw nuntler ofsyllables,
like
! , other
.
InGian measures, b ~ ~ by
t ) the proportion of
.-

. Ccy
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tintes, or syllabic moments, in the four divisions of
which every stanza consists. By numbering those moments and fixing their proportion, I was enabled to restore the text of VuraJ~a,with the perfect assentof the
learned Brahnten who attends me; and, with his assistance, I also corrected the comment, writteo by
Bhattotpala, who, it seems, was+ son of the author,
together with three curious 'passages, which are cited
in it. Another Pundit afterwards brought me a copy
of the whole original work, which confirmed my conjectural emendations, except in two immaterial syllables, and except that the first of the sir couplets in
the text is quoted in the eommentarg from a difkrent
work, entitled Pu9tcAnsldd/ia~tka,five of them were
composed by Varaha I~imself:and the third cbapter
of his treatise begins with them.
, . '

Before I produce the .original verses, it may be useful to give you an idea of the Arya measure; which
will appear more distinctly'in Latin than in any modern language of Europe:
Tigridas, apror, thoas, tyrannos, pessima monstra, veriemur:
Dic hinnulus, dic lepus male quid egerint graminivori.

The couplet might be so arranged as to begin and end
with the cadence of an hexameter and dentarneter, six
moments being interpose'd iq the. middle of the long
and seven in that of the short hemistich:
Thoas, apros, tigrklas nos o a m u r , pejareque branma:
Dic tibi cerua, lepus ribi dic nide quad egerit herbivorous.

Since the Arya xneasure, however, .may be almost infinitely varied, the couplet uvould have a form completely Romatr, i f ,the plqoportionof ayllrbic dalllr,
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in the long and short verses,' were twenty-four ,to
.twenty, instead of thirt3; to twenty-seven:
..

Venor ayros tig-ridasque, et peasima monstra, tynnnos :
~ e & adali quih agunt herbivornsqie lepue?

I now exhibit the five stanzas' of Yaralia in European characters, with an etching of the two first,
which are the most important, in the original Dcvanagari :
Asleshardhaddacshinamuttaramayananraverdhanisht'hadyan
Nunan cadachidasidyenoctan purva sastreshu.
Sampratam ayanan savituh carcatacadyan mrigaditaschanyat: '
Uctabhave vicritih pratyacshapericshanair vyactih.
Duiast'bachihnavedy adudaye'stamaye'piva sahasransoh,

.

C h'hayapravcsanirgamachihnairva madale mahati.
Aprapya macaramarco vinivritto hanti 6eparan yamyan,
Carcatacamasanprapto vinivrittaschottaran saindrin.
Uttararnayanarnatitya vyavrittah cshemasasya vriddhicarah,
Pracritist'haschapyevln vicritigatir bhayacriduhansuh.

,

Of the five couplets thus exhibited, the followiui
trahslation is most scrupulously literal:

" Certainly the southern solstice was. once in the
middle of drlesha; the northern in the first ,degree af
&' Dhansht'ha, by what fa recorded in former Sastras.
At present, one solstice is in the &gree of Cw" cata. and the other in the first of Macara. That
# ' &hi&
iir recorded not appearing, s change mrrt
CCS

a

'' Race happened;

and the proof arises frdm ocuid
demonstrations; that is, by observing the remote
" object and its marks at the rising cir setting of tha
" sun, or by the marks in a large grad.uated circle,
" of the shadow's ingress and egress The sun, by
" turning back without having reached Macat'a, de" stroys the south and the west; by turning back
" without having reached Carcatcr, the tlorth and
em:. .By returnidg when he has just passed the
a winter solstitial point, he makes wealth secure and
" grain abuhd~.nt,since he moves thus according to
" nature; but the sun, by moving unnaturally, excites
" terror."

"

,

Now the Hindu astronomers agree, that the 1st of
Janua~y,1790, was in the year 4891 of the Caliyrbga,
or their-fiurth period; at the beginning of which, they

say, the equinoctial points were in the first degrees of
Me8?ia and Tula; but they are also of opinion, that
the vernal equinox oscillates from the third of Minuto
the twenty-seventh of nleslta, and back again in 7900
years, which they divide into four pa&, and consequently that it moves in the two intermediate pads
from the first to the twenty-seventh of M e d a and back
again in 3600 ears; the colure cutting their ecliptic
in the first of cska, which coil~cideswith the first of
of Amin, at the beginning of every such oscillatory period. Varaha, surnamed Mihira, or the Sun,
from his knowledge of astronomy, and usually distinguished by the titlc of Acharya, or teacher of tbe
Veda, lived confessedly, when the Culyuga was fir
advanced ; and, since by actual observation he found
the solstitial points in the first degrees of Car& and
&cctra, tbe equinoctial points were at the same time
in the first of Mesha and Tztln; he lived, thenfore, in
the year 3600 of the fourth Indian period, or IWl
years before the I st of Janna~y1790, that is, about the
year 499 of our era. This date corresponds with the

X
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at afil~ma,or precession, calculated by the rule of the
dqpSiddhan*r ;for 19'' 91' 54' would be the pl-eof the equinox in 199 1 years, accordit~gto the
compotation of 54" annually, which pves u s
the original of the Indian Zodiac nearly; but, by
.%wtmk~demonstrations;which a g e e as well with the
pbeootllena as the varying density of our earth mil!
admit, the equinox recedes about 50'' every year, and
has receded 17, 65' 50' since the time of TTaraha;
which gives us more nearly i n our own pphere the first
degree of Yesha in that of the Hindtla. By the. oba
&vation recorded in older S a t f a , the equinox had
gone back OSO90'; or about 1 680 years had inte,rvened
between the age of the Mmi and that of tbe n~oderri
astronomer'; the former observation, therefore, must
have been made about 897-1 years before the I st of
dmuary 179C); that is, 1 18 1 before Christ.

We come now to the Commentary, which contaius
information of the greatest importance. By forrncr '
Sastraa are meant says Bhattotpa/a, the books of' '
Pararara and of other Mu&; and he then cite$
from the Parasari Sinlrita the following passage, which
is in modulated prose, and in a style much rtsernbling
tbat of the Vedas:
Sra&I~tadyat paushnardhan tan charah sisiru; vadantah paushnardhat rohinyantau; saumyadyadaslea
rhardhantan grishmah; pravri dasleshardhat hastan.
tan; 'chitradyat jyesht'hardhantan sarrrt; hemantp
jyesht'hardhat vaishnavantan.
"

The season of Sistra is from the first of Dha-

'' *ialrt'iia to the middle of Revati; that
" from the middle of Reuati to the'end

of Vdsanta
of RoAinr'j
" that of Grishnur from the beginning o
f Mrigasir~l
" to the middle of Asleslta; that of Versha from
" the .middle of Aoleolia to the end of Ifasfa3that
Cc4
'

I
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" of -Sarad from the first of Chitra to the middle of

" Jyesht'ha;
"

that of fiemanta from the middle of.
Jyesht'ha to the end of Sravana."

This account of the six Indian seasons, each of
which is co-extensive with two signs, or four lunar
stations and a half, places t l ~ esolstitial points, as Yaruha has asserted, in the first degree of Dhanisht'ha,
and the middle, or. 6" 40; of Aslesha, while t h e
equinoctial points were in the tenth degree of B h a r a n i
and 9" PO' of t'isac'ha; but, in the time of FTarah,
the solstitial colure passed through tbe tenth degree
of Pwlaroasu apd 3" ao' of Uttgrashara, wide t h e
equinoc~ial.colure cut the Hindu ecliptic io the first of
Aswini and 60 40, of clzitra, or the Yoga and only
star of that mansion, which, by the way, is indubitably the Spike of the Virgin, from the kaowq
longitude of which all other points in the Indian
Zodiac may be computed. It cannot escape notice,
that Purusara doev not use in this passage the phrase
at present, which occurs in the text of Varalta; so
that. the places of the colures might have been as'certi i rzd bejore his tirne, and a considerable change
might have happened in tbcir true position without
any cha%e in thc pllrases by which tbe seasor~swere
distinguished, as our popular language i n astl-onomy
remains unaltered, though the Zodiacal asterisills are
now removed a whole sign from the places wbere they
have left their names. I t is manifest,. nevertheless,
that Parasara must have written within twelve cmturies before the beginning of our era ; and that single
fact, as w e shall presently sbow, leads to very momentous consequences in regard to the system of Indian
history and literature.
O n the comparison which might easily be .made
between the co1u1-esof Parasr/rcr and those ascribed by
,

,
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Eudoxus to Chirm, the supposed assistant and instructor of .the Argo~zauts,I shall say very little; because
the wl~oleArgonautic story (which neither was, according t o fIerodotus, nor, indeed, could have been
originally Grecian) appears, even when stripped of its
poetical and fabulous ornaments, extremely disputable; and whether it was founded, on a league of the
Helladiun princes and states for the.purpese of checking, on ti favourable opportunity, the overgrown power
of Egypt, or with a view to secure the commerce of
the Euxineand appropriate thewealth of Colchis; or, a s
I am disposed to believe, on an emigration from Africa
and Asia of that adventurous race, who had first been
established in Clmldea; whatever, in short, gave rise
to the fable, which the old poets have s? richly en]hellisbed, and the old historians have so inconsiderably
adopted, it seems to me very clear, even on the principles of New&cm,and on the same authorities to whi'ch
be refers, that the voyage of the Argonauts must have
preceded the year in which his calculations led him to
place it. Battus built C'rene, says our great philosopher, on the scite of Irasa, the city of A-ntleus, in the
year 6 3 3 before Christ; yet he soon afterwards calls
Guripylus, with whom the Argonauts had a conference,
king of' Cyrerle; and in both passages he cites Pinbr,
whorn I acknowledged to have been the most learned,
as well as the sublirr~estof poets. Now, if I understand Pindar (which I will not assert, and I neither
possess oor relnember at present the Scholia, which I
forlnerly perused) the fourth Pythian Ode begins with
a short pa~iezyric on Arcesilas of Cyrene; *'where,"
says the bard, " the priestess, whd sat near the golden
," eagles of Jove, prophesied of old, when A p l l o was
" not absent frorn his mansion, that Rattzcs, the colo" nizer of fruitful Lyhia, having just left the sacred
" isle (Y'/tertr) sboulci build a city excelling in cars,
" on the spleudid breast of earth, and, with the se" z'elzteenll~ getieratioa, shorlld refer to hirn&lf the
" ;I'l(ercatt prcrlictioo of Medea which that print-bs aY
" the Colcl~irrris, that impetuous daughter n F .:efts.

'
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breathed from her imnlortal mouth, and thua deli"vered to the half-divihc mariners of the warrior
&' ~ ~ C O R From
"
this introductiqn to the noblest and
most animated of the Arpona& poems, it arppears
tbat$fikncompdcte generationst!ad intervened between
the voya e of J'on and tho emigration of k&r;
so that, oasiderio hrer eherations as equd to an
kadnd, an liua!L#
ha4
y e w which Naton a d d i s to be t k Grecian bode of'computing
them, we must also placb that voyage at least#ve or sis
Adred years, before the time fixed by Newton himself, according to his dwn computatibn, for the buildiog of Cpene; that is, eleven or twelue hundred and
thirty .three years before Cl'riet; an iige very near on
a medium to that of Paraoara. If the poei means afteniirds to say, as I understand him, that Ar-las,
his contemporary, was the eighth in descent from BatPua, we shall nearly draw the same conclusioti, without
hmving rtcourse to tlie unnatural-reckoriing of thirtybee or forty years to a eerieration; for PindQr was
forty years old whkn the r'ersians, having crossed the
Helhpmd, were nobly resisted at TAerrrropyk, and
gloriously defeated at Salamis. He was born, therefore, .about the sixty-fifth Olympid, or five hundred
and twenty years before our era; so that, by allowing
more naturally &c or seuen hundred years to tvengthree generations, we' may at a medium place the
.voyage of Jason about one thousand one hundred and
seventy years before our Saviour, or about f--Jiw
years before the beginning of the Ntao&n
chronology.

''

f

d

The description of the old colures by B.udoxw, if
we implicitly rely on his testimony and on that ofHippurch.uo, who was, indisputably, a great astronomer
for the age in which he lived, affords, I allow, sufficient evidence of some rude observation about 937
years before the Christian epoch; and, if the card i d points had receded from those colures-96 9.9'
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1W at the beginnin of the year 1690, and 37 25'
30'' on the first of anuary in the present year, they
tnust have gone back 3" 93' 901' between the observation implied by Pararscara and that recorded by Eudww; or, in other words, 884 years must have
elapsed between the two observations. But this disquisition having little relation to our principal subject,
I roceed to the last couplets of our India* astronomer
& m h MiRiva, which, a1though merely astrologic&
and consequently absurd, will give occasion to remarks
of no small importance. They imply, that when the
solstices are not in the first degrees of Carcdta and
~k?a~ara,
the motion of the sun is cdntrary to nature;
and being caused, as the commentator intimates, by
some utpata, or preternatural agency, must necessarily
be productive of misfortune; and this vain idea
seems to indicate a very superficial knowledge etren of
the system which Valrara undertook to explain; but
he might have adopted it solely as a religious tenet,
on the autbority of Gargar, a priest of eminent sanctity, who expresses the s a w wild notion in the following couplet:

5

I

Yada nltertate'prapiah raviehtan~~ttatayaae,
Asleahan dacshiqraptastadavidyanmahadbhayan.

" When

the szan returns, not having reached DIMin the northern solstice, sr not having
" reached Asleska in the southern, then let a mum
" feel great apprehensiot~of danger."

='nisMLa

Parasam himself entertained a similar opinion,
that any irregularity in the solstices would indicate
approaching calanlity: Yadcpra to vaislrnmantum,
says he, rthnrnarge prepadgate acohine aalesham vamahabhayaya; that is, "When, having reached the
" end of Sravana, in the northern path, or half of
'' Aslesila in the southern, he still advances, it is a
" cause of great fear." This notion, possibly,
had
I
'i

/
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its rise before the reg~llarprecession of the cardinal points had been &served; but we may also remark, that sotne of the lunar mansions were considered
as inauspicious, and others as fortunate; thus Menu,
the first Indian lawgiver, ordains, that certain rites
shall be performed under the influence of a happy
Nacshatra; and, where he forbids any female name
to be taken from a constellation, the most learned
commentator gives Ardra and Revati as examples
of ill-omened names, appearing by design to skip
over others that must first have occurred to him.
Whether Dhanisht'ba and Aslesha were inauspicious
or prosperous, I have not learned; but, whatever
might be the ground of Varahu's astrological rule, w e
may colleat from his astronomy, which was grounded
on observation, that the solstice had receded at least
$9' 20' between bis time and that of Parasara; for,
though it refers its position 'to the sips,
instead of the
lunar mansions, yet all 'the Pandita with whom I have
conversed on the subje'ct unanin~ouslyassert, that
the first degrees of hlIeska and Asrviui are coincident.
Since the two ancient sages name only the lunar asterisms, it is probable that the solar division of the
Zodiac into twelve signs was not generally used in
their days; and we ki~owfrom the coniment on the
Suryo Siddhanta, that the lunar month, by which all
religious ceremonies are still regulated, was in use Before the solar. When M. Bailly asks "Why the
" Hindus established the beginning of the precession,
" according to their ideas of it, in the year of Christ
" 499?'' to which his calculations .elso bad led him, we
answer, Because in that year the vernal equinox waa
found by observation in the origin of their ecliptic:
and since they were of opinion that it must have had
the sariie position in the first year of the Caliyqy, they
were indyced by thtrir errooeous theory to fix the
beginning of their fourth period 3600 years before
the time of Varaha, and to account for Parawd~
observation, by supposing an utpata, or prodigy.

-
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To what purpose, it may be asked, have we ascertained the aqe of ~llunis?Who was Pnrasara! Who
mas Garga? With whom were they contentporary:
or with whose age may theirs be compared? What
light will these inquil-iea throw on the history of Jlzdia
or of mankind? I am happy in beiug.able to answer
those questions with confidence and precision.
. . .
All the Brahnzens agree, that only one Parnsara is
named i n their sacred records: that he compose4 the
.$strdnornical book before cited, and a law-tract, which
is now in my possession; tbat hc wos the grandson of
V&sIrt'lca, another astronomzr and legislator, whose
works are still extant, and who was the preceptor of
Rnnra, king of AyodlL!/n; tbat hc was the Littler of
Vyasa, by w . h m the v~Ua.9were a r r a n ~ & d ; ithe
n form
which.. they 11ow bear,, and whom Crislmn himself
names witb exqlted praise in the Gila; so that, by the
radi~rissiono f . d ~ e.l'ur~dile.. tt~eri~selveqwe find only
three. generatic~s,
between two of the Buntas, wtio~n
they cohs~deras jncprnate por&o)as of the divinity.; and
Parcwrara mi$&; baue live,d, till the begianiog sf the
Cdiyugca, ,wt~iah,the mistaken doctrine. of a n qgqillation in the cardim1 paints has couipelled the ,Hindu
to place. lynv years too .early. ' This .errsr,, added
to theIr .fanciful arrangmeqt of the four ages, has
been the source of many absurdities;. f o ~ttwy insist
that Valmbc, ,whom they aannot.but tillow to have -been
contemporary *withRanwcirnndru, lived in the age of
$0, who cqnsulted him on,the con,,position o f the
alwb~arttt,and .who wafi,personally known to UaluT a m , the brother of c~:ish#(b, When a very learned
Bral~t,zmhad repei~tedto nlcl a n .agreeable stdry of a
conversation between Vd/)ric.u n d Vyasa, I qx pressed
my surprise a t an i ~ t e r v i ~ between
w,
two bards, whose
ages were separated by,a ;perjod of 86ik,OOO years;
b u t be soon reconciled :irioqelf to so monstrous o n
anachronism,^ by obscr,~ing~
.t\l;dt h e longevil); of [lie
O N INDIAN C H R O N O L O G Y .
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Muuis was preternatural, and that no limit could bq
set to Divine power. By the same recourse to miracles or to prophecy, he would have answered another
objection equally fatal to his chronological system. It
is agreed by all, that the lawyer Yagyawalcpa was an
attendant on the court of J a u a c ~ ,whose daughter
Sita was the consta~~t
but unfortunate wife of the
great Ranan, the hero of Valmic's poem; but that
lawyer himself, at the very opening of his work, which
now lies before me, names both Parasnrp and V mu
among twenty authors, whose tracts form the bo y of
original Indian law. By the way, since Vuririsl~fltaris
Inore than once named in the Mana.vi.~nt~Jtita,
we may
be certain that the laws ascribed to Menu, in whrtever age they might have been first promulgated,
could not have received the form in which w e n o s
see them, above three tlrousand years ago. The age
and functions of Gmgu lead to consequences yet
more interesting: he was confessedly the parclihita, or!
officiating priest, of Crisltna himself, who, when only
a herdsman's boy at Mat'liara, revealed his divine
character to Garga, by running to him with more than
mortal benigni on his countenance; when the priest
. bad invoked $arayczn. His daughter was eminent
for her piety and her learning, and the Brahnrens
admit, without considering tbe consequence of their
admission, that she is ' thus addressed in the' V&
itself: Yata 21rdhtann nu na samopi, Gargi, esk
adityo dyamwdhanan tapah, dya va bhtrnu'n tapati,
6huntya subhmn tapati, locan tapati, a d o r a n t m . p
anuntnran tapati; or, "That Sun, 0 daughter df
" Garga, than which nothing is higher, tb which no" thiog is equal, enlightens the summit of the sky;
" with the sky enlightens the earth'; with the earth
" enlightens the lower worlds; enlightens the higher'
" worlds, enlightens other worlds; i t enlightens the
" breast, enlightens all besides the breast" From
tbese facts, wl~ichthe Bralrmena cannot deny, and tiom
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these conceqsions, which they unanimously make, we
m y reasonabl infer that, If Yyasa was not the c o w
poser of the edas, he added at least something of hi8
own to the scattered fi-agments fa more ancient work,
or perhaps to the loose traditions which he had collected; but whatever be the comparative antiquity
of the Hindu scriptures, we may safely conclude that
the Mosaic and Indian chronologies are perfectly consistent; that Menu, sap of Brcrlcma was the Adiena, or
$rst created mortal, and consequently our Adam; that
M w child of the Sun, was preserved with seaothers in a bcrhha, or capbcious ark, from an universal
deluge, and must therefore be our Noak; that Hirq8 acasipu, the giant oitls a golden uze, end Vali, or
Jali, were impious and arrogant monarchs, and most
probably our Niwrd and Belua; that the three Rantas,
two of wbom were invincible warriors, and the third
not only valiant in war but the patron of agriculture
and wine, which derives an epithet from his name,
were different representations of tlie Grecian Bwckutt,
and either the Rama of scripture, or biscolony personified, or the Sun first adored by his idolatrous family;
r h a t aconsiderableemigration fron~ChaEdaaintoGrec&
Italy, and Irsdia, happened about twehe centuries before the birth of our Saviour; that S a y , or Sisnk,
about two hundred years after Vyasa, either in person
o r by a colony from Egypt, irn 01-ted into this country
the mild heres of the ancient auddkas; and that the
dawn of true )t&n history appears only three or four
centuries before the CAriatian era, the preceding ages
being clouded by allegory or fable.

9
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As a specimen 6f that fabling and allegorizing spi- .
rit which has ever induced the Braltnzens to disguise tbeir whole sy&Frn of history, philosophy, add religion,
I produce a pssege from the Bhagaaat, which, however straage and ridiculous, is very curious in itself,
and closely connected w i t h the subject of this espay.
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It is taken from tlie fifth Scandiuz, or section, wbich
is written in modula~edprose. " There are some,"
says the Indian author, "who, for,the purpose of me-

ditatiug iutensely on the holy son of Vasudma, imagise yon celestial sphere to represent athe figure of
" that aquatic animal which we call S i s u m r a : its head
" being turned downwards, and its body bent in a
" circle, they conceive Dh~*uvu,or the pole-star, to
" be fixed on the point of its tail; on the middle
" part of the tail they see four stars, P r e i a p t i , Agni,
" Zi~dra,Dhermo, and on its base two others, Dhatri
" and Yidftatri; on its rump are. the Stptarslzia, or
" seven stars of tlie Sacatu, or Vizin; on its back
'' the path of the Sun, called Ajmit'hi, or the S e r i u
" of Kids; on its belly the Gungn of the sky: P u n a r " vast( and Yush3a glearn respectively on its right and
" left haunches; d r d r a and Aslesl~a
on its right and left
" feet, orJills; Abfioit and Uttarashad'ha in its right
" aod left nostrils; Srmana and Puruashud'ka in its
" right and left eyes; Dhanisirt'ila and Mula on its
f ' rigbt and left ears. Eight constella~ioas,belongin@
" ro tile sun~mersoltice, Magha, Pumap'hafgunt,
" Utturap'hcslgutai,. Hasta, Chitra, h a t i , Yisac'h,
" Anuradha, may be co~iceived in. the ribs of its left
" side; and as many asterisms, connected with the win" tersolstice, Mrigasirus, Rohini, Crittica,Bhr;lrani,As" wini, Revati, Uttarabhndraycrda, I'zcmbkadrapada,
" may be imagined on the ribs of its rigbt side in an
" inverse order. LetSatalrhisha,and JyesB t'ha be placed
" on its right and lett shoulders.
In its upper j a w is
Agastya; in its 101ver Yanaa; in its mouth the planet Mangala; in its part of generation, Sutuisr c chara; an its hump, Vrihasputi; in its breast, the
',< Sun; in its lieart, Narayau; in it5 frant, the Moon;
':.in its navel: Usanas; on its two pippks, the two As" winas; in its ascending and descending breaths,
Budha; on its throat, Raf~u;in all its limbs, Cetua,
'' or cornets; aud in its hair, or bristles, the whole
"

"
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multitude of stars." I t is necessary to remark, that
although the k m a r a be generally described as the
ua-hog or p+,
which we frequelltly have seen
playing in the Ganges, yet susmcrr, which seems derived from the S-t,
means in Persian a large
lizard. The passage- just exhibited may nevertheless relate to an animal of the cetaceous order, and
possibly to the dolphin of the antients. Before I leave
tPrdus,I cannot help mentioning a
the sphere of the K
singular fact :-In tbe S a m 2 Ian uage, Ricsha means
a cmtelblion and a hear, so that %aharcdia play denote either a great bear or a great asterism. Etyrnologists may, perhaps, derive the Mega arctos of the
Gr& from an Indian compound ill understood; but
I will only observe, with the wild American, that a
bear vith a aery long tail could never have occured
to the imagination of any one w.ho had seen the animal. I may be permitted to add, on the subject of
the I d k n Zodiac, that, if 1have erred in a farm er
essay, where the longitude of the lunar mansions is
computed;from the first star in our constellation of.
the Ram, I have been led into an error by the very
learned and ingenious M. Badly, who relied, I presume, on the authority of M. Le Gentil. The origin c f
the Hindu Zodiac, according to the Surya Siddhanta,
must be nearly
lgO91' 54", in our sphere, and
the longitude of Chitra, or the Spike, must of course
be 19S0 91' 54" from the vernal equinox; but since
it is difficult by that computation to arrange the
twenty-seven mansions and their several stars, as they
we delineated aod enumerated in the Retnamala, I
must for the present suppose with M. Bailly, that the
Zodiac of the Hindus had two origins, one constant
a n d the other variable; and a farther inquiry into the
subject must be resrved for a season of retirement
and leisure.

*

ON THE SPIKENARD OF THE ANTIENIS.
I

BY T H E P R E S I D E N T

I T is painful to meet perpetually with words that
convey na distinct ideas; and a natural desire of
avoiding that pain excites us often to make inquiries,
the result of which can have no other use than to give
u s clear conceptions. Ignorance is to the mind what
extreme darkness is to the nerves: both cause an
uneasy sensation; and we naturally love knowledge
as we love light, even when we have no design of applying either to a purpose esscntitllly useful. This is
intended as an apology for the pains which have
been taken to procure a determinate answer to a
question of no apparent utility, but which ought to
be readily answered in India: " What'is Indian Spikenard?" All agree that it is an odoriferous plant the
best sort of which, according to Ptolemy, grew about
Rangarn7itict-t or Rangamati, and on the borders of
the country now called Butafr. I t is mentioned by
Dioscorideb, whose work I have not in my possession;
but his description of it mast be vtry imperfect, since
neither Linmma nor any of his disciples pretend to
class it with certainty; and, in the latest botanical
work that we have received from B~lrope,it is marked a3 unknown. I had no doubt, before I was perso~lallyacquainted with Koenig, .that he had ascertained it; but he assured me that he knew not what
the Greek writers meant by the nard of India; he
had found, indeed, and described a sixth species of
the nardus, which is called Ittdian in the Supplement
Dda
.

.
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to Linnaus; but the nurdw is a grass whicb, though
it bear a +ke, no man ever supposed to be the true
Spikenard, which the great botanical philosopher himself was inclined to think a species of Andropogon, and
places.in his Materia Medica, but with 'an expression
of doubt, among hi's polygamous'plants. Since the
death'of Koeveig I have consulted every botanist a n d
physician with whom I was acquainted, on the subject before us; but all have confessed without reserve,
though not without',sorne reget, that they were ignorant what was. meant by the Indian Spikenard.

Ii

I n order to procure information from the learned
natives, it was necessary to know the name of the plant
in some Asiatic language. The very word nard octurs in the Song of So.lomon;but the name and the
thing were both exotic: the fibrev lexicographers
- imagine both to be Indian; but the word is in truth
Persicm, and occurs in lhe following distich of an ~ l d
. . .
poet :.
An chu bikhest, in chu nardcst, an chu shlkest, in chu bar,
A n chu bikhi payidarest, in chu nudi payidar.
. . . .

.

.

It is not easy to determine in this couplet, whether
1~rd
means thestma, or as AT+ explains it, the pith;
but it is manifestly a part of a vegetable, and neither
tlw root, the fruit, nor the brancli, which are all separately named. ' The Arab8 have borrowed the word
nurd but in the sense, as we learn from the Kamir, of
a coinpound ncedical ungwent. Whatever it signified
in old Persian,,the Arabic word rumbul, whicb, like
stmnabalah; means an ear or spike, has long been substituted for it; and there can be no doubt that, by
the amah1 of I d i a the MuuEmana understand the
same plant with the nard of Ptolemy and the Narclostuchys, or Spkeuurd, of G h ; who, by the way,
,.

..
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wm deceived by the dry specimens which he had seen,
and mistook them for roots.
O F T H E ANTIENTS.

A singular description of the sunibul by Abu'IfatZ,
who frequently mentions it as an ingredient in Indian
perfumes, had for some time almost convinced pe
that the true Spikenard was the Cetaca, or Pandanus
of our botanists: his words are, Sumlul panj bmg
dared, ceh diraii an dalc angoshteslu pahnai, seh, ,or,
" The surnbul has five leaves, ten fingers long, and
'' three broad." Now I well knew that the minister
of Acbar was not a botanist, and might easily have
mistaken a thyrsus for a single flower: I had seen no
blossom, or assemblage of blossoms, of such dirnensions, except the male Cetaca; and, though the Per&an writer describes the female as a different plant;
by the vulgar name Cyora, yet such a mistake might
naturally have been expected in such a work: but
what most confirmed my opinion, was the exquisite
fragrance of the Cetaca-flower, which to my sense far
surpassed the richest perfumes .of Europe or Bsia.
Scarce a doubt remained, when I met with a description of the Cetaca by Forskolrl, whose words are so
perfecLly applicable to the general idea which we are
apt to form of Spikenard, that I give you aliteral translation of them:--"Tbe Pandanlls is an ,incomparable
" plant, and cultivated for its odour, which it breathes
" so richly, that one or two Spikes, in a situation ra" ther humid, would be sufficient to diffuse an odo" riferous air for a long time through a spacious
" apartment; so that the natives in general are not
" solicitous about the living plants, but purcliase the
" spikes a t a greaipz'ce."
I learned also, that a fragrant essential oil was extracted from the flowers;
and I produced from Banares a large phial ofit, which
was adulterated with sandal; but the very adulteration
convinced me. that the genuine essence must be valuable, from the great ocmber of thyrsi that mu8t b

Dds
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required in preparing a small quantity of it. Thus'
had I nearly persuaded myself, that the true nard was
to be found on the banks of the Ganger, where the
Hindu women roll u p its flowers in their long black
, hair after bathing in the holy river; and I irnagioed,
that the precious alabaster-box mentioned in the scripture, and the m u l l onyx, in exchange for which the
poet offers to entertain his friend with a cask of old
w i w , contained an essence of the same kind though
differing in its degree of purity with the nard which
I had procured; but an Arab of Mecca, who saw in
my study some flowers of the Cetaca, informed ma
that the plant was extremely common in A&,
where it was named Cadhi; and several Mhlroazedum
of rank and learning have since assured me, tbat
the true name of the Indian Sumbul was not Ceiaclr,
but Jatamansi. This was important information; finding, therefore, that the Pandanus was not peculiar to
H i d u d a n , and considering that the Sumbvlof Ahdfazl differed from it in the precise number of leaves
on the thyrsus, in the colour, and in the season of
flowering, though the length and breadth corresponded very nearly, I abandoned m first opinion, and began to inquire eagerly for the atamansi, which grew,
I was told, in the garden of a learned and ingenious
friend, and fortunately was then in blossom. A fresh
plant was very soon brought to me. I t appeared on
inspection to be a most elegant CyFrus with a polished three-sided culm, an un~bellawith three o r four
ensiform leaflets, minutely serrated, naked proliferous
peduncles, crowded spikes, expanded daggers; and
its branchy root had a pungent taste with a h i n t aromatic oddur; but no part of it bore the least resemblance to tire drug known in Europe by toe appeUation of Spikenard; and a M d n r e n physician from
Dehli assured me positively, that the plant was not
JalamaM;, but Sud, as it is named in Am&, wbich
the author of the Tohfatu'l Mamenin particularly distinguishes from tbe Indiau S
w He~p r o d~u d on
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She next day an extract from the Dictionay of

4t.B

Na-

tural History, to which he had referred; and I present you with a translation of all tbat ia materiel in it.

" 1. Sold bas a roundish olive-shaped root, eater" nally black, but white internally, aod so fragrant as
to have obtained in Perdu the name of Subtmaneaw
its leaf has some resemblance to that of a
" leek, but is longer and narrower, strong, somewhat
" rough at the edges, and tapering to a point. 9. Sum" bul means a +ke or ear, and was called nard by
" the G e e h . There are three sorts of SunabuC or
" Nardin; butJ when the word stands alone, it means
" the hmbul of India, which is an herb withoutMer
6 L wfiw't (he speaks of the drug only) like the tail
" of an ermine, or of a small weasel, but not quite so
" thick, and about the length of a finger. It is dark" ish, inclinisg to yellow, and very fragrant; it is
" brought from Hioadwtan; and its medical virtue
" lasts three years." It was easy to proture the dry
Jatavnansi, which corresponded perfectly with the 'description of the Sumbul; and though a native Muselman afterwards gave me a Persian aper, written by
himself, in which he represents the umbul of India,
the Sweet Smbul, and the Jatamanei, as t h e e different
plants, yet the authority of the Tohfatu'l Mumeltin is
decisive that the Sweet Sunilnsl is only another deuomination of nard: and the physician who produced
that authority, brought as a specimen of Sumbul,
the very same drug which my Pandit, who is also a
physician, brought as a specimen of the Joctama&.
A B r a h of eminent learning gave me a specimen
of the same sort, and told me that it was used in their
sacrifices; that, when fresh, it was exquisitely sweet,
and added much to the scent of rich essences, in which
it was a principal ingredient; that the merchants
brought it from the mountainous country to the
north-east of B w l ; that it was the entire plant,
Dd4
"

" MwA:

d'
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not a p r t of it, and received its Sakt
names
from its resemblance to locks of hair; as it is calIed.
Sp'kenard, I suppose, from its resemblance to a spike
when it is dried, and not from the configuration of its
flower%'which the Greeks, probably, never examined.
The Perskn author describes-the whole plant as resembling the tail of an ermine; and the Jatamanri,
which is manifestly the Spikenard of our druggists,
has precisely that form, consisting of witliered stallis
and ribs of leaves, cohering in a bundle of yellowish
brown capillary fibres, and constituting a sp'ike about
tbe size of a small finger. We may, o q the whole,
be assured, that the nardus of Ptolenry, the Indimr
Sumbzrl of the Persians and Arabs, the J d a m a m i of
the Hindus, and the Spikenqrd of our shops, are one
and the same plant; biit to what class and genus it
belongs in the Linwan system, can only be ascertained
by an inspection of the fresh blossoms. Dr. Patrick
H.u~el,who always communicates with obliging facility his extensive and accurate knowledge, informed
me by letter, that " Spikenard is carried over the de" sert" (from India, I presume) " to Aleppo, where
" it is used in substance, mixed with other perfumes,
'' and worn in small bags, or in the form of essence,
" and kept in little boxes or phials, like atar of roses."
He is persuaded, and so. am I, that the Indian nard
of the antients and that of our shops, is one and the
=me oegetabk.
Though diligent researches have been made at my
request on the borders of Bengal and Behr, yet the
Jatalnansi has not been found growing in any part of
the British territories. Mr. Saunders, who met with
it in Butan, where, as he was informed, it b very
common, and whence it is brodght in a dry state
to R a n g p r , has no hesitation in pronouncing it a
species of the B a c c h i s ; and, since it is not posoibk that he could mistake the natural order and

I
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emntial character of the plant, which he examined,
I had no doubt that the J&tamami was co~nposit
and corymbiferous with stamens connected by the
anthers, and with fimale prolific florets, intermixed
with hermaphrodites. The word S p i k was not used
by the antients with botanical precision, and the Stachy5
itself is verticillated with only two species out of fifteen, that could justifjl its generic appellation. I therefore concluded that the true Sp'kenurd was a Baccharis, and that, while the philosopher had been
searching for it to no purpose,
the dull swain
Trod on it daily with his clouted shoon;
for the Baccharis, it seems, as well as the Conyza, is
called by the gardeners, Ploughman's Spikenard. I
suspected, nevertheless, that the plant which Mr.
Scrtuader8 described was not Jatantansi; because 1
knew that the people of Butan had no such name for
it, but distinguished it by very different names in dif.ferent parts of their hilly country: I knew also that
the Butiaa, who set a greater value on the drug than
it seems, as a perfume, to merit, were extremely reserved in giving information concerniug it, and [night
be tempted, by the narrow spirit of monopoly, to
mislead an inquirer for the fresh plant. The friendly
zeal of Mr. Purling will probably procure it in a state
6f vegetation; for, when he had the kindness, at my
'desire, to make enquiries for it among the Butnn mercbanta, they assured him, that the living plants could
not be obtained without an order from their sovereign
the Devaruja, to whom he immedibtely dispatched a
messenger with an earnest request, that eight or ten
of the growing plants might be sent to him at RangShould the Devaraja complywith that request,
and should the vegetable flourish in the plain of Ben$@,we shall have ocular proof of its class, order, ge.nag and species3 and if it prove the same with the

*.
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Jatamawi of Nepal, which I must now introduce to
your acquaintance, the question witb which I began
this essay will be satisfactorily answered.
Having traced the Indian Spikenard, b tbe name
of JatamalPai to the .mountains of N ' , requested
my friead Mr. Auw, who then resided at Gay4 to
procure some of the recent plants by the.means of tbrc
Nepalese pilgrims; who being oithodox H k u h , ,.pd
possessing many rare ,books in the Sanscrit language,
were more likely than the Butiat to knaw the true
Jatama~isi,by which name they genqrally distinguish
it. Man young plants were accordingly sent to Gcryq
with a $mian letter speeificrrlly naming them, and
apparently written by a man of rank and literature; so
that no suspicion of deception or of error can be justly entertained. By a mistake of the gardener they were
all planted at ~ ' a y awhere
,
they have blossomed, aod
at first seemed to flourisb. I must therefore describe
the Jatamanai from the report of Mr. Burt, who favoured me with a drawing of it, and in whose accuracy we n~ayperfectly confide; but, before I produce
the descriptioo, I must endeavour to m o v e a prejudice, in regard to the naturat order of the Spike~lard,
which they, who are addicted to swear by every word
of their master Linmzw, will hardly abandon; nod
which I, who love truth better than him, have abaocloned with some reluctance. Nard bas been gene?
rally supposed to be a grass; and the word dackys or
q i k e , which agrees with the habit of their natural order, gave rise, perhaps, to the buppooitioo. There
is a planet in Java, which most travellers and some
physicians call spikenard; and the Goveroor of Chin~ r a who
, is kindly endeavouring to procuce it thence
in a state fit for examination, writes me word, that a
" Ddclr author pronounces it a graso liks tAa Cypirur,
" but insists that what we call the sp&e is tbe fibrous
" part above the roo4, as long as a man's little hogst,

f
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" of a brownish hue inclining to red or yellow, rather

'' fragrant., and with a pungent, but aromatic scent"
This is too slovenly a description to have been written
by a botanist; yet I believe the latter part of it to be
tolerably correct, and should imagine that the plant
was the same with our Jatu.mulosi, if it were not commonly asserted that the Java spikenard was used as
a condiment; and if a well informed man, who had
*en it in the island, had not assured me that it was a
sort of Pimento, and consequently a species of Myrtk,
and of the order now called H e n . The resemblance before mentioned between the I d k n m d u l
and the Arabian Sud, or Cypirsu, had led me to suspect that the true nard was a g r w or a reed; and,'=
this country abounds in odoriferous graeeee, I began to
collect them from all quarters. Colonel KyQ obligingly sent me two plants with sweet-smelling roots;
and, as they were known to the Pundits, I soon found
their names in a Samcrit dictionary; one of them is
called gandhab'lri, and used by the Hindu8 to scent
the red powder of Sapan,or Bakkam-wood, which they
scatter ,in the festival of the vernal season ; the other
has many names, and among them, aagaramudac
and gonarda; the second of which means rustling in
the water; for all the Pundits insist that nard is never used as a noun in Sawcrib, and signifies, as the root
of a verb, to s o d or to w t k . Soon after Mr. Burtow brought me, from the banks of the Ganges near
Hetidtuar, a very fragrant grass, which in some places
covers whole acres, and diffuses, when crushed, so
strong an odour, that a person, he says, might easily
have smelt it, as A h a n d e r is reported to have smelt
the nard of Oalr& from the back of an elephant:
ib blossoms were not preserved, and it cannot, therefore, be described. From Mr. Blane of Lumosa, I
received a fresh plant, which has not flowered at CaG
&a; but I rely implicitly on his authority, and have
no doubt that it is a species of Andropogon: it has

rather a rank aromatic odour, and, from the virtue
ascribed to it of curing intermittent fevers, is known
by the Sat~scn'tname of jmarancraa, which literally
means a feaer-Jwok, and alludes to the iron-hook with
which the elephants are managed. Lastly, Dr. Anderuun of Madras, who delights in useful .pursuits and
in assisting the pursuits of others, favoured me with a
complete specimen of the Andropogon Nardus, one
of the most common grasses on the coast, and
flourishing most luxuriantly on the mountains, never
eaten by cattle, but extremely grateful to bees, and
containing an essential oil, which, he understands,
is extracted from it in many parts of Hidzsstan,*and
used as an atar, or perfume. He adds a Very curious
pb ilological remark, that, in the Tamd dictionary,
most words beginning with nar have some relation to
fragrance ; as ou~rukeradu,to yield an odour ;lurrtusn
pilfu, lemon-grass; n a r k , citron; ~lartcrmunurn, the.
wild orange-tree; narunapanei, the Indian Jnenrin;narum alleii, a strong smellin fiotver; and narhc, which
is put for nard in the Tam version of our Scriptures;
so tbat not only the rrard of the .Hebrews and Greeks,
but even the copb narium of Hwace, may be derived
from an I d k n root. To this I can only say, that I
have not met with any such root in Sirnacrit, the oldest
polished language of Itdia; and that in Pmsian, which
bas a manifeet afflnity'with it, laar means a pomegranate, and nargil (a word originally Sam&) a cocoanut; neither of which has any remarkable fragrance.

f

Such is &e evidence in support of the opinion given
by the great SwediSI~naturalists, that the true nard was
a gramineous plant, and a species of Andropogm;
but since no grass that I have yet seen &ears any resemblance to tbe Jcrtamansi, which 1 conceive to be the
nardus of the antients, I beg leave to express my dissent, witb some confideuce as a philologer, though with
humble diffidence as a student in botany. I am not,
indeed, of opinion that the nardzirn of the Ronlans
a
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was merely thn essential oil of the plant from which
it was denominated, but am strongly inclined to believe
that it was a generic word, meaning what we now call
atar, and either the artar of roses from Cashmir and
Perk, that .of Cetaccr, or Pandanua, from the western coast of India, or that of Aguru, or aloe-wood,
from Asam oc CoJlbLohina, the process of obtaining
which i s described by Abu'lfazl, or the mixed perfume, called abir, of which the pincipal ingredients
were yellow sandal, violets, orange-flowers, wood of
floes, rose-water, musk, and true hiken nard: all those .
essences and compositiops were costl'y; and, most of
them . being sold by the I~~cEians
to the Pimiawr and
Arabs, from whom, in the time of Octavk, they
were received by the Syrians and Romuns, they must
bave been extremely dear at Jerusalenr and at R o w
. There might also have been a pure nardine oil, as
Adienaw calls it; but laardum probably meant (and
Xoenig was of the same opinion) a n Indian essence in
general, taking its name from that ingredient which
bad, or was commonly thought to have, the most exquisite scent. But I have been drawn by a pleasing
subject to a greater length than I expected, and proceed to the promised description of the true nard or
Jutammi, which, by the way, has other names in the
Amarcosh, the smoothest of wbich are,jatilaand lomaea,
both derived from words meaning Itair. Mr. Burt, after
a modest apology for his imperfect acquaintance with
the language of botanists, has favoured me with an
account of the plant, on the correctness of which I
bave a perfect reliance, and from which I collect the
following nutural ~Iu~racteru:
OF THE ANTJENTS.

AGGREGATE.

Cal. Scarce any. Margin hardly discernible.
Cor. One petal. Tube somewhat gibbous. Burdei five clek
Stam Three anthers.
Pbt. Germ beneath. One rtyle erect.
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Seed solitary, crowned with a pappus.
Root fi brous.
Leaves hearted, fourfold; r a d i d leaves petiole4

I t appears, therefore, to be the Protean plant, Vda
ria% a aister of the Mountain and Celtic Nard, and

of a species whicb I should describe in the Lkamzn
style, Vakriana JatanmmiJmMIh
triad&, fdiis wrdQtj quatelrris, radimlibus petiddir.
The r a d i d
hives, riaing from the ground and enfoldiag tbe
young stem, are plucked up with a part of the root,
and, being dried in the sun, or by an attificial hest,
are sold as a drug, which fiom ita appearance bas been
called q&nard; though, as the Perrian writer observes, it might be compared more properly to tbe.
tad of an emu=. When nothing remains but the dry
fibres of the leaves, which retain their ori nal forthey bave mme resemblance to a lock of mi, fiom
which the
name, it seema, is derived. Two
mercantile agents from Butan on the p r t of the 1)6
varaja were examined, at my request, by Mr. Hnrkgton; and informed him that the drug, whicb the
Bengalese called Jatan~ansi, " grew ewct above the
" surface of the ground, resembling in colour an ear
" of green wheat; that, when recent, it h d a faint
" odour, which was greatly increased by the simpb
" process of drying it; that it abounded on the hills,
" and even on the plains, of Butan, where it was
" collected and prepared for medicinal purposes"
What its virtues are, experience alooe can ascertain;
but,. as far as botanical analogy can justify a coo@ture, we may suppose them to be antispasmodic; and,
in our provinces, especially in Behr, the plant will
probably flourish; so that we may always procure it
in a state fit for experiment Oa the description of
the Indian Spikenard, compared with the drawing, I
must observe, that, though all the leaves, as delineated, may not appear of the same shape, yet all of

~~
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Mr. Bwrt assures me
that the four radical leaves are hearted and ptiokd;
and it is most probable, that the cauline and floral
leaves would have a similar form iri their state of perfect expansion; but, unfortunately, the plants at Gaya
are now shrivelled; and tbey who seek further information, must wait with patience until new stems and
leaves shall spring from the roots, or other plants shall
be brought from Nepal and Butan. On the proposed
inquiry into the virtues of this celebrated plant, I must
be permitted to say, that, although many botanists
may have wasted their time in enumerating the qualities of vegetables, without having ascertained them by
repeated and satisfactory experiments, and although
mere bohny goes no farther than technical arrangement
and description, yet it seems indubitable that the great
end and aim of a botanical philosopher is to discover
and prove the several uses of the vegetable system;
and, while he admits with H i p a t e a thefallaciowmess .
of expmkx, to rely on experiment alone as the basis
I
of hu knowledge.
them are not fully expanded.

APPENDIX.

METEOROLOGICAL DIARY,
KEPT AT CALCUTTA,

By HENRY TRAIL, Eq.
From let February 1784, to Slot Decem. 1785.

REMARKS.
N the following Diary of the Weather, begun the
Imarked
1st of February
every change in the air r a a
down with the greatest precision tiwee times
1784,

every day, and always nearly at the same hours, viz.
at sun rising, at three, or half past three o'clock io the
afternoon, and at eleven o'clock at night.
While the wind continued southerly, the Thermometer was pladed in a Verandah open to the Esplanade,
where there was at all times a free circulation of air;
and when the wind became northerly, the instrument
was removed to the opposite side of the house, and
equally exposed, as in the preceding part of the year.
The Barometer continued always in the same
place.
The Hygrometer made use of, was a bit of fine
sponge, suspended i n a scalc (on ttle end of a steelyard) first prepafed for more easily i~~lbibiug
the
moisture, by dipping it in a solutton of Salt of Tartar, afterwards drying it well, and bringing it to an
equilibrium' by a weight in the opposite scale, at a
time when the qtrnosphere appeared to have the least
degree of moisture.

A sen~icircularscale at the top, divided from 0 to
90" on each side, w i t h the needle of the yard, poiuted
out the quantity of nloisture gained or lost daily;
but in the following Diary the degrees of moisture
have seldom been taken down.
Eee
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Every fall of win was likewise taken, and the quantity in cubic inches daily noted down.
The winds were also observed, and the figures
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, denote the force thereof.

Here it may be remarked, tbat at sun-rising, there
is seldom or ever any wind; but no sooner is the air
a little rarefied by i a rays, than a little breeze begins,
and this generally increases till about noon, when
again it begins to lose its force, and dies away, from
the same cause.
In order to ascertain the influence of the Moon
upon the weather, the mean temperature, as well as
the weight of the atmosphere of each quarter, is
accurately marked down by taking in the three days
preceding, and tbe three days aAer the change
with the intermediate day. From these ,the density
is diecovered by the following rule; given by Dr.
Bradely, viz
A, altitude of barometer; Bt altitude of tbermometer; D, de'nsity.

N.B. I n this the mean morning density is only
taken.. However, the mean density for the whole
may be found by the same rule.
January 1, I 78.5. From an examination of one
year's observations on the influence of the Moon on
the mercury in the Barometer, it does not appear
that there is any certain rule to be laid dowq regarding it. However, it may be affirmed that the direc-
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tion of the winds has more effect upon it, as we never
fail to see the mercury highest when the wind blows
from the NW; in a lesser degree from tbe N, and
lowest of all when it proceeds from the SE quarters.

A Generat State Ofthe %?ather for F

Gmhrt altitude of the Thermometer,
Least ditto,
Id.m dltt0,

......................
.....................

................
................
....

Clear,..
3 days.
Clotldv,.
.a6 do.
N0ofdayaon whichit rained, 8do.
Qmtity o f rain,..
..+-a Inch

This month the wind very variable, and the atmospher
times several days succeeding without any sun; the air also
and on the bth there was a fall of hail in the afternoon,
The mornings generally foggy..

A General State 6f the Weatherfor

rr. N.
--P. (

................
................ 75
Clear,
..........
16days.
Cloudy,
........
r do.
.......... 3 do:
kin,
*untity of do.. ......x-8 ~nch.

Omtest dtitoQ of Thennometer,
Least dim,
Mtra ditto,

84

79

5

The wind almoat continually southerly, and strong blasts
weather througbout clear end serene, and heavy dews at nigh
case when they are preceded by cr clear warm sun.

I n blowing weather dews are seldom seen, the moisture as

The beat of the earth this month about mid-day, about 1
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Thermometer.

2 M.

CI

-_79
1

1

81

1 N. 1.

89
87

Mean morning heat
at each quarter of
the Moon.

8s

Wid.

?

Point. Force.

--S

o
3
3

Clear.
ditto,
Cloudy,
ditto,
ditto,
Cloudy,
Hazy.
Clear.
ditro,
ditto,
dirto,
ditto,
ditto,
ditto,
Cloudy,

4

ditto,

3

ditto,
ditto,

1

o

83

4

f

4
3
a
r
o

o
o

Last Quarter 84 ; - 7 t h ~
SE

New klwn 81 3 - 7 t h ~
2,
2%

23

83
S3
83

9'
9'

93

S

86
85
87

3

o
3
3
4

4
a

.o
3

0. I

1

-

A p p a n n c e of
the air

1

Hazy.

Clear.
ditto.
' Cloudy,
tlitto,
d~tto,
ditto,
dittb.
Cloudy.

'

A Central State o f the Weatherfo

G reatcat altitude of rl~c'l'homometcr.
Least ditto.

......................
......................
Clear... ..............7 days.
Cloudy.. ............sq do.
Rain,. ..............14 do.
Q p t i t y of do.. .... 9 . 6 inch.

Mean ditto.

The wind southerly, with a few pretty violent storms fro
mouth, while the latter part was close, gloomy, and warm; b
exceedingly cloudy, and scarcely a single day of bright sun

The rain began on the22d; and from that day to the end
try, and the.air very damp.

A General State of the Weatherfor

Greatest altitude of the Thermometer,
Least ditto.
Meenditto,

..................
.................. 77
Clear. ................ days.
Cloudy,
............a914do.
Rain.
..............
do.
Q y n t i t y of do. ......17-4 inches.
I

T h e wind, this month, inclining sometimes to the E. o
moist and wet, and much rain from the lotb to Iith, the

very little variation in the temperature of the air.

sk
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A General State of the Weatherf

Greatest altitude of the Thermometer,
Least ditto,
M a n ditto,

I

M. H.
--I.

84
..................
.................. 81
Clar. ................. day.
Cloudy, ............ j o do.
..............so do. .
Raia,
Qyntity of do. ........15 inches.

go

85

83

8

1

The prevailing wiid SE, and the atmosphere, as the fo
humid, and very little sun-shine. The mean temperatur
and very little variation between the heat at mid-day and

During the rains the wind is often variable, but cornn~
when there falls much rain.

A General Slate of the Weatherfor
M.

Thcrmonrrct, Createst altitude,
L e ~ ditm,
t
Man diua,

Man ditto,
Grrrtut .airlion.
Mean demity,
Bygrvmcicr, Greateat moishm=,

.

.... 830
....
....
....
....
. . . . .I 8
....
.... So0

N.

.

E.

8g0 .

.I9

.IS

-4S0

........
.;.
......

Clar,
5 by*
Cloudy,.
26 do.
bill,
23 do.
*dty do.. .16-g inch.

The air still very moist and very little sun-shine, althoug
bright and fine: frequently thunder, and on, the %d an
morning. The quantity of rain that fell this month was v
imbibing the moisture to the highest degree.
The Barometer is almost invariably higher at night than
at mid-day. The air being much loaded with moisture the w
the mercury was very insensible. The b e causes kept the Th
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the wind W and NW.
About the middle ofthe month the morning become a lit
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l'be NW winds prevailed thiu month; but nothing remarkable in the change of the atmosphere, although there were several appearances of rain i n the course of it. The air more elastic
than any of the former months, also more serene and dry. The fbggy mornings still kept off.
I n clear dry weather there is alvags a very sensible change on the Barometer tw,o or three
hours after stla-rising; it being often near one-tenth of an inch higher about nine o'clock than
at six, or sun-ride. May not this 'be owing to the load of vapolsr condensed and kept near
the sdface of 41ta+--&
-from &tt celd~eeeof the night, which, as it i s gredttally d e d by tbe
heat of the sun, must increase the weight and spring of the atmosphere, and produce tbis.variation?
hence, the Barometar is riwavs I ~iqtlcr in the evening before these watery
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The winds were constantly NW, except a few days, wh
which always brings on cloudy thick weather. The whole
mosphere of euch a density as greatly to exceed any of the
there is generally a thick disagreeable fog in the mornings a
.on the contrary, has been very clear and serene, and but
times.
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The winds variable ; but from the middle of the mon
SW and S, and often pretty strong.
The mercury in the Barometer st,ood very high till about
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Thunder five times. Mean heat of the sun at mid-day,
five minutes, 96".
The beginning of this month the air was very moist, wh
wind comes from the S and SE.
On the contrary, the NW winds which prevailed render
always a very great effect in raising the mercury in the baro
month the mornings were extremely thick and f o g g : on th
storms from the NW.
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The quantity of rain that fell on the nixteenth and seve
the variation that appeared on the mercurj before and
great, sometimes 00'.30 in the space of a few minutes.
Thunder six times. Mean beat of the sun 108" to 110
The temperature of the air throughout this month was lea
found at this time of theyear; m alsq the storms that came
The air rather moisg and little or no variation in the winds,
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Zbwmetcr, Greatat rltitude,
Lcut dim,
Mtpn ditto,

Baanctu,

Greatest ditto, in.
b a t ditto,
Mean ditto,
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Mundmfity,
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Cloudy,
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dry#.
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Mean heat of the Sun 1060.

The quantity of rain this month has been uncommonly gr

without some falling ; the weather of course disagreeable an
'

be mercury in the Barometer very low, which seldom fa
come from the SE and E quarters.
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Tlmoutrr, Grntat Jtituje,
&roll4tcr,

Lart
Man

da
&

Gnatcat do.

Lare

do.
M u n k
G~catattgSion,

The weather throughout the month remarkably clear a
it is usually at this season of the year.
Mean heat of the run at mid-day ,abqut 96O.

,
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From the foregoing Daiy of the Weather, it may
be remarked in regard to the variation of the Barometer, that during the cold season, from November to
March, the mercury is at its greatest height; and at the
lowest during the rainy montbs of May, June, July,
August, and September. The variation of the Thermometer, or the difference between the temperature
of mid-day and that of the morning and evening is
very trifling, seldom exceeding 3 or 4" during the
rains, whereas,. during the cold season, the difference
is 8 or 100.

A Synqpsir of the darer& Caw that may bppa in
deducing the Lungit.de of one Placefrom another,
Mwcns of A r n o ~ C
s hr-tq
a d 0fjnd"g the
R a u when the Dz~ereuccof Ih+ude,ir given.

-

B Y MR. Y E U B E N BURROW.

IT

was formerly the custom to give rules for calculation, without any investigation of their principles;
but the contrary method has so much taken place of
late, that tbose who are not acquainted with the theory
of a subject are seldom in a capacity of calculating at
all ; and those who are acquainted with it, must either
lose time by recurring thereto continually, or run the
hazard of often making mistakes. Indeed, the use of
practical rules is so obvious, that Newtun has often
given them when he has omitted their demonstrations;
and the want of them has been noted by Bacon among
the deficiencies of learning. The Hindoos were so
particularly attentive in that respect, that they usually
gave two rules for the same operation; one couched
in the shortest terms possible, and often in verse, for
the ease of the memory: and the other more at length,
as an explanation. It thewfore is mucb to be wished
that authors would revert to the ancient custom so far,
as to pay some attention to the reduction of their
knowledge to practice; that people may not be under
the necessity of investigating rules at the time they
want to use them.
The following is one rule, out of a great number,
that I drew up for my own use, in determining the
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situations of places in 'India; and I insert it on account of its utility and easiness of application.
Let EaErroi- of the Watch from mean time at the
plow ;

&st

!=Error

from mea. ;ime

at t h

second place;

T=Time by the Watch at the second place, when
the error was e;
.
D=Difference of-Lqiiu8e between the places;
.

N=Intemal of mean time between the observrtions at the two laces (fouhd by taking tbe
interval by t h e - - d t c b , and correctiog it accordiog to the estimated rate, &c)
r==Rate of the Watch, or what it gains or loses in
a day of mean time. men,
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MEMORANDUMS
CONCERNING AN OLD BUILDING

In tRc Hadj+e

Dietrict, near the G d w River, &c.

BY MU. R E U B E N BUBROW.

THE

pyramids of Egypt, as well as those lately
discovered in Iretad (and probably too the
Tower of Babel) seem to have been intended for
nothing more than images of M d d e o .
Two of the Sakkara pyramids described by

Nm

den, are, like many of the small ones, usually built of
mud in the villages of BengaL One of the pyramids
of Dashour, drawn by Pocock, is nearly sirnilar to that
I am going to mention, except in the acuteness of
the angle. Most of the Pago846 of the Carnatic are
either complete or truncated pyramids; and an old
stone-building without any cavity, which I saw in
Yambeah., near the Cat~bedariver. on the Arracan
coast, differed so little from a pyramid, that I did not
euspect it was meant for the image of Seeva, till I was
told it by the natives.

The largest building of the kind which I have yet.
secn in Id&, is about two da s journey up the Gb.
d.c river, near a place c a l HeMrnea~:
~
it go- by the
name of Bheern Sums .Dmry; but seems evidently
intended for the well-known image of Mdhadeo; having origisally bese a cylinder placed upon the frus-

.
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tum of a cone, for the purpose of being seen at a distance. It. is at present very much decayed ; and it is
not easy to tell whether the upper part of the cy1i:lder
has been globular or conital ; a'tonsiderable quantity
of the outside is'ftllien down, but i t stilt may be seen
a good distance up and down the river.

'

The day I went from the river to view it was so uncommonly hot, that the walk and a fever together
obliged me to trust to the measurements of a servant.
For want of a better instrument, he took the circumference of the cylindrical part, in length of a spear, and
frmn: that as a scale, and a sketch of the builabg
taken at a distaace, I dedtleed the fdllowing dim&sions. What dependence there may be on his measores,
I cannot determine; But probably they are net very
erroneous.

.'.

. : 64 Wt
Diameter of the cylindrical part, .
Height of the cylinder,
85
Height of'the conic frustum on which the
cylinder is placed,
93
363
Diameter of the cone at the base,

..........

........
....

Both the cone and the cylinder were of britks;
those of the last were of different sites, many of them
two spans long and one broad; others were of the
common size, but thinner; and they were well burnt,
though bedded in. mortar little better than mud.
There did not appear any signs of the cylinder's being
hollow: the conical part was overgrown with jungle ;
but I broke through it in several places, and found
it everywhere brick.

I do not mollect ,whether it be visible from the
site of the ancient city where the famous pillar of
Shged stands, or not; but have a faint idea that it

is. What J e intention of these extra.ordinary columhb
may have been originally, is perhaps not so easy to
tell: at first sight it would seem that they were for
holding inscriptions, because tkose of Beeiafi, Dt?hli,
a d Ikhdd, lave inscripionb (though in a character tbat has not been yet ifecyphxed) ; but We
seems. to have none *hat'ever, for
pillar of S+
some &am& t d d ltte they a t t e d t d a t the time it way
dug to the foundation, near twenty feet under ground,
by a gentleman of fa-, who had hopes to have
u
m trehJures; and that there were not the
found s
least vestige of any inscription upon it. Probably
those pillars, Cleopatm's Nwdk, and the Devil's Bolts,
at B o r o u g M g e , m y all have the same religious
origin.
Perhaps the connection of tinre and place may apologize for the diversity of the subject, in mentioning,
that while I sat under the shade of a large tree near
the pyramid, on account of the sultry heat, some of
the people of the adjacent village came and played
there with c w w b on a diagram, thar was formed
by placiog five points in a circular order, and jo~ning
every pair of alternate points by a line, whicll formed
a kind of pentagon ; this brought to 111y recollection
a circumstance told me by a gentleman in E~tgla?rd,That an old piece of silver plate had been dug out of
the earth with such a figure upon i t ; tne use of it was
totally unknown, as well as the age; and I was deaired to find what geometrical properties the figure
possessed. One, I remember, was, that if any ouriit,er
of points whatever were placed in a circular order, and
each two alternate points joined, then the sum of all
the salient angles of the figure would be equal to two
right angles when the number of points wtls odd ;
but equal to four fight angle8 wben thc ~ ! u ber
~ n was
even. Euclid's properties of the angles of [tie triangle
and trapezium, are particular cases of thcae ; but 1had

I
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no suspicion of the real intention of the figure till I
saw the use here made of it. I t seems, however, an argument in favour of the identity of the Druids and
Brantiw, as well as another well-known diagram,
usually called the Walls of Troy, wi~icli was used
originally in the Hidoo astrology. These figures, however, appear to have flowed from a mucb higher source,
and to have relation to what L e u had a distant
idea of in his Analysis of Situation, Euclid in his Porislns, and Girard perhaps in his Restitution of them.
In fact, as the modern Algebraists have the advantage
of their labour from the
of transferring a great
head to tbe hands, so there is reason to believe that
the Hidma had mechanlcalnzethodsof reaminggeometrically, much more extensive than the elenlentary
methods made use of at present; and that even their
games were deduced from and intended perhaps to
be examples of them: but this deserves to be treated
more at length elsewhere.

art

,.

The same apology may perhaps excuse my mentionii~ghere, that the idea of the NiCc'u deriving its
floods from the melted snows, as well as the Gamgw,
appears to be rather imaginary : they seem to be caused
principally by the rains; for the high hills beyond the
'Herdwar apparently retain the snow all the year, and
therefore the quantity - melted could oever produce
the enormous swell of the Ganges; not to meotion
that the effect of a thaw seems different from what
would arise from the mere difference of heat, and
therefore might partly take place in winter and the dry
season. That th'e rains are sufficient for the purpose,
without recurring to the hypothesis of nxlted snows,
appears from the following fact:-A
little before I
observed the aforesaid pyramid. ,I had been o considerable distanee up the Ghdw; the river was low
for the time of the year, and the hills that skirt tbe
borders of Nepaarl were clear, and appareatly.not above

,
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tifteen cose distant: soon after, a heavy shower fell
upon them for some hours, and the river was in a
abort time filled to the very banks, and continued so
tor many days; and large trees were torn u p by the
roots, and came driving down with such force by the
torrent, that my boat was often endangered. Now, on
these hills the1 e was actually no snow whatever; and ,
as the riae was obviously caused by the rains, it may
reasonably be concluded that the same effect has the
same cause in other places.

OBSERVATIONS ON SOME OF THE
ECLIPSES OF JUPITER'S SATELLITES.
B Y MR. B E U B E N BURIIOW.

Tkefollowing in the Ganges and Burranrpooter Rivera
1

A p ~ n dmc
c 1787.
d h ' "
Scpt. a3 I I 41 9
a4 15 41 a r
Oct. z r 1% 45 14
23 ro 26 ao
a s I I 47 39
a5 16 41 40
a7 11 13 59
30 14 3s 16
Nov. 19 8 56 32
1 6 11 33 45
zF 13 13 57
a8 7 4.r 5%
h. 3 14 1054
3 15 8 I
5 7 51 59
5 9 35 a6
10 16 45 14
10 f 6 57 56
1%IL 26 9 :

---.

Wuthcr.

a

Moduate,
Ditto,
Di~to,
Ditto,
Ditto,
Dim,
Ditto,
D?,
Ditto,
Ditto,
Diao,
Ditto,
Hazy,

Sat.

3
I

3
%

I
1

3
2

a
r
'I

a
I

3
I

a
r
I

I S I I ~ B ~ O3
I
29 15 a8 59

1m.orEm.

Imm.
Imm.
Imm.
Emer.
Imm.
Imm.
Imm.
Emsr.
Imm.
Imm.

Imm.

Imm.
Imm.
Moderate, Imm.
Imm.
Dito,
Imm.
Ditto,
Very hazy, Imm.
Moderate, Imm.
Imm.
Hazy,
Imm.
Ditto,
Ditto,
Emer.

'

I'lud of Obler7atloa.

Bankipore Cnnary.
Ditto.
Colgong; Clevelan88 Bungdo.
Muuth of Jellingy.
Shorn of G a g a South of P u b
Dirto.
Cossunbh; Nullah.
Dacca; Nhb'a house.
Tealmpe, Burrampooter.
Bakkuncr Chorr.
Ditto.
Cnzycoto.
Wpnnh.
Dith
Ditto.
Ditto.
Budjapo&.
Ditto.
Tingarchor.
Ditto.
Luckipore.

.

.

'.
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%folleoing
at X-e,

7

C o k Z Wd~m'itD
near tke M d of fkeNuUab

w e obeervsd at

d

Pha o f OLmrtpll.

3#71*

Emu.
tma.

1

lBefollmor'ng in th Ganger and Rokikund, 4c.

28 15 49

2%

is

13

3

2

x

Ditto,

Ditto.

htt0,
of Can-,

O. 1' 29-.

Dina

1
I

Dim,

3

D:m,

I
1

x6 8 j x 53
r7 6 5 3 rx:
X ~ I I

64.41

a3 I0 50 I
Much a xr 48 13
z 14 xa l o

Ditto,
Dim,

Ditto,

Ditto,

a

C):L%,

I

Hazy,
Mwlmn,

3
x
a

Dim,
Ditto.

!

Nabobgan~.
Pil1:bcrt Ecd Gah.
Shairgnrr.
Bowntnb.
Bhynb.
Pdkwradrrt.
N~djtW.

Di
Altlmmb
Ditto.
H
~

~

.
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Apprrcnt time 1 7 8 ~ Sat. Wathu.
d h '
b h b , I g aa a I : I Morlcrrtr,
1 8 1 1 a 3 5 6 I Dfa D~tto,
20 9 4 40
I Ditto,
a7 7 59 16
a Ditto,
a7 1 1 53 I
a9 10 3 r ro
3 Djtro,
April, 3 g 56 45: r Uno,
. 1011 59 48 : I Very hazy,
r Hary,
19 8 30 56

26 lo 31 22

r

Ira wEm.

Place of Obre~rion.

7

MOdcnte,

Emer.
Em.

Mobarickpore Gaut.
2huwFort.
&m
Observatory.

Emu.
Emu.
Emcr.

&nkypm Granary.
Ditto.
Ditto.

In~m.

her.
Emer.
Emr.
Emcr.

w, Rocky P&.

Tlie following were observed at Ruasahpugly, near
Calcutta.
I
a Em.
---Emcr.
Warher.

Modudte,
Hazy,
Ditto,
Mdmte,
Ditto,

or

Place of ObrerMtba.

-

lmm.
Imm.
Imm.
Imm

Ditto.
Imm.
Mist &wind. Imm.
Ditto,
Imm
Imm.
Hay,
Moderate, Imm.
v a b~y , lnlm.
Imm.
Hazy,
Modenn, Itom.

56
38
26
a8 57 rr
Much, 1 9 05%
'6 1* 13
7 r8 14
1%
I 14

t

Wtm,
Ditto,

Bma.

Hazy,
Modcnbr,
Ditto,
Hazy,
Modcnk,
Dim,
Dim,

Emu.

her.
'

Ema.
Ewr.
Em.
Emu.
Enur.

J

two following were at Jowgatta, mar Kriehmpr.
Appucm time 1 7 9 2
d h '
,*pri', 2' 2' I0 30
ra 11 31 10

VOL:IT.

Sac.

r

Wether. Im.aEm.
Ditto,

Ii

1

Plicc of Obsc+th.
J

,
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Those to the Slst of March 1788, were observed
with a glass.made by Watkiw, that magnified about
1 10 times; those from thence to the 191th of May 1790,
were observed with one of Ranwden's telescopes of the
sort lately made for the navy; and the remainder with
a glass made by Dolland, that magnifies about eighty
times.

I shall conclude these observation8 with a remark
that highly concerns both the buyers and makers of
telescopes; namely, that the parts which compose the
object-glass of an Achromatic, are generally put together in such a manner that they cannot be taken asunder; and the brass part that they are bedded in, shoats
a numller of chymical ramifications betweenthe gksseg
that in the course of a year renders a telescope of little
or no service. This defect tbe maker m y easily remove, by making the compound object-gla capable
of being taken to pieces, or the parts id some other
substance not liable to this defect.
.'

A PROOF THAT THE HINDOOS HAD THE
BINOMIAL THEOREM.

T H E &Itnub in the Bay of Bmgal are, many of
'them covered with shells and marine productions to a great height, and there are beds of large
smooth. pebbles near tbe Herdwar, some hundreds of
feet above the present level of the Ganges; the sea
has therefore gradually been retiring, and consequently
the position of the Equator was formerly farther north
than it ie at present in this part of the earth; and if a
few similar observations were made in other countries,
i t is evident that the ancient situation of the pole
upon the surfbce of the earth might be determined
sdliciently near for explaining many difficulties and
patadoxes in geographical antiquities. For this purpose
also it would be advisable to have permanent meridian lines drawn in high northern latitudes, to be compared in succeeding ages, and also to have marks cut
upon rocks in the sea, to shew the proper level of the
water.

I n the a h w i d position of the Equator, the sands
of Tartaty were inhabitable, and the Siberian climates
temperate; the deserts of the h e r Bukharia were
h e n part of the seat of the Pardise of -7Mwee; and
the four sacred rivers of, Eden went through India,
Chinu, Sibmi% and into the Caqian Sea, respectively.
'Ebis appears from a B m i n map of the world in the
Jig
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Sanscrit language, which I met with about two yean
ago in the higher part of I d & , together with a valuable treatise of geography upon the system of B d h ;
both of which I communicated, with my idea on the
subject, to Mr. Wilford, of the Bm.gal Engineers; and
from him tile wolSldmay expect shortly to be favoured
with the first true representation of Scriptural and
Hi-ttdoo Geography.
From the aforesaid country the Hindcro religion probably spread over'the whole earth : there are s i p of
it in every northern country, and in almost wery systen] of worship. In England it is obvious; Stonehengt!
is evidently one of the temples of Boodh; and the
sl-ithmetic, the astronomy, astrology, tbe holidays,
games, names of the stars, and figures of the constellations, the ancient monuments, laws, and even the
languages of the ditierent nations, have the strongest
marks of the same original. The worship of the sun
and fire, human and animal sacrifice, &c. have appuren tly once been universal : the religious ceremonies
ofthe papists seem in many parts to be a mere servile
copy i ~ those
f
of the G o s e i p and Fakeerg; the christian ascetics were very little different from their filthy
original the Bpraggys, &c. ; even the hell of the
northern nations is not at all like the hell of the s c r i p
lure, cxcept in some few particulars; but it is so
striking a likeness of the hell of the Hindbos, that I
should not at all be surprised if the story of thesoldier that saw it in Saint Patrick's purgatory, described
in Matthew Pars's history, should hereafter turn out
to be merely a translation from the Sa~scrit,with the
names changed. The different tenets of Popery and
DeUm have a great sirnilirity to the two doctrines of
Brahnru and Boodh; and as the Brantins were the authors of the Ptolemaic system, so the Boodhists appear
tn have been the inventors of the ancient Philolaic, or
t'ol~er.nii*nn,as tvcll as of the doctrine of attraction; and'
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'probably too the established religion of the Greeks and
the Eleminian mysteries may only be varieties of the
two different sects. That the l ) r ~ i d sof Britain were
Brantins, is beyond the least stladow of a doubt; but
that they were all murdered and their sciences lost. is
out of the bounds of probability; it is much more
likely that they turned Schoolmasters, Freemasons,
and Fortune-tellers, and in this way part of their
sciences might easily descend to posterity, as we find
they have done. An old paper, said to have been found
by Locke, bears s considerable degree of internal evidence both of its own antiquity and of its own idea; and
on this hypothesis it will be easy to account for many
difficult matters that perhaps cannot so clearly be done
on any other, and particularly of the great similarity
between the Hindoo sciences and ours: a cornperison
between our oldest scientific writers and tliose of the
Hindoos will set the matter beyond dispute; and fortunately the works of Bede carry us twelve hundred
years back, which is near enough to the times of the
Druids to give hopes of finding there some of their remains. I should have made the comparison myself,
butBede is not an author to be met with in this coun. try; however, I compared an astrolabe in the Nagr
icharacter (brought by Dr. Mackhnon from ~ ~ R a ~ u r J
with Clraucer's description, and found them to agree
most minutely: even the center-pin, which Chaucer
calls "the horses," has a horse's head upon it in the instrumeqt; therefore if Clraucer's description should
happen to be a translation from Bede, it will be a strong
argument in favour of the hypothesis, for we then
could have nothing from the A.rabiam. What Bung q and S k e t may contain, will ~lso'deserveinquiry;
and that the comparison may be the readier made,
where the books are procurable, I mean very shortly
t o publish translations of the Leelavotty and Beej GInets, or the arithmetic and algebra of the Hindoos.

IiS

t
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I t is much to be feared, however, that many of the
best treatises of the Hindow are lost, and tbat many
of those that remab are imperfect B the help of a
Pundit I translated part of the Beej aneta near six
years ago, when no Europan but myself, I believe,
even suspected that the Hmdoos had any Algebra; but
finding that my copy was imperfect, I deferred completing the translation, in hopes of procuring the remainder. I have since found a small part more, and
have seen many copies; but from the plan of the work
(which in my opinion is the best way of judging) they
still seem to be all imperfect, tbough the copier generally takes care to put at the end of them that they are
complete. I have the same opinion of the Leelavafty,
and for the same reason: indeed, it is obvious that
there must have been treatises existing where Algebra
was carried much farther; because many of their rules
in astronomy are approximations deduced from infinite series, or at least have every appearance of it;
such, for instance, as finding the sine from the arc, and
the contrary; and finding the angles of a right angled
triangle from the hypothenuse and sides, independent
of tables of sines ; and several others of a similar nature, much more complicated. I have bsen informed
by one of their Pundits, that, some lime ago, thenq'
were other treatises of Algebra besides that just mentioned, and much more difficult, though he had not
seen them ; and therefore, as it is possible they may
still be existing, and yet be in danger of perishing
very soon, it is much to be whbed tbat people would
collect as many of the books of scieoce as possible
(their poetry is in no danger) and particularly those
of the doctrine .of Boodk, which perheps may be met
with towards Thibot. That many of their best books are
depraved and lost is evident, because there is not now a
single book of geometrical elements to be met with;
and yet that they had elemen'ts not lon ago, and apparently more extensive than those of uclid, is obvious

d
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from some of their works of no great antiquity ; the
same remarks are applicable to their cosmographical
remain4 in some of which there are indications of an
astronomy superior to that of the Soorya Siddhnnb, and
such popular treatises.
Till we can therefore find some of their more superior works, it must be rather from the form and construction of their astronomical tables and rules, and
the praperties implied in their accidental solutions of
questions, &c. that we can judge what they formerly
knew, than otherwise. That they are acquainted with
a differential method oitnilar to N e w h ' s , I h a l l give
many reasons for believing, in a treatise on the principles of the Hidoo aetronomy, which I began more
than three yehrs ago, bu,t was prevented from
finishing, by a troublemine and laborious employment
that for two years gave me no kisure whatever; and
wliich (tbough the small time I bad to spare since has
been employed in writing a comment on the works of
Newton, and explaining them to a w r y ingenious native who is translating them into Arabic) I bope ere
long to have on opportunity of completing. At present I sball only give an extract of a paper explaining
the.construction of some tables, which first led me to
the idea of their having a differential method : it is
part of one, out of a number s f papers that were written in the latter part of the year 1.783 pnd the beginning of 1784, and of which several eolpies were taken
by different people, and some of them sent to Eqklnd.
This particular extract was to investiqate the rules a t
p a p 053, 854, and 965 of Mona antil'a Voyage,
of which the autbor says, " Je n'ai pu swoir sur quels
" principes cette table est forrde," &c. rhd is as fol
lows :
.' "

Now, by proceeding in the manner explained in

" the aforesaid paper, to calculate the right ascension

49.9
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"and ascensional difference for Tiraahr, and -af" terwards taking the differences algebraically, and re" ducing them to puls of a Guny, as in the follow-'
"ing table, the principles of the method will be

"evident.

The fifth and sixth columns sufficiently explain
page $53 and 954 of M. Geatil; but
there remains a part more difficult, namely, why in
"caculating the Bauja," or the doubles of the first
differences of the ascensional difference
of the
" length of the shadow is taken for the first; 8 of
"the first term for the second; and
of the first
" term for the third."
'"I'be primary reason of
"taking differences here, seems to be that the
" chords may be nearly equal to the arcs, and
"

" the tables in

+

1,

I

i
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"that, by adding of the difference, the arcs them" selves may be found nearly; the reason will appear
from the following investigation. Let N be the equa" torial shadow of the Bralnins in Bingles, then 7ao the
L' length of the Gnomon, or twelve Ongles, will be to N
" the shadow, as radius to the tangent of the latitude;
" and radius to tbe tangent of the latitude as the tangent
'' of the declination to the sine of the ascensional dif" ference; consequently 730 is to N as the tangent of
declination ta the sine of the ascensional difference.
" Now if tbe declinations for one, two, and three sines
" be subsituted in the last proportion, we get the sines
" of the three ascensional differences in terms of N
"and known quantities; and, if these values be sub" stituted in the Newtonian .form for finding the arc
" from the sine, we get the arcs in parts of the radius;
"and if each of these be multiplied by 5600 and
" divided by 6,88318, the values come out in yuls
"of a Gwy if N be in Bbgles, but in parts of a
" Gury if N be in Ongks; and by taking the doubles,
"we get the values nearly as follows:
APPENDIX.
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Valrus.

Dt~uencea.

0,ooooo N
0,33056 N 0,33056 N = 1-3 N nearly,
0,59928 N 0,26872 N = 4 5 of 1-3 N nearly,
N nearly,
o,fos&~N 0,10932 N = 1-3

the values
used by the

Brfuniw.

" Now, because the values in the first c o l u w are
doubles of the ascensional differences for. one, two,
"and three sides, their halves are the ascensional dif" ferences in parts of a Gurry, supposing N to be
"in Ongles; and if each of these halves be multi"plied by sixty, the products, namely, 9,9168 N,
" 17,9784 N, and 21,2380 N will be the same in
" puls of a G u r y ; and if to get each of these nearly
" in round numbers, the whole be multiplied by three,
" and afterwards divided by three, the three products
(6

.

,
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'' will be 89,75 N, 53,M N, and 63,77N, which are
nearly equal to thirty N, fiftyfour N, and sixty" four N respectively; and hence the foundation of the
" Bran& rule is evident, which directs to multiply
"

the equatorial sbadow by thirty, fifty-four, and
and to divide the products
" by three for the Chwardo in puls : and these parts
" answer to one, two, and three signs of longitude
" from the true equinox; and therefore the Ayonong81,
" or Braam precession of the equinox, must be add" ed, to find the intermediate Cberardu by propor'' tion."
"

" sixty-four respectively;

Though the agreement of this investigation with
the Br~nsitbresults, is .no p o f that the Hindw had
either the differential method, or AJgebra, it gave m e
at the time a strong suepicion of both; and yet, for
want of knowing the name that Algebra went by in
Sanommt,I was new two yeam before I fuand e.treatise
on it, and even then I should not have known what to
enquire for, if it had not come into my mind to ask
how they investigated their rules. Of the differential
method, I have yet met with no regular treatise, but
have no doubt whatever that there were such, for the
reasom I before hinted a t ; and I hope others will be
more Portunate in their enqu'iries after it than myselE

With respect to the Binomial Theorm, the applicatim of it to fractional indices will perhaps remain for
ever the exclusive property of Newten; but the follouring question and its solution evidently shew that
the H i d w understood it in whole numbers to tbe
full as well a13 Brigg.8, and much better than
P a d . Dr. Hutton, in a valuable edition of S k udn'~tables, has lately done justice to Briggv; but
Mr. Wicitchll, who some years before pointed out
&gga as the undoubted inventor of the differential

,
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method, said he had f o u d some indicutions of the
B+l
7 X e o r m in much older autbors. The method however by which that great moo investigated
the powers independent of each other, is exactly the
same as that in the following tnanshtioa from the
Suwcrid.

" A Raja's palace had eight doors ;oow these doom
may either be operled by one at tr time, or by two
" at a time, or by three at a time, and so on through
"*he whole, till at last all are opened, together. It is
" required to tell the numbers of times that thb can
" be done ?
* .
" Set down the number of the d w s , and proceed
" in order, gradually decreasing by one to unity, and
" then in a contrary order, as follows :
"

6

8765435tl
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Divide the first number eight by the unit beneath
" it, and the quotient eight shews the number of
" times tbat the doors can be opened by one at a time.
" Multiply this last eight by the next term seven,
'' and divide the product by the two beneath it, and
" the result twenty-eight is the number of times 'that
" two different doors may be opened; multiply the
" last found twenty-eight by the next figure six, and
" divide the
roduct by the three beneath it, and the
" quotient fi ty-six shews the number of times that
" three different doors may be opened. Again, this
" fifty-six multiplied by the next five, and divided by
" the four beneath it, is seventy, the number of
" times that four different doors may be opened. In
" the same manner fifty-six is the number of fives that
'' can be opened : tweoty-eight the number of timas
" that six can be opened : eight the number of times
"

!

'
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" that seven can be opened; and lastly,

one is the

'' number of times the whole may be opened together;
" and the sum of all the different times is 255."

The demonstration is evident to mathematiciaos;
for as the second term's coefficient in a general equation shews the sum of the roots, therefore, in the
sr power of 1 + 1, where every root is unity, the co.efficient shews the different ones that can be taken in
n things: also, because the third term's coeflicient is
t h e sum of the products of all the different twos
of the roots, therefore when each root is unity, the
products of each two roots will be unity, and therefore the number of units, or the coefficient itself, shews
the number of dit5erent twos that can be taken in n
thiligs. Again, because the fourth term is the sum d
the products of the different threes that can be taken
among the roots, therefore, when each root is in unity,
the product of each three will be unity, and therefore
every unit in the fourth will shew a product of three
different roots, and consequently the coefficient itself
shews all the different tlwees that can be taken in n
things; and so for the rest I should not have added
this, but that I do.not know well where to refer to it.
I

P. S. There is an observation, perhaps worth remarking, with respect to tbe change of thepoles; namely, that the small rock-oysters are generally all dead
within about a foot above high water-mark; now possibly naturalists may be able to tell the age of such shells
nearly by their appearance; and if so, a pretty good
estimate may be formed of the rate of alteration of the
level of the sea in such places where they are; for I made
some astronomical observations on a rock in the sea near
an island about seven miles to the south of the island
of Cied.huba, on the Aracnn coast, whose top was eighteen feet above high waiter-mark, and the whole rock
covered with those shells fast grown to it, but all of

497
them dead, except those which were a toot above the
high water-mark of that day, which was February 2,
1788. The shells were evidently altered a little in
proportion to their height above the water, but by no
means so much as to induce one to believe that the
rock had been many years out of it. All the adjacent islands and the coast shewed similar appearances,
and therefore it was evidently no partial elevation by
subterraneous fires, or any thing of that,sort; this is
also apparent from the'isiand of Cheduba itself, in
which there is a regular succession of sea-beaches and
shells more and more decayed to a great height
By a kind of vague estimation from the trees and the
coasts and shells, &c. (on which however there is not
tbe least dependence) I supposed that the sea might
be subsiding at the rate of about three inches in. 4
. year.
APPENDIX.
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Page 154. Note. The gun$, I find, is the
Abrus of our botanists; and I venture to describe it
from the wild plant compared with a beautiful drawfavoured
ing of the flower magnified, with which
by Dr. Anderson.

as

CLASSXVII.

Order IS'.

Cat. Perkt'h funnel-shaged, indented above.
Cymbiform; Awntng roundish, pointed,
newed.
Wings lanced, sborter than the awning.
Keel rather longer than the win@

or.

h.
FiZunmzts nine, some shorter; united in two
sets at the fop of a divided, bent, awI'-sbaped body.
Pht. Gcrna inserted in the calyx. Stgle very minute at the bottom of the divided body. Stigntu, to
the naked eye, obtuse; in the microscope, feathered.

Per. A legume. Seeds, spheroidal; black or white,
or scarlet with black tips.
Leaves pinnated; some with, some without, an
odd leaflet.

Page 361. See the Plate Fig. 1. The female insect in its Zulva state. 9. The egg which produces
the male. 3. The male insect. 4. T h e 11tad w t
jointed antennse. 5. The wings on one side. Tbe
preceding figures are much magnified, but in just
proportion. 6. A piece of L i i of its natural side
7. The inside of the external coat of the cells.
8. One of the utriculi. The two last figures are a
little magnified
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